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AgSTRACT

This thesis is a comparative examination of the political economy of
contemporary Thailand, Indonesia, and Burma (Myanmar). It analyses thg
similarities and differences in the ways these countries have experienced and
responded to economic change and the poliúcal consequences in each
country. tn doing this, the thesis presents case studies of these counffies
duringthe periods of economic reform and boom in the 1980s and 1990s
and eiaminès the causes and political consequences of the economic crisis

which occurred in these countries in 1,997 and 1998. Thailand is a case

where economic boom and political liberalisation came together and it is in
this context that this counffy was much better at dealing with the economic
crisis. Indonesia is a case where economic boom has not led to political

been pushed to engage w1 domestic economic and political change.
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CHaprER OxB

Introduction

An Overview of the Study

nomic and political change in contemporary

Myanmar).r The study attempts to analyse

the ways these countries have experienced

and responded to economic change and the political consequences. The study focuses on

a comparison of two interrelated economic and political events experienced by Thailand,

Indonesia and Burma: firstly, the different factors which influenced the period of

economic reform and boom and their political irnplications during the 1980s and 1990s;

and secondly, the way in which these countries responded to the economic crisis, which

occurred :.ri.1997 and 1998, as part ofa regional crisis.

In different ways, Thailand,Indonesia and Burma implemented economic reforms

during the 1980s and 1990s. The governments and policy makers in these countries

embraced ma¡ket economies and aimed to give more opportunity for the private sector and

foreign investors to invest in sectors that had been monopolised by the govemment.2

These economic reforms changed the outlook and performance of the economies studied

here. In the late 1980s and the early 1990s respectively Thailand and Indonesia entered a

period of economic boom and becamo part of the "second generation" of newly

The Burmese mititary government changed the name of the country from 'Burma' to 'Myanmtu' in
1989, but the name change has not been domestically and internationally accepted, many still
preferring to use 'Burtna', including this thesis.

The core of policy reforms can be found in measures such as improved macroeconomic performance,

reduced current account deficit, tightened monetary policy, reform of the ltnancial sector and taxation

system, adjustment of the exchange rate policy, liberalisation of the trade sector, reduced tariffs, and

privatisation of the government-owned elìterprises. For further discussion of the political aspect of

economicreformsin the 1980s and the 1990s, see John V/illiamson (ed.) The Political Econoury of
Policy Reþrm (Washington D.C.: Institute for Internatiortal Economics, 1994).

2
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Clrapter One ltttroductiotl

inclLrstrialising countdes (NICs), following the countries ol East Asia.3 Buma, despite the

implementation of economic reforms, did not progress as tnuch, although the Bunnese

economy was more open to the private sector and foreign investors than previous

decades.a

Politically, the pathways that these countries chose had both differences and

sirnilarities. In Thailand, the economic boom period was accompanied by a gradual

transition toward the establishment of a representative political system and the

strengthening of civil society. In Indonesia, the New Order govemment allowed a limited

political openness in the face of strong demands for the replacement of the New Order's

authoritarian system with a more democratic one. In Burma the military government

continued to suppress opposition groups while they attempted to reform the economy.

These different political systems faced increasing challenges until, in 1997-98, the Asian

region experienced economic crisis.

This economic crisis raised questions about the vulnerability of the existing

economic and political systems that had been adopted by countries in the Asian region as

a whole, and particularly by these three countries. The economic crisis had serious

irnplications for the stability of economic and political conditions in the region. It took

everyone by surprise and was judged by some commentâtors and observers as the most

serious economic and political crisis ever to have occurred in the region due to its far-

reaching implications.t Although there has been much comment, analysis, and discussion

of the causes and the consoquences of this regional crisis, it is generally agreed that it

' For an interesting view on this issue, see Mitchell Bemard a,nd John Ravenhill, "Beyond Product

Cycles and Flying Geese, Regionalization, Hiera¡chy, and the Industrializatiolt of East Asi¿", World

Politics, vol. 4'l (January 1995), pp. 111-209.
a See John Wong, "Why Has Myanmar not Developed Like East Asia", ASE'AN Econornic Bulletin,

vol. 13, no. 3 (March 1991),pp.344-358.
t See, for instance, Steven Radelet and Jeffrey Sachs, Iåe East Asian Finttncial Crisis: Diagnosis,

Retnedies, Prospects, a paper presented to the Brooking Panel, V/ashington D.C., 26-27 March 1998;

and Suthad Setboonsarng, "Asean Economic Co-operation, Adlusting to the Crisis", Soutlrcasl. Asian

Affoirs 1998 (Singapore: Institute of Southeast Asian Sttrdies, 1998), pp. 18-36.
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Chapter One Inlroductiott

began with the depreciation of the Asian countries' currencies by between 10-80 percent

against the US dollar in 1997 .

Some interpretations of the causes of the economic crisis deserve attention here.

There was a consensus among economists that the economic crisis resulæd from a

deterioration in the performance of the macroeconomies of the affecæd countries, evidence

of which could be found in indicators such as the increasing current account deficits and

debt, a decline in exports, overvalued exchange rates, the collapse of the property market"

and low invesûnent in education and human resources.u Some academics have attributed

the economic crisis could be attributed to the lack of good governance, meaning that

widespread comrption, collusion and nepotistism in these countries had produced

economies that were inefficient and uncompetitive.T A few scholars pointed out that the

crisis reflects from the combination of the bad economic policies and the policy errors

taken by the government and the private sectors.s Others suggested the crisis has

occurred as a direct consequence of the globalisation process at work in the region and

also from an economic model adopted by the affected countries which relied too heavily

on infusion of foreign capital rather than on domestic resources.e In numerous ways and

different perspectives, therefore, this event confirmed that those, including Paul Krugman,

This view can be found in Manuel F. Montes, The Currency Crisis in South¿ast Asla, updated versioll
(Singapore: Institute of Southeast Asian Studies, 1998); and also Max Corder, The Asian Crisis, Is

there a Way Out ? (Singapore: Institute of Southeast Asian Studies, 1999).

See L. R. Rosenberger, "southeast Asia's Currency Crisis: Diagnosis and Prescription",

Contemporary Southeast Asia, vol. 19, no. 3 (December 1997), pp. 223-251; and Steven Radelet ald

Jeffrey Sach, "Asia Reemergence", Foreign Affairs, vol. 76, no. 6 (November-December 1991), pp.
56-59.
See Ross Garnaut, "The Financial Crisis: A Watershed in Economic Thought about East Asia", Asian
Pacific Economic Literature, vol. 12, no. 1 (May 1998), pp. 1-11; and LindaLim, "The Southeas[

Asial Currency Crisis and its Afteruath", Jotu'nal of A,sian Business, vol. 13, no. 4 (1997), pp. 65-

83.
P. B. Rana, "Globalization and Currencies", Far Eastern Econornic Review (11 September 1997):

V/alden BelIo, Addicted to Capital: The Ten-Year High and Present-Day, Withdrawal Trautra of
Southeast Asia's Econornies, manuscript (Manila and Bangkok: The Philippine Center for Policy

Studies, Focus on the Global South, and the Campaign Against Poverty 2000,1,997); and also Robert

Wade and Frank Veneroso, "The Asian Crisis: The High Debt Model Versus the V/all Street-Treasury-

IMF Conrplex", New Left Review, vol.22, uo. 8 (March-April 1998), pp.3-23.

6
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Chapter One Introduction

who had argued in 1994 that the economic 'miracle' of the Asia region was a myth, were

now proving to have been close to the truth.r0

Recent assessments and studies have confirmed that this was the most serious

recent economic crisis the region had ever experienced.rr It caused not only economic

contraction in individual countries but also affected the region as whole and, to some

extent, other paß of the world. In the Southeast Asian region, Thailand and Indonesia

were among the countries which suffered most, experiencing minus economic growth and

high inflation for the first time in 1997 and 1998 (see Table 1.1).

Table 1.1
Setected Southeast Asian Economies: Recent Trends
(percent)

urce: ia Pacific Economics Group, s, (Singapore: Financial Times,
lee8), pp. 4-5.

r0 Debate on the origins of the Asian 'miracle', which will be explored more in Chapter Two, can be

found in the World Bank report entitled The East Asian Miracle, Economic Growth and Public Policy
(\Washington D.C.: V/orld Bank, 1993). For a critical perspective on this issue, see Paul Krugman,

"The Myth of Asia's Miracle", Foreign Affairs, vol. 73, no. 6 (November-Derember 1994), pp. 62-

78; and also A. Mommen, "The Asian Miracle, A Critical Reassessmenf in A.E. Jilberto md A.
Monrmerr (eds.) Liberalization in tht Developing World, Institutional and Economic Changes in Latin
Anterica, Africa and Asla (London and New York: Routledge, 1996), pp. 28-50.

ll See Irrteruational Monetâry Fund, World Econoruic Outlook, Inlerim Assessmenl (Washington D.C.:
The International Monetary Fund, 1997); World Bank, Easl Asia: The Road to Recovery (Washittgton

D.C.: The World Bank, 1998); and Ross H. Mcleod and Ross Garnaut (eds.) Eas¡ Asia in Crisis,
Froru Being a Miracle to Needing One? (London and New York: Routledge, 1998).

4

lndonesia
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Clrapter One Introduction

The irnpact of the economic crisis, which will be described in detail in this thesis, also

created social and political crises that had the potential to destabilise the whole region. A

great deal of pressure was brought to bear on political leaders and policy makers who

were forced to implement tough economic policies to end the crisis.

From another perspective, one has to accept that there is some truth in the view that

the economic crisis was a 'blessing in disguise' because it created pressure for political

change, even democratisation, across the region.r' For instance, in Thailand the economic

crisis was accompanied by strong demands from the civil society to create a more

democratic constitution. It also led to the downfall of the Chaovalit coalition govemment

in November 1997. In Indonesia, the economic crisis encouraged the take off of a

widespread movement for political reform, which brought about the resignation of

President Suharto in May 1998. In Malaysia, the crisis exacerbated tension within the

Malay elites, leadþg Prime Minister Mahathir Mohammad to dismiss Anwar Ibrahim

from the position of Finance Minister and Deputy PM in September 1998, which brought

about the rise of the reform movemont in the country.r3 The list could be extended. But

these examples are sufficient to illustrate the point that the economic crisis created a

situation in which demands for transparency and good govemance in government and

business were heard across the region. These demands mainly came from inærnational

financial institutions such as the International Monetary Fund, the \Vorld Bank, the Asian

Development Bank, foreign investors and the Western countries, but they were supported

by pro-reform groups in many countries in the region.

12 This point has been suggested by Robert Garrar in his book entitled Tigers Tarned, The Enrl oJ lhc

Asian Miracle (Sydney: Allen and Unwin, 1998), especially chapter 10.
13 Greg Felker, "Malaysia il 1998, A Cornered Tiger Bares Its Claws", Asian Survey, vol. xxxix, tlo. 1

(January-February I 999), pp. 43-54.
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Chapter One Introd uctiott

The Context of the Study

he core of this study is to compare Thailand, Indonesia and Burma. Although

a good deal of analysis has been done on the economic crisis, surprisingly few

comparative studies have been carried out. Ammar Siamwalla, Prudhisan

Jumbala, and Kevin Hewison have recently written about the political dynarnics of the

economic crisis in Thailand.ta Andrew Roser and Chatib Basri have written about the

political consequences of the economic crisis in Indonesia, with emphasis on the role of

the state and the political patronage system during the crisis period.rs It is important"

however, to place these developments in a comparative perspective. Research on the

cornparative political economy of the Southeast Asian region has been largely neglecúed

when compared with the East Asian region.t6 As the recent economic crisis has provided

rich grounds for analysis and examination, so this kind of study must be carried out.

Having provided an overview of this study, several points need to be made here.

First, in examining Thailand, Indonesia and Burma, we need to know the historical, social,

poliúcal and other factors that affected the formulation and implementation of economic

refonns and contributed to the economic boorn period during the 1980s and 1990s. We

also need to understand the political implications of those economic reforms and the boom

period in these countries. Further we need to look for the causes of the economic crisis in

Thailand, Indonesia and Burma in 1997 and 1998, and to examine how these countries

'o See Amma¡ Siamwalla, "Can a Developing Demoøacy Manage Its Macroeconomy? The Case of
Thailand" in his Thniland's Boom and Bust (Bangkok: Thailand Development Research Institute,
1997), pp. 63-75; Prudhisan Jumbala, "Thailand, Constitutional Reform amidst Economic Crisis",
Southeast AsianAffairs 1998 (Singapore: Institute of Southeast Asian Studies, 1998), pp. 265-291;

and Kevin Hewison, "Thailand's Capitalism Before and After the Economic Crisis", a paper presented

at rhe Asian Studies Association of Australia Conference, organised by the University of New South

Vy'ales, Sydney,27 September - 3 October 1998.

't Audrew Rosser, "surviving the Meltdown: Liberal Reform and Political Oligarchy in Indonesia", a

pàper preseuted at the Aslan Studies Association of Australia Conference, organised by the University
of New South Vy'ales, Sydney,27 September - 3 October 1998; a¡d M. Chatib Basri, "Indonesia: the

Political Economy of Policy Reform" in Arief Budiman, Bubara Hatley and Damien Kingsbury (eds.)

Reþrrnasi, Cri,çis ad Chonge ìn Indonesia (Clayton: Monash Asia Institute, Monash University,
1999), pp.2t-31.
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Chapter One Introduction

responded to the consequences of the crisis. We must explore whether the crisis afTected

some countries more severely than others.

As explained above, one political consequence of the recent economic crisis was

that pressure for political change emerged in the region as a whole. Although it is still too

early to know just what the likely political features of the region will be in the near f'uture,

there is clear recognition that the existing economic and political systems in the Asian

region failed to respond adequately the economic crisis. For everyone, from political

leaders, policy makers and specialists, to ordinary people, this requires a re-examination of

existing views on the intenelation between economic development and political change in

the region.17

In the context of this study, better understanding of the area of interrelationship

between domestic politics and globalisation would help us to understand better the causes

and consequences of the economic crisis in the region.l8 Considering the importance of

these changes, this study will use an eclectic comparative political economy framework of

analysis that cornbines the insights of the existing political economy approaches and of

the globalisation and domestic p olitics-based approaches.

Before we proceed further, it is necessary to place this study in the context of a

broader view of the dynamics of economic development and political change in developing

countries. There is a consensus among those researching the political economy of the

Asian region that there is a strong relationship between economic development and

political change.le Related to this, there has been growth in the number of studies on the

ru Jamie Mackie, "Econonic Growt.h irì tho ASEAN region: the Political Underpinings" in Helen

Hughes (ed.) Achieving Industrial.ization in East Asi¿ (Melbourne: Cambridge University Press,

1988), pp. 283-326.
It Garran, Tigers Tanrcd, pp. 205-206.

'* On this point, I have used similar a argumelìt to thât suggested by Helen V. Milner zurd Robert O.

Keohane (eds.) in rhe'ir Internationalization and Domestic Politics (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1996), especially chapter ten. I will explain this in greater detail in Chapter Two.

re Discussior of this issue can be tbund ir J¿rmes W. Morley (ed.) Driven by Growllt, Polit.icul Change

in tlrc A:¡ia-Pacific Region (Ne"v York: An East Gate Book, 1993).
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Chapter One Inlroducliott

interrelationship between econolnic developrnent and political change in the Southeast

Asian region.20 They have focused on the importance of the historical and structural

factors in the economic development that has occurred across the Southeast Asian region

in the past three decades. The collapse of oil and commodity prices on the world market

in the early 1980s caused economic crisis in Southeast Asia, which forced affected

governments to implement a series of economic reforms with the aim of deregulating their

economies and restructuring their dornestic industries. Basically the reforms were

intended to make these economies more expoft oriented and internationally competitive.

It was during this reorient¿tion of economic policies in the 1980s that non-state

actors emerged to influence government policies, and in some cases, to challenge

government domination of economic activities. The governments required the

participation of non-state or society-based organisations in order to overcome failures in

the economic devqlopment process. In the Southeast Asia¡r region the state was regarded

by some as not being of the same calibre or capability as those states in the East Asian

region, which effectively played the leading role in the economic development of that

region in the 1960s and 1970s.21

This study puts forth two irrportant arguments. First, it can be argued that those

countries which had already reformed their economies and political systems adjusted to

the consequences of the economic crisis better than those which had not. Second, it can

'o See, for instance, Richa¡d Híggot and Richard Robison (e.ds.) Southeast Asia: Essays on lhe Political
Economy of Structural Chnnge (London: Routlege and Kegan Paul, 1983); Richard Robison, Kevin
Hewison and Richard Higgott (eds.) Southeast Asia in the 1980s: The Politics of Economic Crisis
(Sydney: Allen a¡d Unwin, 1987); Kevin Hewison, Richard Robison and Gany Rodan (eds.)

Southeast Asia in thz 1990s, Authoritarianisrn, Dernocracy and Capitalism (Syduey: Allen ard

Unwin, 1993); and Hal Hill, Soutlrcast Asia, Southeast Asian Econornic Development: An Analytical
Survey (Canbena: Economic Division, Research School of Pacific and Asian Studies, Australian
National University, 1993); nd also Garry Rodan, Kevin Hewison, and Richard Robison (eds.) The

Political Economy of SoutbEast,Asia (Melbourne: Oxford University Press, 1997).
2r Further discussion of this can be found in Richard F. Done¡, "Approaches to the Politics of Economic

Growth in Southe¿st Asia", Journal of Asian Studies, vol. 50, no. 4 (November 7997), pp. 818-849;

and Gzrry Hawes ard Hong Liu, "Explaining the Dynamics of the Southeast Asian Political
Ecorromy, State, Society and theSearch for Economic Growth", Workl Politics, no. 45 (July 1993),
pp.629-660.
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be argued that the economic and political changes which occurred during and after the

economic crisis can be seen as a result of both the globalisation and the domestic-based

political change that took place in the region during the 1990s.

Why Thailand, Indonesia, and Burma?

here are a number of reasons why a comparative study of these countries is

needed. First, in terms of basic social, political and economic backgrounds, a

comparative study of these countries is illuminating (see Table 1.2). These

countries have had interesting and colourful histories. Burma and Indonesia experienced

colonisation by the British and the Dutch and experienced politically and economically

tumultuous post Independence periods. Thailand was never colonised. Second, in all

these countries the military has been the dominant political group. Third, these countries

also have a history of struggle to establish democratic political systems to replace existing

authoritarian ones. There have been successes and failures in this. Fourth, under a variety

of circumstances, all these countries implemenæd economic reforms in the 1980s and

1990s. As a result, the governments of these countries entered into a situation where a

private sector was emerging and the pressure for political change was growing steadily.

Finally, few comparative studies of this sort have been done on these countries. In

previous decades a few scholars have written comparisons of two countries. John

Furnival pioneered a comparative study of the policies of the British and Dutch colonial

governlnents in Burma and Indonesia,22 K. Bandyopadhaya compared the foreign policies

and economic developments of Indonesia and Burma,23 Moshe Lissak studied military-

civilian relations in Thailand and Bunna,ta Josef Silverstein compared the roles of the

" John S. Furnival, Colonial Poticy and Practice: A Cornparative Study of Burmn and Netherland India

(New York: New York University Press, 1947).
23 K. Bandyopadhaya, Burnu and Indonesia: Cornparative Political Economy and Foreign Polir.y (New

Delhi and Madras: South Asia Publishers, 1983).
24 M. Lissak, Mititary Roles in Modernization: Civil-Military Relations in Th.ailand and Bunna (Baverly

Hills and London: Sagc Publications, 1976).
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Chapter One I nlrod uction

rnilitary and foreign poticy in Burma and Indonesia.2s Takashi Shiraisi, to my knowledge,

is the only scholar who has compared the three countries, in his study on the political role

of the military in Thailand, Burma and Indonesia.26

Table 1.2
Gomparison of Basic Social, Political and Economic Data in 1997

urces: Bank, Sfalisfical Reporl (Washington D.C.

Indeed, there is no study that compares the contemporary political economy of these three

countries. This was a compelling enough reason for beginning this study.

2s Josef Silverstein, "The Military a-ud Foreign Policy in Burura and Indonesia", Asian Surve¡,, xxii, 3

(March 1982), pp. 218-291.
2ó TakashiShiraisi,"TheMilitaryinThailand, Burmaandlndonesia"in R. A. Scalapino, S. Sato, ¿uld

Jusuf Wanandi, (eds.) Asian Political Institutionnlization (Berkeley: Institute of East Asian Studies,

University of California, 1989), pp. 157-180.

Population m¡ll¡ons 60.6 212.9 47.3
o/o Þã. 1.2 1.6 1.7P lation

2.5 1.8Labor force orowth rate (o/o pa.l 1.5
13 15

Life expectancv (vears) 69 65 60
mo oer 1.000 births 7833 47

llliteracv l% 16 176
Central Tha urmese

Main ethnic nese Burman
n n

Buddhism lslam Bun

Provinces 14
rime Minister

27
s nt I

No rliamentme
Parliamentary Presidential MilitaryReqime tvpe

qovernment
oritarianmPolitical s stem

Leader Chaovalit Yonqchaiyuth Suharto and Habibie Than Shwe

4.6 4.0-0.4

n

a.
3.8 0.6 2.8rowthriculture

o/o Þ? 5.6 10.4-0.7

4.3
a. 0

3S

Manufactu

GDP (% share):
A 16.111.2 6re
I nd u strV 39,8 43.9 10.4

28.8
31.0

n

Services 40.1
.6

Exports Uùù 51.6 bn 53.4 bn 693 million
lmports USI 73.5 bn 41.6 bn 1.4 bn

CurrencV Baht Rupiah Kyat

lndonesia BurmaThailand
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Chapter One Introd uctiott

Comparative Method and Research Strategy

he central aim of this study is to analyse the similarities and differences in the

experiences of Thailand, Indonesia and Burma during periods of economic

reform, boorn and crisis. Using a compa-rative historical and structural analysis

that has been widely used by scholars in the fields of political science, political econorny,

sociology, and international political economy.2T In using this method, I will do two

things for each country: first, examine factors such as history and politics, the role of the

state, domesúc coalitions, policy-making institutions, external factors, and also non-state

actors that shaped or influenced the reform and boom period of the 1980s and 1990s and

second, examine the causes, responses and consequences of the economic crisis of 1997

and 1998. I will use the "method of agreement", through which conclusions and

generalisaúons can be made in comparing the similarities of the counties subjected to the

study. This will be supplemented by the "method of difference", which looks at the

differences in these countries and draws generalisations from them.

This study has been carried out through a combination of library studies and field

research in Thailand, Indonesia, and Burma. I originally set out to compare the poliúcal

economy of economic reform in the three countries. My focus broadened when I

undertook field research in these countries from July to December 1997, when the

cunency crises were occurring. As the economic and political events began to unf'old I

decided to study the events related to the economic crisis in these countries in a

comparative perspective. I revisited Thailand, Singapore, and Indonesia in early 1999 in

order to gain up-to-date information.

21 On this comparative nrethod, I was inspired by ald have used studies by Theda Skocpol, Stnl.es mrl

Socinl Revolttt.ions, A Contpurative Analysis of France, Russia, and China (Cambridge: Ciur-rbridge

University Press, 1979), pp. 33-40; Stephan Haggard, Pathways froru lhe Peripltery, The Politics of
Growtlt inthe Newly Industrial.ising Countries (Ithaca and London: Cornell University Press, 1990),

pp. 28-29; Peter Gourevitch, Politics in Hard Tinrcs, Conrpurative Responses to InlernaÍionuL

Economic Crises (Ithaca and London; Cornell Uuiversity Press, 1986), pp. 35-68; ard Alasdair Bowie

antl Darrny Unger, Tlrc Polit.ics of Open Econonües, Irclone.;ia, Malay,sia, the Philippines cød
'l'luilan¡l (Caurbririge and Melbourne: Cambridge University Press, 1997), pp. 1-24.
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Chapter One Introduction

During my held research, I developed my study by utilising primary and

secondary sources and combining these with a series of interviews with politicians,

businesspeople, bureaucrats, academics, journalists, activists, and ordinary people, (not all

of whom were willing to be quoted). However, it must be pointed out that this is a

comparative political economy study and not an area study. Thus it relies very much on

books, articles, and other information, which have already been written by country

specialists. Access to information in Burma, w¿ìs more limiæd. As events relating to the

economic crisis are still unfolding, I have decided to end the period of focus for this study

when the Chaovalit coalition government collapsed in November 1997 and Suharto's in

May 1998 and in Burma at the end of 1998.

The Structure of the Thesis

his study contains nine chapters. Chapter One provides an overview and the

context of the study, the relevance, methodology and structure of the thesis.

Chapter Two reviews the va¡ious approaches which rnay be adopted in a study

of the political economy of economic and political change in the Southeast Asian region in

the age of globalisation. It examines the merits and critiques of the neoclassical economy

perspective, the East Asian developmentalislstatist perspective, the Asian "Miracle"

perspective, and the globalisation debates. By examining critically these approaches, this

chapter argues that it is necessary to use an eclectic comparative political economy

approach in understanding the politics of economic change in contemporary Thailand,

Indonesia, and Bunna.

Chapter Three examines the political economy of Thailand with emphasis on the

historical, political, institutional, non-state and external factors that influenced the

economic boom period of the 1980s and 1990s. The rnain purpose of this chapter is to

demonstrate that Thailand is a oase where economic boom ar-rd political liberalisation

oocurred together. The implernentation of eco¡romic refbrms in the 1980s and 1990s

t2



Chapter One Introd uctiott

opened the way for a gradual move towards the establishment of a representative political

system. Also examined in this chapter are the political struggles that emerged during the

economic reform and boom period of the 1990s. In this examination, the birth of civil

society in Thailand is also addressed and the role of non-state actors in influencing the

policy-making process and national politics is discussed.

Chapter Four examines the impact of economic globalisation in Thailand in the

1990s. It pays special attention to the causes and consequences of the economic crisis

which occurred inl997 and 1998. The main aim of this chapær is to discuss the recent

efforts of Thai policy-makers to liberalise the financial sector and the implications of this

for the perf-ormance of the Thai economy in the lead up to the crisis. It describes the

failure of the policy-makers and political leaders in the Banharn and Chaovalit coalition

governments to develop appropriate and adequate policies through which to address the

early signs of dete¡ioration in the Thai economy. The power struggles which occurred

during the floating of the baht and during the events that led to the downfall of Prime

Minister Chaovalit in l99l will also be examined.

Chapter Five examines the political economy of Indonesia and, similar to Chapter

Three, explores the historical, economic, political, institutional, non-state, and external

factors that influenced the economic boom period of the late 1980s and 1990s. This

chapter suggests that Indonesia is a case where economic boom did not automatically lead

to political liberalisation. It describes the way that the implementation of economic

refonns in the 1980s and 1990s was not complemented by the establishment of a more

representative political system. It suggests that the personal power of President Suharto

who had dorninated Indonesian politics for decades had become a stumbling block to

political liberalisation in Indonesia. Also exarnined in this chapter are signs of gradual

change in Indonesia during the 1990s, with the emergence of limited political openness

and of pressure for political change fÌom non-state aotors.

l3
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Chapter Six exarnines the impact of economic globalisation in Indonesia in the

1990s. Similar to Chapter Four, special attention is given to the causes and consequences

of the economic crisis which occurred n 1997 and 1998. This chapter argues that

Indonesia was one of the victims of contagion from Thailand's economic crisis, and that

domestic factors deepened the economic crisis in Indonesia. It examines the recent efforts

by Indonesian policy-makers to liberalise the financial sector and the effect of this on the

rivalry between the technocrat and technologist camps over the direction of economic

policy in Indonesia. In this chapter the political struggles which occurred during the

floating of the rupiah and later leading up to resignation of President Suharto in May

1998, are also examined.

Chapter Seven examines the political economy of Burma and similar to Chapters

Three and Five, examines the various factors that influenced the transition period from a

socialist to a so-ca[ed free market economy in Burma in the 1980s and the 1990s. This

chapter suggests that Burma is a case where the failure of economic reform has been

accompanied by the maintenance of authoritarian politics. It examines the politics of the

economic reforms and the domestic and extemal factors which have contributed to the

failure of the refonn process. This is followed by a brief discussion of the political

stalemate in Burma and continued popular opposition during the 1990s.

Chapter Eight looks at the impact of the regional economic crisis on Burma. It

suggests that despite the fact that the Burmese economy was not as open and globalised as

those of Thailand and Indonesia, Burma was not immune to the economic changes which

occurred in the Southeast Asian region. In this chapter the responses of the military

govemlnent to the economic crisis in Bunna and their influence on the deepening political

crisis in the country are examined.

Chapter Nine draws together the comparative political economy approach

proposed in this str-rdy and the ernpirical evidences examined in the case studies. The
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comparison is made in two ways. First, a summary of the similarities between the factors

that influenced the reform and boom period in each country and be¡veen the responses of

each county to the economic crisis. Second, a summary of the economic and political

differences between these countries, as they were observed during the reform, boom and

crisis period. Third, a brief discussion on the relevance of the findings in the context of

the globalised political economy and of the political change and concludes the study.

l5



CrnpTER TwO

The Southeast Asian Political Economy: Contending
Approaches

he aim of this chapter is to explore the various approaches that may be utilised

in explaining the politics of the economic reforms, booms and crises which

occurred in Thailand, Indonesia and Burma in the 1980s and 1990s. The

growing number of studies of the Southeast Asian political economy in the past two

decades have to some extent been influenced by the political economy approaches used to

analyse economicand political change in the East Asia region. The debates on the Asian

"miracle" and the globalisation process that took place in the Asian region during the

1990s have also influenced the way in which we understand and analyse the region. This

chapter suggests that an eclectic comparative political approach is needed in order to

understand better the politics of the economic reforms, booms and crises in Thailand,

Indonesia and Burma.

The Neo-Classical Political Economy

he neo-classical economics approach received serious attention among

economists, particularly in coming to terms with the success of the newly

industrialising countries (NICs) in East Asia in their transition from import-

substitution industrialisation (IS! to export-oriented industrialisation (EOI) in the1970s.t

According to this approach, the success of the East Asian countries in creating economic

I See Jagdish Bhagwati, Foreign Trade Regimes and Economic Development: Anatonty and Consequences

of Exclmnge Control Regirnes (Cambridge: Ballinger, 1978); and Anne Krueger, Foreign Trcúe

Regintes and Econontic Developmenl: Liberalization Attempts and Consequences (New York:
National Bure¿ru of Economic Resea¡ch, 1978); Bella Bellasa, The Newly IndustrioLising Count.ries in
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growth was the result of several fäctors. First, these countries were efficient in allocating

govemment resources. In other words, "getting the right policies" was an irnportant

ingredient for success and this was found in the ability of these governments to implement

market-oriented policies such as sound macroeconomic policies, a balanced budget, good

fiscal and monetary policies, good exchange rates, trade liberalisation, openness to foreign

investors and export-oriented policies. Second, their success was achieved by restricting

the role of the state to provider of "public goods" (public infrastructure, law and order,

and poltical stability) only allowing intervention into the market when there was a

situation of "market failure". Third, success was also achieved by allowing the private

sector to operate freely in the economy.'

This approach influenced the thinking of scholars and policy-makers in the East

Asian region and also beyond, but there are criticisms of it, especially on the issue of the

role of the state and the political dimension of this approach. For instance, Alvin So and

Stephen Chiu consider the neo-classical economics approach to be too simplistic and too

general in interpreting the success of the East Asian countries, arguing that economic

development is not a linear process.' Every country has its own historical background,

which shapes the course of economic development. Therefore economic development and

its political consequences differ from one country to another.

The government's primary role as provider of "public goods" is debatable. It is

true that no one can question the importance of public goods in creating a conducive

climate for economic activity, but as Amitava Dutt and Kwan Kim point out, the degree to

which a government should or should not be involved in economic activities is

the World Economy (New York: Pergamon, 1981); and also see Helen Hughes (ed.) Achievíng
Industrialization in East Asia (Melbourne: Cambridge University Press, 1988).

The summary of this a¡gumerìt car be found in Anis Chowdhury and Iyanatul Islam, The Newly
Industrialising Econornies of East Asia (London ard New York: Routledge, 1993), pp.42-46.
Alvin Y. So and Stephen W. K. Chiu, East Asia and the Worl.d Econorn) (London zurd New Delhi:

Sage Publications, 1995), pp. 5-6.

2
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problernatic.4 This also varies from one country to another. Thus, too, the issue of state

intervention in the economy is certainly determined by differences in the social and

political backgrounds of each country. In this respect, one can ask why it was that despite

the fact that similar economic policies were implemented in the Latin American and some

African countries, but they were also experienced economic crisis in the 1970s and 1980s?

Thus differences between countries' backgrounds certainly cannot be ignored.

On the political issue, the neoclassical approach assumed that the success of

economic development and the creation of a market-based economy would create a

democratic political system, like the pluralist political system which has operated for more

than a hundred years in the Western democratic countries. However, in reality the political

systems in East Asian countries did not bea¡ out this assumption. In fact, throughout the

1970s and the early 1980s political authoriørianism operated alongside rapid economic

growth. For instance, South Korea wâs governed by a military govemment led by General

Park Chung Hee and later by General Chun Doo Hwan, while Taiwan lived under the

domination of a one-party government led by the Nationalist Pafiy (Kuomintang).s Also,

Singapore's success in industrialising was overseen by an authoritarian political system

under the Peoples' Action Party-led government of I-ee Kuan Yew.6 Thus, the

expectation of neoclassical economists that a democratic political system would emerge in

the wake of economic development was not fulfilled in East Asia. In fact, political

authoritarianism was maintained along with the economic developrnent process.

Many governments in the Southeast Asian region took note of the success of the

East Asian countries. As the world recession and the collapse in the price of oil brought

economic downtum to the region during the 1980s, the economic policy-rnakers or, as

Anritava K. Dutt and Kwan S. Kim The States, Markets and Developntent, Beyond th¿ Neoclassical

Dichotomy (Aldershot and Brookfield: Edward Elgar, 1994), pp.4-6.
For an interesting comparative political economy of both countries, see Yun-han Chu, Aulhoritarian
Regime Under Stress: The Political Economy of Adjustment in the East Asian Newly Industrializing
Countries, unpublished Ph.D thesis (Minnesota: University of Minnesota, 1987).

4
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they are commonly known, the technocrats from Thailand, Indonesia, the Philippines, and

Malaysia began to reorient their economies. With the advice of economists from the

International Monetary Fund and the V/orld Bank, and private economic advisers, these

govemments took on economic reform or economic deregulation, aiming to create export-

oriented and intemationally competitive economies.t The results of this were varied.

Some countries succeeded and others failed. Malaysia and Thailand, for instance, were

more successful than Indonesia and the Philippines.s

As was the case in East Asia, economic development in Southeast Asian countries

did not produce democratic political systems as was expected by the proponents of

neoclassical economics. Instead, political authoritarianism continued to be a dominant

feature in Southeast Asia. Even those who advocated the neo-classical economics

approach, such as the technocrats or economic policy makers, many of whom were

educated in 'Western universities and influenced by liberal political views, worked as

advisers to dictators such as Suharto in Indonesia, Ferdinand Marcos in the Philippines,

and General Sarit Thanarat in Thailand.

It is in this respect that the neoclassical approach falls short in explaining the

diversity of the economic and political changes that happened in Thailand, Indonesia, and

Burma. Globalisation and its economic and political impacts also cannot be fully

understood using this approach.

See Gany Rodan, The Political Economy of Singapore's Industrialization: National St.ate øtd
I nle rnaüo nal Cap ital (Londol : Macmillan, 1 989).
See "Int¡oduction", iu Andrew Maclntyre and Kanishka Jayasuriya (eds.), The Politics and Econonics
of Econornic Pol.icy Reþrm in South-east Asia and the South-wesl Pacffic (Singapore: Oxf'ord

University Press, 1992), p. 3.

For a recent assessment of the comparison between the Asea¡ countries, see Alasdair Bowie zud

Danny Unger, The Polilics of Open Economies, Irclonesict, Malaysia, lhe Philippines, and Thailond
(Cambridge and Melbourne, 1997).
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East Asia's Developmentalist Political Economy

he origins the developmentalist or statist approach are found in an influential

book entitld MITI and the Japonese Miracle written by an American scholar,

Chalmers Johnson.e In this book, he argued that the success of Japan in

creating economic development in the postwar period was mainly due to the ability of the

government and bureaucrats to pursue autonomy in formulating and implementing

economic policies without being influenced by pressure from society-based groups or

political parties. More imporantly, the Japanese "miracle" was achieved because the

Japanese government created what Johnson termed "a pilot agency", the Ministry of

International Trade and Industry (MflI), which played an important role in the economic

policy-making process.to In Johnson's view, it was the strong govemment and insulated

economic policy-making institutions that were mainly responsible for the success of the

Japanese economy. Later, he applied this framework to an analysis of the economic

success of South Korea and Taiwan in the 1960s and 1970s.11

Johnson's developmentalist approach was path breaking in terms of

understanding the economic success of East Asian countries and thus it gained followers.

The developmentalist approach expanded. For instance, Alice Amsden in her book Asiø's

Next Giant: South Korea and Late Industrialization ugaed that the economic success of

South Korea was mainly due not to the work of market forces as was suggested by the

proponents of neo-classical economics, but rather to the role of governments in guiding

the industrialisation process.tt Robert Wade developed a similar argument in his book,

Govern.ing the Market: Economic Theory and th.e Role of Government in East Asian

e Chalmers Johnson, MITI and the Japanese Miracle: Tlrc Growth of Industrial Policy, 1925-1975
(Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1982).

to lbid, pp. 10-11.
rr Chalmers Johnson, "Political Institutions ard Economic Performarce: The Government-Business

Relationship in Japan, South Korea and Taiwan" in Frederick Deyo, (ed.), The Polilical Econonry of
the New Asian Industrialisrtt (Ithaca and London: Cornell University Press, 1987), pp. 136-164.

12 Alice Amsden, Asia',ç Next Gianl: South Korea and Late Industrialization (New York: Oxfbrd

University Press, 1989).
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In.dustrialization. He suggested that the South Korean and Taiwanese govemments werc

actually "governing" rather than "being governed" by the market.l3

The works of Johnson, Amsden, and V/ade are important in the sense that they

challenge the assumptions of the neo-classical econornics approach, which argued for

limiting the role of government in the economy. Amsden points out that in South Korea,

the state intervened extensively in the market and the economy grew very fast and

extended rapidly. In addition, the state used big conglomerates known as chaebol to make

major investments in targeted industries and also to expand Korean exports.la 'Wade 
also

pointed out that the success of these countries was due to the heavy but constn¡ctive role

of the state in the economy.ls

What makes the East Asia developmentalist approach different from the neo-

classical approach.in explaining the success of these East Asian countries is the different

view on the relationship betrveen state and market. First, the developmentalist approach

argues that the state can play a consffuctive role in stimulating economic activrty and also,

as Wade points out, can intervene in order to overcome "market failures" if necessary.l6

Accordingly, a free market economy as such never existed. In facl the states in East Asia

often deliberately "got the prices wrong" in markets in order to create economic

competition and opportunities among economic actors.rT Second, the states occasionally

intervened in markets by "picking up the winners", particularly in infant or targeted

industries. The states used "carrot and stick" policies, aiming to create a situation where

13 Robert Wade, Governing tlæ Market: Economic Theory and the Role of Government in Easl Asian
I n"du s t r ializatio n (Pr ínceton : Princeton Universi ty Press, 1 9 90).

ra Amsden, op.cit., pp. 8-9.
t5 'Wade, op. cit.,pp.26-27.
16 According to Vy'ade, market failure is "a situation in which the market system produces an allocation

of resources which is not Pareto-efficient--it is possible to hnd ways of changing resource allocation
so as to make some consumer(s) better off and none worse off. Hence individual self-seeking
behaviour by consumers and hrms will not achieve the highest level of welfare for society as a whole
in so far as market failure is prevalent. It is predicted to occur in the presence of monopoly and

oligopoly, externalities, public goods, and common property resources, in each of which
individualistic behaviour leads to sub optimal results". Wade, Governing llrc Market, p. 1l .
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market players could achieve government targets, particularly in export activities. Third, in

order to establish the superiority of the state over the market, economic policy-making

institutions were set up. These institutions employed high calibre public servants with

expertise in the areas of economics and engineering. This was needed in order to match

those worHng in the private sector. For example, South Korea set up the Economic

Planning Board (EPB) and Taiwan the Industrial Development Bureau (IDB). Sirnilar to

MITI in Japan, these institutions were relatively free to formulate their policies and werc

insulated from political pressure from interest groups.

However, if we put this in a broader historical perspective, the East Asian

developmentalist approach is not new at all. European countries like Germany, France,

and Russia in the nineteenth century were the'ilaæ industrializers" trying to catch up with

Britain, which had already experienced the industrial revolution. Alexander Gerschenkron

in his important Economic Bockwardness in Historical Perspective, argues, among other

things, that state intervenúon was needed to make industrialisation policies successful and

consequently, in the early stages of industrialisation a so-called "strong state" is

needed.r8 Gerschenkron's view that to move beyond the early stages of the

industrialisation process (including responding to market failures) the establishrnent of

strong states was necessary, appeared to be born out in the experience of the East Asian

countries.re

The developmentalist approach gained popularity during the 1980s as another way

of explaining the success of the East Asian countries, but it also drew criticism from

scholars. First, the point was raised that it was the geo-strategic location of East Asia and

not the nature of states which mattered most it was the geo-political oonfiguration of the

17 See Heather Smith, "Industry Policy in East Asit', Asian-Paciftc Economic Literalure, vol. 9, no. I
(May 1995), p. 20.

r8 Alexander Gerschenkorn, Economic Backwardness in Hislorical Perspecfive (Cambridge, Mass.:
Ha¡vard University Press, 1962); ard also Herman M. Schwartz, Sîales versus MarkeÍs: History,
Geography, and the Developrnent of the International Polilical Economy (New York: St. Ma¡tin's
Press, 1996), pp. 92-95.
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region during the post-war period that was the main factor in their success. At tlrat tilne,

Japan, South Korea, and Taiwan were supported financially and technologically by the US

govemment. This was part of the Americans' geo-strategic strategy to counter the

economic development of Socialist countries like China and North Korea. The US played

a crucial role in creating economic opportunities for Japan, South Korea, and Taiwan and

it was in the interests of the US that these countries be more prosperous than their

socialist neighbours.2o

Second, the idea that the "strong state" is an important factor in the economic

success of East Asian countries is debatable. The new "post-statist" approach argues

that it was not necessarily the "strong states" in East Asia that were the main factor in the

successful economic development of that region.2t South Korean's industrialisation in

the 1970s and 1980s tffas a good illustration of this. Jong-Chan Rhee in his book, The

State and Industry,in South Korea: the Limits of the Authoritarian State, argued that the

strong state of South Korea was a myth and ttrat indeed the state had limitations in

intervening in market forces.22 The evidence of this was that despiæ the fact that the state

had all the resources and capacities that were needed, South Korea failed to implement

industrial restructuring policies in the heavy and chemical industries during the 1970s and

early 1980s which forced the government to end their interventionist policies. Rhee's

study and others were important because they challenge the East Asia developmentalist

approach, which throughout the 1980s was very popular among scholars in the field of

East Asian political economy. Here was evidence that the strong state in East Asia also

could fail and was not always successful in guiding economic activity.23 Therefore to

le This point was also made by Amsden, Asia's Next Giant: South Korea and Late In"dustrialisation, pp.
3-4.

20 So and Chiu, E¿sl Asia and the World Economy, pp.15-16.
2t For example, see Linda Vy'eiss, "Governed Interdependence: Rethinking the Govenìment-Busiuess

Relations in East Asía",The Pacific Review, vol. 8, no.4 (1995), pp. 589-616; David C. Kang,
"South Korean and Taiwanese Development and the New Institutional Economics", Internalional
Organisation, vol. 49, no. 3 (Summer 1995), pp. 555-587; a¡d also H. J. Chang, The Political
Economy of Industrial Policy (London: St. Ma¡tin's Press, 1994).

22 Jong-Chan Rhee, The State anrl Industry in South Korea: The Lirnits of the Authoritarian SÍale
(London: Routledge, 1994).

2r Ibid., especially chapter 1.
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overcomo the lirnitations of government in guiding the economy, non-state actors were

needed. As other proponents of the post-staúst approach argued, the success of the East

Asian countries, in fact relied very much on a close cooperation between the state and

private sectors, rather than on the domination of one or the other.2a

In further criticism of the developmentalist approach, it was pointed out that this

approach accepted that political authoritarianism and economic success were the reality of

the East Asian countries in the 1960s and 1970s. The political repression of labor,

students, and opposition groups were the price that the East Asian countries had to pay in

their economic development process.tt As mentioned ea¡lier, from the 1960s until the

1980s the East Asian countries were governed by either military or one-party govemments

which ruthlessly repressed their own people in the name of economic development. This

development ignored also the human cost of environmental damage caused by stateJed

economic activitiee,2'

In Southeast Asia, the East Asia developmentalist approach also had supporters.

For instance, Indonesia was interested in the idea of using state intervention to finance

heavy and strategic industries. The proponents of this idea came from the nationalist and

protectionist groups which dominated the economic policy-making institutions during the

1970s. At that time Indonesia had entered the oil boom period, which convinced the elites

and policy makers that stateJed industrialisation was the best way to catch up with the

Western industrial and East Asian countries.2T However, the collapse of the oil price and

the world recession in the early 1980s forced Indonesia to re-orient its economic policies.

A sirnilar reorientation of economic policies happened in Malaysia, Thailand, and the

'o Vy'eiss, "Governed Interdependence: Rethirking the Government-Business Relations in East Asia", pp.

601-602.
2s For fu¡ther discussiou on the authoritarian politics in East Asian countries, see Frederic C. Deyo, The

Political Economy oÍ the New Asian Industrialism (Ithaca and London: Cornell University Press,

1987).

'u See Walden Bello and Stephanie Rosenfeld, Dragon's in DisÍress: Asia's Miracle Economies in Crisis
(London: Penguin, 1992).
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Philippines during this tirne.z8 Subsequently, the interest in applying the developrnentalist

approach disappeared.

It can be argued that despiæ that fact that the East Asia developmentalist approach

attracted policy makers in Southeast Asian countries, it is not an adequate tool with which

to analyse economic and political change in Southeast Asia. Again, as with the earlier

case, this approach does not allow for the differences in capacity of the states of Thailand,

lndonesia, and Burma in the economic development process. There are also different

degrees of state intervention in these countries and this is reflected in different stages of

economic development. More imporøntly, this approach does not encompass the

economic and political changes that have emerged from the globalisation of these

countries.

Southeast Asia?s State and Society-Based Political Economy

he state-based approach to the analysis of economic and political change in

Southeast Asia is mainly found in the works of Marxist or structuralist

scholars such as Richard Robison, Kevin Hewison, Garry Rodan, Jomo

Sundaram, and Jane Hutchinson.te This approach focuses on the importance of historical

and structural factors in the economic development process in Southeast Asian countries.

According to this approach the state plays an important role in shaping the development of

domestic and international capital in different countries. It is argued that over a period of

time, the state becomes very strong and relatively autonomous from society. This

27 Ali Moertopo, The Acceleration and Modernization of 25 Years' Development (Jakarta: Centre for

Strategic and International Studies, 1973).
28 Alasdair Bowie ard Danny Unger, Tlæ Pol.itics of Open Economies, 1997, especially chapter

conclusion.
2e See Richard Robison, Indonesia: The Rise of Capital (Sydney: Allen and Unwin, 1986), Kevin

Hewison, BankersandBureaucrats: Capitalandthe Role of lhe State in Tfuiiland (New Heaveu: Yale

University Southeast Asian Studies, 1989); Garry Rodan, The Political Economy of Singapore's
In¿ustrialization: NationalState and Intemalional Capital (London: Macmillan, 1989); Jono Kwame

Sundaram, A Question of Class: Capital, the State and Uneven Developments in Malaysia Q',Iew

York: Monthly Review Press, 1988); and Jane Hutchison, "Class and State Power in the Philippines"
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approach is useful in explaining the 'big picture' of econornic and political change in

Southeast Asia.

This approach differs from the East Asia developmentalist approach in that the

state-based political economy approach of Southeast Asia suggests that the state is a

product of the unique historical context of its country and therefore no two or three stâtes

are the same. In this approach, the phenomenon of East Asia's strong states belongs to

East Asian countries because the states reflect their own historical backgrounds. The

state-based political economy approach differs from the neo-classical economics

approach, in that it is the state, and not the private sector, which is responsible for

economic development in Southeast Asian countries. However, the state-based approach

which dominaæd the thinking of Southeast Asian political economists in the 1980s, was

challenged by the society-based political economy approach, which emerged in the early

1990s. .,,.

Studies utilising the society-based political economy approach (also known as the

institutional approach) have been done by Anek Laothamatas, Andrew Maclntyre, Alasdair

Bowie and Richard Doner.30 This approach gives emphasis to the role of non-stâte actors

over that of the state. It emerged as a result of the collapse of the oil price and the world

recession which occurred in the early 1980s, forcing the stâtes in Southeast Asia to

readjust their role. Many Southeast Asian countries re-oriented their economic policies at

this tirne, aiming to make their economies more export-oriented and competitive

internationally. While the state retreated from economic activities, an increasing number

in Kevin Hewison, Richard Robison ard Gany Rodan (eds.) Southeasl Asia in lhe 1990s,

Authoritarianísm, Democracy and Capitalism (Sydney: Allen and Unwin, 1993), pp. 193-212.
30 

Studies tlut use tlús approach include Alaisdair Bowie, Crossing the Industrial Divide: State, Society
and the Politics of Economic Transþnnation in Malaysi¿ (New York Columbia University Press,

1 991 ); Anek Laothamatas , Business Associations and the New Political Economy of Tlailand: Frorn
Bureautratic Polity to Lil¡eral Corporatism (Boulder: Westview Press, 1991); Andrew Maclntyre,
Business and Politics in Indonesia (Sydney: Allen and Unwin, 1990); also Richard Doner, Driving a

Bargain, Autornobile Industrialisation and Japanese Firms in Southeast Asia (Berkeley: Univcrsity of
California Press, 1 991 ).
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of non-state actors such as business groups, interest groups, and prolèssional

associations, emerged to play a role in influencing the economic policy-making process.

It can be argued that the society-based political economy approach complements

the state-based approach, because it is useful in explaining the 'micro picture' of the

contribution of non-state actors to the growth of the economies of Southeast Asian

countries in the 1980s and 1990s. This approach recognises that because the states in

Southeast Asia are weak and less efficient than those in East Asia, non-state actors could

have helped to overcome state failures in the economic development process."

In comparison with East Asian countries, this approach questions the usefulness

of the East Asia developmentalist approach in analysing economic development in

Southeast Asia. There are a number of reasons for this. Garry Hawes and Hong Liu

explain that the capacity of the states in Southeast Asia to guide the economic development

process is not as great as that of the East Asian countries. 32 The Southeast Asian states

are often categorised as "weak states" compared to their counterparts in East Asia. It is

also significant that Southeast Asian economic policy-making institutions have not been of

the same calibre as those in East Asia.

In addiúon to this, state intervention in Southeast Asian countries often did not

produce the good results that East Asian countries experienced. Andrew Maclntyre

surnmarises it thus:

The Southeast Asian states have either not attempted to involve
themselves in governing the behaviour of firms to a similar extent,
or, if they have (as in Indonesia), intervention has generally been
poorly coordinated and subject to extensive manipulation by
business people with powerful patrons in government...In Thailand,
Malaysia and Indonesia the swing towards an export-led high
growth trajectory which began in the mid-1980s was accompanied,
not by extensive state intervention, but by a marked reduction in the

3r Further discussiou of this issue can be found in Gany Hawes and Hong Liu, "Explaining the

Dynamics of the Southeast Asian Political Economy, State, Society, and the Sea¡ch for Econonic
Growth", Vtorld Politics, vol. 45 (July 1993), pp. 656-657.

32 lbid.
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economic role of the state...Govemment failure through inefficient
or unpro<Iuctive intervention in markets has been a significant
problern in Southeast Asia, particularly in interventionist Indbnesia."

Lastly, the society-based political economy approach challenges the assumption

that it is the state which creates economic and poliúcal change. Instead, it argues that in

reality the economic and political change which occurred in Southeast Asian countries

during the 1980s, was a product of the combined influence of state and non-state actors.

Nonetheless both the state and society-based political economy approaches also fail to

recognise the diversity of the e,conomic and political changes which have resulted from the

globalisation of the Asian region. Therefore, the causes and consequences of the recent

economic crisis in Thailand, Indonesia and Burma must be analysed using an approach

that is beyond the stato and society-based political economy approaches.

The Political Economy of the Asian "Miracle"

omics approach did not cause this approach

pubücation in 1993 of an influential report

st Asian Miracle rejuvenated neo-classical

economics.3o This report suggested that the success of the East Asian countries in

achieving an economic miracle (which means high growth and equity) was due to these

countries implementing what it called "market-friendly" policies; economic policies that

bridged the gap between the neo-classical economics and the developrnentalist views.35

The report suggested that the governments "got the fundamentals right" by irnplernenting

policies of macroeconomic stability, low inflation, competitive exchange rates, effective

financial systems, limiting price distortions, opening up to foreign technology, limiting

33 Andrew Maclntyre, "Business, Government and Development: Northeast ard Southeast Asian

Conrparisons" in Andrew Maclntyre (ed.) Business and Government in Industríalising,Asia (Sydney:

Allen and Unwin, 1994), p. 12.
34 World Bank, The East Asian Miracle: Econonùc Growllt and Public Polir:y (Washiugton D.C.: The

V/orld Bank, 1993).
3s lbid, pp.84-85.
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bias against the agricultural sector, creating credible policy institutions, improving human

resources, and creating export-pu shed programs.36

The publicationof this report expanded debate on the nature of economic growth

and public policy in Asia. The debate mainly focused on two aspects: the economic

"miracle" itself and politics-related issues. One scholar who was critical of the report

was Paul Krugman, an American economist, who argued that the Asian miracle was a

myth.37 He pointed out that there were shortcomings in the Asian countries which made

the economic miracle and boom unsustainable. These were found in Asia's paradoxical

conditions, in areas such as low wages, slowness in transfer of æchnology, low

productivity and capital, and widespread protectionism.3s Krugman also questioned the

authoritarian political foundations of the majority of the Asian countries, finding them

unsustainable and problematic in the long-term. A similar argument was also put forward

by Andrew Momüren, who raised doubts as to whether the Asian miracle would last

long.3e

Nonetheless, the report distinguished the East and Southeast Asian countries in

respect of the role of the state and public policy. The report described the states in

Southeast Asia as less competent and less efficient in economic development than those of

East Asia.ao The report also suggesæd that the effectiveness of the Southeast Asian states

often was circumscribed by corruption and widespread rent-seeking activity in the

bureaucracies, making it ha¡d for the governments to formulate, to irnplement and to reach

the goals of economic policies. Like other reports published by the World Bank, this one

did not discuss regional political change in any depth. It mentioned briefly the importance

36 lbid., pp. 348-360.
31 Paul Krugman, "The Myth of Asia's MiracIe", Foreign Affairs, vol. 73, no. 6 (November-December

1994), pp. 62-18.
38 lbid., pp.'77-78.
3e Andrew Mommeu, "The Asian Miracle: A Critical Reassessment" in A. E. Jilberto and Andrew

Mommen (e.ds.) Liberalization in the Developing World, Institulional and Economic Changes in Latín
Arnerica, Africa and Asla (London and New York: Routldege, 1996), pp. 28-50.
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of implemenûng credible public policy and good govemance. But it did not elaborate on

how to achieve this in the context of the diverse historical and political backgrounds of the

countries concerned.

After the Asian region experienced the economic crisis of 1997 and 1998, one has

to ask whether the optimism inherent in the report was well founded.ar The report failed

to acknowledge the possibility that the economic boom enjoyed by the Asian countries in

the 1990s suddenly could be replaced by economic crisis. It also failed to mention early

signs that the globalisation process that had begun to take place in the Asian region in the

1990s could make the region more vulnerable to sudden changes in the global economy.

We need to understand more deeply the political economy of globalisation in the Asian

region.

The Political Economy of Globalisation

lobalisation has become a "bvzzword" among goveÍlment leaders, policy

journalists, business people, academics, and ordinary people in the

Asian region. Arguably globalisation has no single meaning. The literature

on globalisation is irnmense, and some scholars suggest that globalisation consists of a

wide range of aspects such as inæmationalisation of trade, finance, and services and also

the relocation of "forms of production" across the world.a2

What does globalisation actually mean? According to Charles Oman in his book,

Globalisatiott and Regionalisation: The Chal.lenge fo, Developing Cowttries,

globalisation refers to "a multilateral lowering of policy impediments to the movement of

40 See "Int¡oduction" in Richard Robison, Garry Rodan and Kevin Hewison (eds.) The Political

Economy of South-Easl Asl¿ (Melbourne: Oxford University Press, i997), pp. 7-8.
4t RobertGarran,TigersTamed,TheEndof llrcAsianMiracle (Sydney: AllenandUnwin, 1998),pp.

12-74.
a2 Few studies on this issues deserves attention here, for example, Paul Kennedy, Preparing for the

Twenty-First Century (London: Harper Collins Publishers, 1993); Malcolm Watcrs, Globalistttion
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goods and services across national and regional boundaries".os Meanwhile, Paul Dickens

points out that there are three basic characteristics of the globalisation process: first, the

operation of economic actors and capital between countries; second, through this process,

those companies can take advantage of each country's national endowments; and third,

there is also flexibility in moving resources and operations across the globe.a4 Although

there is acknowledgment that the internationalisation of trade started almost a thousand

years ago, modern forms of globalisation should be seen in the context of rapid changes

in the contemporary global economy and the development of new information technology

during the 1990s.

Given this, we can explore the inærnational and domestic factors which

accompanied the process of globalisation in the Asian region during the 1990s. First,

globalisation took off at the end of the Cold War, when ideological rivalry between the US

and the Soviet Union in the region came to an end. This affected the ways in which

intemational economic activities were carried out. The level of economic cooperation

between countries inside and outside the region increased. More and more countries

formed economic organisations or even trading blocks. This phenomenon was seen by

leading Japanese scholar Kenichi Ohmae as a sign that globalisation would bring about

interdependence between countries, and at the same time create regionalisation.a5 Thus,

the creation of the Asia Pacific Frconomic Cooperation (APEC), the East Asia Economic

Caucus (EAEC) and the Asean Free Trade Agreement (AFTA) during the 1990s was

evidence of the globalisation process in the region.au With those changes, restrictions on

(London: Routledge, 1995); and Paul Hirst and G. Thomson, Globalisotion in Question (Cambridge:

Polity Press, 1996).
43 Charles Orlan, Global.isation and Regionnlisalion: The Challenge for Developing Countries (Paris:

Developnrent Centre of the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development, 1994), p.27 '
aa Paul Dickens, Gtobal Shift: The Internationnlization of Economic Activity, 2nd Edition (London:

Paul Chapman Publishing, 1992), P.27.
4s Kenichi Ohmae, The End of the Nation State: The Rise of Regional Economics (London:

HarperCollins, 1996).
a6 For an interesting discussion on this issue, see Richa¡d Higgot ard Richard Stubbs, "Cotnpeting

Co¡ceptions of Economic Regioralism: APEC versus EAEC in the Asia Pacihc", Review of
Internat.ional Politicttl Dconomy, vol. 2, no. 3 (Summer 1995)' pp. 516-535.
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the movement of goods and capiftrl in the Asian region were gradually reduced. Thus,

capital could flow easily between countries without restriction.

The end of the Cold War also brought new prominence to the concepts of

democracy and human rights in the Asian region. These concepts were promoted

particularly by the US and the Western democratic countries and encouraged broad public

debate within countries in the region about the merits of adopting them. At the same tirne,

the globalisation process and the pressure for political change gained momentum with the

emergence of civil society and non-state actors in the Asian region. This intenelationship

resulted in what David Held and Anthony McGrew called "political globalization", where

"poliúcal decisions and actions in one part of the world can rapidly acquire world-wide

ramifications".4T

A further point to make is that the development of new informaúon technology

also brought enormous changes to the Asian region, particularly in the financial and

telecommunications sectors. More people used telecommunications equipment such as

mobile phones, tele-videos, fax machines, and the intemet to communicate within and

between countries. As argued by Joseph Yam, this technology also facilitated the

movementof differentformsof capitaland portfolios (bonds, stocks, or blue chips) from

global f,rnancial centres in the US and Europe into the Asian region faster than before.as

Thus, the spread of these new technologies deepened the integration of the Asian region

into the global economy. The world became more interconnected than ever.

The globalisation process has not occurred without criticism. Its opponents argue

that globalisation will ultimately eliminate the existence of nation-states and destroy

4't David Held and Anthony McGrew, "The End of the Old Order?, Globalization and the Prospects for

World Order", British International Studies Associalion, vol. no. (1998)' p.232.
48 Joseph Yarn, "The Impact of Technology on Financial Development in East Asia", Journal of

Internalional Affairs, vol. 51, no. 2 (Spring 1998), pp. 539-553.
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nation-based economic activities.ae Capital mobility, which has expanded rapidly, will also

threaten the sovereignty of any country in the world. The implication here is that

individual countries will no longer be able to control their own destiny, and in the

economic arena they will lose control over the flow of capital and other financial

transactions. As in other places, in the Asian region the globalisation process has

produced winners and losers.so

An illustration of this can be seen in the economic crisis which occurred in the

Asian region in 1997 and 1998. As will be explained in more detail in the following

chapters, the magnitude of the economic and political impact of that economic crisis has

been widely recognised. It was clear that the economic crisis had the potential to

destabilise the Asian region and to destroy the oconomic achievement of the Asian region,

which only a few years earlier had been hailed by the World Bank as a "miracle". One

has to ask whether the economic crisis was not able to be detected in advance and what

were the causes of the economic crisis.

Afær experiencing at flrst-hand the economic crisis in pa¡t of the Asian region in

1997 and 1998 and also by examining empirical evidence from some affected countries, I

argue that the economic and political changes resulting from the globalisation cannot be

underestimated, nor can the dynamics of domestic politics in this process. A study carried

out by Helen Milner and Robert Keohane is useful to consider.sl They argue that the

internationalisation of the world economy could be influenced by the domestic politics of

individual countries. They wriæ:

4e This point is suggested by Robin Brown, "Globalisation ard the End of the National Project" in

Andrew Linklater and John MacMillan (eds.) Boundaries in Queslion: New Directions in Int.ernil.ional

Relaüons (London: Pinter, 1995), pp.54-68.
50 For an interesting study on the impact of the globalisation in the Asia-Paciltc region, see Peter J.

Rimmer (ed.), Pacific Rim Development, Integration and Globalisation in the Asia-Paciftc Econonry
(Cmbena and Sydney: Department of International Relations and the Department o[ Human

Geography, Australian National University and Allen and Unwir, 1997).
sr Robert O. Keohane and Helen V. Milner, Internationnl.ization and Dornestic Politics (Cambridge:

Cambridge University Press, I996), especially chapter conclusion.
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...the internationalization of the world economy has had important
effects on domestic politics. The clearest effect of
internationalization has been to undermine governments' autonomy
in the domain of macroeconomic policy, and this has resulted

either in the balance of payments or in curreqçy values- which
in turn have sparked major political changes.'"

However, they argue that despite the fact that the autonomy of any govemment to

formulate and implement its own economic policies has been undermined by the rapid

changes in the global economy, this does not mean that individual countries have no role

to play. They also recognise the way in which individual countries' responses to the

internationalisation of the world economy differ because of differences in history and in

social and political conditions. This point is also made by scholars such as Robert Wade

and Linda Weiss who argue that to some extent individual countries are still able to adjust

their own domestic politics to the rapid changes caused by globalisation.s3 The

importance here is that both globalisation and the dynamics of domestic politics could

influence each other in the course of poliúcal change in individual countries.5a In this

respect globalisation could also create both crises and also opportunities for any country.

The following section will explain the proposed approach of this study'

s2 lbid, pp. 256.
s3 Robert W'ade, "Globalization and Its Limits: Reports of the Death of the National Economy are

Greatly Exaggerated" in Suzanne Berger and Ronald Dore (eds.) National Diversity and Global

Capitalisrn (lthaca and London: Cornell University Press, 1996), pp. 60-88; ard Linda Weiss, I/re

Myth of the Powerless State, Governíng the Economy in a Global Era (Oxîord: Polity Press, 1998),

especially chapter six.
54 There are several studies examined the impacts of globalisation in the region. For instance, in

Australia, see Bob Catley, Globalising Australian Capitalism (Melbourne: Cambridge University

Press, 1996); Stephen Bell, "Globalisation, Neoliberalism and the Transformation of the Australian

State", Australian Journal of Political Science, vol.32, no. 3 (November 1997), pp. 345-367; and in

Japan, see T.J. Pornpel , Regime Shifi., Comparative Dynamícs of lhe Japanese Political Econonû
(Ithaca and Cornell: Cornell University Press, 1998).
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Towards An Eclectic Comparative Political Economy Approach

efore proceeding, I would like to explain the meaning of "eclectic" as I use it

in this section. It means utilising the insights of a variety of previous

approaches and applying them all as fa¡ as they are relevant to this study. The

reasons for this are clear. First, it must be acknowledged that there is some merit in each

approach. Second, the Asian region in general and the three countries which are the

subject for this study in particular, have experienced rapid economic and political change

in the 1980s and 1990s. These events cannot simply be seen as the result of neo-classical

economic policies, and the state intervention style of East Asia. They are the result of a

combination of globalisation and the dynamics of domestic politics in different countries.

No single approach is adequate to explain these events. Third, the examination of these

countries requires an eclectic approach because of the many variables that have

accompanied economic and political change in them. The growing number of studies that

focus on the politics of economic and poïtical change in developing countries, including

Southeast Asian countries is useful âs an entry point.ss Fourth, in order to compare the

similarities and differences in an effective way, this study will apply a comparative

historical and political economy analysis which has already been explained in the previous

chapter.56

t5 For instance, see Stephan Haggud and Robert Kaufman (eds.) The Politics of Adiustment:

International Constraints, Distributive Politics and the State (Princeton: Princeton University Press,

1992); Joan M. Nelson (e.d.) Fragile Coalitions: The Politics of Economíc Adjustment (Washington

D.C.: The Overseas Development Council, 1989); Anne O. Kmeger (ed.) Political Economy of
Policy Reþrrn in Developing Countries (Cambridge: The Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Press, 1993); Robert H. Bates and Anne O. Krueger (eds.) Political and Economic Interaclions in

Economic Policy Reþrm (Cambridge: Blackwell Publishers, 1993); Andrew Maclntyre and Kanishka

Jayasuriya (eds) The Dynamics of Economíc Policy Reform in Southeast Asian and Southwest

Pacific (Singapore: Oxford University Press, 1992); ard also John W. Lalgford and K. Lorne

Brownsey (eds.) Economic Policy-Making inthe Asia Region (Halifax: The Institute for Research ott

Public Policy, 1988); and James Morley (ed.) Driven by Growth, Poli¡ical Change in the Asia-Pacific

Region (New York: East Gate, 1993).
tu Theda Skocpol, States and Social Revolutions, A Cornparative Analysis of France, Russia, an^d Clùna

(Canrbridge: Cambridge University Press, 1979); Stephar Haggard, Pathways from the Periphery: The

Politics of Growtlr in the Newly Industrializing CounÍ.ries (Ithaca a¡d London: Corneìl University

Press, 1990); and Peter Gourevitch, Politics in HardTimes, Comparative Re,sponses to Internat.ional

Econorttic Crises (Ithaca and Lortdon: Cornell Uliversity Press, 1986).
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Therefore, in this study I use â comparative political economy analysis to exarnine

the interplay between globalisation and domestic politics in influencing political and

economic changes in contemporary Thailand,Indonesia, and Burma. Before doing this, I

shall describe a number of variables that influenced the economic reforms and economic

booms of the 1980s ¿nd 1990s (history, state and regime types, domestic coalitions,

policy-rnaking institutions and economic ideologies, the international factor and the role of

non-state actors during the reform period). Then the responses of these countries to the

consequences of the economic crisis of 1997 and 1998 will be examined as will the

dynamics of the globalisation process and domestic politics in these countries in the

1990s. Here we need to explore the causes of the crisis, which were linked to extemal and

domestic factors such as the internationalisation of the financial sector, the effectiveness of

policy-making institutions, the credibihty of economic policies, rivaþ between elites and

policy makers, the role of new market players, governance issues, and internal political

conditions. :-..

Htstorícal Setting

Historical background is an importånt factor that contributes to the ways in which

countries pursue their varying economic policies and political systems. As far as this

study is concemed, the experience of colonisation and periods of political instability in

post-Independence periods have influenced the formulation and implementâtion of

economic policy reforms. For instance, the struggle between the economic nationalist and

populist camp and the pro-market camp over economic policy in Indonesia is rooted in the

colonial and early Independence period. Strong nationalist sentiment also influenced

economic policy in Bunna and, to some extent, Thailand in the early twentieth century.

The history of ethnicity and ethnic relations in these countries has also influenced

the configuraúon of economic actors and the organisation of econornic activity. Ethnic

relations is an important issue because these countries are regarded as multi-ethnic

societies, which contain different cultures and languages. The inlluence of this oannot bc
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ig¡orecl and every country has its own approach to the issue. This explains why the role

of the ethnic Chinese in Thailand is different from the cases of Indonesia and Burma.

These similarities and differences deserve attention.

The Stafe, Policy-Møkíng Institutíons and Regime Type

The state is seen as the whole system of governing bodies such as the bureaucracy, the

parliamenf the judiciary, and other related institutions.sT Each of them has its own role

and contributes significantly to the formulation and implementation of economic policy

and in establishing the political system. Haggard suggests that there a¡e three factors in

the policy formulation and implementation process: the ability of policy makers be

insulated from societal pressures, the capacity of policy institutions to formulate economic

policies, and the availabilþ of poticy choices which make it easy for the political leaders

and elites to implement the policy reforms.ss

It was the belief of the political leaders and policy makers in East Asia that

economic policies needed to be able to be implemented free from political pressures from

groups in society. As John Williamson argues, the implementation of reform by East

Asia's authoritarian govemments was successf'ul particularly when "the level of social

conflict over economic policy [was] high and democratic institutions fwere] weak".se

Peter Evans stresses the role of "embedded autonomy" in states in East Asia that

contributed to the growth of economy in that region.uo Haggard argues that the

institutional arrangements that link the state and society are important in the process of

s't Theda Skocp ol, ibid, pp.29-30; and Hawes and Liu, "Explaining the Dynamics of the Southeast

Asian Political Econony", P. 631 .

s8 Haggard, Pathways from the Periphery, p. 43.
se Joh¡ Williamson (ei..), The Political Economy of Policy Reform (Washington D.C.: Institute of

International Economics, 1994),p. 569.
6o Peter Evans, "The State as Problem and Solution: Predation, Embedded Autottomy, and Structural

Charrge" in Stephan Haggard and Robert R. Kaufman (eds.) The Politics of Economic Adiuslmenl,

International Constraints, Distributive Conflicts, and th.e S¡af¿ (Prircetoll: Princeton University Press,

1992), pp.139-181.
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economic development.6r Over the long-tenn, society-based groups might collectively

agree to sacrihce during the economic development process, but in the short-tenn these

groups often challenge the policy-making process. Thus, in his view, the creation of

institutional arrangements that can facilitate communication is necessary to overcome the

complexity of the reform processes.

The cohesiveness of economic policy-making institutions is also important in the

economic development process. These institutions are generally located within the

bureaucracy. Sæphan Haggard and Steven Webb argue that a high degree of insulation

from political pressures from political parties or interest groups must be maintained,

especially during the reform period.62 If necessary, institutional reforms that could aid the

cohesiveness of economic policy-making institutions are needed in order to sustain the

reforms.

The policy-makers a¡e also responsible for formulating credible policies in

response to economic crisis or external shocks. This means that the availability of policy

choices that could be implemented in the event of an economic crisis is important.63 In

other words, a wide range of credible economic policies must be available for policy

makers and political elites when making political decisions about problems such as the

deterioration of balance of payments, high debt, fiscal problems, budget deficig high

inflation, and overvalued currency.

Unlike Bunna, Thailand and Indonesia have capable economic policy-making

institutions, which played an important role during the economic reform and boom period

in the 1980s and 1990s. They provided econornic policies for their respective

u' Ibid,, p.44.
62 Stephan Haggard ard Steven B. Webb, "What Do We Know about the Political Economy of

Economic Policy Reform", The World Bank Research Observer, vol. 8, no. 2 (July 1993),p. 152.
63 lbid. p.156; and for further discussion on this issue, see Peter Hall, The Political Power of Economic

Icleas: Keyne,sianism ocros,\ Nations (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1990).
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govemments and political leaders and aided the survival of these countries in fäcing

economic crisis prior to boom period.

Regime type refers to forms of govemment militåry govemment, dominant party

regime, or coalition government.da It is not simply a matter of authoritarian and

democratic governments. Authoritarian governments have been able to undertake

economic reform because they suppress any group which opposes the refonn process.

This observation is based on the experiences of the success of military govemments in

Latin America and South Korea and the one-party governments in Taiwan and Singapore

in the 1970s in generating economic development. But in contrast, there is also evidence

that economic reforms can be successful under democratic govemments, as evidenced in

the transitions to market economies in Eastern European countries.6s In these countries

the implementation of economic reform has ofæn gone hand-in-hand with political reform.

A study carried out by Stephan Haggard and Robert Kaufinan showed that there was no

evidence that one regime type wâs better than another in making a success of their

economic reform policies.66 Both authoritarian and democratic governments have

experienced failure and success.

We can observe that Thailand was in a democraúc transition period when it

irnplemented economic reform, while Indonesia and Burma maintained different types of

authoritarian political systems. As a result, these countries experienced different levels of

economic and political change in the 1980s and 1990s, which will be examined in greater

detail in the following chapters. The point to be made here is that the state and regime

type are significant factor to include in this analysis.

64 HawesandLiu,"ExplainingtheDynamicsoftheSoutheastAsianPoliticalEconomy",p.63l-638.
6s Alice Amsden, J. Kochanowicz, and L. Taylor (eds.) The Markets Meets lls Match: ResÍructuring tlæ

Economics of Eastern Europe (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1994); ard Adam

Przeworski, Demncracy and the Market: Poliîical and Economic Reþrms in EasÍern Europe and Lalin

America (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1991).
66 For an interesting comparative study on this relationship, see Stephan Haggard and Robert R.

Kaufman, The Potitical Economy of Democralic Transifions (Princeton: Princeton University Press,

1995), pp.15-16.
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Donrcstic Coalitiotts and Interest Groups

The success or failure of economic reform is not merely in the hands of the state and

policy-making institutions but also depends on wider support from domestic interest

groups.ut Not every interest group supports the reform process. Generally they can be

categorised into two camps: pro-reform and anti-reform. The pro-reform camp contains

those who support the reform process and believe that the reforms could benefit them,

while the anti-reform camp opposes the reform on the grounds that they will be losers in

the reform process.

Haggard and Webb point out that interest groups such as business, labour and

farmer groups play an important role during the reform period.68 Business groups

represent the interests of those predominantly urban people who have capital. This group

often has mixed views on reform. Those who enjoy and benefit from government

protection and subsidies regard reform as a threat to their business interests. Therefore

they ally themselves with others who want to safeguard protectionism. Meanwhile, there

are also business groups who would see the reform process as an opportunity to expand

their business activities in both the domestic and international markets. In exercising their

influence, these business groups use their resources to argue their views so that the

reforms will serve their business interests. For instance, they can use business

representatives to influence policy makers. They can also lobby government leaders and

politicians to influence the reform process so that it suits the interesls of business groups.

Labour groups represent the workers in the industrial sector who are frequently

affected negatively by reform and economic crisis. When a government is implementing

industrial refonn, organised labor groups may resist this. Their protests are often

fooused on demands for better wages and conditions and protection. Labour strikes and

61 For further discussion on this politics of domestic coalitions during the reform process, see Stephan

Haggard aìd Steven B. Webb (eds.) Voting þr Reþrnt, Democracy, Political Liberalization, ottd

Dconomic Adjustmenl (New York: Oxtord University Press, 1994), pp' 1-36.
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acts of civil disobedience have the potential to create political uncertâinty, which

consequently influences the outcomes of reform.

In the Asian region organised labour groups are not as powerful as those in the

Western indusfial countries. Many authoritârian governments in the region still do not

guarantee the right to assembly and to strike. During the 1970s and 1980s, South Korea,

Taiwan, and Singapore suppressed the political activism of organised labor groups in

order to make certain the transition to export-oriented industrialisation went smoothly.6e

Simila¡ conditions prevailed in Indonesia under the New Order government.T0

Farmer groups represent the interests of the majority of people in rural areas.

Their position is often weak economically and politically, especially during the

implementation of economic reforms. In developing countries farmers and their

organisations provide most agricultural and primary products. The govemment provides

subsidies and hnancial incentives to protect farmers from the uncertain prices of

agricultural products in both domestic and intemational markets. However, during a

period of reform, urban dwellers generally benefit at the expense of rural areas. In other

words, the agricultural sector becomes a less important source of govemment revenue,

compared to the manufacturing or other industrial sectors, which are usually located in

cities

Again, Haggard and Webb argue that the success of economic reform depends

very much on the ability of political leaders and policy makers to create a broad coalition

among these interests groups.tt Building institutional arrangements which can

accommodate the different interests of each group is crucial. In the context of this study,

Thailand created a government-business forum in the 1980s, which brought policy makers

68 lbid,pp.16-19.
6s See Frederic C. Deyo, Beneath. the Miracle: Inbour Subordiantion in lhe New Asian Industrialism

(Berkeley:University of CaliforniaPress, 1989);and Haggard, Pathwaysfromthe Periphery,p.39.
7o Vedi R. Hadiz, Workers anrl tlrc State in New Order Indonesin (London and New York: Routlegde,

199't).
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and business leaders together frequently in order to overcome some of the problems

which emerged during the economic reform process. To some extent, Indonesia's New

Order govemment also relied very much on prominent business leaders to expand the

economic activity of the private sector.

Economíc Polícies and Poli.cy Makers

The success or failure of economic development can also depend, according to Haggard,

onthe availability of so-called "economic ideologies", which are "more or less coherent

frameworks of policy-relevant knowledge".72 They are not ideologies in the real sense,

but rather a selection of economic ideas and knowledge in which policy makers can find

inspiration in formulating reforms. These ideas often come from both domestic and

intemational sources. They circulate among the economists, political economists, policy

analysts and other experts who occupy positions in international organisations,

universities, think tanks and research institutions.

A range of ideas has influenced economic policy in developing countries in the

past three decades. As mentioned earlier, the neo-classical economics-based policies were

the most popular and were mostly advocated by American university-educated economists.

In Indonesia these economists were known as the "Berkeley Mafia' (as they werc

educated in the University of Califomia at Berkeley in the 1960s). In Chile they were the

"Chicago Boys", in Mexico the "MIT Connection", in Poland the "Harvard

Connection", and in Australia the "economic rationalists".T3 Most of them also had

strong links with or had been economists at the V/orld Bank, the Intemational Monetary

Fund (IMF), or other international financial organisations in the US.

1t Haggard and Webb, Votingfor Reþrnt,p.20.
't2 

Haggard, Pathways from the Periphery,p.46.
73 Vy'illiamson, The Potitical Economy of Poücy Reforrn, p, 565; ald Bob Catley, Globalising

Australian Capitalism (Canibridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996), especially chapter fbur; ard

also see Stephen Bell, Ungoverning the Econonry, The Political Economy of Auslralian Econontic
Polic.y (Melboume: Oxford University Press, 1997).
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During the 1990s there was widespread support for what was known as the

"Washington Consensus". The term was introduced by a leading American econotnist,

John Williamson, who outlined a set of a broad-based reforms containing several

measures: fiscal discipline, scrutinising pubtic expenditure, tåx reform, financial

liberalisation, exchange rates reform, trade liberalisation, foreign direct investnent,

privatisation, deregulation, and property righ*.?a V/ith the support of the World Bank

and the IMF, which both had their headquarters in Washington, the "Washington

Consensus" was seen as a continuation of the widespread American concept of liberal

economics and the neo-classical economics.

According to Williamson, the "Vy'ashington Consensus" was not sirnply about

economics, it also had a political dimension.T5 The implementation of these policies had

to be accompanied by good govemment and capable policy makers. He argued that any

government would need more than just technocrats (those who have expertise in economic

matters and advise governments on economic policy), but also what he called as

"technopols", technocrats who a¡e willing and ready to take political positions and

therefore act as politicians.Tu With their economic and political skills, technopols would

be in a better position to initiate and implement reform policies.TT

'14 lbid.,pp.26-28.
7s lbíd., pp. 35-36.
16 lbid., p.12.
't7 

There are several criticisms of the "Washington Consensus" which deserve attention here. First, the

reform policies are not always suited to the diversity of countries who undertake the reform process.

The failure of the Latin American and the African countries in creating economic growth during the

1980s despite implementing similar policies, demonstrated the need to take into account the diversity

and local ideas or knowledge in the reform process. Second, the role of the so-called "techtlopols" in

implementing the economic policies has to be clarified. There is no guatântee that because someone

obtains a political position that they can implement economic policies effectively. It can be argued

that having expertise in economics is not necessarily helpful in the political process. In other words,

being an "economist" is one thing and being a "politician" is another. Third, not every coutltry would

have technopols, which requires economic ând political skills. See Barry Gills and George Philip,

"Towa¡d Convergence in Development Policy?, Challenging the 'W¿shington Consensus' tuld

Restoring the Historicity of Divergent Development Trajectories", Third World Quarterly, vol. 17, no.

4 (1996), pp.585-591.
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In Thailand, Indonesia, and Bunna cornpeting groups fought over the fonnulation

and irnplementation of economic policies. In these countries, there are also policy makers

who advocated naúonalist and populist-inspired economic policies. We find that pro-

market economists are often at odds with the pro-proæctionists or nationalist policy

makers. Nonetheless, it must be pointed out that economic liberalisation became strong in

the 1990s. More and more countries implemented economic policies aimed at opening up

their economies to foreign investors and becoming more competitive intemationally. The

globalisation process that took place in the Asian region made the economic liberalisation

agenda, which was advocated by the US and other Western countries, expand faster than

before.

External Factors and Changes in the Global Econonty

The role of extemal or international support has also been important in the formulation

and implementation of economic policies. Haggard and Webb point out that there are

many forms of extemal support, including ideas, technical and financial support.Tt This

support can involve international advisers or consultants who share expertise and advise

policy makers on economic matters. There is also hnancial assistance from international

or regional financial organisations like the World Bank, the International Monetary Fund

(IMF), the Asian Development Bank and donor countries.

However, it can be argued that external support can be ineffective, particularly if it

comes with conditions. For those countries with a strong history of nationalist and

popuiist traditions, external conditionality can create problerns that have the potential to

affect the irnplernentation of economic policies. The recent involvement of the IMF in the

economic crises in Thailand and Indonesia is a good example of how external support was

needed but also opposed by certain groups in these countries.

'18 
Haggard ard Webb, Voting for Reþrm, Democracy, Polilical Liberal.izalion, and Economic

AdjusluenI, pp.25-32.
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As far as this study is concerned, it can be observed that the extemal factor has

played an irnportant role in contributing to economic growth and boom in Thailand and

Indonesia, but not Burma. The growth in foreign investment and capital has also helped

economic growth in the region as whole. In addition, the creation of international and

regional economic groupings such as the Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) and

the Asean Free Trade Agreement (AFIA) has promoted regional interdependence.

Change in the global economy is also a factor that has influenced economic

growth and economic crisis in a number of countries. The economic boom and crisis in

the Asian region cannot be separated from developments in other economies. For

example, the growth of the US economy since 1992 meant US inærest rates lowered and

the US dollar rose, encouraging American investors to rnove their capital offshore,

including to the Asian region. The stronger US dollar against other currencies created

difficulties for those countries that had foreign debts in US dollars. At the same time, the

rise of the Euro market, the economic downturn of the Japanese economy and the rapid

growth of the Chinese economy in the 1990s also influenced the direction of the Asian

economies.

Capital Mobility and New Market Players

One of the results of the globalisation process that occuned in the 1990s was that it

intemationalised the financial sectors of countries in the region. The development of new

information technology and financial liberalisation in individual countries also facilitated

the movement of capital within and between countries in the region and with other regions.

More than US$2 trillion worth of capital moved around the world daily.7e For instance,

rhere was a rapid increase in oapital inflow in Asia fiorn US$33.8 billion in 1990 to

US$101.9 billion ín 1996 and this was more than half the total of the international capital

'te 
Roy E. Allen, Financial Crises and Recession in tlrc Global Economy (Aldershot: Edward Elgar,

1994), p.2.
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inflow rnovement into developing countries, which amounted to US$ 196.9 billion in

1996.80

This increase contributed to ongoing economic growth for years and transformed

the region into an emerging market. But it also made the region more vulnerable to

external shock. Capital could enter and withdraw from any country on a large scale with

potentially disastrous results. The economic crisis ín 1991 was a result of capital

withdrawal and panic among investors.sr As Jadish Bhagwati points out the Asian crisis

confirmed that the economic policy makers of individual countries had became powerless

in reasserting their authority in managing their economic policies and they were replaced

by the powerful so-called "Wall Street-Treasury-IMF Connection" in influencing

economic direction in the global arena.t2

The increase in capital inflow in the region also created "new market players".

This term refers to those who work in the capital markeg such as fund managers and

hedge managers, many of whom became involved in trading foreign currencies, stocks,

portfolios, bonds, and securities. Among those of inæmational reputation is George

Soros, who operates from his base in New York. There are similar market players from

the region, mainly operating from Tokyo, Hongkong and Singapore. They operate beyond

their own countries, making a large amount of transactions. These new market players

became powerful not only because they could influence the market but also because they

could change the direction of economic policy in individual countries. Evidence of this

was found in the economic crisis of 1997, when money speculators and fund managers

s0 International Monetary Fuld, Developing Countries and the Globalization of Finnncial Markels

(V/ashington D.C.: International Monetary Fund, 1998), p. 6.
t' On the logic of capital withdrawal and panic, see Steven Radelet and Jeffrey Sachs, "The East Asian

Firancial Crisis: Diagnosis, Remedies", Prospects, a paper presented for the Brookings Panel,

Washington D.C.,26-27 March 1998.
t2 Jadish Bhagwati, "TheCapital Myth, the Difference between Trade Widgets ard Dolla¡s", Foreign

Affairs, vol. 17, no. 3 (May/June 1998), pp. 7-12; and also see Robert Wade and Frank Veneroso,

"The Asian Crisis: the High Debt Model Versus the WaÌl Street-Treasury-IMF Coniplex", Netv Lefl
Review, vol.22, no. 8 (March-April 1998), pp.3-23.
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played a significant role in destabilising several currencies including Thailand's baht and

Indonesia's rupiah.

Governance Issues and Non'Economic Factors

Good govemance, a code of conduct for government and business when engaging in

economic activities, is an imporûant factor in determining the image and integrity of

government and the confidence of investors in any country. Corruption is an important

issue in any country. According to the World Bank, comrption, which manifests itself in

fonns such as bribery, collusion and nepotism, weakens the ability of govemment to

implement e¡onomic policies and increases the cost of "doing business", which in turn

can make a country's economy less competitive intemationally.s3 Although comrption

can be found everywhere, for the developing countries corruption is a serious problem

because is entrenched in the political systems established in these countries. Conuption is

widespread where there is a lack of checks and balances, rule of law, independent

judiciary, free media, and civil society. Many countries in the Asian region share this.*a

As pointed out in a recent study carried out by the IMF, in a more globalised

world, non-economic factors such as poliúcal "rumours", mass demonstrations, riots,

military coups and environmental disaster are increasingly important in determining

investors' choices and preferences in making business decisions.ss Although these

factors cannot be measured quantitatively, these factors influence the business climate of

any country. This is clear in the capital market where the direction of the stock market

index and the stability of the currencies reflect the confidence of domestic and foreign

investors in a country's economic and political situation. The experiences of Thailand and

83 World Bank, World Developflxenl Report 1991, The Challenge of Developmeru (Washington D.C.:

The World Bank, 1991), pP.131-132.
8'r See Robert Garran, Tiger Tamed, TIrc End of the Asian Miracle (Sydney: Allen and Unwin, 1998), pp.

13.
8s International Monetary Fund, Tft¿ Relalive lutpoftance of Political and Economic Varinbles in

Crerlitworthiness Ratings (V/ashington D.C.: International Monetary Fund, I998).
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Indonesia in defending their currencies and economies in 1997 proved that non-economic

factors also played a crucial role in determining economic stability.

Cívil Society and Nort-State Actors

It can be observed that the rapid economic change which occurred in the East and Southeat

Asian region in the 1990s also created pressure for political change. There have been

studies debating as to whether this economic change itself encouraged the growth of a

rniddle-class which was committed to the establishment of democratic political systems

sirnilar to those came with of Western industrial countries.s6 Nonetheless, in the 1990s

there was also recognition that the civil society and non-state actors emerged and

continued to put pressure on their governments to open up the political system.87

Civil society and non-state actors are those independent and autonomous

organisations outside formal political institutions, and representing people from a variety

of backgrounds including artists,lawyers, businesspeople, academics, and students. Every

country has different forms of civil society and non-state actors because they have

different historical, social, economic and political backgrounds. Robert Putnam pointed

out that democracy could only flourish when the civil society is strong.tt Those countries

in the Southeast Asian region that, in recent years, moved from authoritarian politics

toward a more representative political system are in a slightly better position in tenns of

the growth of civil society. The best example is Thailand where the civil society plays an

irnportant role in influencing govemment policy and in national politics. Indonesia and

Burma have not yet seen the birth of a civil society of this sort.

s6 Forinstance, seeRichard Robison and David S. G. Goodman (eds.) The New Rich in Asia, Mobile

Plrcnes, McDonald,s and Middle-Class Revolution (London and New York: Routledge, 1996); Attek

Laothanratas (ed.) Dernocratizalion in Southeast and East Asia (Singapore: Institute of Southcast

Asian Studies, 1997); and Garry Rodan (ed.) Political Oppositions in Industrialising Asia (London and

New York: Routledge, 1996).
a7 David Martin Jones, "Dernocratization, Civil Society, and Illiberal Middle Class Culture irl Pacific

Asia", Comparative Politics, vol. no. (January 1998), pp. 141-169.
88 For comparison in ltaly, see Robert. Putnam, Making Dentocracy Work, Civic Traditions in Modem

Italy (Princetou: Princeton University Press, 1993).
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Robert Cox also argued that the globalisation process, to some extent, has

contributed to the strengthening of civil society and the emergence of non-state actors.se

The liberal ideas of democracy and human righrs which a¡e advocated by the US and the

'Western countries have gained support arnong a wide range of people in the region,

including workers, the middle class and opposition groups.eo Modern

ûelecommunications facilities such as saællite antennae, mobile phones, fax machines,

modems, computers and the intemet have facilitaæd the spread of these ideas. The

influence of this modern technology is very significant. For civil society and non-state

actors in the Southeast Asian region, the need to have altemative information to that

provided by the state is crucial to their effort to challenge the domination of the state.

Conclusion

proaches which have been used in exploring

, boom and crisis in Thailand, lndonesia and

the existing poliúcal economy approaches

originated in the analysis of economic and political change in the East Asian region in the

past three decades. The neo-classical political economy was widely accepted during the

1970s as an appropriate approach in analysing the economic success of the East Asian

countries. This approach suggests that these countries were successful economically

because they had implemented market-based policies, imposed restrictions on the role of

the state in the economy, and allowed rnarket fbrces to operate freely in the economic

arena.

However, this approach was criticised on the grounds that it interprets economic

development in a linear way and does not take into account the different social and

8e Robert Cox, "Civil Society at the Tunl of the Millerlium: Prospects for an alternatives World

Order", Review of International Sntdies, vol. 25, no. 1 (January 1999)' pp.3-28'
e0 On rece¡t democratisation debate, see Samuel P. HuntingtorV The Third Wave: Demacratizalion in lhe

LaIe Twentielh Cenlury (Norman: University of Oklaho¡ra Press, 1991); Bob Catley, "Hegetnonic
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political backgrounds of countries, and their different ways of developing their economies.

Evidence of the need for this was found in the fact that the economic success of the East

Asian countries was accompanied by authoritarian political systems. This contrasts with

the neo-classical position which holds that the establishment of a market-based economy

would bring about the emergence of a pluralistic political system. For the purposes of this

study, this approach does not adequately explain why although Thailand, Indonesia, and

Burma all implemented various forms of market-based economic policies during the

1980s, the results differed for each country. Some were successful and others failed.

More importantly, these countries also pursued different political systems.

The developmentalist approach opposed the assumption of neo-classical

economics on the issue of the role of the state in the economy. It argued that the

economic success of the East Asian countries mainly resulted from the strong state and

effective and insqlated policy-making institutions. The state intervened in the market

extensively to foster economic activity. The proponents of this approach argue that state

intervention is needed to overcome market failures. Criticism of this approach is based on

the issue that the economic success of the East Asian countries took place in a particular

geo-strategic location and social and historical background. Therefore, this could not be

repeated in other countries. Criticism also focuses on the role of the "strong" state and it

is argued that this was not always the case with the East Asian countries. Recent studies

have pointed out that non-state actors have also played an important role in the economies

of East Asia.

This chapter argues that the relevance of this approach when analysing the

Southeast Asian countries is also questionable. The Southeast Asian states are generally

"weak" and not as ef'fective as those of East Asia. This is particularly true of Thailand,

Indonesia and Bunna where the role of the state varies from case to case and does not

always fit the assumption of the East Asian developmentalist approach.

An.rerica: The Arrogartcc of Powcr" ' Contentporaryt Southeast Asia,vol.27, tto.2 (August 1999)' pp'
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Rapid economic and political changes in the Southeast Asian region saw the

emergence of the state ancl society-based approaches. The first recognises the importance

of the historical role of the state, and not the private sector, in creating economic growth in

the region. The latter argues that the changes in economic policy in the 1980s gradually

reduced the role of the state and allowed society-based actors to help in overcoming state

failures in the economic arena. These approaches, in combination, are useful in analysing

what happened during the 1980s, but are not adequate to explain the changes of the 1990s.

The 1990s saw a rapid economic boom in the region which was hailed by many as

the "Asian miracle". This inærpretation failed to foresee that the economic boom was

unlikely to be sustainable in the long-term, and also failed to address the importance of the

issues of good governance and public policy in the implementation of economic reform.

The sustainability of the "Asian miracle" could also have been questioned on the grounds

that the Asian regign had undergone rapid economic and political change as a result of the

globalisation that took place during the 1990s. Clearly, another way of understanding and

analysing those changes was needed.

This chapter proposed an eclectic approach towards this study. This approach

incorporates the insights of existing approaches in a comparative historical and political

economy analysis and also takes into account the significance of domestic politics and

globalisation. Factors such as historical setting, state and regime type, domestic coaliúons,

policy-making institutions, economic ideas, extemal factors, capital mobility, good

govemance, and civil society and non-state actors are incorporated into the analysis. The

following six chapters will examine in detail the case studies of Thailand, Indonesia, an<l

Bunna using this analytical framework.

157 -17 5
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CHnprER THnpB

Thailand's Economic Boom
and Political Pluralism

can be observed that economic success and

ether. Economic reform policies during the

th a gradual move towards the consolidation

of a representative political system. However, this transformation evolved from economic

and political crises, involving both domestic and external influences. To understand these

events better, in this chapær the historical, economic, political, institutional, and external

factors that contributed to the economic boom in Thailand in the 1980s and the 1990s will

be analysed. The political changes that accompanied the economic boom period will also

be examined.

Historical Setting

hree important factors influenced the political and economic climaæ in

Thailand early this century. First, Thailand was the only country in the

Southeast Asian region which was never colonised. Although without a f'onnal

political colonial master, the other face of colonisation, that is economic colonialism, had

begun in the 19th century. This was initiated in 1855 when King Mongkut (Rama IV)

was agreed to sign a trade agreement with the British Imperial govemment, represented by

Sir John Bowring.r The agreement, which was known as the Bowring Treaty, was a part

of the British arnbition to establish trade and economic links across Asia, frorn India-

Bunna, to Singapore, Hongkong, and China. This rnarked the beginning of the integration

On the Bowring Treaty, see Suehiro Akira, Capital Accumulation on Thailand, 1885-1985 (Tokyo:

The Centre of East Asian Cultural Studies, 1989), chapter two.
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of Thailand into the world economy. 2 In this period Thailand was ruled by an absolute

monarchy. It was known as the sakdina society; a society in which political power solely

rested in the royal families and the elites.3

In the early twentieth century, as John Girting points out, Thailand experienced

further economic, political and social change.a The Bowring Treaty did indeed expand

economic activity in Thailand. Thailand was exporting primary products such as rice,

sugar, rubber, teak, tin and others. The expansion of economic activity also effected

change in the social life in urban areas, especially Bangkok. Foreign traders from Europe

and China poured into the country to expand their trading activities while the Thais, mostly

the small Thai elite, also began to participate in a variety of economic activities.s This

change forced the then King Chulalongkorn to modernise the Thai bureaucracy along the

lines of those in European count¡ies.6 In doing so, he sent many Thais to study in Europe

and he also inviæd foreign advisers to work in Thailand. One of King Chulalongkorn's

achievements was the creation of a modern Treasury department to oversee economic and

monetary policies in Thailand.T

2 Pasuk Phongpaichit and Chris Baker, Thailand, Economy and Politics (Singapore: Oxford University
Press, 1997), p.99; also Kevin Hewison, "The Development of Industrial Capital and Its Situation in

tbe 1980s", in Kevin Hewison (ed.) Power and Politics in Tlniland: Essays in Political Economy

(Manila: Journal of Contemporary Asia Publishers, 1989), p. 145.
t On the origins of the Sakdina society in Thailand, see Kevin Hewison, Bankers and Bureaucrafs,

Capitat and the Role of tlrc State inThailand (New Heaven: Yale University Southeast Asian Studies,

1989), especiatly chapter two; Chattip Nartsupha, Suthy Prasartset, and Montri Chenvidyakarn, Ifte
Politicat Economy of Siam 19I0-1932 (Bangkok: The Social ScienceAssociatiou of Thailand, 1981);

and also Benjamin A. Batson, The End of Absolute Monarchy in Siam (Singapore: Oxford University
Press, 1984).

o John Girling, Thniland, Society andPolitics (Ithaca and London: Cornell University Press, 1981),

pp.62-63.
s During this time, the Privy Purse Bureau (PPB) managed the economic activities of the Royal family

as had been the case sitce the early Nineteenth century. Pasuk a¡d Baker, op.cit,pp.704-705.
6 Batson, op.cit, pp. 8-9.
7 The first British economic adviser to be appointed by King Chulalongkorn in 1896 was Mr. Mitchel

Innes. The ftadition of appointing British economic advisers continued until the Second Wodd V/ar

and in many ways iufluenced the establishment of monetary conservatism in the governmelìt's

financial institutions. SeeT.H. Silcock, "Money and Banking" in T.H. Silcock (ed.)Thailand, Social

andEconornic Studies in Developrtrent (Canbena: Australian National University Press, 1967), p.

171. On the origils of Thailand's economic policies, see Ian Brown, The Elite ad the Econt¡tnv in

Siam, c. 1890-1920 (Siugapore: Oxford University Pres.s, 1988).
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The second factor which influenced Thailand's political and economic climaæ

early this century was the fact that the integration of Thailand into the world economy led

to the domination of the economy by one small group. This group was comprised of

Europeans, Chinese immigrants, Ðd Thai royal families. The Europeans and the

irnmigrant Chinese dominated the financial sector. For instance, the Britons introduced a

branch of the Chartered Bank, the French the Banque de I'Indochine, and the Chinese the

Hongkong and Shanghai Bank.8 These banks played an important role not only in

strengthening the economic power of the European traders but also in becoming a source

of money for the business activities of the immigrant Chinese. During this time the

Europeans also controlled foreign exchange transactions.e Meanwhile, in order to break

up the domination of the foreign banks in Thailand, the government, the royal families and

the rice traders opened the Siam Commercial Bank in 1904.t0

The third fgctor was the rising economic power of these groups, which contributed

to the decline of the ordinary Thais' business activities. This caused widespread

disappoinunent among educated Thais and created a strong nationalist sentiment among

the Thai people.rr Despite the fact that King Chulalongkorn-led reforms had successfully

rnodernised the Thai bureaucracy, the economic integration into the world oconomy

created fertile grounds for the growth of the nationalist movement led by progressive

elements in the bureaucracy and educated urban people. Eventually, in June 1932, the

People's Party staged a coup d'etat to replace the absolute monarchy.rt This coup was

masterminded by a group of high-ranking military officers and elite bureaucrats, most of

whom had been educated in Europe. It marked the end of the absolute monarchy and the

beginning of the constitutional period, which lasted until 1957.

t For a good study of the evolution of Thai hnancial institutions, see James C. Ingram, Econornic

Change inThailand 1850-1970 (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1971).
e Richard Doner ard Daniel Unger, "The Politics of Finance in Thai Economic Development" in

Stephan Haggud, Chuug H. Lee and Sylvia Maxfield (eds.) The Politics of Finance in Developing

Countries (lthaca and London: Cornell University Press, 1993), p.96.

'o Doner and Unger, ibid,p.96;and Pasuk and Baker,Thailand, Econonry and Politic,ç, p. 105.
ll Pasuk and B¿rker, ibid, pp.250-251.
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Factional rivalries within the People's Party, however, meant that the 1932 coup

was followed by a power struggle among the political elites to influence the direction of

economic and political policies in Thailand. The moderates advocated gradual change,

while the hard-liners proposed more radical changes. In 1938, the hard-liners' camp led

by General Phibun Songram (who was then the Prime Minister) and Pridi Phanomyong,

the Minister of Finance, won the politicat battle and launched more nationalist and

interventionist policies in politics and the economy."

Economic nationalism was the order of the day under the Phibun regime (1938-

1957). Under the banner of "Thailand for Thais", the govemment launched

nationalisation programs by placing the European and the Chinese immigrants'

companies under the cont¡ol of state-owned enterprises. As a result, the government's

economic acûvities increased and contributed significantly to the national economy. For

instance, the pro{uction of basic commodities such as sugar, paper, cement, alcohol,

cigarettes, tobacco, ice, and soap increased by the end of the 1940s.14 More importantly,

the government's interventionist policies in the economy also forced the policy makers to

upgrade the existing economic policy-making institutions.

Despite the fact that the spirit of "Thailand for Thais" discriminated against the

ethnic Chinese, the domestic financial sector gradually expanded as more banks (mostly

owned by the ethnic Chinese) were established.ls The Wang I-ee Bank, and the Bank of

Asia were founded during the 1930s; and the Bangkok Bank (owned by the Sophonpanit

family), the Bank of Ayudhya (the Rattanarak family), the Bangkok Metropolitan Bank

(the Taechaphaibun farnily), the Thai Fanners' Bank (the Lamsarn farnily) and the Union

Bank (the Mahakhun family) were established in the 1940s and the 1950s. It was in this

period that the Chinese immigrants began to expand their economic activities in Thailand.

t2 On the origins of the1932 coup in Thailand, can be found in Batson, The End of Absolute Monarchy

in Siarn, especially chapter sevett.

't On thePhibun period and his economic policies, see Kobkua Suwannathat-Pian,Thniland's Durable

Pretnier, PhibunthrougltTfuee Decades 1932-1957 (Kuala Lumpur:Oxford University Press, 1995).
la Kewin Hcwison, Banker.ç and Bureaucrats, pp.72-73.
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From the Sarit Regime to the Prem Regime

of political systems aftor 1932: absolute

SD, and, in the 1970s a parliamentary

te has always been a focus for competition

among Thai elites and powerful economic actors. Between the 1950s and the 1980s the

power struggle to control the state intensified. As a result, Thailand experienced cycles of

political crisis from the 1960s until end of the 1970s. Ironically, during this period of

political turmoil the Thai economy expanded rapidly. In the early stages of this

expansion, Thailand was governed by a strong and authoritarian military leader, General

Sarit Thanarat. Later, during the 1980s, General Prem Tinsulanonda was in power. It was

these two military leaders who laid the foundations for the expansion of the Thai economy

and therefore their contribution deserves attention here.

The Sarit Regime and the EørIy Stages of Economic Develapment

During his reign from 1957 to 1963, General Sarit drastically changed the direction of

political and economic policy in Thailand. In the economic arena, General Sarit

abandoned Phibun's nationalist ând interventionist policies and opened up Thailand to

foreign investors. He also encouraged the participation of the private sector in the national

economy. In politics, General Sarit established an authoritarian regime by abolishing the

constitution and replacing it with martial law, concentrating power in his own hands and

among his close advisers. He also dissolved the parliament, banned political parties,

controlled the press and the unions, and arrested many leffwing figures.l6

In the area of f'oreign policy, General Sarit allied himself with the US govemrnent.

Robert Muscat points out that the US actually had a good relationship with Thailand at

this time and supplied economic and military assistance from the end of the 1940s, but not

'5 Doner and Unger, " The Politics of Finance", p. 100
ro Girling, Thailand, SocieÍy and Politics, pp. 1 1 1-1 12
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until the end of the 1950s did the American leaders begin to pay serious attention to the

domestic situation in Thailand.tT As the Cold War began to spread into the Southeast

Asian region, the US govemment was searching for an ally who could help to stop the

spread of communist movements in the region, and especially those from Vietnam.rs

General sarit was indeed the right person at the right time for the US. The result was a

flood of the foreign invesûnent (led by the US and other'Western countries), which has

continued to pour into Thailand ever since.le

The Sarit regime, as noted by Fred Riggs, brought to birth the "bureaucratic

polity" in Thailand which means that power was concentrated in the hand of the

bureaucracy, ând the regime did not allow extra-bureaucratic forces or political parties to

assert themselves in influencing the policy-making processes.'O This phenomenon of the

bureaucratic polity continued to shape political developments in Thailand until the 1980s.

With this authoritarian political system and the support from the US, the Sarit

regime undertook the establishment of import-substitution industrialisation (ISD in

Thailand, which stâned in the 1960s and lasted until the 1970s. Govemment institutions

such as the NEDB (National Economic Development Board), the Board of Investment

(BOI), the Ministry of Industry, the Ministry of Finance, and the Bank of Thailand were

the core supporters of the ISI policy. As Kevin Hewison points out the desire of the Sarit

regime to implement the ISI policy was based on the deterioration of the balance of

payments and trade deficits inherited from the Phibun regime, and on pressure from the

domestic industrialists camp who demanded protectionism in order to insulate them from

international cornpetitors. 2 I

't On US-Thailand relations, see Robert J. Muscat, Thniland and the United States, Developrnenl,

Securiry, and Foreign Aid (New York Columbia University,1990), especially chapter two.
It Pasuk and Baker, Thailand, Economy an¿ Politics,p.I25.
te lbid, p.137.
2o For further discussiou about the "bu¡eaucratic polity" in Thailand, see Fred W. Riggs, Thailand, The

Modernizationof aBureaucratic Polity (Honolulu: East-Vy'est Center Press, 1966), especially chapter

telì.
2r Hewisou, "The Iudustrial Capital", p.149.
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The effect of the ISI policy can be seen in the influx of foreign capital as well.

The Bank of Thailand's offìcial data shows that ttre annual foreign capital inflow from

1965 to 1975 was about 1.25 billion baht (with 38 percent of it coming from the US, 30

percent from Japan).22 In addition, the structure of the Thai economy, particularly in

sectors such as industry, manufacturing and f,rnance, was changed at the expense of the

agriculture sector. Between 1960 and 1971, the manufacturing sector share of the gross

domestic product (GDP) rose from 12.5 percent to 17.5 percent, while the share held by

agriculture decreased from 39.8 percent to 29.8 percent.23

During the Sarit regime, the financial sector was dominated by the so-called "big

five" consisting of the Bangkok Bank, the Siam Commercial Bank, the Bangkok

Metropolitan Bank, the Thai Farmers' Bank, and the Bank of Ayudhya. Collectively, these

big five banks increased their share of the total commercial banks' deposits from 32

percent in 1962 to,59 percent in 1972 (see Table 3.1). The domination of the "big five"

banks was possible because the owners, mostly ethnic Chinese, had been able to forge a

close relationship with General Sarit and other members of the military elite. This political

patronage was useful because it allowed them to lobby the policy makers not to liberalise

the financial sector in Thailand.

22 As quoted in Pasuk and Baker, Thailand, Dcononty and Politics, p. 129
23 Hewison, op.cil, pp. 149-150.
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Table 3.1
Commercial Bank Deposits in Thailand
(in million baht)

Source u ro, ap Develop rs, lnd
Elite and Agri business Grou ps" in Ruth McVey (ed.) Soufheasf Asian Capitalists (lthaca: Southeast
Asia Program, Corn è1t University, 1992), p. 49.

As a result, under the 1962 Commercial Banking Act, the government only allowed

a few foreign banks to open branches in Thailand.2a The expansion of the "big five"

banks was also a result of the increase in demand for capital in the domestic

manufacturing industries during the ISI period. This strong demand from the

manufacturing sector contributod to the expansion of credit allocations channelled through

domestic banks (see Figure 3.1).

Afær General Sarit died in 1963, his closest advisers, General Thanom

Kittikachorn and Field Marshal Praphat Charusathien, continued to govem Thailand until

1973. ht the early 1970s, at which time Thailand was in the middle of its second six-year

social and development plan, policy makers began to contemplate change to the export-

Banqkok Bank 1,5 16,991 103,269
14,489Bank of Avudhva 475 3,288
40,912Thai Farmers' Bank 431 4,151
12,032253 2,530Banokok Metrooolitan Bank

Bank of Asia 304 1,365 6,082
648First Banqkok Citv Bank 248 8,532

Siam Commercial Bank 557 2,956 16,719
40,589Krunqthai Bank 1,723 8,637

Wanq Lee Bank 7 14 1,067
10,050Siam Citv B ank 348 2,256

Ba 14 956494 2
1.779

kok Bank of Commerce
em

Union Bank of Bangkok 248 1,182 4,672
Thai Danu Bank 154 2.741

9.226The Thai Militarv Bank 288 1,781
Asia Trust Bank 835 5 049
14 foreiqn banks 6 I 31,167 3

299 0I

24 Pasuk and Baker, op.cit, p. 131
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oriented industrialisation (EOI) policy.25 In their interesting study of the Thai political

economy, Pasuk Phongpaichit and Chris Baker argue that in the early 1970s there was a

strong consensus among the technocrats (working with the National Economic and Social

Development Board (NESDB), the BOT, and the BOI) that the ISI policy no longer suited

Thailand, as its export commodities had begun to lose their competitiveness in the

intemational market.26 Consequently, the technocrats argued for export-promotion

policies.

Figure 3.1
Commercial Bank Credit by Selected Sectors, 1968-1979
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Source: Richard Doner and Danny Unger, 'The Politics of Finance in Thai Economic
Development", in Stephan Haggard, Chung H. Lee and Sylvia Maxfield (eds.) Iñe Politics of
Finance in Developing Countries (lthaca and London: Cornell University Press, 1993), p. 105.

As the policy makers began to dismantle the ISI policy, the authoritarian regime,

led at the time by Generals Thanom and Praphat, began to lose its power base among the

Thai people, and especially those who lived in the urban areas. At the end of the 1960s

and in the early 1970s, a coalition of political parties, students and business groups began

to put pressure on General Thanom to end his authoritarian rule. This was resulted in

2s Kesorn Chantarapootiral, Thai Export-Oriented Growth Perþrrnnce and Industrial Developrnel¿1, Ph.D

thesis (Fordham University, l99l), pp. 128-131.
26 Pasuk and Baker, Thailand, Economy and Politics, pp.144-145.
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political crisis which triggered popular protests in Bangkok and other cities. These finally

brought down the Thanom regime ín 1973.27

From October 1973 until 1916, Thailand was govemed by democratic regimes

headed by two elected politicians, Kukrit Pramoj (the leader of Social Action Party or the

KitsangkhomParty) and Seni Pramoi (the leader of Democrat Party or the Prachath,ipat

Party). This period was known as the "open politics" period because it was a period of

freedom of the press, freedom of assembly, and the establishment of constitutional rule in

Thailand. During this democratic period, the power of the military was gradually reduced,

and especially after the 1974 Constitution was enacted, restricting the appointment of

active military officers to political positions. As suggested by Chai-anan Samudavani-ia

and David Morrell, this period symbolised the beginning of the end of the dominance of

the miliøry and the bureaucracy in national politics.2s

ff," ¿"*o"ratic period transformed the political institutions of Thailand. For

example, more people with business backgrounds (about 35 percent) were elected to the

parliament and more than half of the Kukdt cabinet, which was formsd in 1975, came

from a similar background .'e ln his recent study on Thai politics, James Ockey suggests

that there were two ways in which business people began to influence national politics:

directly, by entering into politics as politicians, and indirectly by supporting the finaneial

needs of certain politicians or factions within political parties.3o

Thailand again experienced a military coup in October 1976. This military coup,

which caused the death of hundreds of students (mostly from Thammasat University) and

2't Ibíd., pp. 192-193.
28 On the nature of the democratic period in Thailand (1973-1976), see David Morell and Chai-anan

Samudavanija, Political ConJtict in Thailand, Reþrm, Reaction, Revolution (Canrbridge:

Oelgeschlager, Gunn and Hain Publishers Inc., 1981).
2s Anek Laothanratas, Br¿.çiness Associations anrl the New Political Econonty of Thailand, Frour

Bureaucratic Polity to Liberat Corporatisn (Boulder and Singapore: Westview Press and Institute of
Southeast Asian Studies, 1992), pp. 34-35.
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civilians, created political instability in the country as a whole. From 1976 until 1978

Thailand again entered a period of authoritarianism and was govemed by a civilian leader

Thanin Kraivichien. V/ith the support of the military leaders, Thanin abolished the 1974

Constitution, declared martial law, repressed democratic rights, ffid banned political

parties.

The Thanin regime was unpopular among the Thai people and struggles among

the military and political eliæs for the control of the state intensified. During this period,

economic performance deteriorated, as the external foreign debt increased rapidly, while at

the same time the current account deficit and the trade deficit percentages from the gross

nationalproduct(GNP) increased from2J percent in1976to 5.1 percent by the end of

1917 andfrom 3.3 percent n 1916 to 6.5 percent n 1977 respectively.3l This economic

downturn was also influenced by external factors such as the uncertainty regarding oil

prices in the interngtional market and the withdrawal of the US from Indochina.32

In an attempt to avoid further economic and political crises, General Kriangsak

Chomanan replaced Thanin in 1978. Although he came from a military background,

General Kriangsak began to ease the political restrictions in Thailand by allowing the

limited participation of political parties in national politics. In 1978 General Kriangsak

facilitated the birth of a new constitution, which allowed political parties to contest the

7979 general elections in which the Chart Thai Party (led by Praman Adireksan) and the

Social Action Party (led by Boonchu) gained a significant number of seats in the

parliarnent.33

But General Kriangsak's efforts to restore political stability failed due to his

indecisiveness in the political and economic arena. As noted by Girling, two factors werc

'o Janres S. Ockey, Business kaderg Gangsters, and the Middle Class: Societal Groups and Civilian
Rule inThaitand, unpublished Ph.D thesis (Ithaca: Cornell University, 1992),pp.204-205.

3r Anek, op. cit, pp.36-37.
12 P¿isuk and Baker, Thailctnd, Econonry und Politics, p. 147 '
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at play here: faction¿rlism within the Thai rnilitary and dissatisfaction among the business

community with the Kriangsak regime.to Finally, pressure from the progressive young

military officers' faction known as the "Young Turks" forced General Kriangsak to

resign in earty 1980. He was replaced by the then Chief of Army, General Prem

Tinsulanonda.35

The Prent Reginrc øndthe Foundation of the Economic Boom

As mentioned earlier, until end of the 1970s, Thailand's economy still relied very much on

the export of primary products (mostly rice and agricultural goods) and pursued an

irnport-subsútution industrialisation (ISI) policy. In the early 1980s all this changed, due

to worldwide economic recession and the collapse of the price of oil, which plunged the

Thai economy into a severe economic crisis. Thus, the continuation of Thailand's

economic development was one of the major issues which General Prem Tinsulanonda

had to tackle during the 1980s.

As General Prem stayed in power until 1988, he was able to implement a series of

economic reforms such as the readjusÍnent of the exchange rate, changes in tariffs and

taxes, export promotions, and other sectoral reform efforts, and to do so at a rapid pace.

One of the most controversial reforms was the devaluation of Thailand's currency.

Between 1981 and 1987, the govemment devalued the baht several times with the aim of

improving the worsening economic situation in Thailand.36 Although there was

opposition to it, the effect of the devaluation policy was an increase in the level of exports

33 Ansil Ramsay, "Thailand 1919: A Government in Trouble", Asian Survey, vol. xx, no. 2 (February

1980), p. 114.
34 Girling, Thailand, Society and Politics,p.225.
3s On military factionalisn in Thailand during the 1980s, see Chai-anan Samudavanija, The Thai Young

Inrks (Singapore: Institute of Southeast Asian Studies, 1982)'
3ó In 1981 thebahrwasdevaluedby 1.07percent(in April) and again by 8.7 percent (in July), by 14.7

percerìtinNovember 1984 ard then over by 20 percent in 1985 and 1987. See Pasuk Phongpaicit,

"Technocrats, Busiuessmen, a¡d Generals: Democracy and Economic Policy-Making in Thailand" itt

A¡drew Maclntyre ard Kanishka Jayasuriya (eds.) The Dynamícs of Econonùc Policy Reþrm in
Sout.h-easl and ¡he Soutlt.-we,¡t. Par:iJic (Singapore: Oxford University Press, L992), p.21 .
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of manufactured and agro-industry products. It also boosted the tourisrn industry in the

1980s.

Although it is true that the agriculture sector share in GDP declined from 27

percent to 12 percent betrveen 1980 and 1993, the manufacturing sector grew from 16

percent to 26 percent in the same period (see Figure 3.2).t' But the growth of the

manufacturing sector was also caused by an increase in foreign direct investment (FDI)

entering Thailand, mainly from Japan. The Japanese investors' share of the

manufacturing sector in Thailand rose rapidly from32 percent in 1984-85 to 72 percent in

1988.38 By the end of the Prem period in early 1988, Thailand's economic perfoûnance

was ahead of other countries in the region, with economic growth reaching almost 7

percent.3e

Figure 3.2
GDP by Sector, '1970-1993 (percent)
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Source: Pasuk and Baker, Thailand, Economy and Politics (Singapore: Oxford
University Press, 1997), p. 153.

On the political front, General Prem gradually enhanced the democratisation

process in Thailand by restoring dernocratic institutious and, at the same tirne, by

rnaintaining a balance between the political diffèrences of the rnilitary, the bureaucrats, and

the politicians. Unlike in the 1960s and early 1970s, when power was concentrated in the

31 Pasuk and Baker, Thailand, Dconomy and Politics, p. 153.
3a lbíd, p. 156.
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hands of the bureaucracy and the military, during the Prern period political players such as

the career politicians, the technocrats, the business community, and other non-bureaucratic

forces began to have their own channels to power. General Prem held general elections in

1981, 1986 and 1988 and initiated a series of constitutional reforms aimed at

strengthening public participation in the decision-making process. This is why Thailand,

under his premiership, came to be known as a "semi-democracy" Qcnown in Thai as the

p rachathipp atai khrung' n g bai).

It is true that the conflict of views and inærests over economic reform caused some

problems. General Prem reshuffled his cabinets several times in order to please the

opposition parties, but the support of King Bhumipon Adulyadej kept him in power

longer than anybody in Thailand's modem history. More importantly, the Prem period

saw the end of the "bureaucratic polity" that had dominated Thai politics since the 1960s

and 1970s, and its.rBplacement with a more democratic political system.

The end of the "bureaucratic polity" followed by the rise of the non-state actors

in Thai politics. For instance, during the Prem period the business groups began to show

their political influence in national politics. Many businesspersons and urban middle class

representatives entered parliament.ao The rise of the elected politicians (with business

backgrounds) in national politics was at this time very impressive, representing almost half

of the total number of cabinet members (Table 3.2). This trend continued to shape the

dynamics of Thai politics in the 1990s.

3e ClarkD. Neher, "Thailand in 1987, Semi-Successful, Semi-Democracy", Asian Survey, vol. xxviii,
no. 2 (February 1988), p.200.

a0 Anek Laothamtas, "From Clientelism to Partnership: Business-Government Relations in Thailand",

in Andrew Maclntyre (ei.) Business and Governrnent in Industrialising Asía (Sydney: Aller and

Unwin, 1994), pp.2O4-205.
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Table 3.2
Business persons in Prem's Gabinets (1980-1988)

Source: othamatas, and of Thailand
, p. 34.(Boulders and Singapore: Westview Press and lnstitute of Southeast Asian Studies,

Thailand's Policy-Making Institutions

boom cannot be separated from the role

g institutions in the previous few decades.

attention here: the Bank of Thailand (BOT)

and the Ministry of Finance (MOF). The BOT was established in 1939, with the primary

aims of maintainirtg price stability, managing loans, supervising the commercial banks, and

controlling foreign exchange transactions in the country.ar Later, under the 1942 Central

Bank Act, the BOT had its own first governor, Prince Viwat As a highly respected

economist and graduate from Cambridge University in the UK, Prince Viwat's urgent task

was to defend the baht, which had lost value and to protect the foreign resorves during the

Second V/orld War.a2 From this time, Prince Viwat came to be known as someone who

played a crucial role in laying the foundations of the independence of the BOT and, rnore

importantly, in establishing the tradition of monetary conservatism in Thailand.

The desire to maintain the independence of the BOT started during the 1950s.

This created conflicts among policy-makers. For instance, on several occasions the BOT

disagreed with the government for adopting budget deficits and for the expansion of credit

to fìn¿mce in<Justrialisation programs. Ofæn these disputes resulted in the fbrced

a' Patcharee Siroros and SylviaMaxfield, "The Politics of Central Bank in Thailand", a paper presented

for the Annual, Meeting of the Associationfor Asian Studies, Washington D.C., 2-5 April 1992, pp.

16-11.
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resignations of the BOT's high officers such as Dej, the Governor of the BOT in 1952

and the deputy governor Puey Ungphakorn in 1953.43

During the Sarit period in the early 1960s, the tradition of monetary conservatism

and the independence of the BOT remained strong. The central bank was then run by

very capable and disciplined technocrats who were mainly concerned with maintaining

rnacroeconomic stability in Thailand. One of those who played an important role in

continuing this tradition was the BOT's govomor, Dr. Puey Ungphakorn, who occupied

this position from 1959 until 1971. Under his leadership, the BOT was relatively free

from political intervention, and especially that from the military elites.

The Ministry of Finance (MOF), the other important policy-making institution in

Thailand, was dominated by a group of economists educated in American universities.

They became known the "technocrats" group who advised General Sarit on economic

policy. It was the MOF which formulated macroeconomic policy in Thailand in the next

three decades. In addition, General Sa¡it also appointed technocrats from various

occupations to important ministries, such as the Ministry of Inærior (MOI), the Ministry

of Finance (MOF), the Ministry of Commerce (MOC) and others.aa Also, both the

National and Economic Development Board (NEDB) and the Bureau of Budget (BOB)

were directly accountable to the Office of the Prime Minister, which allowed General Sarit

to oversee the economic policy-making process in Thailand.

However, the rise of the civilian politicians during the democratic period of the

mid-1970s challenged the autonomy of the economic policy-making institutions. This

occurred when Boonchu Rojanasathiem, a former banker and an elected politician from

the Social Action Party, was appointed as the Minister of Finance. Under the influence of

42 Silcock, "Money ald Banking", p. 114; also see G. A. Marzottk, Economic Develo¡tntenl md

Policies, Case Study of Thailand (Rotterdam: Rotterdam University Press, 1972), pp.375-316.
43 Patcharee and Maxñeld, op.cit,pp.22-25.
44 Yoshiha¡a Kunio, The Nation arul Economic Growth, The Philippines and Thniland (Singapore:

Oxford Uliversity Press, 1994), p¡'t.15-761also Patchare and Maxfield,pp.25-26.
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the Party's attempt to gain popularity in the rural areas, Boonchu implemented a rural

credit program aimed at reducing the widening gap between the rich and the poor and

developing the agriculture sector in Thailand. This program was opposed by the then

central bank Governor, Dr. Snoh Unakul, because it created fiscal constraints and

therefore led to an expansion of the budget deficit.as Despite this, it must be pointed out

that Boonchu's rural policies successfully transformed Thailand's agribusiness sector

into one of Thailand's main exports in the 1980s, when under Charoen Pokphand, the

agribusiness conglomerate became a key player in this sector.

Under the Prem regime in the 1980s, economic policy-making institutions were

more independent and insulated from political pressures. This was needed because the

technocrats had advised then Prime Minister Prem to implement a series of economic

reform policies. To do so, General Prem created cenÍalised and insulated policy-making

institutions which.. were part what Robert Muscat termed a "technocratic policy

structure".ou ln this technocratic structure, Prem himself and the Prime Minister's Office

were involved in the process of formulating economic policies. As occurred during the

Sarit regime, General Prem was helped by a group of capable technocrats who occupied

important positions in bodies such as the National Economic and Social Development

Board (NESDB), the Bureau of Budget (BOB), the Fiscal Policy Office (FPO), the

Ministry of Finance (MOF) and the Bank of Thailand (BOT).

During the Prem period, the NESDB (led by well-known technocrat, Dr. Snoh

U¡akul), as an important planning agency, played a vital role in preparing budget

proposals and financial allocations to each ministry.ai In addition, General Prem also set

up the Council of Economic Ministers (CEM) which was responsible for making strategic

4s Doner andUnger, "ThePolitics of Finance', pp. 108-109; and Patcha¡ee and Maxheld, "The Politics

of Central Bank", pp. 30-31.
ou O¡ therole of Thai technocrats in Thailand, see Robert S. Muscat, The Fiflh Tiger, A Study of Thai

Development Policy (New York: United Nations University Press, 1994), especially chapter six.
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decisions on economic and political issues. The membership of the CEM cornprised

cabinet Ministers, representatives of the coalition parties, PM's advisers and prominent

technocrats.4t This type of policy-making body meant General Prem and his cabinet were

relatively free of political pressure from political elites and business groups. Arguably,

that it was these kinds of economic policy-making institutions that brought Thailand into a

period of economic boom at the end of the 1980s.

These insulated policy-making institutions, however, did not necessarily make it

easy for the Prem regime to implement economic reform policies in the 1980s, including

that of the structural adjustment program funded by the V/orld Bank.ae Tienhcai

Wongchaisuwan, a Thai political economist, points out that the implementation of this

program created a political struggle among the principal players within Thai politics.sO

Each of them pursued and protected their own interests and agendas in an attempt to

influence the fonnulation and the implementation of the economic reform policies. This

was particularþ clear in the case of the resistance of the military and several political

parties, who supported the import-substitution industrialisation policies and even in the

case of the Ministry of Industry, which preferred the continuation of trade protecúon

policies which were the latter being at risk of disappearing once the structural program

was implemented.sl

ot Johannes Drasbaek Schmidt, "Paternalism and Planning in Thailard: Facilitating Growth without

Social Benefits", in Michael J.G. Pa¡nwell (ed.) IJneven Development in Tlníland (Aldershot:

Avenbury Publishing L¡d., 1996), p. 72.
48 Chai-anan Samudavanija, Thailand, "Economic Policy-Making in a Liberal Technocratic Polity" in

John V/. Langford and K. Lorne Brownsey (eds.) Economic Policy-Making in the Asia-Pacific Region

(Halifax: The Institute for Research on Public Policy, 1990)' p. 197'
4e Anek Laothanatas, "The Politics of Structural Adjustment in Thailand: A Political Explanation of

Economic Success" in Andrew Maclntyre and Kanishka Jayasuriya (eÀs.) The Dynamics of Economíc

policy Reþrrn in South-east Asia and the Soulh-wesî Pacirtc (Singapore: Oxford University Press,

1992), pp.32-49.
50 TienhcariVy'ongchaisuw.¿n,TlrcPoliticalEconomyofThailund:TheThaiPeripheral.Slate, i,958-1988'

urrpublished Ph.D thesis (Binghamton: State University of New York, 1993)' pp. 333-335.
sr Pasuk, "Technocrats, Businessman, and Generals", pp. 13-14'
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Domestic Coalition

cannot be separated from the existence of a

business groups, bureaucrats and the

not underestimate the role that the ethnic

Chinese business community played in this process. V/hy, despite the fact that the

Chinese were discriminated against during the nationalist period of the Phibun regime in

the 1930s and 1940s, did they survive? Fred Riggs explains that to protect their business

activities, the banks' owners developed a close relaúonship with powerful figures in the

miJitary and in the bureaucracy.t' This was done by offering directorships or

shareholdings to political leaders (and their famÜ members). In return, these business

groups often received preferential featment where credit or loans from the govemment

(usually through the BOT) or adminisæred government projects were concerned.s'

'.'.

For instance, the owner of the Bangkok Bank, Chin Sophonphanich, appointed

General Phao Sriyanond, a key figure in the Phibun government, as advisory director; the

Bank of Ayudhya associated with the National Economic Development Corporation

(NEDCOL), a holding company controlled by the "Soi Ratchakhru" military faction

(betonging to the General Phao Sriyanond and General Phin Choonhavan groups); and

the Thai Farmers' Bank had close ties with Pridi Phanonyong's polidcal faction.sa This

kind of relationship successfully protected the business interests of the ethnic Chinese in

Thailand and in the following decades transformed them into the engine of, to borrow

Yoshihara's terul, "ersatz capitalism" in Thailand.55

52 According to Riggs there were at least three factions within the Thai military elite: the Phin-Phao

faction, the Sarit faction, and the Phibun faction. Further dicussion on factional politics in Thailand

during the 1950s, can be found in Fred Riggs, Thnitand, The Modernization of a Bureaucratic Polity

(Honolulu" University of Hawaii Press, 1966), especially chapter eight.
s3 Maxlteld and Patcharee, "The Politics of Central Bank in Thailand", pp.27-28.
s4 Akira Suehiro, "Capitalist Development in Postwar Thailand: Commercial Bankers, Industrial Elite,

and Agribusiness Groups", in Ruth McVey (e.d) Southeast Asian Capitalists (Ithaca: Southeast Asia
program, 1992), pp.45-47; ¿nd ¿lso in David L. Elliott, Thailand: Origins of Military Rale (London:

Zed Press Ltd., 1978), P.721.55 Knnio Yoslúhara, The Rise of Ersatz Capitalisttt in Southeast Asla (Singapore: Oxford Universit)'

Press,1987).
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These relationships shaped the success of the Thai economy under the Prem

regime in the 1980s.56 At that time General Prem needed to create a dornestic coalition to

support the implementation of national economic reform policies. To do this, he inviæd

the assistance of Boonchu Rojanasathian, the leader of Social Action Party (SAP), who

was then a supporter of trade liberalisation and export-driven strategies in Thailand.

Throughout the 1980s Boonchu was a champion of the so-called "Thailand, Inc." and

had a close relationship with business organisations such as the Thai Chamber of

Commerce, the Association of Thai Industries, and the Thai Bankers' Association.sT

Boonchu engineered the birth of the JointPublic-Private Consultative Committee (JPPCC

fKor Ror Orf), aforum through which the business community could actively participate

in the economic decision-making process in Thailand.ss

Of course, many business leaders in the JPPCC and other business associations

were second generation ethnic Chinese businesspeople. They controlled sectors such as

hnance, telecommunications, property, transport, retail, tourism and others (Table 3.3).

This generation was more sophisticated and more "Thai" in the sense that they werc

already integrated and accepted by the rest of the population as Thai people.

By the 1980s there was not much animosity against those of Chinese descent'

This climate had aided General Prem in reforming the Thai economy because he did not

have to deal with the ethnicity issues that plagued Indonesia or Malaysia.se There was a

consensus that those of Chinese descent in Thailand had already played an important role

56 Daniel Unger, "Governmenl and Business in Thailand" in Young C. Kim (ed.) The SoulheasÍ Asian

Econornic Miracl.e (New Brunswick and London: Transaction Publishers, 1995), pp' 149-150.
s't Kevin Hewisou, "National Interests and Economic Downturn: Thailand", in Richard Robison, Kevin

Hewison, a¡¿ Richard Higgot (eds.) Southeast Asia in the 1980s: The Politics of Economic Crisis

(Sydney: Allen and Unwin, 1981), pp.71-75.
58 Aiek, business Associations anrl the New Potit¡cal Economy og Thailand, especially chapter four; and

also Chai-anan Samudavanija and Sukhumband Paribatra, '"Thailand: Liberalization without

Dernocracy" in James W. Morley (eÀ.) Driven by Growth, Polilical Chnnge in the Asia-Pacific

Region (London and New York: M.E. Sharpe, 1993)' pp. 138-139.
tn JarnieMackie, "Chaning Patterns of Chinese Big Business in Southeast Asia" in Ruth McVey (ed.)

Soutlrcttst Asian Capitalisls (lthaca: Southeast Asia Program, Cornell University, 1992), pp. 116-

1 78.
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in contributing to economic growth and thât they would continue play a crucial role in the

future. It was in this context that General Prem created a coalition among the military,

bureaucracy, technocrats and business community to reform the Thai economy in the

1980s.

Table 3.3
Major Business Conglomerates in Thailand

Bankinq. investmentsSophonphanich familYBanqkok Bank
Bankinq, manufacturing,Lamsam familyThai Farmers Bank
investments

Techaphaibun familY Bankinq, whiskyBanqkok MetroPolitan Bank
Bankinq. manufacturinq,Ratanarak familYBank Avudhva
liohteraqe
Banking, rice milling,
orooertv

Wanglee familyWanglee Bank

development
Bankino. importinqU Chu LianqBanokok MetroPolitan Bank
Rice trading, teXiles,
importinq

Hong Yiah SengBetagro

and manufacturinq
Suoar and related businessunknownThai Roonq Ruang
Suqar and related businessMitr-PolKwanq Soong Lee
Rice and jute export,
animal feed etc.

Yongsak KanathanavanichLaem Thong

Fertilizer importer andPrasert TangtrongsakdiMetro
manufacturinq, flour mill.
Retail trade, propertyChirathiwatCentral Dept. Stores
development
Motor distribution and
assembly

Taworn PornpraphaSiam Motors

(Nissan), property
development
Wholesale trade,
manufacturino

Damri DarakandaSaha Union

(household qoods)

Manufacturinq (textiles)Sukree PhothirattanangkunThai Wuthipat

PrinciPrincipal owner activitiesname

Source: Ja e , "Changing P s of Chinese
McVey (ed.) Soufheast Asian Capitatists (lthaca: Southeast As
pp.185-186.

ness in Southeast
ia Program, Cornell UniversitY,

n Ruth
1 ee2),
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The Role of the US and JaPan

role in the creation of Thailand's economic

the role of the US at the end of the 1950s in

gh the involvement of US economic and

æchnical advisers in the economic policy-making process. Through the US aid programs,

General Sarit and his æam implemented economic reconstruction programs in Thailand,

building up the infrastructure of the country (roads, ports, bridges, and railways), training

public servants, giving scholarships, running poverty alleviation programs, and combating

the narcotics and drugs business. The total amount of US aid given to Thailand between

1951 and 1975 was about US$2.5 million.60

The US also assisted General Sarit to establish government policy-making

institutions such as the National Economic Development Board (NEDB), the Bureau of

Budger (BOB), the Board of Investment (BOI), and the National Statistical Office.6l In

addition, the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund (IMF) were involved in the

early process of drafting Thailand's first long-term economic strategy known as the First

National F,conomic Development Plan ( 1 96 1 - 1 966).

Besides the US, Japan also played a significant role in fostering the growth of the

Thai economy. Japanese investors actually started to come to Thailand from the end of

the 1960s. This is when large numbers of Japanese investors came to Thailand to set up

ioint venture activities with local companies. This also coincided with the Plaza agreement

in 1984 in which the Japanese yen was overvalued, causing many Japanese manufacturing

companies and Japanese investors to move their operations into the Southeast Asian

reg1orl.

60 pasuk and Baker, Thailand, Economy and Potitics, p. 126; and also Muscat Thniland and the United

States, p. 37 ,

ór pasuk und Buk"t, ibirl,p.128; also on the origins of the NEDB, see Robert J. Muscat, Developtnenl

Strategy in Thnitanj, A Study o! Econornic Growlh (New York: Frederick A. Praeger, Publishers,

1966), pp. 282-283.
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It was in this context, as Hewison points out, that Japanese investors contributed to

the growth of Thailand's domestic manufacturing conglornerates such as Siam Cement

(owned by the royal family), Charoen Pokphand (agribusiness), Saha Union (textiles),

Siam Motors (automotive), Bangkok Indust¡ies (steels), and also Mahboonkhrong

(retailing).6' By the 1990s Japanese investment in Thailand had moved from foreign

direct invesûnent to more diverse types of investment such as shares of porfolios, bonds,

and securiúes.

Political Pluralism and the Civil Society in the 1990

the dynamics of Thai politics in the 1990s.

olitically, in the sense that power was no

racy, the military, or a single political party.

Instead, it was distributed arnong a number of political actors, whose alliances shifted and

changed from time to time. After Thailand returned to parliamentåry democracy ín 1992,

the political parties themselves became important players in Thai politics. However, the

return of parliamentary democracy did not come without a price.

To understand Thai politics in the 1990s, we must look closely at the factors that

contributed to the return of parliamentary democracy. These were the rise and fall of Thai

democracy, the emergence of coalitional politics, the widespread nature of so-called

'rnoney politics', and also the retreat of the Thai military from politics.

We øk G ov ernments, Stro ng P olificians

The departure of General Prem in 1988 was fbllowed by the retum of parliamentary

democracy in Thailand. The Thai Nation Party or [he Ch.art Th.ai Party (led by Chatichai

Choonhavan, a former general and diplornat), won the general elections and Chatichai

became the first elected civilian prime minister since 1976 (when the military launched a

62 Hewison, Banker.ç arul Bureoucral.r, espocially chapter six.
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coup to overthrow a civilian goverrunent). There were throe political and economic aspects

to the eiuly policy lines of the Chatichai government. First, from the outset, Chatichai

restored democratic institutions such the parliament, the press, the court" and non-

governmental organisations (NGOs) and allowed them to participate freely in national

political discussion.63 Second, Chatichai gave the potitical parties more say in the

economic policy-making process. Unlike General Prem who allocated a number of

cabinet positions to non-elected persons with military backgrounds and to the technocrats,

Chatichai appointed elecæd politicians to occupy all cabinet positions. Important

ministries such as the Defence Ministry, the Ministry of Interior, the Ministry of

Transport and Cornmunications and the Ministry of Finance were all held by elected

politicians.6a

Nonetheless, the Chatichai government lasted less than three years. In February

1991 the Thai military (led by a group of military leaders from the Chulachomklao

Military Academy Class V) launched a coup to overthrow the Chatichai govemment and

esrablished the Naúonal Peace Keeping Council (NPKC).65 The rnilitary coup in 1991

marked the re-emergence of the military in Thai politics and once again led to the fall of

democracy in Thailand. It is true that Chatichai's aggressive stand in promoting the

political parties precipitated a conflict with the military. Before the coup, the relationship

between the Chatichai government and the military leaders had been strained because the

63 I visited Thailand in mid-July 1988, and in November-December 1989, a¡d hnally lived there from

7gg0-1ggl, and experienced the political a¡d economic dynamics in Thailard during the Chatichai

government. Also see Surin Maisrikrod, '"The Making of Thai Democracy, A Study of Political

Àlli"nr"r Among the State, the Câpitalists, and the Middle Class" in Anek Laothamatas (ed')

Democratization ín Southeast and East Asia (Singapore: Institute of Southeast Asian Studies, 1997),

pp. 159-163.
64 òiatichaihimself held two positions, Prime Minister and Minister of Defence. Praman, Chatichai's

brother-in-law was appointed Minister of Interior, Pramuan Sabhavasu Minister of Finance, and

Montree Pongpanich Minister of Transport and Commutlications. See Pasuk and Baker, Tluiktnd,

Econoruy and Politics, p. 349.
6s These leaders are General Sunthorn Kongsompong, General Suchinda Kaprayoon, Admiral Praphat

K¡isanachan, Air Chief Marshal Kaset Rojananil and General Issruapong Noonpakdi. For fi;rther

discussion on the military coup in 1991, see Kevin Hewison, "Of Regimes, State and Pluralities:

Thai Politics enters the 1990s" in Kevin Hewison, Richard Robison and Garry Rodan (eds.) Sorrtheast

Asia in tlrc 1990,s, Authoritarianis¡n, Democracy axd Capitalism (Sydney: Allen and Unwin, 1993)'

pp.161-189.
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mititâry felt they were being alienated from decision-making especially on sensitive

national security issues. There was deep suspicion among ttre military leaders about the

integrity of certain elected politicians occupying ministerial positions.66

In order to please the Thai people and the intemational community, the military

leaders appointed Anand Punyarachun, a diplomat-turned-business leader, as caretaker

Prime Minister. Without wasting time, Anand formed a caretaker govemment and invited

technocrats, former government and military officers, and business people to fill the

cabinet positions. The Anand caretaker govemment was built from a coalition of the

military, technocrats and businesspeople. It, in many ways, resembled the coalition during

the prem period in the 1980s. V/ittr the support of these people, Anand and his economic

team acted to restore the confidence of foreign investors by implementing economic

reforms.6T

These economic reforms were aimed at maintaining the macroeconomic

stabilisation policy, which involved keeping the budget under control, monitoring low

inflation, and the balance of payments; reviewing the big project spending of the Chatichai

government; liberalising trade barriers and tariffs; continuing the privatisation policies;

reforming the tax system; reforming the financial sector; and continuing the drafting of the

anti-monopoly and intellectual property laws.6t

Following the coup, there was intensification in the rivalry between the political

players in Thai politics. The coup leaders tried to influence the drafting of a new

constitution by putting forward the idea of appointing military personnel to the upper

house (Senate) and also by proposing clauses that would give the military more political

66 The military also accused many politicians in the Chatichai cabinet of involvment in conuption

activities and of being linked to various the so-called 'dark influences'. See Suchit Bunbongkarn,
,,Thaila¡d in 1991, Coping with the Military Guardianship", Asian Survey, vol. xxxii, no' 2

(February 1992), P. 132.
67 Pasuk and Baker, Thailand, Econonry and Politics, p. 356.
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power i¡ Thail¿urd.6e This rnove by the military triggered protests from some political

parúes and from other pro-democracy groups such as students, lawyers, the non-

government organisations (NGOs), and unionists. At the end of 1991, the new

constitution was passed in parliament, but it provoked widespread protests against the

military. This situation brought a deepening political crisis which finally fbrced Anand

(with the agreement of the mititary leaders) to call general elections in March 1992-

The political parties viewed the March 1992 general elections, as an opportunity

for the return of parliamentary democracy. Meanwhile, the military leaders who had

mastenninded the coup, formed a new political party, ¡he Samnkkhitam Party (led by

Narong Wongwan), just a few months before the elections and used it as a political vehicle

for maintaining power. Indeed, the Samnkkhitam Puty won the March 1992 general

election but the overall results from the elections fell into two camps: pro-military ffid

pro-demacracy. The former comprised the SamnkWtitamParty, the Chat Thai Party, the

Social Action Party and other small parties, while the latter comprised the Democrat Party,

the Palang Dharma Party, the New Aspiration Party and the Solidarity Party.to

The division between the two camps widened when the military leader, General

Suchinda Kaprayoon, was appointed Prime Minister, afær the nomination of Narong

'Wongwan (the leader ;of Samnkkhitam Party) was dropped because of his past

involvement in drug trafficking in Northern Thailand. The pro-democracy camp regarded

the appointrnent of General Suchinda as undemocratic, and with the support of the urban

rniddle class launched mass protests in the streets in Bangkok, which becarne known as

the May 1992 Uprising.?l OnIy after hundreds of protesters died, were injured, or

ó8 Ananya Bhuchongkul, "Thailand in 1991, The Return of the Military" itt Southeasl Asian Affairs

I 9 92 (Sirtgapore: Institute of S outheast Asian S tudies, 7992), pp. 327 -329.
6s See David Murray, Angels and Devils, Thai Politics from February I99l to Septetnber 1992 - A

Struggle for Democracy (Bangkok: White Orchid Press, 1996), pp. 68-84.
7o Sucnii Bunbongkarn, "Thailand in 1992,In Search of a Detnocratic Order", Asian Survey, vol. xxxiii,

no. 2 (February 1993), P.219.
?r For details of the political developments in Thailând during the May 1992 uprising, see Munay,

op.cit., especially chapter six; ¿urd for a Left perspective, see Ji Ungpakorn, The Strugglc for
Dentocrctcy and Sociat Justice in Thailand (Bangkok: Arom Pongpangatt Fouttdatiorl, 1997).
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disappeared during the clashes, and also after the intervention of King Bhurnipon, did

General Suchinda finally agree to resign from his position. The pro-democracy camp saw

the resignation of General Suchinda as a strong sign that the people had chosen

democracy rather than authoritarianism.T2

The desire of the Thai people to support the return of democracy in Thailand was

proven when the pro-democracy parties (especially the Democrat Party) won the

September 1992 general ele,ctions.73 Chuan t eekpai, the leader of the Democrat Paffy,

was elected as the new Prime Minister and he governed Thailand with a strong resolve to

protect democratic institutions. He was criticised as an indecisive leader but nonetheless

he provided the political stability which Thailand needed to provide a good climate for

economic and business activities.Ta

In 1995, the Chuan govemment collapsed after its main poütical parbrer, the New

Aspiration P*y, withdrew from the coalition. In that year Thailand held further general

elections and brought in a new government led by a powerful provincial-based politician,

Banham Silapaa-archa, the leader of the Chart Thai Party. The Banharn government only

survived for eleven months, and in November 1996, Chaovalit Yongchaiyuth, the leader of

the New Aspiration P*y, was elected as the new Prime Minister. Indeed, Thailand had

no less than six governments with different leaders, political parties and policy makers in

the ten years to 1997, making change a feature in modern Thai politics (Box 3.1).

72 Murray, ibid,p.166.
't3 Surin Maisrilçod, Thailand's Two General Dlections in 1992, Detnocracy Sustuined (Singapore:

Institute of Southeast Asian Studies, 1992), pp. 44-45.
-t4 

Interview with Ji Ungpakorn, Bangkok, 11 November 1997.
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Box 3.1
Political and Economic Policy Figures in Thailand in the 1990s

The 1990s saw the political parties play a more active role in national politics and

the policy-making process. The general elections held in Thailand from the end of the

1980s and through the 1990s failed to produce a majority of votes for a single party.75

Instead, voters' choices frequently changed, their votes being distributed in varying ways

between the main political parties (Table 3.4).

tt On thedynamicsof the Thai electoral process in the 1980s and the i990, see, Suchit Bunbongkarn,
,,Elections ând Democratization in Thaila¡d" in Robert H. Taylor (eÅ) The Politics of Eler:tions in

Sottlheusl Asia (New York a¡d Melbourne: The Woodrow Vy'ilsor Centre Press and Curbridge

University Press, 1996), pp. 184-200.
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18Prachakorn Thai
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Table 3.4
Election Results of the "Big" Political Parties (1992-1996)

* This party was only few wee general elections and led

Chatichai Choonhava n, a former leader of the C

"* This party was formed in mid-1991 led by Narong Wongwan and the inda military leaders.

Sources: Surin Maisrikrod, Thailand's fwo General Hections in 1992 (S lnstitute of Southeast

Asian Studies, 1992), appendix I and also James Ockey, 'Thailand, The Crafting of Democracy",
Soufheasf Asian Affairs 1997 (Singapore: lnstitute of Southeast Asian Studies, 1997), p.312.

Perhaps a factor in this was the way in which the return of the political parties to

national politics also increased the incidence of "vote buying" and other coffupt practices

in Thai politics.76 For the political parties, electoral politics was a means to power. The

political parties did many things, including buying votes, and especially to rural ones, to

boost their popularity and so increase their chance of election or re-election. Because the

political parties and their ca¡rdidates spont so much money during elections, the elected

politicians, once in govemment, would then attempt to recoup their money by delivering

government p roj ects to their constituencies.T

The rnagnitude of this problem can be found in recent studies. In a study of

corruption in Thailand, Pasuk Pongpaicihit and Sungsidh Piriyarangsan point out that vote

buying and other corrupt activiúes increased as this country enjoyed rapid economic

growth and the political parties again controlled the ministerial positions at the end the

1980s and early 1990s.78 Their study shows that the Ministry of Interior was known as

the most corrupt govemment institution, followed by the ministries of Agriculture,

't6 See Cla¡k D. Neher, "The Transition to Democracy in Thaitand, Asian Perspective, vol. 20, tto. 2

(Fall-V/inter 1996), pp. 316-31'7.
11 Interview with Dr. Anek Laothamatas, Bangkok, 28 October 1997.
'18 Pasuk Phongpaichit and Sungsidh Piriyarangsan, Corruption and Democracy in Thailand (Bangkok:

Silkworm Books, 1994), pP. 44.45.

h
pro-Such
ingapore
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Educatior-r, Public Health, Communications, and Defence.Te Also, according to the Thai

Fànners' Bank Resea¡ch Centre, the political parties spent about 20 billion baht (1 billion)

on vote buying during the 1996 general elections, which was an increase of 20 percent

from the 1995 general elections.sO

Another negative aspect of contemporary Thai politics, as points out by Scott

Christensen, is the division between the Bangkok-based politicians and the province-based

politicians.sr The rivalry between the ¡vo camps is a contributing factor to the political

instability in Thailand. For instance, when the Democrat Party-led coalition government

was in power fuom 1992 to 1995, its policies were biased towards the middle class in

Bangkok and other urban areas while when the Chart Thai Party Qed by Banharn Silapa-

archa) governed in Thailand from 1995 until 1996, followed by the New Aspiration Party

(led by Chaovalit Yongchaiyuth) until November 1997, policies were biased towards

people in the rural areas outside Bangkok.s2 Consequently, these governments, so

concerned with their own survival, had difficulty in setting policies based on long-term

needs and for the benefit of the whole population.

The Decline of Mílítary Power

During the 1990s, the military-civilian relationship in Thailand underwent considerable

changes. Where during the Prem period, rnilitary leaders restricted the freedom of elected

politicians on the grounds of protecting national security, but during the Chatichai period

elected politicians did not hesiøæ to reduce the budget allocation for the military in both

1989 and 1990.s3 However, under the Chuan coalition government, which was elected in

1s lbid, p. 54; ald fbr the origins of corruption in Thai politics, see Jatles Ockey, "Political Parties,

Factións, and Corruption in Thailan d", Modern Asian Studies, vol. 28, tto.2 (1994), pp' 251-211'
s0 DanielE. King, "Thãiland in 1996, Ecoromic Slowdown Clouds Yeu", Asian Survey, vol. xxxvii,

no.2 (February 1997), P. 161.
8r Scott R. Christensen, Coalifions and Collective Choice: The Politics of Insfitulional Change in Thai

Agriculture, Ph.D thesis, The university of vy'isconsin-Madison, 1993, pp.95-96.
82 Interview with Ji Ungpakorn, Bangkok, 1l November 1997'
83 Pasuk and Baker, Tluiland, Economy and Politics, p' 351'
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September 1992,themilitary was placed under civilian supremacy.'o When the Democrat

coalition govemlnent returned to power in October 1997, cívútan Prime Minister Chuan

Leekpai occupied the powerful position of Minister of Defence, usually reserved for

former generals.

Civil Society inthe Making

The rapid economic growth that Thailand experienced from the 1980s until the mid 1990s,

and the return of parliamentary democracy fuom 1992, created fertile ground for the

flowering of civil society. Although arguably this civil society is not a replica of those in

the Western democracies, autonomous and independent organisations outside the formal

political institutions are growing extensively and have already had a considerable influence

on national politics.ts These organisations encompass business, medi4 non-government

organisations (NGOs), intellectuaVacademics groups, unions and independent think

tanks.86 Some of these deserve our attention here.

Busíness

Traditionally big business groups have always been close to, and enjoyed poliúcal

patronage from, the potitical leaders in Thailand. This kind of relationship is constantly

evolving on the basis of the changing nature of Thai politics. As mentioned earlier, during

the Prem period in the 1980s, business representatives such as the Thai Chamber of

Commerce, the Association of Thai Industries, and the Thai Bankers' Association played

an important role in influencing the policy-making process. These business

representatives and their leaders mainly represented the interests of the large, established

84 For further discussion on the role of the Thai military ir the 1990s, see Chai-Anan Samudavauija,
,,Old Soldiers Never Die, They a¡e iust Bypassed: The Military, Bureaucracy and Globalisatioll" itt

Kevin Hewison (ed.) Political Ctange in Thnilanl, Derncracy and Participallon (London ald New

York: Routledge, 1997), PP.42-57.
85 Neher, "The Tratlsition to Democracy itt Thailand", pp. 319'
86 pasuk and Baker,Thailand, Economy and PoIitics, especially chapter elcven.
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business groups, which supporûed the economic reforms of the 1980s for the expansion

of their business activities both in Thailand itself and abroad.

In the 1990s a new generaúon of businesspeople emerged in the diverse and more

sophisticated business areas of computing, telecommunications, propefty, and the

financeibanking industry.sT The political involvement of these new businesspeople

changed after the Mray L992 uprising. At that time many young businesspeople became

active politically and some of them joined other pro-democratic forces.tt A well-known

example is the Business Club for Democracy, which comprised bankers and

businesspeople who were concemed with the restoration of the democratic system and the

establishment of a clean government in Thailand.

This new breed of businesspeople was less dependent on government money as a

source of invesûnent, particularly after Thailand introduced the Securities and Exchange

Acr in lgg2. Through the Bangkok Stock Exchange (BSE), it found new sources of

capital to expand its business activities, one being through the capial market. These

businesspeople set up their own securities companies or participated actively as "market

players" in stock exchange activities.se In this new business environment they also

started to voice their concerns in debates on the direction of economic policies.e0

8'7 According to an ofhcial source there are many businesVtrade associations in various industries

established in Thailand, but only three of them are actively involved in the Parliament's joint standing

committee on banking, commerce and industry. These are the Thai Bankers' Association, the Board of

Trade of Thaitand, and the Federation of Thai Industries. Thhilnnd Governmznt office (Bangkok:

Alpha Research Co. Ltd., 1996).
88 Murray, Angels and Devils, pp. 141.
8e Accoráing io Paul Handley,-a journalist with the Fqr Eastern Economic Review, several groups

dominate"the business activities in the Bangkok Stock Exchange; these are the Business Managament

Services (BMS) group comprises a small group of foreign-trained economists, bankers, acadenrics and

seniorbureaucrats; the Pairoj group (ed by Pãiroj Piempongsam), a small group of business figures

mostly ilvolved in real 
- 
eltuté and the property sectoç 

_ _the Slúnawatra group (led by

teteco-mrnunications tycoon Thaksin Shinawatra); and the Song Vatcharasriroj and Group 16 led by

Newin Clúdchob and Suchart Tancharoen, who are both close to the Chart Pattana Party. See, Paul

Handley, "More of the Same'|, Politics and Business, 198'7-96", in Kevin Hewison (ed.) Political

Change in Thailand, Democra;cy and Participation (Lordon and New York: Routledge, 1997), pp.

94-113.
eo Interview Anek Laothamatas, Bangkok, 28 October 199-l; and also see Surin, Thniland's Two General

Elections in 1992, pp. 38-39.
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The political and economic changes of the 1990s arguably brought business

leaders and business representatives out of a situation in which they were passive partners

of the government and into one in which they began to play a more active role in pursuing

their own views and ideas. Indeed, they began to exercise considerable influence on the

policy-making process in Thailand.

Mediø

Thailand's media is relatively free from government censorship and political interference.

According to Thitinan Pongsudhirak, Thailand's media has operated in a variety of

ways.nt In the past, the media was under the control of the elites, namely ttre military

leaders and bureaucracy. During the democratic period of 1913-1976 the media became

more liberal and critical in reporting political and social events. The economic boom made

publishers more independent financially, especially with the increase in revenue from

advertising. The desire among journatists to uphold the freedom of the press was

strengthened with the retum of parliamentary democracy in 1988. Under the Chatichai

government the media gained more freedom in reporting news and, more importantly, it

began to show political muscle by scrutinising and monitoring the way in which the

government and its leaders ran the country. For example, corruption was one of several

issues that the media focused on during the Chatichai period.e2

The media played a crucial role after the military coup in 1991 and during the May

uprising in 1992.e3 During this time, the Confederation of Thai Journalists continued to

defy the restrictions placed upon them by the military leaders.ea Several newspaper

journalists were intimidated by the military, including the prominent editor-in-chief of Th.e

e' Thirinan Pongsudhirak, "Thailand's Media, Whose Watchdog?" in Kevin Hewison (ed.) Polit.ical

Chnnge inTtmiland, Dentocrocy and Participalion (London and New York: Routledge,l99l), pp. 217 -

232.
e2 Murray, Angels and Devils, pp. 60-61.
er Pasuk and Baker, Tlmiland, Dconotny and Politir:s, pp.372-373.
e4 Murray, op.cit,pp. 143-145.
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Natiol. daily, Suthichai Yoon.es Several liberal nswspapers such as The Natiott, The

Bangkok Post, The Manager, Thai Rath and Matichon as well as private radio

broadcasters and television channels took a leading role in defending the freedom of the

press and also in criticising the military leaders for their intention to return Thailand to

authoritarian ru|e. When Chuan Leekpai's Democrat Party-led coalition government

came into power in September 1992, the media made the radical decision to join the pro-

democracy camp. Since then, the media has been an opposition voice in Thai politics.e6

Non- Gov ernment Organisations (NGOs)

The non-govemment organisations (NGOs) as a social movement came into being in the

late 1960s.e? During the democratic period of 1973-1976, university activists worked to

expand the activities of the NGOs. However, this political activism was intemrpted by the

military coup of 1976 when many students and NGO activists were alrested or left for the

jungle of Northern Thailand which was controlled by the Communist Party of Thailand

(CpT).e8 During the 1980s the NGO movement gained momentum again, and especially,

after many of those students who joined the CPT were given amnesty by Prime Minister

prern Tinsulanonda.ee Many of those who retumed to the cities, particularly Bangkok, set

up non-govemment organisations in inter alia rural development, legal aid, and

environment.loo

ns Thitinan Pongsudhirak, op.cit, p.224.
e6 lbid,p.224-226.
e't Pasuk and Baker, Thailand, Economy and Politics, pp. 384-385.
es prudhisan Jumbala ald Maneerat Mitprasat, "Non-Governmental Development Orgauisations:

Enrpowernent a¡rd Environment" in Kevin Hewison (ed.) Political Chnnge in Thniland, Dernocracy

and participation (London ard New York: Routledge, 1997), pp. 198-199; and also see Benedict

Anderson, "Murder and Progress in Modern Siam" in Benedict Anderson, The Spectre of Comparisons,

Nationalism, Southcast Asia and the World (London and New York: Verso, 1998), 185-186.
ee Pasuk and Baker, op.cit,pp.313-314.
rm On the origins of the NGO movement in Thailand, see Suthy Prasartset, "The Rise of NGOs as

Critical Social Moveme¡t in Thailand", in Thai NGOs: The Continuing Struggle for Dernocracy

(Bangkok: Thai NGO Support Proiect, 1995), pp. 97-134.
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During the 1990s the NGOs continued to play an important role in strengthening

the democratic movement in Thailand. During the May 1992 uprising, NGOs along with

other pro-democracy groups such as students, unions, business groups, and politicians,

formed the Confederation for Democracy (CFD), a broad-based coalition which organised

mass demonstrations in the streets of Bangkok against the appointment of General

Suchinda as Prime Minister.l0r The NGOs also initiated the establishment of the new

election-monitoring body known as Poll Vy'atch, which aimed at addressing voting fraud

and vote buying during the September general elections in 7992.

Recently, NGO activists also set up the Assembly of the Poor, a coalition of

NGOs, rural-based organisations and academics aimed at putting pressure on the

government to change policies that discriminate against people in rural areas.r02 The first

and the biggestpublic rally took place in April 1996. About 10,000 people, mostly from

rural areas, protested and camped in front of the parliament buitding in Bangkok and

demanded that the Banharn government improve economic conditions in the rural areas of

Thailand. The Assembly of the Poor held further protests in April 1997 and made similar

demands of the Chaovalit government.l03

Envíronmental groups

The environmental movement is a new phenomenon in Thailand, emerging as a

consequence of the rapid economic change that took place during the 1980s. The

environrnental movement transformed into a political body after a coalition of several

NGOs, students, academics, and rural-based organisations successfully forced the Prem

governrient to abandon the construction of the Nam Choan Dam in Kanchanaburi

r0r On the downfall of General Suchinda, see Murray, Angels and Devils, 1996, especially chapter six.
r02 Pru<lhisan and Maneeral, op.cit., pp.207 '
ro3 "Assernbly ol the Poor: Down to the fiuer cletails", Thai Development Newsletl¿r, No. 32, Jiututuy-

June 1997, pp.2-3.
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Province in 1988.r04 Since then the environment groups have continued to campaign on

and raise the protile of environmental issues such as the logging of Thai forests, pollution

and eucalyptus plantation projects.

Philip Hirsch points out that during the 1990s the environrnent movement gained

increased support from some elements within Thai society.ro5 A number of envi¡onment-

based organisations have been fbrmed, using a variety of approaches in promoting

environmental issues. The environment movement joined a broad alliance of pro-

democratic groups during the May 1992 uprising. As Thailand currently faces increased

environmental problems as a result of industrialisation, it is likely that the environment

movement will continue to play an important role in influencing policy in Thailand.l06

I nt e ll e c tu als / Ac ad e mi.c s

The role of inællectuals or academics in Thailand is very important and widely recognised.

Political activism among Thai intellectuals and academics is not something new at all. A

role model for Thai intellectuals and academics is Pridi Phanomyong, one of the leading

figures of the Peoples' Party which overthrew the absolute monarchy in 1932.107

During that crisis intellectuals and academics also influenced the course of political

change. For instance, a coalition of intellectuals, academics and students was able to force

General Praphat to resign in 1973. The democratic period of 1973-7976 saw the rise of

the democratic spheres in Thailand, which encouraged a further politicisation of

intellectuals and academics.

ril Prudhisan and Maneerat, "Non-Governmental Development Organisations",p.202.

'os Philtip Hirch, "The Politics of Environment, Opposition ard Legitimacy" in Kevin Hewison (ed.)

Political Change in Tlailanl, Democracy and Participatron (London and New York: Routledge, 1997),
pp. i82-183; and for the origins of the environmental movement in Thailand, see Philip Hirch,
Political Economy of Environmcnt in Thniland (Manila: Journal of Contemporary Asia Publishers,
1993).

16 Pasuk and Baker, Thnilan"d, Economy and Politics, pp. 390-391,

'm Kevin Hewison, "Political Oppositions and Regime Change in Thailand" in Garry Rodan (ed.)

Polil¡cal Oppositions in Industrialising Asia (London and New York: Routledge 1996) pp. 16-17; md
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During the 1980s the intellectuals continued to be critical of the Prem govemment.

When the Prem regime granted an arnnesty to those students and intellectuals who fled to

the jungle afærthe October 1976 uprising, some of them returned to the universities and

engaged in political activities. Many of them have become prominent and respected

academics such as Dr. Seksan Prasertkul, Dr, Kasin Tejapira, Dr. Thongchai Winichakul.

In the aftermath of the military coup in 1991, 90 academics signed a petition opposing the

coup. Also many intellectuals and academics joined political coalitions such as the

Confederation for Democracy as well as PollWatch.r0s

Trade and l-abour Unions

The origins of the union movement in Thailand date back to the beginning of the 20th

century when Thailand began to integrate into the world economy. The union movement

has never been well organised and this has made it easy for authoritarian govemments to

repress it.toe During the brief democratic period of 1973-7976, the unions and their

representative organisations such as the Thai Trade Union Congress (TTUC) and the

Labour Congress of Thailand (LCT) became more politicised. Also during this period,

the number of strikes was certainly high compared to any other period in Thailand's

modern history.rl0 The Prern period in the 1980s saw a different approach to controlling

the power of the union movemont in Thailand. In order to maintain the economic reforms

and political stability, the Prem regime, big business groups and unions came to a trþatite

agre€ment, which gradually established basic conditions for workers including minimum

wages, and a mechanism for dispute settlement.lll

on the origins of the Confederation for Democracy, see Duncan McCargo, Chamlong Srimuang mrl
the New Thai Politics (London: Hurst and Company, 1997), pp.255-251 .

'08 Kevin Hewison, "Of Regimes, State md Pluralities: Thai Politics Enters the 1990s" in Kevin
Hewison, Richard Robison and Garry Rodan (eds.) Soulheast Asia in the 1990s, Authorilarianisnt,
Democracy and Capitalislr (Sydney: Allen and Unwin), 1993, p. 177 .

ræ Pasuk and Baker, Thailand, Economy and Politics, pp. 187-188.
rr0 According to an ofhcial sources, there were 501 strikes with more than 100,000 workers involved in it

in 7973, while the nunbers decreased to 357 strikes in 7974, 241 in 1975, uld 133 in 1976. Pasuk

¿rrd B aker, ibid, p. 193 .

ttt lltid, p.203.
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However, the freedom of unions to organise was suppressed again after the

rnilitary coup of 1991. Despite this, the union movement did not collapse, indeed it

participated in resistance against the military in 1991-1992, with some union leaders

participating in the leadership of the Confederation for Democracy.tr2 The involvement

of unions in organising anti-military protests in the streets of Bangkok during the May

1992 uprising indicated that the union movement in Thailand was still relatively strong.

Indep endent Think Tanks

After Thailand began to enjoy the rapid economic growth of the 1980s and the 1990s,

many independent think tanks emerged to particþaæ in public debate. These bodies

predominantly belong to the private sector and some of them are funded by overseas

organisations. The Thailand Development Research Institute (TDRI) is probably the most

influential one. It was formed in 1984 and initially headed by Dr. Ammar Siamwalla, a

well-known economist. It is now run by Dr. Chalongphop Sussangkam, who is also an

economist.lr3 Since it came into existence, the TDRI has played an important role in

influencing government policies through its publications and academic meetings. For

instance, in 1996, TDRI launched 'Thailand Vision 2020', a public campaign aimed at

encouraging political leaders and policy makers to prepare development strategies for the

next millennium.l1a

Some of the other think tanks are the Institute of Public Policy Studies, the

Political Economy Center of the Chulalongkorn University, the Thai Farmers' Bank

Research (owned by the Thai Farmers Bank), Phatra Research Institute (owned by Phatra

Thanakit Public Cornpany), and Bangkok Bank's Research Department (owned by the

112 Somsak Kosaisuk, the leader of the Railway Vy'orkers Uniou was one of the executive members of the

Corfederation for Democracy. See Ji Ungpakorn, The Struggle for Democrac and Social Justice in
Thailand,p. 111.

r13 Pasuk Phongpaichit, "Among Dragons, Geese and Tigers: the Thai Econotny in Global ¿urd Local
Perspective", a pâper preserted Lo the 6tlt Inlernational Conference on Thai Studies, Chiang Mai,
Thailand, l4-ll October 1996.
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Bangkok Bank, the largest private bank in Thailand). These think tanks regularly produce

their own publications and research findings with the aim of influencing govemment

policy. As ttre Thai econorny has became more globalised and interdependent with the

world economy in the 1990s, the role of these independent think tanks is important and

will remain so in the future.rr5

Conclusion

he aim of this chapter was to analyse the political economy of Thailand's

boorn in the 1980s and 1990s. The inægration of Thailand into the world

economy early in the Twentieth century brought about political, social and

economic changes that shaped modern Thailand. In the ensuing decades Thailand

experienced a variety of political systems, from absolutist monarchy, authoritarianism, to

parliamentary democracy. During the periods of regime change, the Thai military was

heavily involved in politics and from 1932 intervened regularly in civil life through a series

of coups. Dramatic changes occurred during the Sarit period in the 1960s. At that point

Thai politics transformed into what was known as a "bureaucratic polity" meaning that

power was solely in the hands of a small group of the military elites and the bureaucracy.

In this political climate, Thailand's economy also underwent dramatic change. General

Sarit Thanarat launched the first capitalist-led economic development in the early 1960s.

As a result, Thailand's economy was integrated more deeply into the world

economy, and has been in that state ever since. Foreign investors (especially those from

the US and Japan) helped the existing domestic big businesses (many of which were

owned by Chinese immigrants in Thailand) to transform the Thai economy during the

1970s and the 1980s. With the help of the technocrats, who controlled many of the

important economic policy-rnaking institutions such as the Ministry of Finance and Bank

of Thailand, General Sarit laid the foundations for future eoonomic policy in Thailand. It

'14 This is similar to Malaysia's Visiou 2020 advocated by Prirne Minister Mahathir Mohalnnad. /áirl
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was during the Sarit period also that the US intensified its srategic role through providing

financial and technical assistance (particularly from the Intemational Monetary Fund and

the World Bank) for economic development programs in Thailand.

However, after student-led protests brought about the collapse of the authoritarian

regime ín 1913, Thailand experienced a brief democratic period, which lasted until 1976.

During this period, the power of the Thai military was reduced. Non-bureaucratic forces

such as students, lawyers, unions, joumalists, business groups and elected politicians

started to challenge the domination of the Thai military in politics and, more importantly,

they also began to influence the policy-making process.

From 1976 until 1980 Thailand experienced a resurgence of authoritarian politics,

which was marked by constant power struggles among the political and economic actors.

This led to the arri.val of General Prem Tinsulanonda who gradually changed the political

and economic situation in Thailand during the 1980s. The Prem period was marked by

the rise of the elected poliúcians and of business groups and their representative

organisations in national politics. Thai poliûcal life was much more open in the sense that

the military and the bureaucracy were no longer the dominant political players.

General Prem implemented economic reform policies aimed at moving the

economy away from protectionism and domestic orientation to a more export-driven

economy. This reform process did not go entirely smoothly, but a broad-based coalition

among political and economic actors was formed on the basis that economic reform was

needed. V/ith this, Thailand experienced rapid economic growth from the mid 1980s and

eventually attained the status of a "second generation" newly industrialising country

(NIC) in the Southeast Asian region.

rs lbid
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After Chatichai Choonhavan won the general elections of 1988 the dornination of

the rnilitary and the bureaucracy was dismantled by transferring the policy-making

process to the hands of elected politicians. More importanfly, the Chatichai government

also liberalised Thai politics by allowing non-bureaucratic forces to exercise their rights

freely. However, Thailand's road to democracy was interrupted when the military

launched acoup in 1991. From 1991 until 1992 an intense power struggle between pro-

democracy and pro-military camps brought regime changes, political protests, and two

general elections. This political struggle was finally won by the pro-democracy camp,

which then contributed to the consolidation of parliamentary democracy, which has taken

place in Thailand since 1992.

Thailand's political and economic progress had positive and negative outcomes.

The return of parliamentary democracy widened the gap between Bangkok-based and

province-based elected politicians, and increased comrption activities and vote buying. As

the power of elected politicians increased, the Thai military, bureaucracy and technocrats

were gradually sidelined. The 1990s saw the birth of a civil society in which independent

organisations encompassing business, NGOs, unions, the media, environment groups and

others began to influence policy-making.

It is in this sense that Thai political life has become increasingly "pluralist".

There is no longer a single dominant political group. Without doubt, Thailand in the

1990s became moro open and sophisticated both politically and economically. But this

created a situation in which the country was more vulnerable to the changes in the global

economy. The following chapter will examine in greater detail how economic

globalisation took place in Thailand and its implications for the domestic economy and

politics.
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Economic Crisis in Thailand

omic globalisation influenced the economic

countries. In this chapter the impact of

90s is analysed. In particular the causes and

consequences of the economic crisis in Thailand n 1997 and 1998 are examined. In

doing so, this chapter looks closely at recent efforts by Thai policy makers to liberalise the

Thai financial sector and their contribution to the performance of the Thai economy. It

then discusses the failure of these economic policy makers under previous coalition

governments to come up with credible policies in responding to the early signs of

deterioration in the.Thai economy. It continues with a discussion of the struggles which

occurred among political players before and after the decision to implement the free-float

exchange rate policy on 2 July 1997. Finally, it concludes by analysing the impact of the

currency crisis on the collapse of the Chaovalit coalition government and the challenges

that the Chuan coalition govemment faced in 1998.

Causes of the Crisis

Financial LiberalÌsatíon ønd lts Impact

n a recant study on financial liberalisation in Thailand, Pakorn Vichyanond, an

economist frorn the Thailand Development Research Institute (TDRI), points out

that historically Thailand's financial sector was highly regulated and protected from
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fbreign competition.r There are only eight major financial institutions established in

Thailand: banks; finance, securities and credit companies; specialised banks; development

finance corporations; the stock exchange; insurance companies; saving cooperatives and

mortgageinstitutions.' tn 1990iust 29 commercial banks controlled about 71 percent of

the total financial assets in Thailand, and only the "big four" banks (Bangkok Bank, the

Siam Commercial Bank, the Thai Farmers Bank, and the Krung Thai Bank) dominated the

interbank loan market and other financial transactions in the financial sector.3

The first effort to liberalise this sector was made after the financial crisis in 1983

when about}4 fínancial institutions were forced to close their operations.a As Thailand's

financial sector opened up to foreign investors, the demand for foreign capital also

increased. In the early 1990s the Ministry of Finance (MOF) and the Bank of Thailand

(BOT) came up with a three-year plan for financial liberalisation. Among other things, it

liberalised the ceilings on interest rates, signed Aticle VItr of the International Monetary

Agreement which eased restrictions on capital inflows and international payments with

respect to current-account transactions, promoted new financial institutions and services,

adopted the guidelines from the Bank for International Settlements (BIS) on capital

adequacy ratio (CAR), signed the ASEAN Free Trade Agreement (AFTA) and General

Agreement on Tariff and Trade (GAT-I) agreements, and improved supervision and

regulatory measures in the financial sector.s

Under the Anand caretaker government in 1991, the BOT liberalised foreign-

exchange transactions such as repatriation of investment funds, dividends and profits

I Pakorn Vichyanond, Thailand's Financial System: Structure and Liberalization (Bangkok: Thailand
Development Research Institute, 1994), p,71.

2 Peter G. Wan and Bhanupong Nidhiprabha, Thniland's Macroeconornic Miracle, Stable Adjustment
and Sustained Growth (Washington D.C.,: The V/orld Bank, 1996), p. 39.

1 lbid, p. 40.
4 David Robisou, Yargo Byeon and Ranjit'leja, Thailand: Adjusting to Success, Current Policy Issues

(Washington D.C.: International Monetary Fund, 1991), p.22.
5 Pakorn, o¡t.cit, pp.12-11 .
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without prior authorisation.6 Under the Chuan trekpai coalition government, Thailand's

financial sector was liberalised further. For instance, in 1992 the Securities and Exchange

Act was enacted and was followed by the establishment of the Stock Exchange of

Thailand (SET). In order to invite more foreign capital into Thailand, the BOT established

an offshore banking institution, the Bangkok International Banking Facilities (BIBF), in

1993.

This latter policy was very important because it contributed to the increase of

capital outflows, which was needed to fuel economic growth in Thailand. The idea of

establishing the BIBF came up in 1990, the aim being to make Thailand a financial ma¡ket

centre that could facilitaæ the flow of capital into neighbouring countries such as Vietram,

Cambodia, Laos and Burma.T In the early stages, the BOT granted BIBF licences to 47

commercial banks, comprising 15 domestic banks, 12 foreign bank branches already

based in Thailand ¿nd 20 new foreign banks. V/ith these licences, these banks were given

many privileges, such as tax exemption, and they were allowed to take deposits in foreign

currencies, to lend in foreign currencies to both residents and non-residents, and, more

importantly, to engage in cross-currency foreign-exchange trading.s Then in 1995 the

BOT granted another 37 licences to the Provincial International Banking Facilities (PIBF)

to increase the flow of foreign capital into the provincial a¡eas of Thailand.

The impact of the establishment of the BIBF and the PIBF facilities upon the Thai

economy was enormous. First of all, there was a rapid increase in capital inflow into

Thailand. According to a Bank of Thailand study, from 1990 until 1995 the average

growth of capital inflow was about 10 percent of the gross of domestic products (GDP).e

During the early 1990s Thailand was an emerging market, which attracted foreign banks

6 Naris Chaiyasoot, "Industrialization, Financial Reform and Monetary Policy" in Medhi Krongkaew
(ed.)Thniland'slndustrializationand lts Consequences (London: St. Ma¡tin's Press, 1995), pp. 170-

111.1 lbid, p. 172.
8 Pakorn, Thailand's Financial System, p.78.
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or financial institutions to lend their rnoney. The BIBF facilitated the flow of foreign

capital into Thailand.t0 More importantly, borrowing money through the BIBF was very

popular among Thai companies because through the BIBF they could obtain loans at low

rates of interest (about four to six percent below interest rates offered by dornestic

banks).11

The rapid increase of foreign capital also resulted in an increase in the current

account deficit from 5.1 percent in 1993 to 8.1 percent of the GDP in 1995.12 The current

account is calculated from the trade in goods and services. The current account deficit

showed that Thailand was importing more goods and services than it was exporting.

Therefore, the gap would need to be filled by bonowing foreign capital.t3 In theory, there

is nothing wrong with a current account deficit if foreign capital is invested in an export-

driven sector. But this is not always the case. In Thaitand, foreign capltat (much of it

channelled througþ the BIBF) was generally invesæd in the property sector, which from

1994 enjoyed a boom period. The property boom in Thailand encouraged huge amounts

of investment, but two years later it became clear that this sector was oversupplied.

In other words, too much money had been spent on the construction of office

buildings, aparffnents, condominiums, and shopping malls, only a few of which were

actually sold.la Consequently, many property companies in Thailand could not repay their

loans (which were mostly in US dollars), or wore forced to stop or delay their investments

the property sector.ls Evidence of the collapse of the property sector could still be seen in

e Bank of Thailand, "Analysing Thailand's Short-Term Debt", Bank of Thailand Economic Focus, vol.
1, no. 3 (July-September 1996), p, 1.

r0 International Monetary Bank, World Economic Outlook, Interim Assessernent (Washington D.C.,:
International Monetary Fund, 1997), pp.4-5.

rr Interview with Nitaya Pibulratagit, Bangkok, 26 November 7997 .

r2 Bank of Thailand, Annual Economic Report 1996 (Bangkok: Bank of Thailand, 1997), p. 94; and

Bank of Thailand, "Analysing Thailand's Short-Term Debf', p. 3.
l3 Gordon Fairclough, "Tempest in a Teacup?", Far Eastern Economic Review (28 March 1996).
14 Sirilaksana Khoman, "The Asian Financial Crisis aud Prospects for Trade and Busiress with

Thailand", Thamtnasat Review, Vol. 3, No. I (June 1998), p.71.
's Danny Unger, Building Social Capital in Thailand, Fibers, Finance, and Infrastrucløre (Can-rbridge

University Press, 1998), pp. 101-102.
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1997. Numerous high rise buildings scâttered around the business districts suoh as

Silom, Siam Square, and Sukhumvit were vacant.r6

Nonetheless, in 1995 the current account deficit had not reached a point that could

erode confidence in the Thai economy. The policy makers believed that Thailand's

economic fundamentals were performing very well and that concern about the current

account deficit could be minimised by looking at positive indicators such as low inflation,

high investrnent and reasonably good domestic saving (Iable 4.1)." But this optimism

was short-lived as, by 1996 Thai exports began to drop dramatically as they lost their

competitiveness in the international market (Table 4.2).tt

Table 4.1
Thailand's Economic Fundamentals
(Annual percentage growth)

Source: Bank of Thailand, Annual Economic Repoñ 1 n 99
Pacific Economies Group, Asia Pacific Profrles 1998, Overuiew(Singapore: Financial Times, 1998)

16 Michael Vatikiotis ald Gary Silvernan, "State of Denial", Far Easlern Economic Review, ó March
1,991.

r7 Bank of Thailand, "Analysing Thailand's Current Account Decifit," Bank of Thniland Economic
Focus, vol.l, no.1 (January-March 1996), p. 6.

18 For a critical view on this issue, see Amma¡ Siamwalla, "Trying to figure out how Thailand got into
such a mess", Nation,72 Novenber 1991; and Peter G. Warr, "TheThai Economy: From Boom to
Gloorn?", Southeast Asian Affairs (Singapore: Institute of Southeast Asian Studies, 1997).

n

GDP 8.5 8.1 8.3 8.8 8.6 5.5
Exports 23.5 13.1 13 21.3 23.6 -1.3

lnflation
lnvestment 42.7 40 40.4 41.2 42.9 41 .7

35.6 4.8Sa G
Fiscal Su us 4.9 3 2.2 1.8 2.7 2.3
Current Account G -5.6 -8.1 -14.4
Exchan e rate 25.5 2s.4 25.3 25.1 24.9 2s.3
Official reserves 2 25.4 30.3 36.9 38.7

1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996
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Table 4.2
Gommodity Structure of Thailand's Export Slow-down

rce: q Bangkok Post Year-end Economic Review, December 1996
'The Thai Economy: From Boom to Gloo
Southeast Asian Studies, 1997), p.320.

m?", Soufheasf Asian Affairs 1997 (Singapore: lnstitute
rr,
of

The sharp'idse in capitåt inflow also increased the external debt of Thailand. By

the end of 1996, the total external debt was about US$ 79.1 billion. About 78.9 percent of

this was in US dollars and 17.8 percent in Japanese yen.re Private debt amounted to

US$62.3 billion, half of which was the BIBF's short-term debt (US$31.2 billion).20 It

must be noted here that short-term debt usually has a maturity of one year or less.

Therefore in that year the BIBF's short-term debt actually reached about 44percent of the

total external debt of Thailand. Despite the fact that the BOT did not regard this situation

as critical, observers were concerned that the high level of short-term debt could cause

serious problems in the financial market and potentially make Thailand more vulnerable to

external shock and sudden capital outflow (see Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2)."

re Barrk of Thailand, Annual Economic Report 1996,1997, p. 101.
20 Ibid, p. toz.
2r B¿nk of Thailand, "Analysing Thailand's Short-Term Debt", 1996, p. 2; Sirilaksana, "The Asian

Financial Crisis", p. 73; and for a critical view on this issue can be found in Phatra Research Institute,
"The Impact of Liberalization on Thailand's Financial Market", a paper presented to The sth
Convention oÍ the East Asian Economic Associalion organised by the East Asian Economic
Association (EAEA) and the Faculty of Economics, Thammasat University, Bangkok, 25-26 October
1996.

Total exports (million baht) 1.137 .602 I .406.310 1,401 .392
Growth rate (%) 20.9 23.6 -0.35

44.9 38.7Computers and parts 31.3
Garments 12.4 1.3 -21.9

46 5
2 28

1.4
3.4

43.3Rubber

Gems and jewelry 8.3 11.5
Rice 18.9 24.1 8.4

8.4

11

.82.3
41.2
29.9

67.2

12.7rts 4.1
I0.5

26.2Televisions and
Shoes a
Canned seafood 24.7 4.1 -0.3
Airconditioners and parts 62.1 49.6 33.6
Plastic products -29.1 102.2 51.4
Taoioca products -13.6 -2.8 16.7
Textiles 4.5 22.1 -4.4
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Figure 4.1
External Debt lndicators (in billion US dollars)
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Source: Bank of Thailand, Annual Economic Report 1996 (Bangkok Bank of
Thailand, 1997)

Figure 4.2
Thailand's Short-Term External Debt, 1992-1996

(in billion US dollar)
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The Declíne of the Thaí Technocracy

It was becoming clear that with the increase in capital inflow into Thailand, the BOT was

under pressure to review its own exchânge-rate management. For decades the BOT had

been known to preserve monetary conservatism and uphold its autonomy, by avoiding the

use of the exchange rate as an instrument of discretionary macroeconomic mana1ement.zz

From the 1950s until the early 1980s the baht was fixed to the US dollar at the level of 20

baht/US dollar. But when Thailand experienced a balance of payments crisis in the 1980s,

" WArr and Bhanupong, Thaìland's Macroeconomic Miracle, especially chapter nine.
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the BOT was forced to devalue the baht several times. And in 1984 the BOT adopted the

managed float and the baht was fixed to the US dollar.2' With this type of exchange rate

managernent (at levels between 24-27 baht/US dollar) the BOT was effectively able to

monitor the movement of foreign capital entering Thailand and was therefore also able to

control the domestic money supply.

V/ith the increase in capital inflow, however, the BOT began to lose its capacity to

manage the domestic money supply, especially with the fixed exchange rate policy. When

the baht was overvalued, the BOT had two options: one was to float the currency, and the

other was to impose restrictions on the flow of foreign capital coming into Thailand.2a It

seems the BOT preferred the latter option. In 1996, the BOT imposed new measures on

Thailand's financial institutions. They were required to deposit 7 percent of reserve

requirement on new short-term foreign liabilities and non-resident deposits with maturity

of less than one year, and to increase the capital adequacy ratio (CAR) requirements for

both domestic banks (from \Vo to 8.5%) and foreign banks (from 6.75Vo to 7.5Vo).2s

However, these measures did not help at all. The decision not to float the baht as early as

1996 creaæd problems domestically and Ammar Siamwalla, a well-known Thai economist,

has subsequently argued that this was the biggest policy effor ever made by the 80T.26

The question, thsn, is why the BOT failed to come up with better policy in respect

to exchange rate management? To answer this we must look at the factors that contributed

to the decline of the Thai technocracy and the independence of the BOT in the economic

policy-making process in the 1990s. First of il, N already discussed in Chapter Three,

from the Sarit period in the 1960s until the Prem period in the 1980s, the technocrats

played an important role in overseeing economic policy in Thailand. When Thailand

experienced an economic boom at the end of the 1980s, many talented and respected

23 lbid, p.205.
24 Peter G. Warr, "The Th¿i Economy", p.324,
2s Bank of Thailand, Annual Economic Reporl 1996, p. 105; and The Economist Intelligerìce Uuit,

Thniland, Counlry Reporl,lst quarter, 1996.
16 Anrmar, "Trying to hgure out how Thailand got into such a mess" , Nation, 12 November 1991 .
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technocrats who had worked in these institutions moved into the private sector.27

the govemment with a lack of capable technocrats and the Thai technocrats lost its

influence, although did not necessary disappear from political scenes.

The rise of parliamentary democracy also contributed to the decline of the Thai

technocracy, particularly during the Chatichai period from 1988 until 1991. Soon after

Chatichai Choonhavan gained the premiership, he appoinæd elecæd politicians to all

ministerial portfolios. Chatichai also downgraded the NESDB (National Economic,

Social and Development Board) position from an overseeing and formulating economic

policy-making institution to an advisory body and he shifted the policy-making processes

away from the technocrats.28 Other important institutions like the BOT, and the Finance

Department's Fiscal Policy Office (FPO) became less powerful and were replaced by

Chatichai's own policy think-tank known as Phitsanulok House (Ban Phitsanulok) led by

Pha¡rsak Vinyaratna, a veteran journalist, and Kraisak Choonhavan, Chatichai's son and an

academic.2e

When the Chatichai coalition government was overthrown by a military coup in

1991, the power of the Thai technocrats was briefly restored under the caretaker Prime

Minister Anand Panyarachun. Some prominent technocrats were given important

economic portfolios in the cabinet. For instance, Dr. Snoh Unakul, a former head of the

NESDB and govemor of the BOT, was appointed Deputy Prime Minister, Dr. Amaret

Sila-on, a former execuúve president of Siam Cement, was appointed Minister of

Commerce, and Dr. Virabongsa Ramangkura, w¿rs appointed Deputy Finance Minister.

21 Fo¡ instance, Dr. Kosit Panpiemrat, a prominent economist at the Nâtional Economic and Social
Development Board (NESDB), took up the chairmanship at the Padaeng group, a mining
conglomerate and later of the Bangkok Bank, the biggest private bank in Thailand. Anand

Panyarachum, a respected diplomat, joined the Saha Union, a textile conglomerate, as the chairman.
A few other prominent economists from the Ministry of Finance and the Bank of Thailand such as Dr.
Supachai Panickpadee and Dr. Ta¡rin Nimmanahaeminda also moved into the banking sector ard later
joined the Democrat Party as politicians. See Pasuk Phongpaicit and Chris Baker, Thailand
Economy and Polilics (Singapore: Oxford University Press, 1997), p. 169.

28 Larry A. Niksch, "Thailand in 1988, The Economic Surge", Asian Survey, vol.xxix, no.2 (Febmiry
1989), p. 168.
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The Anand government was built on a coalition of military, technocrats and

businesspeople, which in some ways reflected the type of coalition that was in power in

the Prem govemment.

Nonetheless, the influence of the Thai technocracy was gradually eroded after

Chuan lrekpai was elected Prime Minister in the September 1992 general election. As

elected politicians regained power, they occupied all minisærial positions again, and the

technocrats were pushed aside again from the economic policy-making process. Since

then the technocrats have only exercised influence by joining the government or by setting

up their own political parties.

Evidence of the decline of the Thai technocracy can also be found in the erosion of

the independence of the BOT from political interference.3o In the past, the independence

of the BOT waststrong, but as elected politicians gained more power throughout the

1990s, the BOT was less insulaæd and their policies became subject to political

interference from various government leaders. For instance, the independence of the BOT

suffered underthe leadership of Governor Vijit Supinit (1988-1995), who was known to

be close to several leaders of the Chart Thai Party.3t It was during Vijit's governorship

that the BOT failed to change the exchange-rate policy to favour flexibility with the rapid

change in capital inflow into the Thai economy in the 1990s.32

All of those factors, in various ways, created a crisis of confidence in the Thai

economy. It was revealed in 1996 that several key sectors, such as property and heavy

industries, were in trouble because of over-investment.33 The crisis of confidence

deepened with the fact that the Thai baht was becoming overvalued as a result of the

2e Pasuk and Baker, op,cit,p.352.
3o Interview with Professor K¡irkkiat Phipatseritham, Bangkok, 22 November 1997.
3r Interview with Dr. Patcharee Siroros, Bangkok, 13 November 7997; and also interview with Professor

Iftirkkiat Phipatseritham, Bangkok, 22 November 199'1.

'2 Arrrmar Siamwalla, "What a Little Negligence can do", Nctlion, 14 November 199'l .
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strengthening of the US dollar against other currencies after 1992. The weakening of the

baht made it hard for Thai companies to repay their loans in US dollars or other

intemational currencies. However, since the baht remained fixed to the US dollar, many

Thai borrowers felt that they were still safe. But this was a false sense of security, based

on a belief that the fixed exchange-rate policy would remain in place.

As the baht was overvalued, rumours of devaluation began spread, deepening the

existing crisis of confidence.3a Clear indications of this were evident throughout 1996

when the stock market index and the baht plummeted several times. In August 1996, the

baht was under att¿ck from money speculators and the BOT responded by widening the

band of the baht-US$ exchange rates and by launching a direct intervention in the money

market aiming to preserve the value of the baht at roughly 25 bahlUS$.35 In its initial

response the BOT did not hesitate to use the international reserves which according to an

official source were worth about 38.7 billion US$ at the end of 1996, to intervene in the

money market when the baht lost value against other inæmational currencies.36 But this

action proved too expensive both because of the potential to dry up Thailand's

intemational reserves.

In sum, the efforts by Thai policy makers to liberalise the financial sector in

Thailand in the early 1990s changed the Thai economy. More and more foreign capital

entered the country. This capital inflow helped Thailand to sustain its economic growth.

However, this also increased Thailand's current account deficit and external debt,

including its short-term debt. At the same time, the capacity of the Thai policy rnakers,

particularly the technocrats, to respond to the new economic reality was under question. It

seems that the failure of the BOT to come up with good policy in the area of the exchange

33 Jennifer Gampell, "Is This Estate Real?", Far Eastern Economic Review,15 August 1996; and see,

Chalongphob Sussangkarn,'"Thaila¡d's Debt Crisis and Economic Outlook', a paper published at

Thailand Developrncnt Research Institute's Homzpage, (hhtp://www.info.tdri.or.th), 1998.
34 Interview with Johu (pseudonyni), Bangkok (7 Noveniber 1997).
3s DanielE. King, "Thailand in 1996, Economic Slowdown Clouds Yeat", A,rian Survey, vol. xxxvii,

no.2 (Februnry 1991), p. 163.
36 Bank of Thailand, Annual Ecorntnic Reporl 1996, p.101 .
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rate and, ènd more specifically, their refusal to float the baht in 1996, contributed to the

crisis of confìdence among domestic and foreign investors.

Bad Polítics under the Banharn Coaliti.on Government

Politics under the Banharn coalition government in 1996 also worsened the economic

situation, arguably contributing to the deepening crisis of confidence in Thailand. From

July 1995 until November 1996, Thailand was govemed by Prime Minister Banha¡n

Silapa-archa, who was also the leader of the Chart Thai Party (CTP), one of the main

political parties in Thailand with a strong power base in the provincial areas. Banharn

himself was formerly a successful businessperson in Supan Buri province. He became a

politician ín l9l6 and was elected as the leader of the Chart Thai Party ín 1994. From the

beginning, the Banham coalition government had image and legitimacy problems. This

governmentconsisfedpredominantlyof elected politicians from provincial areas, many of

whom were known to be involved in vote buying and "monsy politics" practices. Some

elected politicians belonged to the so-called "dark influences" (cha.o pho or itthipon

muet) meaning they were involved in legal and illegal business activities such as night

clubs, gambling, drug trafficking, and alcohol in their respective provinces.3? Banharn

himself was known as "Mr ATM" (automatic teller machine) because of his wealth and

his propensity to spend huge amounts of money during elections campaigns."

However, it must be pointed out that the Banharn coalition government was a

product of the recent changes in Thai politics, which had brought more provincial

politicians into power. As has already been explained at length in the previous chapter,

provincial politicians started to enter the national parliament during the Prem period in the

1980s. They began to occupy ministerial positions after the return to parliarnentary

37 See nrore in Pasuk Phongpaichit and Sungsidh Piriyarangsan, Corruption and Democracy in Thailand
(Bangkok: Silkworm Books, 1994), pp. 44-45.

38 The Econornist Intelligence Uni| Thailanrl, Counlry Reporl,3rd quiuter, 1995, p. 9.
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democracy, particularly with the arriv¿rl of the Chatichai coalition govemmont in 1988.

This continued into the early 1990s.

In the view of Anek Laothamatas, a political economist from Thammasat

University, Thai politics in the 1990s was "a tale of two democracies". By this he meant

that the return of parliamentary democracy in Thailand had divided the Thai politicians and

their voters between the Bangkok or urban-based politicians and the provincial

politicians.3e The Bangkok-based politicians and the urban voters usually atigned

themselves with the Democrat Party and other small parties with a strong power base in

Bangkok (the Palang Dharma, the Prachakorn Thai Party, and the Nam Thai Party, while

the province-based politicians and the rural voters mainly belonged to the Chart Thai Party

(especially in Central Thailand), the New Aspiration Party (mostly in Northeast Thailand),

and the Social Action Party and the Chart Panana Party.oo It was in this political context

that the domination of the province-based politicians in the Banharn coalition govemment

made this government unpopular among the urban people of Bangkok.

During 1996 the performance of Prime Minister Banharn himseH and his cabinet

ministers was scrutinised and came under constânt criticism from the opposition parties in

the parliament, particularly the Democrat Party and the media which in many ways

represented the views of the Bangkok middle class.ar Serious criticism was made of the

credibility of Finance Minister Surakiat Sathienthai, a former dean of the Faculty of I¿w

at Chulalongkorn University. Surakiat was known to be close to Prime Minister Banharn

and was nominated for the ministerial position by the Chart Thai Party. Although

Surakiat promised to continue the implementation of the financial liberalisation policies

which were initiated during the Chuan period, he failed to come up with the sound

3e See Anek Laothamatas, "A Tale of Two Democracies: Conflicting Perceptions of Elections and

Democracy in Thailand" in Robert H. Taylor (ed.) The Politics of Elections in SoutheasÍ Asia (New

York and Melbourne: The Woodrow Wilson Center Press and Cambridge University Press, 1996), pp.

201-223.
40 Surin Maisrikrod, "Thailand 1992: Repression and Return of Democracy", Southeast Asian Affairs

,1993 (Singapore: Institute of Southeast Asian Studies, 1993), pp.337-338.
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economic policies which were needed to deal with the problerns caused by a more open

financial sector. He was involved in a series of controversial moves that ruined his

reputation as the Finance Minister and also played a part in generating public disillusion

with the Banham coalition govemmentinlgg6.a2

However, the most serious setback for the Banharn coalition government occurred

when the Bangkok Bank of Commerce (BBC), ttre eighth largest of Thailand's 15

commercial banlc, collapsed in May 1996. In order to prevent further instability in the

financial sector, the BOT quickly intervened and placed the BBC under the supervision of

government owned the Krung Thai Bank. During parliamentary sessions after the

collapse of the BBC, it was revealed that the BOT had been aware of the problem with the

BBC since 1992, and that in 1994 the BBC was basically insolvent with a massive debt of

bad loans worth about 80 billion baht ($US3.2 billion).43 Most of these loans were

invested in the reaL.estate sector. It also appeared that the then BOT governor Vijit Supinit

had known of the problem and did not try to prevent the collapse of the BBC. Instead, the

BOT, through the Financial Institution Development Fund (FIDF), continued to inject

funds worth about $US7 billion (based on the exchange rate in 1996) to rescue the

BBC.44

But the political issues surrounding the collapse of the BBC raised the question of

the independence of the BOT. The Thai media reported that it was believed that six

members of the Chart Thai Party, including the then deputy Finance Minister, Newin

Chidchob, had borrowed about 7 billion baht from the BBC and it was believed that the

BOT's governor, Vijit Supinit, was under pressure from the Chart Thai Par-ty and from the

ar Rodney Tasker, "Let This Be a Warning", Far Eastern Economic Review,9 May 1996.
o2 For example, in December 1995, Surakiat intervened personally by sacking the chief of the Stock

Exchange of Thailand (SBT) on the grounds that prominent Chart Thai Party politicians were involved
in insider trading activities. Before that, he also persuaded the Secretary General of the Securities and

Exchange Commission (SEC), Ekamol Khiriwat, to resign. The Economist Intelligence Unit,
Thniland, A Country Report, 1st quarter, 1996, p. 11; James Ockey, "Thailand, The Crafting of
Denrocracy", South.easÍ Asian Affairs 1997 (Singapore: Institute of Southeast Asia¡ Studies, 1991),
p. 305; and Michael Vatikiotis, "Ministry Minder", Far Eastern Econontic Review (18 January 1996).

41 The Economist Intelligence Unit, Thailand, a Country Reporl,2nd quarter, 1996, pp.26.
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Finance Minister, Surakiat, who was a former executive president of the BBC, to bail out

the BBC. It was also revealed that Surakiat had ignored wamings from the BOT about the

violation of the Commercial Bank Act and unlawful practices of the BBC.45

The collapse of the BBC forced Prime Minister Banharn to reshuffle his cabinet at

the end of May 1996 and in the reshuffle the Finance Minister Surakiat was replaced by

Bodi Chunnananda, the head of the Bureau of Budget (BOB). In early July 1996

Rerngchai Marakanond, who also came from the BOT, replaced the BOT's governor, Vijit

Supinit. With the replacement of both of them the independence of the most important

economic policy-institutions, the MOF and the BOT suffered badly, particularly from the

political inteference of the parties in the government.a6

Moreover, the collapse of the BBC eroded the credibility of the Banharn coalition

govemment, which from the beginning had been riven with factionalism.aT The reshuffle

opened up the disunity within. The Palang Dharma Parly, one of the minor parties in the

coalition, left the government and joined the opposition in August 1996. But the most

serious issue was the inærnal rivalry within the Chart Thai Party, between the Banharn

faction and the Therd Thai faction led by Snoh Thienthong, the secretary general of the

Chart Thai Party. The latter had threatened to withdraw from the Chart Thai Party after

Prirne Minister Banharn failed to give the Ministry of the Interior portfolio to Snoh

following the cabinet reshuffle.as Later on, this rivalry caused the downfall of the

Banharn coalition government after Snoh's Therd Thai faction decided to defect to the

New Aspiration Party (NAP). This faction comprised about 40 MPs, mostly from

provinces in Northeast Thailand. It was very powerful because it represented half of the

44 Anrmar, "Trying to hgure out how Thailand got ilìto such a mess", Nation, 12 November 1997 .

a5 The Economist Intelligence Unilr., op.cit, p. 27; also see, Michael Vatikiotis, "Collapse of
Confidence', Far Eastern Economic Review,14 November 1996.

a6 Interview with Dr. Patch¿¡¡ee Siroros, Bangkok, 13 November 1997; also see Ammar, "Trying to
figure out,.", 1997.

47 Gordon Fairclough, "Crisis of Conhdence", Far Eastern Economic Review,22 August 1996.
a8 The Economist Intelligence Unit, Thailand, a CounÍry Reporl,3rd quarter, 1996, pp. 10-11.
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Chart Thai Party in the parliament.ae fhe collâpse of the BBC raised concerns among

domestic and foreign investors. The American credit-rating agency Moody's Service

Investor downgraded the rating of Thailand's short-term debt in September 1996 and

simila¡ wamings about the Thai economy were made by the International Monetary Fund

(IMF).50 In the same month the Stock Exchange of Thailand Index fell significantly

which again indicaæd the declining confidence of investors in Thailand.sl Under these

gloomy circumstances, some business groups, including the Board of Trade, and other

leading figures in Thailand urged Prime Minister Banharn to resign immediately.s2

Finally when it was clear that Banharn could not survive politically with the defection of

the Therd Thai facaon and the withdrawal of support from the NAP, he had no other

choice except to dissolve the parliament at the end of September 1996 and call for fresh

general elections to be held on 17 November 1996.

In sum, it must be underlined that under the Banharn coalition government political

problems became an obstacle to finding credible policies with which to respond to the side

effects of financial liberalisation in Thailand. It has already been suggested that Prime

Minister Banharn himself and his government failed to provide the political stability and

credible economic policies which were needed in 1996 when the signs of trouble in the

Thai economy began to emerge. The collapse of the BBC and its political and economic

ramifications gradually deepened the crisis of confidence among domestic and foreign

investors. The new government would have to deal with these political and economic

legacies of the Banham coalition government.

4e The Economist Intelligence Unit, Thailand, a Country Report,4th quarter, 1996, pp. 12-13; also see

Michael Vatikiotis and Rodney Tasker, "Banharn's Cliff-Hanger", Far EasternEconomic Review,3
Ocrober 1996.

s0 The Economist Intelligence lJni:, op.cit, p,27; also see, Michael Vatikiotis, "Downwardly Mobile",
Fsr Eastern Econonüc Review,l2 September 1996.

sr Gordon Fairclough, "Mayday", Far Easlern Economic Review,19 September 1996.
s2 Gordon Fairclough, "Critical Mass", Far Eastern Econornic Review,26 September 1996; ard Michael

Vatikiotis ald Rodley Tasker, "Banharn's Cliff-Hanger," Far EaslernEconomic Review,3 October

t996.
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Responses to the Crisis

Polícy Føílures under the Chnovalít Coalírian Government

wo issues dominated the November 1996 general election in Thailand and

every political party tried very hard to promote their views on these issues:

good economic policy and political stability. In the lead-up to the polls, there

was a tight contest between the Democrat Party (led by Chuan IæekpaÐ and the New

Aspiration Party (led by Chaovalit Yongchaiyuth) to win the election. Both attempted to

convince voters of their ability to solve the economic and political problems Thailand was

experiencing. The Democrat Party offered capable and respected politicians much as

who were well equipped to handle the economic issues, Dr. Supachai Panickpakdee and

Dr. Tarrin Nimmanhaeminda. Both of them were former ministers in the Chuan cabinet

of L992-1995. Meanwhile, the NAP promised to form a so-called "dream team" that

would oversee ecòhomic policy if the party won and proposed Dr. Amnuay Virawan, a

respected economist and a former deputy prime minister of the Banham govemment, to

lead this team.53

Soon after the counting of votes began, it appeared that the New Aspiration Party

(NAP), led by Chaovalit Yongchaiyuth, had won 125 seats in the parliament. The NAP

had increased its number of seats nationally after the Therd Thai fact¿.on of Banharn's

Chart Thai Party defected to the NAP. V/ith these numbers the NAP was in a position to

fbrm a new govemment. The success of the NAP cannot be separated from Chaovalit

himself. Unlike other civilian politicians, he was a former military general and also a

former Commander-in-Chief of the Army in the late 1980s. With the support of ex-

rnilitary officers and senior bureaucrats, he set up the NAP in October 1990.s4 Under the

53 During the canpaign period, the NAP promised to give tax incentives and saving schenres to

importers and to reduce public spending. See The Econonist Intelligonce Unit, Thniland,4th quarter,

1996, p. 16; also Michael Vatikiotis and Gordon Fairclough, "Brave Talk", Far Eastern Economic

Review, 7 November 1 996.
s4 Fu¡ther discussions on the role of the NAP in Thai politics can be tbund in Duncan McCrugo,

"Thailand's Politic¿l Pi¡¡ties: Real, Authentic and Actual", in Kevin Hcwison (ed.) Polit.ical Change in
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leadership of Chaovalit, the NAP grew rapidly to become one of the main political parties

in Thailand. The NAP claimed to have about a half million members and 60 branches, but,

as mentioned earlier, its supporters were concentrated in Northeast Thailand.ss The result

of the election was received with little joy among the Bangkok voters who believed that the

Democrat Party led by Chuan t eekpai would win the election. Instead, the Democrat

Party won only 123 seats, which ranked it second behind the NAP.

Similar to the Chart Thai party, which led the Banharn coalition govemment until

the last days before the election, the NAP was also dominaæd by provincial politicians

who mainly came from Northeast Thailand. It was reported that the NAP and other

political parties with strong support in the provincial areas had been involved in vote

buying, and according to ttre Thai Farmers' Bank Research, it was estimated that these

parties spent more than US$l billion during the election campaign period.56 Given the

fact that these provincial politicians dominated the party, it seemed likely that the NAP-led

coalition government would not differ greatly from its predecessor.

Moreover, the process of forming a new government after the 1996 elections was

not a smooth one. Two factors contributed to this situation: the leadership style of

Chaovalit Yongchaiyuth, the NAP leader, and conflict over the decisions about which

parties would control the economic porffolios in the cabinet. As the NAP won the

election, that party's leader, Chaovalit Yongchaoyuth, automatically became the new Prime

Minister.

There is no doubt that Chaovalit was regarded as one of the most prominent

political leaders in Thailand, at that úme but the quality of his leadership was questioned.

Thnilarcl, Democracy and Participation (London and New York, 7997), pp. 1'27-l3O; Surin
Maisrikrod, Thailand's Two General Elections in 1992, Democracy Sustained (Singapore: Institute of
Southeast Asian Studies,1992), pp. 8-11; and David Murray, Angels and Devils, Thai Politics from
February I99l to September 1992 (Bangkok: White Orchid Press, 1996), pp. 35-39.

55 Murray, ibid, p.36.
s6 Michael Vatikiotis and Gordon Fairclough, "Missiou Impossible", Far Easlern Economic Revicw,28

November 1996.
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He was Deputy Prime Minister in the Chatichai government, the Minister of Interior in the

Chuan coaliúon government and later the Minister of Defence under Banharn. Despite

this, he was not known as a strong leader, but instead as a leader who promised a lot but

did very little and because of this he was also known as a weak and indecisive leader when

it came to making tough decisions. A Thai analyst described Chaovalit as "the master of

disguises and the master of compromise".ST More importantly, his background as a

general gave rise to suspicion about his democratic credentials, and his role in the downfall

of both the Chuan and the Banharn govemments even caused his political morality to be

questioned because it appeared to demonstrate that he did not hesitate to do anything to

serve his long-held ambition to be the Prime Minister of Thailand.ss There was

widespread scepticism among the Thais after the elections in 1996 âs to whether he would

be able to restore confidence in Thailand and bring Thailand out of the economic crisis

and the political instability left by the previous government.se Grounds for this sentiment

were shown in thp following months of 7997 as Thailand entered more deeply into

financial crisis.

From the beginning, there was conflict over which parties were going to oversee

the economy. The conflict centred on Chaovalit's decision to appoint two non-elected

politicians, Dr. Amnuay Viravan and Dr. Narongchai Akrasanee, a former head of a

securities company and a respected economist from the Thailand Development and

Research Institute (TDRI), as the Minister of Finance and Minister of Commerce

respectively. These appointments were made under the NAP's quota of seats in the

cabinet and were aimed at depoliticising the economic policy making institutions, which

had lost some autonorny and independence in the previous years.uo Chaovalit believed that

by appointing these two prorninent economists, he could deliver his vision of a "dreatn

tealrr", which would be able to solve Thailand's economic malaise.

s't Rodney Tasker, "Show Time", Far Eastern Economic Review,12 December 1996.
tt McCargo , op cit, p. 129.
5e For an assessmelìt of Chaovalit's political ambition, see Michael Vatikiotis, "Conftdence Man", Fco'

Eastern Economic Review.28 November 1996.
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These appointments caused disappointrnent àmong the political leaders in the

Chart Pattana Party (CPP) who were led by former Prime Minister Chatichai

Choonhavan. The CPP (the National Development Party) was formed in 1992 by

Chatichai himself and Korn Dabaransi, Chatichai's cousin and also a former member of

the Chart Thai Party.6r CPP members were drawn from a variety of backgrounds,

including the Chart Thai Party, the Social Action Party, the Democrat Party zurd the

defunct Samakkhitham Party. The Chart Pattana Party was strong financially and

attracted marìy supporters both in the provinces and in the cities. Under the leadership of

Chatichai, the CPP was regarded as one of the political parties, which had strengths and

knowledge in both economic and foreign policy areas.

As the second largest political party (with 53 seats in the parliament) in the

Chaovalit coalition govemment, the Chart Pattana Party demanded full control of the

formulation of thq.pconomic policy and that of important economic portfolios. The CPP

believed that Dr. Amnuay and Dr. Narongchai were not entitled to the positions of finance

and commerce ministers because they were unelected politicians and therefore they would

have little control over the economic-policy making process.uz After a series of closed-

door negotiations, Chatichai finally accepted the position of senior economic adviser and

two senior leaders of the Chart Pattana Party, Korn Dabbaransi and Prachuab Chaiyasarn,

were given the industry and foreign affairs porfolios.

Nonetheless, this acceptånce by the CPP was more symbolic than genuine.

Conflict over control of economic policy between the Amnuay-Narongchai camp and the

Chart Pattana Party camp remained unreconciled during 1997.63 Although both camps

were genuinely trying to solve the economic problems, they had different approaches. The

first camp advocated the irnplernentation ol tough economic rneasures such as budget

cutbacks and reform of the financial sector, while the latter proposed an expansion of

60 The Economist Intelligence Unit, Thailand, a Counlry Reporl,2nd quarter, 1997 , p.7
u' Surin, Thailand's Two General ELections in 1992, pp. 7-8.
62 Rodney Tasker, "Show Tinc", Far Eastern Econonic Review,12 December 1996.
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economic activities through an increase in budget and investment f'unding, an acceleration

in the inflow of foreign capital, and the creation of new markets in the neighbouring

countries of Indochina in order to stimulate Thai exports.6a

As was seen in the months leading up to the financial crisis of July 1997, this

conflict, and the rivalry among the political parties in the coalition, ruined the performance

of the Chaovalit coalition govemment, causing a loss of confidence in the government.

The following section explains how the Chaovalit coalition govemment and the economic

policy makers tried to restore confidence and respond to concerted att¿cks on the baht,

during the first six months of 1997.

From Defending to Floating the Baht

In the initial effort to ease the deterioration of the Thai economy and to restore confidence

in March 1997 , Dr. Amnuay Viravan, the Minister of Finance, and the Bank of Thailand

announced measures such as cutting government spending (including military spending)

and reforming the financial sector.65 The reduction of miJitary spending by between 40-

50 billion baht (US$1.5-2 billion) caused disappointment among the military elites which

potentially could have been a destabilising factor, but since Chaovalit himself took the

defence portfolio, he was able to calm the military leaders and reduce the tension.66

Reforming the financial sector was problematic and difficult. The magnitude of

the problems surrounding the collapse of the Bangkok Bank of Commerce, which was

widely debated in the parliament and reported in the Thai media, indicated that the BOT

63 Interview with Pornchanok Watunyuta, Bangkok,21 November 1997.
64 Michael Vatikiotis, "Tough Medicine", Far Eastem Economic Review,23 January 1997: and fbr the

Chart Pattana Party's economic policies, see Institute of Public Policy Studies, Policies of T'ltai

Political Parties in the 1995 General Election (Bangkok Institute of Public Policy Studies, 1995).
6s The Economist Intelligence Unit, 2nd quarter, 1997, pp. 16-17.
66 "Oflrcers and Gentlemen", Editorial, Far Easlern Economic Review, 30 Januiry 7997; and Michael

Vatikiotis, "Exercises in Control", Far Easlern Economic Review,6 February 1997.
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hacl faile<t to monitor the soundness of Thailand's financial institutions.6T And the

collapse of Finance One (one of the largest financial institutions) in February 1997 and

the confirmation by the MOF and the BOT of the debt crisis of 91 finance and securities

institutions finally forced the Chaovalit govemment to take urgent steps to reform the

financial sector.68

As a result, in early March 1997, the BOT announced the establishment of a

Property Loan Management Organisation (PLMO), which aimed to provide a 100 billion

baht rescue fund to help those troubled financial institutions within a five-year framework.

As those troubled financial institutions had bad loans estimated at about 800 billion baht

(US$31 billion), there were serious doubts as to whether the Chaovalit govemment could

solve the problems in this way.6e In addition, the Chaovalit govemment did not hesitate to

use rescuo funds from the Financial lnstitution Development Fund (FIDF) to bail out the

ailing financial inglitutions. The question is why did the Chaovalit government opt to

rescue these institutions rather than let them all close down? The answer lay in politics. It

was revealed that the BOT was under pressure to rescue those financiai institutions

because of political interference from the political parties within the coalition, and also

because some of Chaovalit's cabinet members were shareholders or investors in these

financial institutions.To

Consequently, the decision of the government to rescue the troubled financial

institutions and the subsequent political muddling gave cause for concern to domestic and

foreign investors because the Chaovalit govemment had not come up with sound policy

for reforming the financial sector in Thailand.Tl The pessimistic assessment of the

soundness of several financial institutions in Thailand from international credit monitoring

61 Michael Vatikiotis, "Timed Out", Far Eastern Economic Review,27 February 1997.
68 Later ou, Finance One agreed to merge with the Thai Danu Bank but this merger collapsed in May

1997. See Henry Sender and Michael Vatikiotis, "Towa¡ds the Brink", Far Eastern Econonùc Revíew,

13 March l99l; and The Economist Intelligence Unit, 2nd quarter, p. 18.
6e Ro<lney Tasker, "surface Measu¡es", Far Easlern Economic Review,10 April 1997.
to The Economist Intelligence Unit, 2"d quarter, p. 29.
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institution such as Standard and Poor brought the credibility of the Chaovalit government

into question.t' Thus Thailand continued to become an easy târget for a concerted attack

on its currency, the baht.

In the first week of April 1997 , the baht plunged to an eight-year low of 26. l/US$

as a result of the strength of the dollar after an increase in interest rates in the US. This

was followed by attacks from money speculators who gambled on the decision of the

BOT to defend the baht by inærvening directly in' the market. In the middle of May

199'7, the baht dived further after a concerted attack by money speculators who saw that

there was no sign of economic recovery or political stability in Thailand.T3 It is believed

that the George Soros-owned Soros Fund Management and other hedge fund managers

spent about US$6 bitlion speculating on a baht devaluation.Ta In response, the BOT

decided to intervene by imposing restrictions on foreign cuffency trading and by widening

the baht-US$ band.?s And in order to avoid contagion in the Southeast Asian region, the

BOT and the Monetary Authority of Singapore (MAS) acæd together to defend the

baht.?6

The attacks on the baht had political consequences. The local media reported that

Prime Minister Chaovalit was not satisfied with the performance of Finance Minister

Amnuay Viravan, and the Chart Pattana P*y, the second biggest party in the coalition,

wanted him replaced.tt It seemed that after about six months in power, the "dream team"

led by Amnuay had failed to ease the economic crisis. Chatichai Choonhavan, the leader

'7t 
Interview with John (pseudonym name), Bangkok, T November 1997.

72 Michael Vatikiotis, "Deeper Down", Far Ea,stern Economis Review, l Ill4ay 7997.
73 Interview with James Roe, Bangkok, 13 November 1997.
74 "Pickings may be sliur for speculators, Soros", Nation,3 July 1997 .'|s 

The Economist Intelligence Unit, Thailand, a Country Report,3rd quarter, 1997, p. 16.
?u Murray Hiebert and Michael Vatikiotis, "Collateral Damage", Far Eastern Economic Review, 29 l;4ay

1991 .

11 Michael Vatikiotis, "Rudderless" , Far Eastern Economic Review, 29 l;4ay 1997; also "Decisive action

amy stop recession", Nation,9 June 1997.
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of the Chart Pattâna Party, lobbied Prime Minister Chaovalit to give the Chart Pattana

Party total control over economic policy.78

As mentioned earlier, after the Chaovalit coalition govemment was formed in

December 1996, Finance Minister Amnuay and the Chart Pattana Party were in conflict

over control of economic policy. Both sides had their economic teams. Chatichai was

then the head of his own economic team known as the Baan Manangkasila group, which

was supported by some prominent figures including Surakiat Sathirathai, a former finance

minister in the Banharn government and Vijit Supinit, a former governor of the BOT.

Meanwhile, Finance Minister Amnuay was the head of Baan Phitsanulok's economic

team, which was supported by some respected economists, including Surasak Nanukul

and Veerachai Techavichit? e

The inability of Chaovalit to demonstrate leadership in reconciling these two

camps, presented the public with the idea that Thailand was run by "two economic

ministers".8O The Thai media reported that some companies and exporters had moved

their money offshore in the form of other currencies as a precautionary measure.tt This

situation worsened with opposition leaders in the parliament calling the Chaovalit

government to step down over its failure to successfully tackle the problems in the Thai

economy, while Dr. Virabongsa Ramangkura, a former minister of finance in the Prem

period in the 1980s, suggested the Chaovalit govemment take urgent steps to end the

economic crisis by implementing microeconomic reforms particularly in the area of

foreign exchange and financial reforms.s2 In response to this, the French bank Credit

'tB 
"Chatichai to take reins of economy", Nation, 10 June 1997.

7e "Chatihcai takes control of all economic advice', Nalion, 13 June 1997.
to Sopon Onkgara, "A tale of one country, two economic nrinisters", Nation, l5 Jule 1997.
8r "D¿ìmued if it did, and damned if it didn't", Nalion,3 July 1997.
a2 "Ex-fìnancial heads call for urgent action", Nation, 11 June 1997; urd "Govt urged to quit fbr l'ailu¡e

to fix economy" , Nalion, I 1 Junc 1997.
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Lyonnais predicted that Thailand's GDP forecast for 1997 would be one percent negative,

which was the first negative growth in more than thirty years.t'

Furthermore, prominent figures such as Prachai læophairatna (the chief executive

of Thai Petrochemical Indust¡y Group), Viroj Nualkhair (executive chairman of Phatra

Thanakit), one of the top financial insti¡¡tions, and Chatri Sophonpanich (the head of the

Bangkok Bank, the largest private bank), also criticised the manner in which the Chaovalit

government handled the economic situation in Thailand.sa The unpopularity of the

Chaovalit government was also revealed in a survey conducted by the Thai Farmers's

Bank Research Centre in the middle of June 1997, whtch showed that about 60.5 percent

of a total of 2,369 respondents in Bangkok said that government performance was very

poor and that therefore they wanted a change of economic team.tt

As the economic and political uncertainties continued, on 19 June 1997, Dr.

Amnuay Viravan, the Finance Minister and Dr. Narongchai Akrasanee together resigned

from the cabinet. The Stock Exchange of Thailand (SET) index dropped to the lowest

point in nearly l0 years in response to the news, and the baht was again under attach

indicating that investors had lost confidence in the Chaovalit govemment.s6 The Thai

rnedia reported that Amnuay had decided to resign after the Chart Pattana Party rejected

his proposal to increase the excise tax on two-stroke motorcycles, car batteries and marble

and granite products.sT Besides thag Amnuay w¿rs also frustrated that his efforts to float

the baht and to implement far reaching reform in the financial sector had not received

much support from the parties in the coalition.ss Porchanok Watunyuta, econotnist at

Phatra Research Institute, described the difficulties faced by Amnuay in the cabinet:

83 "Credit Lyonnais cuts '97 GDP forecast to -1 percent", Nation, 10 June 1997.
to "Top industrialists warn of economic crisis", Nalion, 18 June 1997; and "Time waits for no mau",

Nation, l8 June 1997.
8s "Poll reveals majority want change", Bangkok Post,20 June 1997.
86 Kowit Sanandang, "No time for the weak of heart", Bangkok Post,20 Junc 1997.
8't "Pairrting a bleak economic picture", Nalion, 20 June 1997; nd Michael Vatikiotis, "Crisis of

Confidence", Far Eastern Economic Review,3 July 1997;
8t The Economist Intelligence Unit, 3rd quarter, 7997, ¡'t. 11 .
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At that time Dr. Amnuay said "this is the Finance Minister's decision
to impose tariff and taxes on particular items". [t was passed by the
cabinet. But then the next day, the Chart Pattana and the big
corporations doing the business in these areas came out and said "we
oppose the decision"...That was a big struggle. I think Dr. Amnuay
has been trying very hard to, you know, restructure the financial
system and he see this kind of nonsense. There is nothing more he
cân do.to

Dr. Thanong Bidaya, a Japanese-educated economist and the President of the Thai

Military Bank, was chosen by Chaovalit to be the successor of Amnuay. However, the

public and the investors did not react positively to the appointrnent of Dr. Thanong, who

was also a non-elected person and thus was weak politically.eo Urgent issues, such as

dealing with the troubled financial institutions and defending the value of the baht" were

among those that Dr. Thanong (as the new Finance Minister) had to tackle. With the

support of the Cabinet, on27 June 1997, he announced the suspension of operation of 16

troubled financial institutions and forced them to merge into five institutions.er At the

same time, the Bank of Thailand Governor Rerngchai Marakanonda announced the

establishment of a private-public sector committee to oversee the rehabilitation of those

institutions and to implement measures to guarantee their depositors.e2 Indeed, these

announcements were intended to demonstrate the seriousness of the resolve of the

financial authorities to restore confidence in the Thai economy.

However, on the issue of what to do with the baht, there was no agreement either

among the parties within the Cabinet or the public. Some agreed with the devaluation of

the currency and others disagreed, while a few had in fact advocated the floating of the

ae Interview with Porncharok Watunyuta, Bangkok, 21 November 1997.
e0 Interview with Desmond Holmes, Bangkok, 6 November 1997; utd'New finance chief gets weak

rating", Bangkok Post,22 June 1997.
er The fìve finucial institutions known to have strong financial backing are Krung Thai Thanakit,

Phatra Thanakit, Dhana Siam, National Finance and Securities, and Nava Finance and Securities. See,

"16 firms frozen as Thanong sets 'rescue' deadline", The Nation (28 June 7997); and "The Situation in
June and Trends for July", Bangkok Bank Monthly Review, vol. 38, no. 7 (July 1991), p. 6.

e2 The committee comprised Governor Rerngchai as chairman, a representative from the Ministry of
Finance; Olarn Chaipravat, president of the Thai Bankers Association; Banterng Tantivit, president. of
the Association of Fina-nce Companies; Pakonr Malakul, president of the Securities and Exchruge
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baht. For instance, Prime Minister ChaovaÏt, Korn Dabbaransi, the Minister of Industry

and also the secretary general of the Chart Pattana P*y, and Chumpol Na Lamlieng, the

president of Siam Cement, were publicly opposed the devaluaúon of the baht on the

grounds that it might worsen the economic situation in Thailand.e3 Big industries with

overseas loans were concerned about the potential increase in their debt burdens. The

devaluation also meant that the government was still required to use intemational reserves

in order to defend the baht at a certain level after it was devalued. Meanwhile, Dr. Nipon

Puapongsathorn, the vice-chairman of the Thailand Devopment Research Institute (TDzu),

urged the government to devalue the baht by 15 percent and was strongly against the

government policy of using billions of baht to rescue the troubled financial institutions.ea

At the same time, it was reported that the Finance Minister Thanong, the Govemor

of BOT Rergnchai Marakanond, former Prime Minister Prem Tinsulanonda and former

Finance Minister Virabongsa Ramangkura had lobbied Prime Minister Chaovalit to press

ahead with the flotation of the baht.es The compelling reason for this was that Thailand

could not continue to defend the currency by using its inærnational reserves. According

to an official source, the international reserve was US$33 billion in May 1997, down from

US$38 billion in the previous month. This is evidence that between April and May 1997

the BOT spent betrveen US$4-6 billion to defend the baht.e6 However, independent

economists and foreign bankers believe that the BOT had probably used about US$20

billion of the inærnational reserve during the early part of I997.e7 Meanwhile, Dr.

Chalongphob Sussangkarn, the head of the Thailand Development Research Institute

Commission; and Singha Tanhatsawad, president of the Stock Exchange of Thailand. See, "BOT
finally acts to bolster fìnance sector", Nation,28 June 1997 .

e3 Prime Minister Chaovalit appeared in the national television and guaranteed that they won't be the

devaluation of the baht. See, "Financial authorities must spell out clear policies", Bangkok Post,27
June 1997; and "Chaovalit sees an end to economic troubles", Nalion, 1 JlIy 1997 .

e4 "Call for 157o baht devaluation", Bangkok Post,30 June 1997.
e5 The Economist Intelligent Unit, 3rd quarter, 1997, p. 18.
e6 "Baht safe despite drop in BOT reserves", Nation,30 June 1997.
e't Henry Sender and Rodncy Tasker, "The Plot Sickens", Far Ea,çtern Econonúc Review, 17 July 1997.
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(TDRI), in a paper published in May 1998, points out that the BOT used almost US$30

billion in forward contracts to defend the baht.es

Although the real figures remain debatable, it is suggesæd that by the end of June

1997, Prime Minister Chaovalit was convinced by the fact that Thailand could no longer

afford to use its international reserves to defend the baht and therefore realised that the

baht had to be floated.ee Under these circumstances and after months of hesitation, the

BOT finally announced the "free float' of the baht on 2 July 1997 . This meant that the

value of the currency would be determined by market forces to reflect Thailand's

economic fundamentals. The announcement ended 13 years of the fixed exchânge rate

system which had been adopted by the BOT.100

The announcement also caused the value of the baht drop from 24.45lUS$ to a

record low of 28.30/US$, before it settled at 27.50/US$, but the Stock Exchange of

Thailand index soared by 7.8 percent increasing from 415.1 points to 568.69 as foreign

investors bought blue chip shares at prices that were suddenly lowered following the

floating of the currency.tol To avoid further speculation, the BOT raised the bank rate

from 10.5 percent to 12.5 percent, while the commercial banks raised the interbank rate to

30 percent.r02 To justify this decision, the BOT governor Rerngchai Marakanond and

Finance Minister Thanong Bidaya made a special appearance on national television to

convince the public that the cuffency would fluctuate for a while before it stabilised at a

certain point.103 Indeed, this was the case, as the value of the baht settled rt 29.501US$ in

April 1998, ten months after it was floated (Figure 4.3).

e8 Chalongphob Sussangkarn, "Thailand's Debt Crisis and Economic Outlook", a paper published at the

Thniland Developmenf Research Institute's Homepage (http://www.info.tdri.or.th), 1998, p. 3.
ee "lt's lime to get real and let the baht floa:", Bangkok Post,3 July 1997; and Michael Vatikiotis, "Free

at Last", Far Eastern Economic Review,10 July 1997.
rm "The baht cut loose ', Nation,3 JuIy 1997 "Bank of Thailand statement on currency crisis", Nation, 3

July 1997; and "Bubble bursts as market rules", Bangkok Post,3 July 1997.
l0r "Floating the baht, pain to herald gain", Bangkok Post,3 luly 1997.
102 ((Bah[ flotation announced by Bank of Thailand", Bangkok Bank Monthly Review, vol. 38, no. 8

(August 1997), pp.2-3.
r03 "Bank's govenìor believes baht will soon stabilise", Bangkok Post ,3 July 1997.
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Was the BOT policy of defending the currency appropriate? A prominent figure

in the banking sector suggests that the BOT should not be blamed for defending it for too

long becauss the policy makers in the BOT had not experienced attacks from cuffency

speculators before. As Somchai Sakulsurarat, President of the Bank of Ayudhya states:

Very easy to say now...thatit lthe decision to defend the currency]
was wrong. But, personally, I think, at that time nobody really knew.
Many people praised the BOT at that time that Thailand was
successfully defeated the speculators. Even foreign governments,
Difficult, I think, to make adjustment. But one thing, I think, they
IBOTj made a mistake was instead of that they realised they could
not fight [against the currency speculators], what they should have
done was just to make outright devaluation...They was betting too
high. They should have tested the water. And once you realised
you cannot go on,.you just have to leave [float] it...They should
have set up a limit.'uo

This view was also supported by Desmond Holmes, a representative of foreign-based

bank in Bangkok, who said:

I think the government of the day simply did not have an
understanding of how the currency and everything else is linked

Figure 4.3
Average BahUUS$ Exchange Rate, 1997-1998
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together. They thought they could fight and hold the currency in
its"place.'05

Was the decision to float the baht taken too laæ? According to an official in the

Bank of Thailand, the delay was mainly caused by BOT's concerns about the ability of

Thai companies to pay back their debt. As a BOT insider argued:

When we look back, we think that it lthe decision of floating the
bahtl was a bit too late...I think we should have been floating [the
bahtl two or tlree years ago. But our concern was that the private
sector has too much external debt. So every time you float the
curency, there is tendency that the currency will be depreciated.
v/ith the amount of the external debt is high...debt burden in terms
of dom easing verY much.
If they Priyate debt, theY
have to I reduce bY certain
amount

Nonetheless, inside Thailand, the floating of the currency received mixed reactions

from business gro,gps. It was arguable that the managed float would benefit Thailand in

the long-term although not in the short-term, particularly in the case of small and medium-

sized companies, which were very dependent on imported goods in their business

activities.roT The fluctuation in exchange rate between the baht and the US dollar created a

greater burden for those companies because they were forced to restructure their financial

plans. Meanwhile, those domestic firms and exporters who eamed mainly in US dollars

or other international currencies were clea¡ winners. The cheaper baht had the potential to

increase the international competitiveness of Thai exports. More importantly, the floating

of the baht would change the macroeconomic outlook and therefore Thailand would enter

a period of slowdown in economic growth, with a consequent decline in per capita income

and the possibility of rising inflation and unemployment rates in the ensuing years.lo'

ros Interview with Desmond Holmes, Bangkok, 6 November 1997.
rou Interview with Nitaya Pibulratagit, Bangkok, 26 November 1997 '
rn "Mixed reaction greets Government move", Nalion,3 Jtiy 1997 .

ros ('{Chief economist warns of negative growth", Bangkok Post, I July 1997; "Cent¡al bank hack to

drawing board", Bangkok Post, 11 July 1997; and also "67o inflation likely this year, sâys bank",

ßangkok Post,14 July 1997.
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Regionally, the floating of baht caused great concern among the financial

authorities and govemments of the other Southeast Asian countries.ton This contagion

effèct triggered a currency crisis in neighbouring countries with the Philippines being

affecæd first, followed by Malaysia, Indonesia, Singapore, and, to some degree, Hong

Kong. Collectively, the central banks in these countries intervened in the market by

buying cuffency or by widening their currency trading bands.110 Indeed, the currency

crisis that originated in Thailand extended to the Southeast Asian region as a whole. It

also reached South Korea in November 1998 and later on Japan as well. South Korea and

Japan are among the rnain economic parhrers of Thailand and are also the most important

of Thailand's export destinations.

Consequences of the Crisis

Enter the IMF

espite the floating of the baht, there was still no sign that the Thai economy

was improving. Capital flight continued and domestic and foreign investors

were still in doubt over the ability of the Chaovalit government to lead the

economic recovery.ttt Even the idea of forming a so-called "national front" govemment

comprising both the ruling and opposition parties was being considered as a bi-partisan

effort to tackle the economic crisis.t 12 An announcement on 21 July 1997 by the Japanese

trading conglomerate Marubeni regarding the delaying of an investment worth US$500

rnillion further worsened the investment climaúe.ll3 Then the sudden resignation of the

BOT Governor Rerngchai Marakanond on 28 July 1997 damaged the credibility of the

t* For fu¡ther discussion on this issue, see, L. R. Rosenberger, "southeast Asia's Currency Crisis: A
Diagnosis and Prescription", Contemporary Southeast Asia, vol. 19, no.3 (December 1997),pp.223-

251.
rr0 "Regional rush to defend currencies", Bangkok Post,3 Jtiy 1997.
rrr Interview with Dr. Chareonchai Lengsiriwat, Bangkok, i1 November 1997.
r12Originally the idea was suggested by Korn Dabbaransi, the Minister of Industry ald deputy leader of

the Chart Pattana Party and the opposition leaders of Democrat Party. However, the idea did ttot get

much support because there were disagreenents over who should be leader of the "tlational lÌont"

government. See "Meeting with Prem 'political"', Bangkok Post,26 July 1997.

'13 Henny Sender, "Bad to \ùy'orse", Far Easlern Economic Review,31 July 1997.
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Chaovalit coalition government. Immediately, Dr. Chaiyawat Wibulswasdi, a BOT insider,

was appointed to this important job. Indeed, the level of intemational reserves had been

reduced, and, combined with the fluctuation of the baht, which had reached 30-33/US$ by

the end of July 1997, Prime Minister Chaovalit and his economic ministers came under

increasing pressure to look for outside assistance.

In the wake of Remgchai's resignation, and after a series of debates in the Cabinet,

on 28 July 1997, Finance Minister Thanong called for financial assistance from the IMF

and he also announced other measures to reform the financial sector in Thailand.lla Prime

Minister Chaovalit quickly sent Finance Minister Thanong to Tokyo to seek financial

assistance, but the Japanese govemment refused to act unilaterally.rrs Meanwhile, the

opposiúon leaders, respected economists and business leaders called on the Chaovalit

govemment to seek financial assistance from the il\4F.r16 On 5 August 1997 the Cabinet
,i..-

approved the conditions set by the IMF in providing economic an reform package and

other measures aimed at slashing the government budget, reducing the current account

deficit, imposing new taxes, and importantly, suspending the operation of a further 42

troubled financial institutions.rrT In order to boost the credibility of the govemment,

Prime Minister Chaovalit appointed Dr. Virabongsa Ramangkura, a well-known

economist, as Deputy Prime Minister with responsibility to negotiate with the IMF.r18

rra "Thanong to ask for standby credits to defend baht value", Bangkok Post,29 Jluly 1997.
r15 "Rerngchai makes no pleas for funds", Nalion, 18 July 1997.
116 "Assistance from IMF urged as fast remedy", Nation, 25 July I997i "^lafün sees foreign aid æ

essential", Nation,25 July 1997;"Bigbusiness wants Prem to lend a hand", Bangkok Post,26 Jttly

1997i "'Cre.dibility'calls for fast aid from IMF", Nation,26 July 1997; and "IMF aid needed, says

Virabongsa", Nation,27 July 1997 .

r17 Assif Shameen, "Worse than you think", Asiaweek, 15 August 1997; Rodney Tasker, "The First

Step", Far Eastern Economic Review, 14 August 1997; and "IMF conditions accepted", Bangkok

Bank Monthly Review, vol. 38, no. 9 (September 7991),pp'2-3.

'rs I[ wàs reported that this appointment was the result of lobbying by, among others, former prime

minister Prem Tinsulanonda and the army commauder General Chetthâ Tanajaro. Indeed, thi.s suggests

that the Thai ¡rilitary still had the ability [o marìoeuvre behind the scettes in this appointment. See,

Mich¿rcl Vatikiotis, "Lldirect Intervention", Far Dastern Economic Review,4 September 1997.
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On 11 August 1997 the IMF agreed to provide US$16 billion in loans to

Thailand.lto Japan was the biggest contributor, giving US$4 billion, followed by the IMF,

the World Bank, the Asian Development Bank and other count¡ies in the region,

Singapore, Ausftalia, Hong Kong, South Korea, China, Malaysia, Indonesia, and Brunei

being the contributor of this package. At the same time, Thailand sought an additional

US$3.3 billion loan from the Bank for Intemational Settlements (BIS) to support the

existing IMF loans.r2o Indeed, the involvement of these neighbouring countries was

evidence of the fea¡ that the scale of the financial crisis in Thailand potentially could have a

devastating impact on the whole Asian region.

Under the conditions set by the IMF, Chaovalit had no choice but to accept the

economically tough measures.t" These measures were as the following: economic growth

rate should be maintained ar.3-4 percent in1997 and 6-7 percent in the following years

and the budget def,pit must be reduced. Second, monetary policy should be kept tight by

controlling inflation and by stopping the BOT from printing more money with the aim of

rescuing the troubled hnancial institutions. Third, raising the value-added tåx rate from

seven percont to ten percent and gradually abolishing the subsidies on certain

commodities. Fourth, the reduction of the current account deficit to lle percent in 1997

and to three percent in 1998. Fifth, maintaining the international reserve at the level of

US$23 billion ín 1,997 and US$25 billion in 1998.

For the Chaovalit coalition govemment, the implementation of the IMF reform

package not only changed the economic outlook, it also eroded its legitimacy. The

following section will look closely at this aspect, placing particular emphasis on the

rre Rodney Tasker, "The Bright side", Far Eastern Economic Review,21 August 1997.
r20 ((US$ 3.3 billion sought to increase bail out funds to US$ 20 billion", Bangkok Bank Monthly

Review, 1997, pp. 5-6.
r2r A summary of the conditions of the IMF rescue package for Thailand can be found in Pimjai

Siripotiprapan, "The IMF and Th¿iland's Economic Rehabilitatiolt", Bangkok Bank Monthly Review,

vol. 38, no. l0 (Ocrober 1997), pp. 7-10; ard also The Ecoromist Intelligence Unit, 3rd quarter,

1997, pp. 18-19.
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constitutional refbnn process and the political events which surrounded the downfall of

Chaovalit in November 1997.

Constitutional Reþrms

As mentioned earlier, the financial crisis of l99l created political tensions both within and

outside the governrnent, and therefore the pressure for political reform increased. Soon

after Prime Minister Chaovalit Yongchaiyuth assumed his premiership, he prornised to

reform Thai politics and one of the important items on his agenda was the drafting of a

new constitution. The experience of political instability under the Banham government

before he convinced the Thais that in order to overcome the negative aspects of the recent

changes in the Thai political climate. Constitutional reform was inevitable.

As already explained, since the absolute monarchy was overthrown in 1932,

Thailand had had 14 constitutions, but there were high expectations in early 1997 that the

15th new constitution would be more democratic oîe.t" In March 1997, the Chaovalit

coalition govemment paved the way to the formation of the Constitutional Drafting

Assembly (CDA), which comprised 76 ele,cted representatives from all the provinces in

Thailand and 23 constitutional expers appointed by the parliament.l23 Former Prime

Minister Anand Panyarachun was appointed as the president of the CDA, with the primary

task of leadìng the drafting process of the new constitution and submitting it to the

parliament in the middle of August 1997.

The process of drafting this consútution, a process which lasted from April until

its approval in the parliament in Septemb er 1997 , was not a smooth one and it ilrvolved

political struggles between reformists and conservatives. In the reformist camp were those

who wanted to change the old constitution, which they believed had fäiled to prevent the

t2 See Richard Doner and Ansil Ramsay, "Thailand: From Economic Miracle to Ecortomic Crisis" ill

Karl D. Jackson (ed.) Asian Contagion, The Causes aul Con,seEtences of a Financial Crisis

(Siugapore: Institute olsoutheast Asian Studies, 1999)' pp. 188-189.
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spread of money politics and vote buying in Thailand. This camp believed that Thailand

should have a new constitution, which would foster a more accountable and transparent

political system and would guarantee the basic rights of the Thai people.t2a Among those

who were in this camp were the pro-democracy groups, the liberal newspapers (Matichon,

Bangkok Post, The Nation), the progressive elected politicians, both in the government and

the opposition, and other prominent figures such as former Prime Minister Prem

Tinsulanonda and Anand Panyarachun.

The conservative camp, on the other hand, comprised those who wanted to retain

the old constitution and the existing current poliúcal system. Many of these came from

the existing political establishment, the province-based politicians, the appointed senators,

a few mona¡chists, and those village leaders who were closely associated with the Ministry

of Interior. The prominent figure in this camp was Snoh Thienthong, the Minister of

Interior and also .Ihe secretary-general of the leading party in the coalition, the New

Aspiration Parfry gAP), which rejecæd the new constitution on the grounds that it would

abolish the symbolism of monarchy in Thailand.t2s

Nonetheless, it is certainly true the drafting of the new constitution received

attention of the Thai people throughout the country.r26 During the drafting process there

were, among other things, two important issues which invited much heated public debate.

One was the clause which required all MPs to give up their parliamentary seats if they

were chosen for the cabinet, and other was the proposal to replace the appointment system

for senators with a direct system of elections.l27 The first change was intended to prevent

the abuse of power and comrption among elected politicians, while second change was

123 Michael Vatikiotis, "Tilting at V/indmills", Far Eastern Economic Review,3 April 1997.
rz For a critical assessment on this issue, see John Laird, Proposal for Constitutional Reþrm (Bangkok:

Craftsman Press Co., Ltd., 1997).
r2s 'Ihe Economist Intelligence Unit, 3rd quarter, 7997 , p. 77.
126 The major newspapers and magazines and televísion reported the events relating to the drafting ol the

¡ew constitution during the months of Aprit-September 1997. Some international media such ¿s Før

Easlern Economic Review and Asiaweek also gave special attentiotl on this issue, as they did to the

hnancial crisis.
t2t Rodney Tasker, "Hard Times Roll", Fnr Easlern Econotnic Review, T August 1997.
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airned at allowing the Thai public to elect their own representatives fbr a lnore democratic

and transparent senate. 
r28

After weeks of debate and deliberation, the CDA approved a draft constitution in

mid-August and it was expectod to be approved by the parliament in September 1997.

The draft consisted of 336 articles and it was the most comprehensive and democratic

constitution that Thailand had ever had. It was a major achievement and there was hope

that it could open the way to a fully democratic political system in Thailand. Some of the

important features of the new draft constitution can be seen below in Box 4.1.

Box 4.1
The Old and New Constitutionsræ
(Main features only)

However, the real political battles came to appear in the weeks leading up to the

parliamentary sessions in September 1997. There were strong indications that the Thai

public was divided over whether the draft constitution should be approved by parliarnent.

The middle class and urban dwellers publicly called upon the parliarnent to approve the

new constitution, while the Minister of Interior Snoh Theinthong's faction and rural

,ã Doner and Ramsay, "Thailand: From Economic Miracle to Economic Crisis", p.196.
r2n Drawn lrom an article written by Michael Vatikiotis, "People's Putsch", Far Eastent Econontic

Revi ew, 1 8 September 1997 .

t28

393 MPs from mulli-member constituencies
Mps from single-member constituencies plus

Cabinet ministers can serve as MPs

No minimum education standards for MPs

Senator appointed by the prime minister

Elections controlled by the lnterior Ministry

Courts can order closure of media

House of Representatives to consist of 400
another 100 from party líst

Cabinet ministers must relinquish their seats
in Parliament

MPs must have at least a university degree

Directly elected 2O0-member Senate

Elections controlled by Election
Commission

Press freedom guaranteed

Vote-counti centralisedVote-counti stationsat

otd New
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leaders organised a series of public clemonstrations to put pressure on Prime Minister

Chaovalit not to approve it.t'o

During the parliamenry sessions the situation developed to the point where it

seemed there could be political confrontations in the streets of Bangkok. The military

then led the way to a political compromise. Despite the reservations of some military

leaders about the clause in the new constitution which would restrict the military's role in

politics, for the sake of potitical stâbility the army commander General Chetta Thanajaro

and other military leaders supported the new constitution. The Thai military believed that

by supporting the new constitution, the public would feel that the military was on their side

and more importantly, it maintained the political stability needed to deal with the economic

situation.

The support of the military changed the political atmosphere in the collntry. For

instance, the Chart Pattana P*y, the second biggest party in the coalition, along with

opposition parties like the Democrat Party and the Chart Thai Party, followed the political

line of the military. The reformist camp was able to convince a broader political

constituency that support for a new constitution was the best option. Politically, all of this

placed Prime Minister Chaovalit in a difficult position, particularly as there was division

within his own party between those MPs (led by Minister of Interior Snoh, who opposed

the new constitution), and those MPs (led by the House speaker Wan Mohammad Noer,

who supported it).13r

At this point, Chaovalit had only two options: he could either dissolve the

parliament and call fresh general elections with the consequence of losing his democratic

crectibility in the eyes of the Thai public, or he could convince his opponents in the

conservative camp to accapt the new constitution and be written into Thai history for his

r3o Michael Vàtikiotis and Rodney Tasker, "Danger Ahead", Fur Dastern Economic Review, 11 September

1991
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achievement. Chaovalit chose the second option and successfully persuaded the opponent

camp to change their position. The result was that on 27 September l99l the parliament

passed the draft constitution overwhelmingly with 578 MPs voting in approval, 16 against,

and l':. in abstention.l32

It must be noted that this successful vote was a result of the desire of the Chaovalit

coalition government to send a clea¡ messâge that it was able to undertake political reform

although it had failed in the economic arena. Through the new constitution, Chaovalit and

his coalition parties hoped to gain the necessary political momentum to implement the

IMF economic reform package and also to restore confidence in the economy. For the

middle class in Bangkok the economic crisis opened a window of opportunity for political

change.l3' Anek Laothamatas, a prominent scholar, says:

Actual,ly that we have a severe economic crisis is a bargain in the
hands of urban middle class to force the government to accept
political reform. Otherwise, the politicians never want to acce-pt a
ñew constitution...In my.view, I think, we got political progress from
our economic problems.'*

The Downfall of Prime Mínßter Chaovalit Yongchaiyuth

Having survived politically through the approval of the new constitution, on 14 October

7997 the Chaovalit govemment" with the assistance of the IMF and the World Bank,

launched a reform package aimed at rebuilding the Thai economy. Budget savings and the

policies to resüucture the financial sector were the major components in the package.t's

To create a budget surplus of one percent of GDP, the target set by the IMF, the

government needed to increase the tax on luxury goods, alcohol, tobacco and oil.

Meanwhile, to restructure the financial sector, the govemment had set up two agencies, the

r3r 'lhe Economist Intelligence Unit, 3rd quarter, 1997 , p. 13.
r32 Michael Vatikiotis, "Trial by Fire", Far Eastern Econontic Review,9 October 1997.
r33 Doner aud Ramsay, "Thailand: From Economic Miracle to Economic Crisis", p.197 .

ry Interview with Dr. AnekLaothamatas, Bangkok, 28 October 7991 .

',s The details of this package can be found in The Economist Intelligence Unit, Thniland, Coilntry

Report,4th quarter, 1997, pp. 15-16.
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Financial Restructuring Agency (FRA), whose main task would be to supervise the

rehabilitation or liquidation of the 58 suspended financial insútutions, and the Asset

Management Corporation (AMC) whose main task would be to buy the assets of those

suspended firms and possibly restructure and sell them in the future under the approval of

the FRA. The package also contained measures for dealing with bad loans and

unrestricted access for foreigners to own majority shares in financial institutions in

Thailand.

Unfortunately, this announcement was not received positively by the market.r3u In

addition, the popularity of Chaovalit coaliûon govemment was eroded further by

widespread rumours of a cabinet reshuffle and the insistence of the Chart Pattana Party on

having control over economic policy. But one of the heaviest blows fell when Finance

Minister Thanong Bidaya tendered his resignation on 19 October 1997 , w,rc days after the

cabinet, under cogsiderable pressure from the Chart Pattana Party, had reversed the

decision to raise taxes on petrol and gasoline as part of the budget cut exercises.l37 In

response, the ma¡ket reacted negatively, with investors selling the baht, which fell to the

level of 37-38ruS$, with the stock ma¡ket losing three percent in value.

For those in the government, the correlation between domestic politics and the

fluctuation of the baht was found after the float of currency since July 1997. Michael

Vatikiotis, a Far Eastern Economic Review correspondent based in Bangkok, wrote:

Thailand's turbulent record
the currencY. Now that the
ntent with the government is

So at this point" there was a strong consensus among the middle class and the political

elites in Bangkok that Prime Minister Chaovalit and his government had to be replaced.

r36 Michael Vatikiotis and Rodney Tasker, "Colfrdence Trick", Far Eastern Econonüc Review,23 October

1997 .

137 The Economist Intelligence Unit, op.cit., p.13.
r3t Michael Vatikiolis, "Home Truths", Far Easlern Economic Review,30 Octoher 1997.
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This senúment was found in the growing protests in the streets of Bangkok at the end of

October 1997. For instance, on 20 October 1997 mass protests led by businesspeople

were held in Silom Road, Bangkok's financial centre, and there were later joined by

students and workers.r3e The following day, the protesters marched toward Govemment

House and called upon Prime Minister Chaovalit to resign imrnediately.

In response, the Prime Minister planned to declare a state of emergency but he did

not get support from the military leaders, the army commander General Chenha Thanajaro

and the Supreme Commander Mongkol Ampompisit. These leaders were aware that the

public would not accept another direct inûervention from the military, which could

potentially lead to bloody confrontations with protesters in the streets of Bangkok similar

to those of May 1992.t40 To ease the political tension, on 24 October 1997 Prime

Minister Chaovalit announced a cabinet reshuffle and promised to call a general election at

the end of ß97 . Çhaovalit invited 10 outsiders into the new cabinet. Some of them were

respected economists and professional bankers such as Kosit Panpiemras, a senior

executive of the Bangkok Bank, who was appointed as the Finance Minister; Som

Jatusripitak, a former president of the Siam City Bank, who was appointed Commerce

Minister; and Maruey Padungsit, a former manager of the Stock Exchange of Thailand.lar

However, the cabinet reshuffle did not get much public support and the business

community was disappointed because it did not believe the reshuffle could bring about

change in the Thai economy.to' Atthough some new ministers were believed to be capable

persons for the jobs, others were unpopular ministers such as Snoh Theinthong (the

Minister of Interior), Chucheep Harnsawat (the Minister of Agriculture), Sukhavich

Rangsitpol (the Deputy Prime Minister), and Chalerm Yubamrung (the Deputy Minister

r3e Thàna Poopat, "Thailand's own escape artist", Nalion,26 Oclober 7991 '
r40 -I'he Economist Intelligence lJnil, Thailand, Country Report,4th quarter, 1997, p.15
ral "Unpopular ministers slay", Bangkok Post,25 October 1997; "Snap poll will follow reshuffle',

Nution,25 October 1997; and "Kosit accepts otfer to take post oIFinance Mirister", Busine:ss Dct¡',

24-25 October 1997.
ro2 "Changcs disappoint busiltess comtnunity", Nalion,25 Oclober 1997 .
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of the Interior), who retained their positions despite strong public criticism. Ironically, the

cabinet reshuffle did not ease the inæmal tensions within the Chaovalit coalition

govemment. Some of the NAP MPs disagreed with the new cabinet line-up, while, at the

same time, there were widespread rumours that the Chart Pattana Party had threatened to

leave the coalition.r a3

Standard and Poor downgraded Thailand's long-term foreign cuffency rating on

the grounds that the politicat uncertainty and Chaovalit's weak leadership had contributed

to the delay of financial reforms in Thailand.too And in response to those rumours and the

discouraging political news, the baht fell from 39.45lUS$ to the lowest level of

40.02ruS$ (despiæ the inærvention of the BOT which spent US$30 million to defend the

currency) and the Stock Exchange of Thailand index dropped 2.64percent on 31 October

rgg7.t4s

At this point, the pressure for Prime Minister Chaovalit in resignation had

intensified and it was only a matter of time before he had to do so. On 3 November 1997

he announced his resignation. In his announcement, Chaovalit said that no one had forced

him to resign but the Thai media reported that the atmy commander, General Chetta

Thanajaro, had persuaded Chaovalit to resign in order to ease the political uncertainty in

Thailand.lau On the night of his resignaúon, Chaovalit went to see Chatichai Choonhavan,

the leader of the Chart Pattana Party, and offered him the premiership position.

Surprisingly, Chatichai refused to take the position but suggested it be offered to former

prime rninister Prem Tinsulanonda, or to Chuan Irekpai, the leader of the opposition

Democrat Party, if Prem refused to accept the offer.raT

r43 ,,chatichai accuses PM of delaying investmen(' , Bangkok Post, 31 October 1997.
Iaa ((S&P 

cites downgrade on 'weak leadership"', Bangkok Post,25 October 1997 .

r{s ((Baht dives to 40, its towest-ever level", Bangkok Po,çt, 31 October 1997.
ra6 "Premier has tèw options after quiting", Nation,4 November 1997.

',? "Prem to be offer post", Bangkok Post,4 Novernber 1997; and "Prem urged to take charge", Nat.ion, 4

Novenlbcr 1997.
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As the biggest opposition political party in the parliamenf the Dernocrat Party

could get the numbers to form â govemment but this possibility was blocked by the fact

that the Cha¡t Pattana Party, with the support of Chaovalit's New Aspiration Party, was

also interested in leading the new coalition government. Political lobbying to form a new

coalition government was intense. Between 5 and 7 November l99l the Thai media

reported that there were two contenders for power: a Democrat Party-led coalition

government and a Chart Pattana Party-led coaliúon govemment.ras Both sides declared

that they had the numbers to form a government with the Democrat Party receiving the

support of 196 MPs and the Chart Pattana Party havin g 197 MPs behind it.lae

On 8 November 7997 the political stalemate ended after 14 MPs from the

Prachakorn Thai Party decided to support the Democrat Party and therefore made it

possible for Chuan Leekpai (with the support of 210 out of 393 MPs in the parliament) to

form a coalition government.ls0 On the following day, the Democrat Party claimed that

they had the numbers and the nomination of the Democrat Party leader Chuan Leekpai as

the new Prime Minister was approved by King Bhumipol Adulyadey. The Thai people,

the media and the markets responded positively to the appointment of Chuan I-eekpai

because they believed the Democrat Party, which had a capable economic team led by

respected economists such as Dr. Supachai Panitchpakdee and Dr. Tarrin

Nimmanhaeminda, was the best option available.rsr

As has already been explained, the failure of Chaovalit and his economic ministers

to come up with sound economic policy to respond to the financial crisis, particularly after

r4t "Cha¡tichai battles to stay in the running", Bangkok Post,6 November 1997; "Coalition plums for

Chatichai", Nation,6 November 1997; "Political Stalemate", Bangkok Post,7 November 1997;

"Raceto bephoto-finish", Nation, T November 1997; "Wan Noor holds key to power", Nation, S

November 1997; "Chua¡ set to be new PM", Bangkok Post, 8 November 1997; ¿nd "Chuan,

Chatichai Race too close to call" , Business Day,7-8 November 1997.
r4e ((Two 

sides claim victory in unison", Nation, T November 1997'
rso try¿on Noor picks Chuan", Bangkok Post, 9 November 199'l; utd "Dentocrats move ahead oll

Cabinet", Nation,9 November 1997.
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the baht w¿s floated on 2 July 1997, contributed to his own downfall and that of his

coalition govemment. Indeed, the arrival of the Democrat Party-led coalition government

ended the political uncertainty left by Chaovalit's resignation but it would not necessarily

end the financial crisis in Thailand.lsz The new Prime Minister Chuan Iæekpai and his

coalition government had just begun to face the unpredictable and difficult øsks ahead.

Conclusion

out from this chapûer. First of all, financial

1990s changed the outlook of the Thai

gkok International Bank Facility (BIBF) in

1993 increased the capital inflow into Thailand at the rate of 10 percent of GDP per year

between 1990 and 1995. Although this rapid increase helped to sustain Thailand's

economic growth'bver several years, it also increased the current account deficit and the

external debt, including the country's short-term debt. Early signs of the economic crisis

appeared when Thailand's exports began to lose competitiveness in the international

market in 1996

The failure of the Thai economic policy makers to come up with credible policies,

particularly in exchange-rate managemenq worsened the economic situation. The refusal

of the Bank of Thailand (BOT) to devalue, or to float, the baht as early as 1996

contributed to the deepening crisis of confidence among domestic and foreign investors.

More importantly, Thai politics under the Banharn coalition government" which lasted

frorn July 1995 until September 1996, became an obstacle to the possibility of fonnulating

sound economic policy, which was needed to respond to the side effects of financial

's' "PartnersgiveChuanafreehand", BangkokPost, l0 Novemberl99T;utd"Tension-ftlledclimaxto
tightest race", Nalion, 10 November 1997: and "Markets seen strottgly welcoming Chuan's victory",

Business Day,IO November 1997.
rs2 Interview withJiUlgpakorn, Bangkok (11 November 1997); Thana Poopat, "Antidote to cynicism",

Nation, 16 November 7991: and also Michael Vatikiotis, "No quick Fix", Far Easlern Econontic

Review, 13 November 1991 .
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liberalisation. The collapse of the Bangkok Bank of Commerce (BBC) in 1996 and its

economic and political ramifications brought the confidence of the markets to their lowest

level. It was the economic and political legacy of the Banharn coalition government which

was, ultimately, the source of the financial crisis of 1997.

The Chaovalit coalition government, which came to power in November 1996, was

committed to handling two important tasks: providing sound economic policy and political

stability. Under this government, the intemal rivaþ from the early days caused political

instablity. The most harmful rivalry was the conflict over control of economic policy

between Finance Minister Amnuay Viravan and the Chart Pattana P.ty, the second

biggesr coalition pafy, which contribuæd to the inability of the Chaovalit government to

deal with the financial crisis in 1991. This conflict, together with the resignation of

Finance Minister Amnuay in June 1997, sent a strong message to domestic and foreign

investors that the C.haovalit coalition Sovernment lacked unity.

The financial crisis in Thailand deepened with the suspension of 58 troubled

financial institutions and the floating of the baht on 2 Júy 1997 . After spending billions

of US dollars to defend the Thai currency, the govemment had no other option than to ask

for external assistânce from the International Monetary Fund (IMF). Nonetheless, the

implementation of the IMF economic reform package was not an easy process either

economically or politically. This worsened the conflict between the then Finance Minister

Thanong Bidaya and the Chart Pattana Party over the control of e¡onomic policy.

In the political arena, the financial crisis in Thailand increased the pressure on the

Chaovalit government to proceed with constitutional reform. The new constitutioll, which

was passed by the parliarnent in Septernb er 7997 , was an irnportant step towards dealing

with the issues of money politics and vote buying. The new constitution also reflected the
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desire of the Thai people to make the govemment in particular, a¡rd Thai politics in general,

more democratic and account¿ble. r53

Nonetheless, the inability of Prime Minister Chaovalit to gain political support

from his own coalition parties and of his economic ministers to come up with sound and

credible economic policies that could restore confidence in the Thai economy, eventually

brought about the downfall of Chaovalit and his coalition government. On 8 November

1991, a Democrat PartyJed coalition emerged as the new government in Thailand. The

following two chapters will examine in greater detail the political economy of

contemporary Indonesia and the economic crisis that occurred in this country in 1997 and

1998.

'53 Doncr turd Raursay, "Thailand: Frotn Economic Miracle to Economic Crisis"' p. 198
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Indonesia's Economic Boom
and Limited Political Openness

a population of more than 200 million. It is

ally located on the trading route between the

New Order government" which lasted from

1966-1998, Indonesia enjoyed relative political stability and economic progress. But there

is a consensus among scholars that Indonesia is a case where economic success has not

automatically led to political liberalisation.t Economic success in Indonesia was built on

the strong personal power of President Suharto who dominaæd Indonesian politics for

three decades and who became a stumbling block to the establishment of a democratic

political system in Indonesia. However, the economic boom of the 1980s and 1990s

gradually changed the political landscape, leading to limited political openness and

increasing pressure for political change.

This chapter will examine the major factors that influenced the economic boom in

Indonesia during the 1980s and 1990s and their political implications. To understand

more about i! we must look at the historical, social, political, institutional and external

factors that shaped the economic boom. Following this is an examination of the changes

in domestic politics which occurred during the boom period'

This view can be found in Harold Crouch and Hal Hill (eds,) Indonesin Assessment 1992, Political

perspectives onrhc 1990s (Canbena: Department of Political and Social Change, Research School of

Pacific Studies, Aust¡aliar Natiorlal University P, 1992); also see Richard Robison, "Indonesia:

TeDsions in State and Regime" in Kevin Hewison, Richard Robison and Garry Rodan (eds.) Soulheasl

Asict in the 1990,s, Autlnritarianism, Democracy anrl Capitalism (Sydney: Allen ard Unwin, 1993)'

pp.41-74.
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Historical Setting

hree important factors influenced political and economic tife in lndonesia ea-rly

this century. First, Indonesia was still under the rule of the Dutch colonial

govemmenl When Indonesia declared Independence in 1945, it had been

colonialised by the Dutch for about three hundred years; one of the longest colonial

periods in the Southeast Asian region. This experience of colonisaúon created a strong

sense of nationalism arrrong the Indonesian people.2 It also shaped political and economic

developments in Indonesia in the post-independence period.

A second factor was that colonisation also inægrated Indonesia into the world

economy. The Dutch colonial government achieved this by monopolising the trade in

products such as cloves, nutmeg, rattån, Sugar? coffee, tea, teak, rice and other prirnary

products. The colonial government used the Dutch East India Company (VOC)' which in

fact had for more than two hundred years monopolised and controlled the trading routes

across the islands of Indonesia, as a vehicle for domestic and intemational business. It

was in this way that the colonial govemment dominated the economic sector in lndonesia'

Despite this, small groups of people such as indigenous Muslim traders, Arab immigrants,

and Chinese traders were also involved in economic activities. But as Richard Robison

argues, the legacy of colonisation left Indonesia without a strong domestic capitalist class.3

A third factor which influenced economic and political life early this century was

the fact that the Dutch colonial government also created a fragmented society in which

only a few elites -the Dutch and Indonesian aristocrats-occupied the bureaucracy, the

Chinese and a small Indian minority controlled business activities, and the ma-jority of

Indonesians live¿ from, and depended very much on, agricultural activities. This was also

the experience of other colonised countries in the Southeast Asian region. These political

See Benedict Anderson, Imagined Communities, ReJlecrions on the Origin and Spread of Nationalism,

revised edition (London and New York, 1991), pp' 116-118'

Richard Robison, Inlonesia: The Rise of Capitat (Sydney: Allen arìd Uttwitr, 1986), p' 29 '
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and economic structures were not only criticised domestically, but also drew criticism

from outsiders.a They also led to the strengthening of the nationalist movement in

Indonesia.

However, only around the 1920s and the 1930s, when the Dutch colonial

government was criticised by progressive elements in the Netherlands, did it begin to

introduce social reforms. Gradually, the Indonesian people were given a limiæd taste of

democracy through participaúng in public meetings and political gatherings. From here

the nationalist movement blossomed and stimulated the idea of establishing the Indonesia

state.5

When the Japanese defeated the Dutch colonial government in the early 1940s, the

Indonesian nationalist leaders began to think seriously about the future of Indonesian

independence.6 It was at this point that the issue of what kind of poütical system

Indonesia should adopt emerged. Some early leaders preferred an authoritarian political

system with a strong leader who could unify the country. The supporters of this idea

found Japan,s political system a good model.T Therefore, a few Indonesian nationalist

leaders collaborated with the Japanese occupation administration in order to liberate

Indonesia. In addition, the Japanese occupation army also provided training in military

skills for many young Indonesians and the chauvinist and militarist thinking among the

Japanese army officers influenced some of them. With these skills, the Indonesians

started to build what would become the Indonesian army and then prepared for civil war

against the Dutch at the end of the 1940s.

See John S, Furnival, Colonial Policy and Praclice: A Comparative Study of Burma and Neth¿rlands

India (New York: New York University Press, 1947).

M. C. Ricklefs, A History of Modern Indonesia Since c. 1300, Second Edition (London: Macmillan

Press Ltd., 1993), especially chapter fourteen.

See Anton Lucas, One Soul One Struggle, Region and Revolution in lrulonesla (Sydney: Alleu ¿urd

Unwin, 1991), especially chapter four.

Ricklefìs, op.cit, p. 204.
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Mea¡while, other Indonesian nationalist leaders (many of them educated in

Europe) chose other ways. They adrnired the idea of western liber¿rl democracy and

believed the future Indonesia should be built along these lines. In achieving independence

from the Dutch, they prefened diplomacy over military solutions. Despite their

differences, both sides contributed to the struggle for independence and therefore a

combination of these two aspirations featured in potitical life during the revolutionary

period at the end of the 1940s.8 Indeed, Indonesia finally gained its Independence in

August 1945, but the struggle against Dutch was not end at this point.

When the Dutch colonial goverïìment finally left Indonesia at the end of the 1940s,

Indonesia entered a new period of western parliamentary democracy. During the 1950s,

civilian governments rose and fell in quick succession, creating a climate of uncertainty

despiæ the fact that the degree of political participation of the Indonesian people was very

high.e Herb Feith, a long-standing observer of Indonesian politics, documented the

political dynamics of this period and argues that this was the most democratic period in

modem Indonesian history.lo As Adnan Buyung Nasution argued in his study, the desire

of the Indonesian people to create a constitutional government was widespread despite the

fact that Indonesia experienced economic and political uncertainty.l l

During the democratic period, the Indonesian government implemented economic

strategies which had a strong nationalist flavour. Sentiment against foreigners (especially

the Dutch) and foreign capital was very marked during the 1950s. In response to this

mood, various coalition govemments implemented a series of economic policies aimed at

creating a domestic capitalist class in Indonesia. For instance, in 1951, Dr. Sumitro' then

s The best study of the Independence period in Indonesia calt be found in George McT. K¿rhin,

Nationalism and Revolution in Indonesla (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1952).

e Ricklefs, A Hístory of Modern Indonesia, p.237 .

r0 Herbert Fetlh, The bectine of Constitutional Democracy in Indonesia (lthaca: Cornell University

Press, 1962).

', Adn¿n Buyung Nasution, The Aspirarion for Constitulional Governnrcnt in Indonesia: A Socio-legal

Snrly of ihe indones¡an Konsrituante 1956-1959 (Den Haag: ClP-Gegevens Koninklijke Biblioteek'

1992).
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the Minister of Economic Planning, implemented the Urgency Economic Program, aimed

at empowering indigenously-owned business groups by giving subsidies and other

government financial assistance so that they could be strong economically.l2

However, many of them failed simply because the policies were politically

motivated and produced "rent seeker" types of business groups who relied on political

patronage in expanding their business activities, rather than baring there on broader

commercial principles. Also, the rise of anti-foreign sentiment encouraged Sukarno to

nationalise the Dutch-owned and other foreign-owned companies operating in Indonesia.

At the same time, he also declared a state of emergency as local rebellions fla¡ed in various

places. In doing this, Sukarno gave the Indonesian military the mandate to take over these

foreign companies and to impose martial law in t¡oubled regions throughout the country.l3

From 195?.until 1965, Sukarno govemed using a new style of political system

which he called Guided Democracy (Demokrasi Terpimpin).l4 This period was marked

by the heavy involvement of state enterprises in economic activities. Sukarno pursued a

strongly nationalist economic policy that was based on the principle of self-sufficiency.

He also promoted an aggressive foreign policy, with a focus on strengthening the

bargaining position of Third World countries.ls As a result, anti-westem sentiment in

Indonesia (especially towards the US and British) grew very rapidly and caused the

withdrawal of many foreign companies from Indonesia. By the mid 1960s, the

Indonesian economy was on the point of collapse, with basic commodity prices rising

rapidly and inflation rates reaching about 600 percent.r6

r2 Robison, Indonesia: The Rise of Capital'p.41,
13 Ricklefs, A History of Modern Indonesia, pp.259-262.
,. See Daniel S. Lev, The Transition lo Gukled Democracy: Indonesian Politics, 1957-1959 (Ithaca:

Southeast Asia Program, Cornell University, 1966)'

'5 Ricklefs, op.cit, p.273.
16 See Iwan J. Azis, "Indonesia" in John V/illiamson (ed.) The Political Economy of Policy Reþrrn

(Vy'ashington D.C.: Institute for International Economics, 1994), pp. 385-386.
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Politically, Sukarno govemed Indonesia in a dictatorial style and his political

survival was based on the support of major political actors such as the Indonesian

National Party (Partai Nasional Ind.onesia, PNI), the Nahdathul Ulamn (Islam-based

political party), the Indonesian Communist Party (Partai Komunis Indonesia, PKI) and,

lastly, the military. This kind of support, however, eventually crumbled because of the

tension and rivalry among the component groups, particularly benveen the communists

and the military. Later on, this tension led Indonesia into the political crisis of 1965,

which brought Major General Suharto to power.tt The clea¡ winner in this crisis was the

rnilitary and it would soon be shown that the biggest losers were Sukamo himself, the

Indonesian Communist Party and other left-wing organisations.ls

Suharto's Power and the New Order Regime

rty and the departure of President Sukarno

mocracy period and led to the emergence of

longevity of latter cannot be separated from

the role of General Suharto. Unlike the Sarit and Prem regimes in Thailand, Suharto held

power for more than three decades.le The question is why did Suharto and the New

Order government survive for more ttran thirty years and what sort of political system was

built in Indonesia? Many studies have been carried out on the origins and the nature of

the New Order government. It has been described variously as a "military regime", a

"bureaucratic state", a "patrimonial state", a "bureaucratic authoriU¡ian state", a

"corporatist authorita¡ian state", a "bureaucratic pluralist" stâte, and also a "restricted

,t On theroleof thelndonesianmilitaryin the attempted coup in 1965, see Huold Crouch, Tlrc Army

anl Politics in Indonesia (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1978).
rs Ricklefs, A History of Modern Indonesia, pp. 280-281; and also see Benedict Anderson and Ruth

McVey, Apreliminat),Analysis of the October I, 1965 Coup in Indonesia (lthaca: Comell Modern

Indonesia Project, Cornell Urriversity, 1971).
,n Hewasfbrcedtoresignon2lMayl998. Bythenhewasoneoftheworld'slorgestservingpolitical

leaders, seco¡d only to Fidel Castro in Cuba. On the circumstances ol his resignation, sec the

tbllowing chaltter.
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pluralism regime".2O However, it seems that scholars agree that there are three important

{äctors that can be described as the foundations of the New Order government: President

Suha¡to, the miliøry and the bureaucracy.2t

The following section will examine the origins of the New Order government and

the role of President Suharto from 1966-1998, as well as the economic and political

changes which occurred in those years.

StabíIisation and the Economic Recovery Period

Restoring political stability and economic rehabilitation were the two main issues that

Suharto and the New Order government were determined to address. To do this, Suharto

needed the support of the military (particularly the Army) and the bureaucracy. To

achieve political stability Suharto set out, with the support of the military, to repress

members of the Cémmunist Party, and left wing organisations and also the supporters of

former President Sukarno. Over the next two years, an estimated 500,000 people were

killed, mainly in Java and Bali, and a ftrttrer hundred of thousands were imprisoned, some

until the present duy."

After his political opposition was eliminated, Suharto held general elections in

L97l.In the lead-up to those elections, Suharto and the military officers created a new

political organisation called Golongan Karya (Golkar) meaning Functional Groups, as the

government's front runner. Golkar won the 1971 general elections, although not

20 On debate about the theoretical approaches of the New Order government, see Andrew Maclntyre,

Business and Politics in Indonesia (Sydney: Allen and Unwin, 1990), especially chapter two; and also

see Indria Samego, "Politik Pembangunan Orde Baru: Beberapa Interpretasi Teoritik Mengenai Peran

Negara dalam Mengembangkan Pengusaha Nasional" flhe Politics of New Order's Development:

Some Theoretical Interpretation on the Role of State in the Development of National Entrepreneurl in

Syamsuddin and Riza Sihbudi (eds.) Menelaah Kembali Format Polilik Orde Baru lRethinking the

Political Format of New Orderl (Jakarta: LIPI and Gramedia, 1995), pp. 115-141,
t' See Janrie Mackie and Andrew Maclntyre, "Politics" in Hal Hill (ed.) Irulonesia's New Order, The

Dynanrics of Socio-economic Transþnnalion (Sydney: Allen and Unwin, 1994)' pp. 1-53.
,, See Robert Cribb (ed,) The Indonesian Killings of 1965-1966: Studies from Java and Bali (Clztyton:

Monash University Centre of Southeast Asian Studies' 1990).
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overwhelmingly.23 This win was achieved by enforcing political pressure and intimidation

on public servants and the generail population. In the ensuing decades, the New Order

government imposed an authoritarian political system on the country through which it

maintained the domination of Golkar in national politics.

For the task of rehabilitating ttre Indonesian economy, Suharto relied very much

on the support of a team of prominent economists led by Professor Widjojo Nitisastro,

from the Faculty of F¡onomics at the University of Indonesia.za These economists werc

known as the 'Berkeley Mafia' because many of them had graduated from the University

of California at Berkeley in the US in the early 1960s. They advocated a free market and

export-oriented policies and implemented new laws favouring the return of foreign

investors to Indonesia. Suha¡to also asked the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the

V/orld Bank to provide financial and technical assistance during the stabilisation period'

With this support, the technocrats implemented tight fiscal and monetary policies aimed at

controlling inflation.

By the end of the 1960s, the New Order had lowered the inflation rate, imposed

disciplined monetary and fiscal policies, rehabilitated the national infrastructure and, rnore

importantly, created economic growth of between six to ten percent annually.2s This was

quite a significant achievement given the economic legacy of the Sukarno period, helping

thereby in strengthening the legitimacy of President Suharto and the New Order

government.

23 Ricklefs, A History of Modern Indonesia, p. 299; a¡d also see Ken Wud, The I97I Election in

Indonesia: An East Java Case Sraly (Clayton: Monash University Centre of Southeast Asian Studies,

1914).
24 Azis, "Indouesia", p. 398.
2s Hal Hill, The Intlonesian Econonry since 1966 (Melbournc: Canibridge University Press, 1996).
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The Oil Boottt and the Ecottotttic Nationalßnt Pertod

The rise of the international oil price in the 1970s contributed significantly to the

Indonesian economy and its economic growth. In the mid-1970s, the total export earning

from oil was about 70 percent, while non-oil domestic earning was about 25 percent, and

foreign aid was about 12 percent. With the oil money, an increasing number of state-

owned enterprises (SOEs) and big private companies became involved in financing and

investing in a variety of costly industrial projects. This period was also the early phase of

the import-substitution industrialisation (ISI) period. The government implemented

policies to nurture the growth of domestic industries so that they could be protected

against foreign companies. The govemment also initiated many expensive and prestigious

projects such as aircraft building, shipbuilding industries, petrochemical plants, cement,

steel, fertiliser, and other heavy industries, which could not have been funded in earlier

period.26 
,r..

This stage marked the early growth of ethnic Chinese-owned business and also of

a few Indonesian príbumi (native) businesspersons. Their business activities expanded

rapidty because the government gave monopoly rights in a number of a¡eas and

preferential credit and loans to such as Liem Sioe Liong, Bob Hassan, Prajoga Pangestu

and others, had close political connections with many powerful figures including President

Suharto.2T This situation in many respects mirrored relationships between the ethnic

Chinese business leaders and political figures in Thailand during the Sarit period in the

1960s. Such relationship soon strengthened, with the involvement of the Suharto family

in a number of business groups owned by ethnic Chinese.2s

26 Ibid, p. 172.
27 Adam Schwaru,ANation inWaiting,lndonesia in the i,990s (Sydney: Allen and Unwin, 1994), pp.

1 07-1 08.
2* Jamie Mackie, "Changing Pat[erns of Chinese Big Business itt Southeast Asia" in Ruth MacVey (ed.)

Sot.tt.heu.st Asion Capitali.v,l (lthaca: Southeast Asia Prograrn, Cornell University, 1992), p. 180.
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The oil boom period also saw the resurgence of nationalist and protectionist

attitudes to the direction of economic policy in Indonesia. The nationalist and

protectionist camp began to expand their influence by the end of the 1970s and,

consequently, they minimised the role of the technocrat camp.'e The proponents of the

nationalist and protectionist camp in the 1970s included Ibnu Sutowo, the head of the

govemment-owned Indonesian oil company Pertamina, Soehoed and later Hartafo,

Ministers of Industry, and B.J. Habibie, the Minister of Research and Technology.30

This oil boom period was also marked by political and economic crises. The first

of these occurred in Jakarta in January 1974, when students from various universities

protested against the government's economic policies, which favoured foreign investors

(particularly those from Japan).3l The students also attacked the widespread comrption

among high level officers. The protests soon developed into riots, which took place during

an official visit by the Japanese Prime Minister, Kakuei Tanaka. During the same period a

financial crisis occurred, caused by the excessive debt of the government-owned oil

company Pertamina which reportedly reached as high as US$10.5 billion.32 Much of this

money came from overseas banks and financial syndicates.

Both the anti-Japanese protest and the collapse of Pertamina had serious

consequences for President Suharto and the New Order government. The government

suppressed opposition groups within the Parliament itself and at universities across the

country. The government also began to change economic policy, paying more attention to

strengthening the domestic economic players and to the issue of equity for the poor.

2s Ian Chalmers, "Introduction" in Ian Chalmers and Vedi R. Hadiz, The Politics of Economic

Developrnent in Indonesia, Contending Perspectives (London and New York: Routledge, 1997), pp,

22-23.
30 Azis, "Indonesia", pp.411-412; and also Robison, op.cit., pp. 169-170.
3r Robison, ibid, pp. 164-165.
t, On the Pertamina affair, see John Bresnar¡ Managing Indonesia, The Modern Political Econonry Q.J€w

York: Colurnbia Univcrsity Press, 1993), pp. 166-167.
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Nonetheless, Suharto survived politically, as did his regime, but from that point the

direction of Indonesian politics and the economy continued to change.

The Ecottontic D er e gulatíon P erío d

The collapse of the oil price and global economic recession, which occurred in the early

1980s, caused serious problems for the Indonesian economy. The New Order

government responded by seeking sources of revenue from the non-oil sector and, tnore

importantly, by making the Indonesian economy more efficient and open to outsiders.33

Between 1983 and 1989 the goveÍrment gradually introduced measures to deregulate the

financial sector, taxation, customs, exports and imports, tariffs, foreign investment and

state-owned enterprises.to The government also devalued the rupiah in 1983 and 1986 in

order to help exports and to stabilise the balance of payments. The deregulation

measures were generally aimed at reorientating the structure of Indonesia's economy

more toward export-oriented industrialisation (EOI) and increasing the competitiveness of

the Indonesian exports and commodities in the international market.

The 1980s were thus known as the deregulation period. The technocrat camp, also

known as the pro-market camp was the main force behind the formulation of the

deregulation policies. At that time the technocrat camp was represented by prominent

figures such as Ali'Wardana, Radius Prawiro and Sumarlin, who were also members of

the "Berkeley Mafia". It was the deteriorating situation of the Indonesian econorny in

the 1980s that brought the technocrat camp back into position of influence in the

economic policy-making process. But the technocrat camp did not regain this influence

without the support of Suharto himself. This support was certainly needed in order to

give political weight to the implernentation of the deregulation policies. This w¿s sirnil¿r¡

., Janie Mackie, "Indonesia: Economic Growth and Depoliticization" in James Morley (ed.) Driven by

GrowÍh, Potítical clnnge in th¿ Asia-Pacific Region (London: East Gate, 1993), p. 87.
14 See Sjahrir, "The Indonesian Deregulation Process: Problems, Constraints and Prospects" in John Vy'.

Langford and K. Lorne Brownsey (eds.) Econnmic Policy-Making in thz Asia-Pacific Region (Halifax:

Tlre Institute lor Research on Public Policy, 1990), pp. 321-339.
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to the early period of the New Order at the end of the 1960s, when Suharto became

directly involved in discussion with the technocrat oamp (led by Professor Widjojo

Nitisastro) about the details of the economic stabilisation policies.35

However, the implementation of the deregulation policies in the 1980s was not a

smooth process.36 During the 1980s the technocrats, through the Ministry of Finance,

discovered that many of the state-owned enterprises (SOEs) were facing severe debt

problems and were insufficiently funded. Like in Burma (see Chapter Seven), the SOEs

also became the centres of comrption, favouring former military officers and the eliæ

bureaucracy. Since the existence of SOEs was guaranteed by the 1945 Constitution, the

government had a responsibility to protect them. Therefore, deregulation slowly eroded

the economic interests of SOEs and thus developed a political battle line benveen the

technocrat camp and the bureaucrats in SOEs, whose interests were threatened.3T

Not everyone was satisfied with the deregulation of the 1980s. The technocrats

were criticised because of the widening gap betrveen the rich and the poor in Indonesia.

Generally speaking, those who benefited the most from deregulation were the ethnic

Chinese-owned conglomerates and the business groups belonging to the children of

President Suharto and others who had close connections with the political elites.38 There

is plenty of evidence that their business activities expanded during this period. Indeed,

there were not many competitors and therefore since they were already major economic

players in Indonesia, these politically connected business groups were the ones who werc

ready to engage with the new rules of 'market forces' set up by the technocrats.3e

3s Azis, "Illdonesia", p.414.
36 Sjahrir, op.cit, p. 333.
1't Richard Robison, "Politics and Ma¡kets in Indonesia's Post-oil Era" in Garry Rodan, Kevin Hewisolt

and Richa¡d Robiso¡ (eds.) The Political Econotny of South-Easl Asia (Melbourne: Oxford University

Press, 1997), pp. 48-49.
38 Jamie, ,,changing Patterns of Chinese Big Business in Southeast Asia", p. 182.
re Robison, op.cil, pp. 40-41 .
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Despiæ the disputes about the success of deregulation in the 1980s, the

Indonesian economy now became more open and modern than before. This change

expanded the growth of various non-agricultural sectors, such as manufacturing, finance,

and construction (see Table 5.1). This economic boom at the end of the 1980s and the

1990s in many ways strengthened the legitimacy of Suharto and the New Order

government, but, at the same time, it also created new social and political conditions which

Suharto himself was no longer able to ignore.

Table 5.1
Sectoral Contribution to GDP Growth, 1967-1992
(Percent)

urce I Hiil, rne: Press,

1es6),p. 21

Economic Policy-Making Institutions

and early 1980s gave the government more

y and also in shaping the society. During

ed an important role in this respect. These

were the Presidential Office and Cabinet Secretariat, the National Development Planning

Board (Badan. Peren.cana Pembangun.an Nasional, Bappenas), the Ministry of Finance

(MOF), and Bank Indonesia (BI),Indonesia's central bank.

v
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The role of the Presidential Office and Cabinet Secretariat, and in particular of

President Suharto himself, was crucial in the process of formulation and implementation

of economic policy in Indonesia.ao In 1968, for instance, the Economic St¿bilization

Council was set up to oversee the stabilisation policies and Suharto appointed himself

Chairman with members including the governor of Bank Indonesia, the Coordinating

Minister of State for Fronomic, Financial and Industrial Affairs, the head of the National

Development and Planning Agency, and other key ministers.ar 'When the stabilisation

period ended inthe 1960s, the Council's role was downgraded to ministerial level, with a

new name being given to it, ttre Economic Coordinaúng Ministry. Within the Cabinet,

there was also the Monetary Board (Dewan Moneter), headed by the Minister of Finance

(MOF), which played an important role in overseeing monetary and ltnancial policy. The

governor of Bank Indonesia together with other key ministers were members of the

Board. The Board met frequently to discuss macroeconomic issues and then reported

directly to the Presidential Office and Cabinet Secretariat for further consultation or, if

needed, for approval.a2

The National Development Planning Board (Bappenas), which was also formed by

a group of technocrats led by Professor Widjojo Nitisastro, played a crucial role in

preparing policy proposals, including those dealing with the budget, financial allocations,

and annual economic forecasts. Bappenas worked closely with the Ministry of Finance

and Bank Indonesia to ensure that the government implemented the policies of

macroeconomic stability and a balanced budget principle.a3 By holding to the tradition of

fiscal and monetary discipline, Bappenas was regarded as an institution that was

comrnitted to pro-market policies. This was supported by the fact that Bappenas had

strong links with extemal institutions such as the IMF, the World Bank, an<l also the

ao Azis, "Indonesia", p. 398.
al Amar Bhattacharya a¡d Mari Pangestu, Indonesia, DevelopmenÍ Transþrmation and Public Policy

(V/ashilgton D.C.: The World Bank, i993).
a2 Mari Pangestu, "Managing Economic Policy Reforms in Indonesia" in Mari Pangestu (û') Iiconomic

Reþrm, Deregul.ation and Privatizcttion, The lrulonesian Experience (Jak¿uta: Centre tbr Strategic and

International Studies, 1996), P. 7.
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Harvarcl Institute of International Development (HIID).44 Apart from these, there werc

also other policy institutions or think tanks which played a minor role in the policy-

making processes. These were, for instance, the Centre of Strategic and International

Studies (CSIS), the Centre of Policy and Implementation Studies and the Institute of

Indonesian Sciences (Lembaga IImu Pengetahuan In.donesia, LIPI). Their roles were

often limited in providing commentary and suggestions on particular issues to the policy

makers in the government.

Nonetheless, the domination of the technocrat camp was not to last long. It was

challenged by the technologist camp led by then powerful Minister for Research and

Technology, B.J. Habibie. Habibie believed ttrat by embarking on high technology

projects such as aircraft, construction shipbuilding, military industry, telecommunications.

Indonesia could increase its comparative advantage, similar to countries of Europe and

North America.as,.To implement his ideas, Habibie est¿blished insti¡¡tions such as the

Agency for Assessment and Application of Technology (Badnn Penelitian dan

Penerapan Tehnologi, BBPT), the Agency for the Management of Strategic Industries

(Badan Pengelola Industri-Industri Strøtegis, BPIS), the National Research Council

(Dewan Riset National, DRll), and the state-owned aircraft company IPTN (Industri

Pesawat Terbang Nusantara).ou As Richard Robison argues, through these institutions,

the role of Habibie in influencing the policy-making process intensified to the point where

his power was unmatched by any other political leader, except Suharto.aT

43 lbid, pp. 8-9.
44 Bhattacharya and Pangestu, op.cil, p. 39; and also Robison, "Politics and Markets in Indonesia's Post-

oil Era", p. 55.
as For further discussion on Habibie and his intellectual background, see B.J. Hablbie, Ilmu

Pengetahuan, Tehnologi dan Pembangunan Bangsa, Menuju Dimensi Baru Pembangunan Indonesia

(Jakarta: Center for Information and Development Studies, 1995). For foreign observers' comnìents,

see Robert C. Rice, "The Habibie Approach to Science, Technology and National Development" in

Hal Hill and Thee Kian Wie (eds.) Indonesin's Technological Challenge (Singapore and Canberra:

Institute of Southeast Asian Studies ând Research School of Pacihc ard Asian Studies, Australian

National University, 1998), pp. 185-198.
4ó Takashi Shiraishi, "Rewiring the Indonesian State" in Daniel S, Lev ard Ruth McVey (eÀs.) Making

Indone,ria (Ithaca: Southeast Asía Program, Cornell University, 1996)' pp' 111-114.
41 Robison, op.cit, y't. 52.
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It must be mentioned that Habibie arose from his own political consLituency and

his political skills improved subsequently. In the early 1990s, for instance, Habibie and

his supporters set up a think tank called the Centre for Information and Development

Studies (CIDES). Through CIDES, Habibie disseminated his ideas and engaged in

public debate on issues as diverse as the economy, politics, culture, and human rights.as

Habibie's position was further strengthened when he was appointed as the head of the

influential Indonesian Muslim scholars' organisation ICMI (Ikatart Cendekiawan Muslim

Indonesia) and of the ruling party Golkar.ae He had the support of several important

figures in the govemment, including the Minister of Industry Hartarto and Ginandjar

Kartasasmita who was the head of Bappenas from 1993-1997 . Habibie demonstrated his

power by appointing his supporters (many of whom came from ICMD to ministerial

positions in Suharto's new cabinet ín 1993.

As a proponent of high technology policies, Habibie was always at odds with the

technocrat camp, or those who advocated free-market policies such as the IMF and the

World Bank. The technocrat camp held the opinion that Habibie's high technology

projects needed a. gre t deal of capital and, at the same time, were unprofitable and

therefore created financial burdens for the government. One of Habibie's many high

technology projects was the first Indonesian-made jet aircraft projec! which cost the

government about US$2 billion.sO But since many of the high-cost projects carried out by

Habibie's institutions received approval from Suharto, it was difficult for the technocrat

camp to win their case.

Later on, the rivalry between the technocrat and the technologist camps over the

policy-making process became more pronounced, especially during Suharto's Sixth

4a For more information about CIDES, see <http://www.cides.org.id>
4e See Robert Vy'. Hefuer, "Islam, State, and Civil Society: ICMI and the Struggle for the Iudonesian

Middle Class", Indonesia, ro. 56 (1993), pp. 1-35.
50 See Ross H. Mcleod, "Some Comments on 'The Funding of PT DSTP: A High-Technology

Project"' in Hal Hill ard Thee Kian Wie (eds.) Irulonesia's Technological Challenge (Singapore zuü
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Cabinet period (1993-1997). This also exposed the lack of unity among the policy

makers in Indonesia. Evidence of this rivalry can be found in the events that led to

Indonesia's economic crisis in 1997, which I will explore in detail in Chapter Six.

It can be argued that the economic policy-making process under the New Order

govemment was very much insulated from social pressure. Andrew Maclntyre describes

correctly the nature of the policy-making process in Indonesia, when he writes:

In this environment, policy-making has very largely been in the
hands of the bureaucrats, who have been able to operate with relative
immunity from collective societal demands' With the important
exceptioi of particular patrimonial links between individual officials
and business-people, the prevailing picture is that the economic-
pgligy making is.maiPy a story of bargaining and alliance building
within the state elite.'

Indeed, the insulated and 'elitist' nature of the economic policy-making process in

Indonesia remained unchanged during the 1980s and 1990s.

Domestic Business Groups and the Ethnicity Issue

Ited from an informal domestic coalition

antly ethnic Chinese business leaders, the

ition was formed soon after Suharto assumed

power and he needed to encourage its role in order to ensure that his economic policies

would foster economic growth in Indonesia. In addition, Suharto developed an ideology of

'development' , or pembangunan, a state ideology that engineered the Indonesian people

to participate in different forms of economic activities throughout the country.s2

Canbena: Institute of Southeast Asian Studies ard Resea¡ch School of Pacific and Asian Studies,

Australian National University, 1998), pp. 234-237 '
5t Andrew Maclntyre, "The Politics of Finance in Indonesia: Command, Confusion, and Competitiolì"

in Stephan Haggard, Chung H. Lee and Sylvia Maxheld (eds.) Thc Politics of Fircnce in Developing

Countries (Ithaca and London: Cornell University Press, 1993), p. 154
t, On the ideology ol pembangunan, see Chalmers, "Iut¡oduction" in The Politic,ç of Economic

Developrnenl in Indonesia, Contending Perspcctives, pp. 4-5.
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In practice, however, Suha¡to and the coalition relied very much on the skills of the

ethnic Chinese businesspeople in encouraging economic activity in Indonesia. And since

only a few native Indonesians were involved in business and since the ethnic Chinese

already controlled the business sector and the distribution of goods throughout Indonesia,

the economic area became more than ever the place where the ethnic Chinese

concentrated (Table 5.2).tt

The success of this domestic coalition in creating the conditions for economic

boom was evidenced during the 1980s and the 1990s. This period saw the expansion of

the ethnic Chinese-owned businesses into conglomerates. Apart from the ethnic Chinese,

the business groups owned by the Suharto family were also among those which benefiæd

from the economic boom. The Suharto family members in business included

Sudwikatmono (Suharto's cousin), Probosutedjo (Suharto's foster brother), Siti Harjati

Rukmana or "Tutut" ( Suharto's eldest daughter), Sigit (Suharto's oldest son), Bambang

Trihatmodjo (Suharto's second son), and Hutomo "Tommy" Mandala Putra (Suharto's

youngest son). Much has already been written about the family wealth of President

Suharto.sa

However, it must be pointed out that at the beginning the Suharto family

members were helped by ethnic Chinese business leaders in developing their business

companies. This type of cosy relationship became common practice in the Indonesian

business world. The Chinese-owned companies appointed members of Suharto's

family to the boards of their companies and gave them minor share holdings in latter.

53 Interview with Dr. Alex Irwan, Jakarta, 23 September 7991
s4 Schwa¡2, A Nation in Wailing, pp. 139-144.
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For instance, Sigit and Tuh¡t were given shares in Liem Sioe Liong's Bank Central Asia,

and Tommy held shares in Bob Hasan's companies.ss

Table 5.2
Major Business Gonglomerates in lndonesia

urce: al Hill, The lndonesian v ce 1966 (Melbourne: Ca ge Press,
19s6), p. 111

5s For ¡nore discussion on the Bank Central Asia, see Robison, Indonesia: The Rise of Capital, pp. 306-

308.

n

1Cement, finance, autos,
aoro-industrv

450Liem Sioe LiongSalim

205 2Autos, estatesAstra Prasetia Mulya grouP and Public
3Finance 78Mochtar RiadyLippo
4Agro-industry, pulp and
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150Eka Tjipta WidjajaSinar Mas

6 5Kretek cigarettesRachman HalimGudang
Garam

92 bTimber, estatesBob Hassan, Sigit Hardjojudanto
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92 7TimberPrajogo PangestuBarito
Pacific
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chemicals
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I54TextilesArgo
Manunqqal

The Ning King

10Agro-industry, real
estate

151Dharmala Soehargo Gondokusumo

25 11Kretek cigarettesBudi and Michael HartonoDjarum
59 12Real estate, financeOngko Kaharudin Ongko

13Finance 43Mu'min Ali GunawanPanin
41 14ChemicalsRodamas Tan Siong Kie

242 15Property, estates, tradeSurya Raya Soerjadjaja
60 16Real estateJan Darmadi Jan Darmadi
32 17Murdaya Widyawimarta Poo Electronics, electric¡tyCCM/Berca

18Oil, trade, chemicals 11Hutomo "Tommy" Mandala
Putera

Humpuss

49 19Tyres, finance, real
estate

Gadjah
Tunooal

Sjamsul Nursalim

66 20Pulp and rayon, financeRaja Garuda
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Sukanto Tanoto

Chemicals, autos 78 21Sofjan WanandiGemala
Real estate 57 22Tjiputra ad othersPembanguna

n JaVa
57 23Real estateMetropolitan several
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Finance 39 23Julius TahijaTahija

Company Principalowner No. of
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(1ee3)
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With economic deregulaúon, new business opportunities opened up and

conglomerates were able to do business in a wide range of ateas, including cemenf flour,

automotive industries, banking, electric industries, manufacturing, textiles, pharmaceutical,

retail, transportâtion, telecommunications, and property. The ethnic Chinese-owned

conglomerates became major players in banking, agribusiness, manufacturing, and other

sectors, while Bambang Trihatmodjo (Suharto's second son), through his conglomerate

Bimanta¡a, became the first to establish a private ælevision channel in Indonesia. There

were a number of other successful Indonesian or pribumi business figures such as

Aburizal Bakrie (the Bakrie Group), Fadel Muhammad (Bukaka Group), Fahmi Idris

(Kodel Group), Imam Taufik (Gunanusa Utama Group), Ponco Sutowo (Nugra Santana

Group), Agus Kartasasmita (Catur Yasa Group), Bambang V/iyoga (V/iyoga Group), and

Siswono Yudohusodo. These figures emerged as new economic players in Indonesia.s6

Many of their business activities flourished because of political connections with the then

State Secretary Sogdharmono and the Junior Minister for Domestic Industry Ginandjar

Kârtasasmita.57

However, among the problems which emerged during the boom period were the

issues of equality and ethnicity. Not everyone could enjoy, let alone benefit, from the

economic boom in Indonesia. The economic boom widened the gap between the rich and

the poor in Indonesia. It also divided the country into two arenas: city and countryside,

the former being associated with modernity and economic growth, the latter with decline

and stagnation.58 lndeed, the boom enjoyed by those who had resources and those who

had political links with the elite and the bureaucracy. Those who had been excluded frorn

it were the ordinary urban and rural people, and those who had been critical of the

economic and political policies of the New Order government.

só Schwarz, op.cit, p. 128.
51 On the roles of Sudharmono and Ginaniar in expanding the role of Indonesian pribumi busittess

fìgures, see Jeflrey Winters, Power in Motion: Capital Mobility and the Inrlonesian State (l¡haca:,

Cornell University Press, 1996)
s8 Schwarz, A Nation in Wailing, p. 58.
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Sentirnent against the ethnic Chinese increased during the boom period. Although

the government attempted to encourage pribumi businesspeople, it failed to create business

groups that could match the strength of the ethnic Chinese in the economy. E. Shobirin

Nadj, senior ressarcher at Centre for the Study of Democracy, puts this in the following

way:

One policy to balance
Chinese businesspeopl
pribumi businesspeopl
it can be said now
businesspeople have lacked professional skills and many have failed.
And indèed, they have not engaged in pure business. They have
relied on facilities. I think I can say that the Chinese have also
advanced because of facilities, but they have carried out their
business in a proper, businesslike manner, with the result that they
have been aulå to advance, to develop.se

The ethnic Chinese controlled about 70 percent of the private sector of the economy in

Indonesia in the 1990s.60 As in Thailand, the success of the ethnic Chinese in the

economy arose not only from their business skills but also from their connections with the

politicat elites, including Suharto. This type of relationship was not new and parallels can

be drawn on this point with the other countries in the Southeast Asian region.ur Indeed,

the success of the Chinese in the economic arena had long been the subject of suspicion

and jealousy from ordinary Indonesians.

External Factors

oreign aid frorn Western countries, especially the US and Japan, also

contributed to economic growth in Indonesia. In 1967 the Western countries

formed a consortium known as the Inter-Governmental Group on Indonesia

se Interview with E. Shobirin Nadj, Jakarta, 19 Septenibet 199'l .

60 Schwarz, op.cit, p. 99 .

6f Rtrtlr McVey, "The Mtitcrialization of the Southeast Asian Entrepreneur" in Soutlrcast Asian

Cupitalist,s (Ithacâ: Southeast Asian Progran, Cornell University, 1992), pp.7-33,
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(IGGI).6'? The involvement of the IGGI in Indonesia cannot be underestimated especially

since this consortium helped Indonesia to deal with the balance of payments crisis at the

end of the 1960s. Although Indonesia was not entirely dependent on foreign aid to

finance its economic activities, the IGGI (laær renamed the Consortium on Government of

Indonesia, CGI) continued to provide financial aid throughout the New Order period.

As with Thailand, from the 1980s Japan replaced the US as Indonesia's major

trading partner. This resulted from the strength of the Japanese economy and the yen,

which encouraged Japanese companies to relocate their business activities to the Southeast

Asian region, including Indonesia. The expansion of Japanese investnent indeed assisted

economic growth in Indonesia, which had begun to implement economic deregulation

(Table 5.3).

Table 5.3
Major Foreign lnvestors in lndonesia, 1980 and 1992
(percent of total) ...

Source: Hal
'lee6), p. e0
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62 Hal Hill, The Indoncsian Econonry since 1966, pp. 65-66
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Indonesi¿ prevailed in the manufacturing sector. For instance, tho Ast¡a Group, a joint

venture between the Suryadjaya family and Honda, dominated the automoúve sector in

Indonesia over three decades.63

Limited Potitical Openness and Pressure for Political Change

n of economic deregulaúon in the 1980s

an politics. To understand the political

period, we must look closely at the factors

that influenced the dynamics of political change in the 1990s. These were political

openness, the political succession issue, the domination of the Indonesian military, the role

of parliament, and the emergence of non-state actors in national politics.

The Needfor Political Openness (Keterbukaan Polítík)

The first signs of the growing pressure for political change in Indonesia emerged at the

end of the 1980s when Indonesians participaæd in a series of public debates on political

openness, or keterbukann politik. The phrase "political openness" itself originated from

Paul Wolfowitz, then US ambassador to Indonesia, in his farewell speech in 1989.

Poliúcal openness quickly became t "bnzzword" in Indonesia.6a The government was

unable to ignore this.

Even among the numbers of the Indonesian elite, including Suharto, there was

acknowledgment that political openness was needed, as Indonesia became more open

economically, and there was acknowledgment that this could only be done by allowing

63 See Yuri Sato, "The Astra Group: A Pioneer of Management Modernization in Indonesia", Ift¿

Developing Economies, vol. xxxiv, no. (September 1996),pp.247-280.
64 On thedebateaboutpolitical openness at the end ol the 1980s, see Max Lane, 'Openness', Prtlitical

Disconlenî and Succe ssion in Indonesia: Political Developnrents in Indonesia, 1989-91 (Brisbiute:

Centre tbr the Study ol Australia-Asia Relations, Griffìth University, 1991).
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indivictu¿ils to speak fieely on national issues.ut Other high profile figures like the late

General Surnitro and the Petition of 50 (Petisl50) Group (a group of retired generals and

politicians who had been critical of Suharto) suggested that there was a need for reform of

the existing political system, and that this would require allowing more political parties to

contest general elections, creating a new electoral system, and strengthening the

Parliament.66 The non-state actors such as NGOs, students, and academics used the

debates on political opennoss as a starting point from which to argue the need for fully

democratising the Indonesian poliúcal system.67

For a short period between 1990 and 1994, which was known as the jaman

keterbuknan politik (the period of political openness), urban Indonesians experienced

relative freedom of speech and expression. This is not to say that a real and genuine

democratic space was established in Indonesia. During this period, in fact, the government

continued to carry,r.out political crackdowns, such as banning theatre performances and

repressing student protests, workers' disputes, and NGO activities in a number of cities.68

But the most serious crackdown that ended the period of political openness came on 21

June 1994, when the Minister of Information Harmoko banned two respected weekly

news magazines Tempo and Editor, and the tabloid Detik.6e

We can reach some conclusions here. It can be argued that there are several

factors that might have influenced the government officials to clamp down on the public

debate about political openness. First, the meaning of political openness had been

interpreted in different ways, and it seemed many govemment officials at both upper and

6s Suharto mentioned the need for political openness in Indonesia during his speech to celebrate

Independence Day in August 1990. See Schwa¡2, A Nation ín Waiting, p.231.
uu Lane, op.cit., p.35.
6't On the opposition rnovelÌtent in the 1990s, see Edward Aspinall, "The Broadening Base ol Political

Opposition in Indonesia" in Garry Rodan (ed.) Political Oppositions in Industrialising Asia (London

and New York: Routle dge, 1996), pp. 215-240.
68 Theatreperformances of Suks¿si ud Opera Kecoa organised by Nano Riantiarno were banned by the

authorities. See Schwarz, A Nation in Waiting, pp.232-233.
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lower levels had no clear idea about what was and what was not "allowed" during the

brief period of political openness. The safest way wàs to use security-minded approaches

in responding to the growing public demands for poliúcal openness. Second, it is

suggested that President Suharto himself was the one who decided to end the period of

political openness, when it appeared that the debate had reached a level which could have

threatened his power. At that time, and especially between 1992-1993, he was securing his

presidential reelection and, consequently, he and his supporters wanted to ensure that he

would be nominated again and his political future secured.T0

Furthermore, there was no consensus among the political elites about the scope

and nature of political openness. This made it hard for either side, both the pro-status quo

and the pro-reform camps, to come to a consensus about what sort of political openness

suited Indonesia. An idea put forward by Arief Budiman, a well-known political analyst,

deserves mention here. In a paper published in 1992, he argued a point about limited

democracy; he writing:

This democracy exists when there is a conflict among the state_ elites.

This conflict aiso creates some kind of democratic space. People
can the 'powers that be', and be protected by
the wever, when the conflict withitl the elites
is o ce wili probably disappear also.Tr

The conflict in question here was the disagreement of top military leaders (led by Chief of

the Armed Forces General Benny Murdani) over Suharto's decision to appoint

Sudharmono as Vice-President in 1988.72 This conflict was not resolved until Suharto was

re-elected as President at the Peoples' Consultative Assembly (Maielis Permusyawaratan

Raþar) meeting in 1993. The price for the appointment of Sudharmono was thât General

un For further discussion on this issue, see Ariel Heryanto, "Indonesian Middle-Ctass Opposition in the

1990s" in Gany Rodan (ed.) Political Oppositions in Industrialising Asia (London and New York:

Routledge, 1996), pp. 241-271.
70 In fact, Suharto wai re-elected without opposition for the 1993-1998 term ard former Chief of Armed

Forces, General Try Sutrisno was elected as Vice-President.
t' A¡ief Budiman, "hldonesian Politics in the 1990s" in Harold Crouch and Hal Hill (eds.) Irulonesia

Assessment 1992, Political Perspectives on the 1990s (Cznbena: Department of Political ard Social

Change, Research School of Pacihc Studies, Australian National University, 1992),p.132.
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Benny Murdani and his supporters lost their positions in the government, as Suharto

moved quickly eliminate his opponents and critics in 1993.

The other factor that made the period of political openness short-lived can be

found in the nature of the civil society in Indonesia. There has been much debate on this

issue and the general consensus is that the creation of a democratic political system in

Indonesia will only be achieved when the civil society is strong.?3 As Budiman has

pointed out, civil society in Indonesia was weak and divided along religious, racial and

class lines.Ta More importantly, there was not a solid and united opposition force that

could challenge Suharto. In other words, there was no coalition of opposition groups that

could replace the New Order government. The result was that Suharto and his

govemment found it relatively easy to defeat the opposition forces.

The P olítica.I Sacce s si.on D eb acle

Another important factor in lndonesian politics in the 1990s was the uncertainty

surrounding the political succession of President Suharto. President Suharto had

dominated Indonesian politics since the 1960s. The authoritarian political system ensured

Suharto's supremacy over other contenders for power. His political survival was based

on his capacity to create and manipulate a situation where every poliúcal group and leader

looked for his support, and thus he easily exercised his power whenever and however he

chose. In the s¿rme way, Suharto was able to eliminate potential contenders for his power,

?2 Michael Vatikiotis, Indonesian Politics unrler Suharto, Order, Development arul Pressure J'or Change

(London andNew York Routledge, 1993), p. 145'
?3 For a discussion on civil society in Indonesia, see Arief Budiman, "Int¡oduction: From A Conlerence

to a Book", in fuief Budiman (ed.), State and Civil Society in Indonesia (Clayton: Centre of

Southeast Asian Studies, Monash University, 1990), pp.1-14; and also, see Muhammad AS Hikam'

Demokrasi dan Civil Society (Jakarta: LP3ES, 1996).
'ta Budiman, "Iudonesian Politics in the 1990s", pp. 133-134.
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whether they were students, civili¿ur politicians, or former generals.Ts In describing

Suharto's personal power, Loekman Soetrisno, a respected scholar, says:

...oneissuethatis problematic in Indonesia is that decision-making
is in the hands of a single person, that is Suharto...because he is

he dies, nothing is really ready. The system does rtot yet really
function. This could be a big problem for Indonesia.'"

During the period of political openness, the political succession issue became an important

discussion topic in Indonesia. Questions arose both domestically and internationally:

Who would replace Suharto? V/ould he handle the political succession smoothly? When

would it take place and would the nature of Indonesian politics change when he was

finally gone? No one knew the answers, of course. Given the extent of Suharto's power,

it was impossible to sustain potitical openness in Indonesia without including him in the

process. Until Suharto was forced to resign in May 1998, any effort towards estabJishing

a democratic political system in Indonesia as fraught with difficulty.TT

A number of historical and political factors made the political succession in

Indonesia a compelling issue. First, Indonesia had no experience of a peaceful and

smooth transition from one political regime to another. The Dutch colonial government

left Indonesia and was replaced by the Japanese through a war, and it was again through

war that Indonesia gained its Independence. The transition from Sukarno to Suharto in

the mid-1960s was accornpanied by econornic, political and social crises, which

traumatised a whole generation of Indonesians. Most Indonesian political leaders had no

experience in, or understanding of, proper institutional mechanisms for political

succession. Second, related to the above point is the fact that it was â failure of the

ts Ou oppositional politics within the Indonesian ArmedForces during the 1980s, see David Jenkins,

Soeltnrto and his Generals: lndonesian Military Politics ]975-1983 (lthaca: Corllell Modern hdonesia

Project, Cornell University, 1984).
76 Interview with Profcssor Loekmall Soetrisno, Yogyakiuta, 15 August 1997.
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existing political system that it did not address the poliúcal succession issue. In the

absence of any system of "checks and balances" a situaúon was created in which Suharto

could act as a dictator, and Suharto would become a victim of the political systern he

created. Third, the issue of Suharto's children also complicated the political succession

issue in Indonesia. With the involvement of his children in a wide range of businesses

with monopoly rights and other special privileges, Suharto held concerns for their safety

in the future when he would be no longer in power.78

In sum, it is suggested that the short period of political openness that ended in

L994 falled to change the political system which already had provided Suharto with too

much power. Although a democratic space emerged during this period, there was no

development of political initiatives that could have led to the establishment of more

representative political system in Indonesia. This happened partly because the civil society

in Indonesia was Jveak and also because there was no organised opposition group to

challenge the New Order government. In addition, the absence of a structure through

which the question of the political succession of could be addressed made it difficult for

the government to change the course of Indonesian politics.

Questioning the Politicql Rolc of the Indonesian MiIiøry

During the period of political openness in the 1990s, more and more Indonesians, even

former rnilitary leaders, began to openly question the role of the Indonesian militaty

(An.gkatan Bersenjata Repubtik Indonesia or ABRI) in politics.Te Criticisrn of the

?? Vatikiotis,Indonesian Politics under Suharto, pp. 739-164; and also Schwarz, A Nation in Wailing,

pp.276-281.
't8 

Suharto's cotìcern can be seen to have been well-founded on the basis that one of his children, Hutomo

"Tommy" Mandala Putera, is currently on trial for corruption.
t, For instance, see Hasnan Habib, "The Role of the Afmed Forces in Indonesia's Future Political

Development", in Harold Crouch and Hal Hill (eís) Indonesn AssessmenÍ 1992, Political

Perspectives on th¿ i990s (Canbena: Department of Political and Social Change, Research School of

Pacihc Studies, Australian National University, 1992), pp. 83-94; and also Soemitro, "Tetnpat and

Peran Abri dalam Politik" [Place and the Role of Armed Forces in Politics] in Rustam lbrahim (ed')

Mentpertimbangkan Kenúati Format Politik Orde Baru lRethiuking the Political Format. of the New

Orderl (Jakarta: Center lor the Study of Democracy, 1997)' pp. 113-121.
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Inclonesian rnilitary focused on three things.*o First, the need to abolish the appointment

system for representatives of the Indonesian military in the House of Representatives

(Dewan Perwakilan Raþat, DPR). Until the 1990s the military had always been

allocated 100 seats in the House of Representatives. The public demanded that the

allocation of seats for the military be reduced gradually, or even abolished, in order to

make the House of Representatives more democratic and more accountable to the people.

Second, there was pressure for the Indonesian military to withdraw from its political role

and to allow civilian leaders to take charge of political and social affairs, on the grounds

that as Indonesia approached the challenges and complexities of the new millennium, there

was a need for the Indonesian military to be more professional in its own field, that is

rnilitary affairs. Thirdly, there was a call for the mititary to take a starld for the interests of

the nation.sr

The difficulry of removing the Indonesian military from politics is primarily

centered on the insistence of them to adopt what was known in Indonesia as its dual

function (dwifungsi) role. The roots of dwi fungsí are found in the Independence period

of the 1940s, and it was developed into a concept by General Nasution in the 1950s with

the aim of increasing the military involvement in non-military affairs.s2 After Suharto

gained power in 1966, he used the concept to institutionalise the role of the military in

politics, with the result that it soon dominated the political and economic life of the nation.

so For instance, in 1996, the Institute of lndonesian Sciences (I*mbaga IImu Pengetahuan Indonesia,

LIPI), outlined a proposal calling for a gradual reduction of the number of military seats in the House

of Representatives. See LIPI, "Menuju Reformasi Politik Orde Baru: Beberapa Usulan Perbaikan"

[Towards Politica] Reform of the New Order: Some Suggestions for Improvementl in Syarnsudin

Haris and Riza Sihbudi (eds.) Menelaah Kembali Formnt Politik Orde Baru [Rethinking the Political

Fornat of the New Orderl (Jakarta: Gramedia Pustaka Utama, 1996)' pp. 182-191.
8r Harold Crouch, "Masalah Dwifungsi ABzu" [On the Dual Function of the Indonesian fumed Forces]

in Syamsuddin Haris and Riza Sihbudi (eds.) Menelanh Kembali Format Politik Orde Baru

[Rethinking about the Political Format of the New Order] (Jakarta:Gramedia Pustaka Utana, 1996),

pp.97-114.
82 On the origins of the dual function role, see Salim Said, Genesis of Power: General Sudirnnn and the

Intlone,siun Military in Pol.itit:,¡, 1945-1949 (Jakarta: Pustaka Sinar Harapan, 1992).
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In contrast to Thailand, where the ilrvolvement of the Thai rnilitary in politics

gradually decreased during the 1990s, the Indonesian military maintained its dominant

position. Many military officers, both active and retired, occupied top positions in the

bureaucracy, Parliament, stâte-owned enterprises (SOEs), and in the Cabinet. The

Indonesian military had since the 1960s controlled the social and political life of the nation

by using a security network system that provided a chain of command from the cities

down to the smallest village units throughout lndonesia.s' This domination caused

resentment not only among civilian politicians, but also with more radical groups such as

students and activists who betieved that the military's dwi fungsi role was a rnajor

stumbling block on the path to the establishment of a democratic political system in

Indonesia.sa

The Weøk Parlíanrcnt

The New Order govemment put in place a political system that put a emphasis on

"harmony" over "conflict" in solving political differences. In Indonesia this principle

was known as musyawarah untuk mufakat (decision based on a mutual agreement). This

political system did not recognise the government-opposition type of political culture

which operates in most Western democratic countries. To implernent it, the New Order

government allowed only three political parties to compete in the general elections and to

be represented in the House of Representatives. These political parties were the ruling

party Golongan Karya (Golkar), the Partai Demokrasi Indonesia, (PDI, the Indonesian

Democratic P*y, which was an alliance of the nationalist and Christian-based political

parties) and the Partai Persatuan Pembangunan, (PPP, or the Development Unity Party),

an alliance of Islarn-based political parties.

83 Ricklefs, A History of Modern Indonesia, pp.267 -268.
a4 LIpI, "Menuju Reformasi Politik Orde Bam: Beberapa Usulart Perbaikan" [Towtuds Political Rclorm

of the New Order: Some Suggestions for Inrproveruentl, p. 184.
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From the 7971 general election until the most recent in 1997, the Golkar Party

won overwhelmingly (Figure 5.1). Consequently, six general elections in Indonesia nover

changed the government or the head of state, President Suharto. Rather they formalised

and justified the dominance of the New Order government in power. In addition, Golkar

occupied more than fifty percent of 400 seats for elecæd members in the House of

Representatives, and with the support of the appointed members from the Indonesian

rnilitary, the bargaining position of Golkar easily overwhelmed that of the other two

parties. Furthermore, a legislative branch of the government, the DPR was basically weak.

It never scrutinised or used its legislative rights. Hadimulyo, a member of parliament from

the Development Unity Party observed:

As a legistative body, parliament indeed formulates laws. But the
1945 Cónstitution states that this should be done with the President.

the agreement of
initiative, but from
single law initiated

In other words, during the New Order period, the House of Representatives operated only

as a rubber stamp for government policies. During the 1990s the demands for reform of

the existing political system and the House of Representatives became stronger and

louder. The rapid economic changes that had resulted in the expansion of the educated

and middle class had also gradually changed poliúcal expectations in Indonesia. This, of

course, put pressure on the House of Representaúves to perform well in representing the

people as well as in constructively criticising govemment policies. But with political

parties under tight control and with appointed military representatives, the House of

Representatives was simply not able to represent the interests and aspirations of the

Indonesian people whose demands were more sophisticated than two or three decades

ago.

85 lntervicw with Hadimulyo, Jakarta, 16 Septembcr 1997
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Figure 5.1
The Results of General Elections in lndonesia,

1971-1997 (Percent)
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Source: Priyambudi Sulistiyanto, 'The May 1997 General Election in lndonesia,
What Went'Wrong?, Cunént Affairs Bu1etin, vol. 74, no. 2 (August-September,

1 e97).

Arbi Sanit, an Indonesian political scientist, argued n 1997 that the political

system was basically unsustainable and therefore had to be changed.só He proposed a

wide range of reforms including reforming the political parties regulations and the

electoral 1aw, establishing political parties, making political parties more independent

financially, abolishing the appoinftnent system for military representâtives, and

strengthening the bargaining position of the House of Representâtives as a legislative

body.87 In the lead-up to the resignation of Suharto in 1998, there were no attempts to

reform the political system in Indonesia. It could be concluded, therefore, that the

establishment of more democratic political system in Indonesia, would only be possible

when Suharto was no longer in power.

The Non-State Actors ønd Pressure for Political Change

Although the existing political system and the formal political institutions had not changed

much in over three rlecacies, the rapid economic growth that Indonesia enjoyed during the

1980s a¡<l into the 1990s had inlluenced the emergence of non-state àctors in national

s6 Arbi Sanit, "Transformasi Pa¡tai dan Reformasi Sistem Kepartaian Indonesia" in Rustam Ibrahim (ed.)

Menrpertinùangkan Kenùali Fonnal Orde Baru (Jakarta: Centre for the Study ol Democracy, 1997),

pp.83-95.
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politics. Contrast to Thailand, the emergence of these non-state actors in Indonesia did

not lead to the growth of a civil society to the point that it could act as a counter-bàlance to

the New Order government.8s Nonetheless, the emergence of these non-state actors was

importang particularly as they became advocates for political change in Indonesia.

Andrew Maclntyre point out that business groups were beginning to influence the policy

making process too, but it is suggested that the political system under Suharto did not

allow non-bureaucratic groups to participate to any significant extent.se The following

section examines briefly the groups into which the non-state actors could be classified.

The Elites and Moderate GrouPs

The elite conflict that occurred during the 1980s resulted in the opening of a democratic

space in Indonesia. It was during this time that a number of small groupings consistently

called for political,g.hange in Indonesia. These were, for instance, the Petition of 50 (Petisi

50) group, the Forum for the Restoration of Public Sovereignty (Forum untuk Pemalihan

Kedaulatan Raþat, FPKR), the Indonesian League for the Restoration of Democracy,

and the Democracy Forum (Forum Demokrasi, Fordem). The political orientation of

these groups was basically moderate and therefore they accommodated people from a

variety of backgrounds, including retired generals, politicians, former bureaucrats,

inællectuals, academics, prominent lawyers, senior journalists, businesspeople and also

religious leaders. Two of them, the FPKR and the Forum Demokrasi, will be described

here.

The FPKR was formed in May 1991 in Jakarta and was led by three prominent

figures, namely retired Lt. Gen. Dharsono, Abdul Madjid, and Professor Deliar Noer.e0

This political group was àn interesting one because it represented a broad politicztl

8t lbid., p.93.
88 Hikam, Demokrasi dan CivíI Society, pp. 7-8'
8e Andrew Maclntyre, "State-Society Relations in New Order Indonesia: The Case of Busittess" in fuief

Budiman (ei.) State and Civit Society in Indonesia (Claytou: Cent¡e of Southeast Asian Studies,

Monash University, 1990), pp. 369-394.
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coalition of progressive elements of the military, nationalists, and modernist Islam leaders.

This coalition called for the restoration of the people's rights, and they believed this could

be achieved by strengthening the bargaining position of the parliament against the

govemment. The Forum Demokrasi was formed in April 1991. and was led

Abdurrachman Wahid, the leader of Nahdlatul Ulama (the largest Islamic organisation in

Indonesia) with the support of 45 prominent figures such as the well-known Catholic

priest Y.B. Mangunwijaya, the human rights lawyer T. Mulya Lubis, the outspoken

academic Arief Budiman, and the journalist Gunawan Muhammad.el The Forum

Demokrasi was not a political party, but a forum where Indonesians could engage freely in

debate and discussion about the importance of democracy in Indonesia. Its fbcus,

therefore, was on public education and influencing govemment policy rather than on

organising a popular or mass movement with the aim of replacing President Suharto and

the New Order government.

The Middle Class-based GrouPs

In the debate about the emergence of the Indonesian middle-class during the 1980s and

the 1990s, it was generally accepted that its political role was a weak one and that therefore

it had not become a driving force for democratisation in Indonesia.e2 Barrington Moore

argued in his seminal work, Social Origins of Dictatorship and Democracy that this was

eo Lane, 'Openness', Potitical Discontent and Succession in Indonesia,pp.69-70'
er It must be noted that according to Abdurrahman Wahid the establishment of the Forum Demokrasi

was prompted by the rise of sectarianism in Indonesian politics especialty after President Suharto

op"oly gave his support to the formation of the Indonesian Muslim scholars organisation ICMI. See

Cìlin Brown, "Political Developments, 1990-91" in Hal Hill (ed.) Indonesia Assessment I99I
(Canberra: Department of Political and Social Change, Research School of Pacific Studies, the

Australian National University, 1991), pp. 4'7-48; Harold Crouch, "An Ageing President, An Ageing

Regime" in Harold Crouch and Hal Hill (eds.) Indon¿sín Assessment 1992, Polilical Perspectives on

the 1990s (Canberra: Department of Political and Social Change: Resea¡ch School of Pacihc Studies'

Research School of Pacihc Studies, Australian Natioual University, L992), p. 58; Lane, 'Openness',

PoliticalDiscontentandsuccessioninlndonesia,pp.66-67;andalsoSchwarz, ANationinWaiting'
pp. 190-191.

e2 KennethYoung and RichardTanter (eds.)The Politics of Middle Class lwlonesia (Clayton: Centre of

Southeast Asia¡ Studies, Monash University, 1990); and for a recent assessment, see Richard

Robison, "TheMitlclleClass ard the Bourgeoisie in Indonesia" itr Richard Robison and David S' G.

Goodnran (ús.) The New Rich in Asia, Mobile Phones, McDonatds and Middle-Class Rt:volution

(London and New York: Routledge, 1996), pp. 77-101.
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certainly different from the experiences of many Western democratic countries, where the

rniddle class played an important role in strengthening democratic institutions such as

parliament, and the rule of law, and the promotion of human righß.e3 However, there

were signs of emergence of opposition activities organised by middle class-based groups

fiorn the early 1990s. Those who joined these groups were mainly educated and urban

people, students, non-government organisation (NGO) activists, academics, artists, and

journalists. These groups became involved in different types of activities in the areas of

human rights, the environment, consumerism, the media, public policy, women's and

gender issues, and others. Two of these groups, the Alliance of Independent Journalists

(Aliansi Jurnalis Indanesia, AJI) and the Women's Solidarity for Human Rights

(Solidaritas Perempuan, SP), are worth looking at in some details.

The Aliansi Jurnalis Indonesia (AJI) was established in August 1994 in response

to the government],s decision to close down the Tempo and Editor news magazines and

the Detik tabloid.ea It was established by a group of young journalists, many of whom

had previously worked for these three banned publications. The AJI became a rival to the

government-backed journalist union Persatuan Wartawan, Indonesia (PWI), which had

refused to protest the government closure of Tempo, Editor and Detik. The significance

of the AJI was that it was the first organisation of this sort which advocated strongly the

importance of freedom of press in Indonesia. This freedom was certainly denied by the

New Order govemment, which used methods such as censoring and banning to repress

the freedom of press in Indonesia.es The presence of the AJI was importanl because it

showed that some elements of the middle class were becoming interested in pressuring the

government on this issue.

e3 On the historical roots of democracy, see Barrington Moore, Social Origins of Dictatorship md

Dertutcracy: Lgrd aù Peasanl ín the Making of tlw Modern WorM (Boston: Beacon Press, 1966).
s4 Heryanto, "IudonesiaD Middle-Class Opposition in the 1990s"'pp.250-251'
es For further discussion on this issue, sec David Hill, TIrc Press in New Order lúonesia (Perth: Asia

Rosea¡ch Centre, Mu¡doch Univcrsity, 1994).
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^lhe Solidaritas Perempuan (SP) was established in December 1990 in Jakarta,

with the aim of promoting women's rights parúcularly among workers and Indonesian

migrant workers.e6 SP was not the first women's organisation, it was one of many

already established in Indonesia, its work was significant because SP was the first

women's organisation to raise awareness about the poor working conditions of

Indonesian women working outside Indonesia. SP both promoted and advocated

women's rights through public educaúon campaigns and public demonstrations. This

was quite an achievement, given that many NGOs in Indonesia avoided using public

demonstrations or protests because of govemment restrictions on these.

The Popular and Grassroots GrouPs

The 1990s also saw the rise of popular movements in Indonesia's major cities. It is true

that popular movements had süong historical roots in Indonesia, but under the New Order

govemment any popular-based activities had been suppressed because the govemment

regarded them as supporúng the ideology of communism. The collective trauma caused

by government elimination of left wing activities and ideas remained strong, making it

difficult for the spread of popular and grassroots movements under the New Order.

However, there were several NGOs and political groups in the 1990s which

advocated the need to uphold the rights of the people, especially those who were losers

from the economic boom such as workers and peasants.e? They used more radical

approaches in advocating their opinions and views. They, too, often held mass protests

and demonstrations, which frequentiy led to confrontation with the govemment. The

presence of these groups was significant in bringing about change in that they helped to

strengthen the bargaining position of the people who mostly lived at the bottom end of the

eó For a prohle of the Solidarilas Perempua¿ (SP), see their own homepage

<h ttp ://www.an gel fire.com/or/soliper>
s't SeeÞnitip Eldridge, "Non-government Organizations, the State, and Democratization in lndonesia" irl

Jinr Schillcr and Barbara Ma¡tin-Schiller (eds.) Inngining Indoncsia, Cultural Politics and Politir:ctl

Culture (Athens: Ohio University Center lbr Intcm¿rtional Studies, 1991), 198-228.
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sooial scale of Indonesian society. The Solidarity Free Trade Union (Serikat BunLh

Merdekn Setia KawaLr), the Indonesian V/elfare Trade Union (Serikat Buruh Sejahtera

Indanesia, SBSI), the new People's Democratic Puty (Partai Raþat Demokrat) and

Megawati Sukarnoputri's Indonesian Democratic Party (Partai Demokrasi Indonesia-

Perjuangan) are just a few of them.

V/ith the support mostly of factory workers in the major cities, the Solidarity Free

Trade Union was formed in 1990, led by Saut Aritonang, and, in 1993, a union lawyer Dr.

Mochtar Pakpahan formed the Indonesian'Welfare Trade Union (SBSI).e8 The formation

of these labour unions was significant politically because the latþr challenged the

domination of the government-backed All Indonesian Workers' Union (Serikat Pekeria

Seluruh Indonesia, SPSI), which was the only labour union that had been allowed to exist

in Indonesia in the previous three decades.ee Although the SPSI had always clairned to

represent the inærests of Indonesian workers, in reality it failed to protect the welfare of

Indonesian workers and to guârantee workers' rights. In almost every labour dispute the

SpSI took the side of the government and employer rather than that of the workers. The

new labour unions were established to increase the bargaining power of workers in

Indonesia.

A new political pafty, the Peoples' Democratic Party (Partaí Raþat Demakrat,

PRD), was formed in July 1996, and was led by Budiman Sujatmiko, a prominent student

activist. With the support of students and NGO activists throughout Indonesia, the PRD

openly challenged the government law which allowed only three political parties to exist in

Indonesia. It called for popular democracy in Indonesia. The PRD's profìle and

popularity rose after it was scapegoated for the riots that occurred in Jakarta following the

government's <lecision to topple Megawati Sukamoputri as the leader of the Indonesian

e8 Schwa¡2, A Nation in Waiting, pp.26O-261.
ee Vedy R. Hadiz, "Workers and lWorking Class Politics in the 1990s" in Chris Manning ¿utd Joan

Hardjono (eds.) Indonesia Assessment 1993, lttbour: Shnring in the Benefits of Growth? (Canbena:
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Democratic Party on 27 July 1996.100 The political significance of the PRD was that it

represented the views and aspirations of the young generation that did not believe that the

existing political system could bring about the political change Indonesia needed.rot

Meanwhile, the rise of Megawati's Indonesian Democratic Party, known as PDI-

perjuangan.. was also an important phenomenon in Indonesian politics in the 1990s.

There is no doubt that the popularity of PDl-Perjuengan lay in the charisma of its leader,

Megawati Sukarnoputri, one of the daughters of Indonesia's first President, Sukarno.

Although Megawati herself was part of the political establishment in Indonesia, her party

gained much support from the young generation and from poor people in cities

throughout Indonesia. It also represented those who wanted t'o see the return of a

democratic political system in Indonesia.I02

Conclusion

cal and economic issues surrounding

e 1980s and the 1990s. It is suggested that

sense of nationalism among the Indonesian

people shaped political and economic life during the post-independence period' The

colonial experience was deeply rooted in the political leaders in Indonesia and influenced

the way they formulated and implemented their policies. This was particularly true during

the 1950s when the political leaders inherited an colonial economic structure which was

dominated by Dutch-owned companies and the ethnic Chinese business groups. This

legacy led the political leaders to implement state-led and nationalist economic strategies to

disrnantle that colonial structure. Indonesia and its leaders faced a diffìcult choice between

Depart¡1ent ol Political and Social Chauge, Research School of Pacific and Asian Studies, 1993)' pp.

r 86-200.
rm On the implications of the 2l July 1996 affair, see Geoff Forester, "Towards }vl¿rch 1998, With

Deternrination" in Hal Hill and Thee Kian V/ie (eds.) Indonesia's Technological Chnllenge (Singapore

and Canberra: Institute of Southeast Asian Studies and Research School ol Pacific and Asian Studies'

the Aust¡alian National University, 1998)' pp. 55-56.
r0r Ou the political views oi the PRD, see <http://www.prd.com/
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establishing a clemocratic or authoritarian political system during the 1950s and the 1960s.

As became clear during the Guided Democracy period, Sukarno ultirnately chose

authoritarianism over democracy as the political system for Indonesia.

The economic and political crises brought about by Sukarno prompted Suharto to

implement political and economic policies aimed at creating political stability and

economic growth. The support of the military and technocrats helped Suharto to

irnplement these policies and to firmly establish his grip on power in the early days of the

New Order govemment. Indeed, political stability was needed in order to create economic

development. However, political stability was achieved at the expense of civil society. An

authoritarian political system was established which allowed only three parties to exist and

to contest elections. That political system enabled the maintenance over three decades of

Suha¡to's dominant position above all other contenders in Indonesian politics.

-.''

Economic growth was achieved through the integration of the Indonesian economy

into the world economy. The influence of the Wesærn-educated technocrats w¿ls

important in the formulation of the economic direction of the New Order govemment,

although later on the technologist camp challenged this role. AJso, foreign investors

(especially from the US and Japan) and oil money played an important role in stimulating

economic activity in the first ten years of the New Order government. But the economic

growth did not last and Indonesia experienced the collapse of oil and commodity prices

and the world recession in the early 1980s. After this Indonesia faced an economic crisis,

which forced the govemment to implement economic deregulation policies aimed at

making the economy more open and export-oriented.

Between the 1980s ancl the rnid-1990s Indonesia ernbarked on a period ol

econornic deregulation. As a result, Indonesia experienced an econolnic boom during this

perio¿. The boom createcl opportunities for the private sector to become involved in

r02 O¡l t-he politiciìl views ol the PDI-Megawati, see <http://www.tlr:gawati.coni>
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economic activities in are¿¡s which previously were restricted to the government. However,

those who benefited frorn this boom were mainly those domestic business groups, which

had connections with the political elites and many of these belonged to the ethnic Chinese.

The dornination of the Indonesian economy by the ethnic Chinese business groups also

created tension domesticallY.

The economic boom of the 1980s a¡rd 1990s did not change Indonesian poliúcal

Iife, in the sense that the New Order government remained in power. But pressure for

political change began to emerge at the end of the 1980s and continued through the 1990s,

triggered by elite conflict which resulted in a lirnited opening of democratic space. It was

during this limited political openness that competing groups began to put pressure on the

government to replace the existing political system with a more democratic one. The

uncertainty surrounding the political succession of President Suharto combined with the

dominant political role of the Indonesian military and the weak parliament became a

stumbling block on the path to further political change. The pressure for political change

continued with the emergence of non-state âctors in the 1990s, who steadily called for the

establishment of a democratic political system in Indonesia. It is in this context that the

causes and consequences of the economic crisis which occurred in Indonesia in 1997 and

1998 which will be explained in the following chapter, is situated.
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Photograph l4:
Unfinished building in downtown Jakarta











Photograph 22:

Michel Camdessus and Suharto sign the IMF Agreement in January 1998



CuaprER SIx

Economic Crisis in Indonesia

s withto thecasestudy of Thailand in Chapær Four, this chapter examines the

impact of the globalisatbn of the Indonesian economy during the 199ß. It

look at the causes and consequences of the economic crisis in Indonesia in

1991-1998. It is important to note that Indonesia was one of the victims of conagion from

Thafland's economic crisis. Howerær, domestic factors deepened the finarcial crisis in

Indonesia. This chapter begins with an examination of efforts by Indonesian policy makers

to liberalisethefinancial sectcr in Indonesia and theimpæt this had upon the performance of

the Indonesian economy in the 199ß. It follows a disq.rssion of the changes in domestic

politics during thelastmonths of Suhanto's Sixth Cabinet, whidr conributed to the erosion

of confidence among domestic and foreign in'æstors. After this, is an analysis of the political

struggles whidr ledto thedecision of thegorærnmentto floattherupiah on 14 Augrst 1997.

Finally, it concludes by focrxing on the economic and polfical consequences of the

economic crisis, whidr led to thedovmfall of President Suharto in May 1998.

Cauæs of the Crisis

Financi.al Líbqalisation and lts Impact

sian financial sectrr was generally healily

eign competition The first effort to liberalise

and affæted only a fewareæ in it. It included

measures such as abolishing the ceitng on intfrest rates and abandoning the monopoly on

creditallocationheldby thegovemment-ownedbank. Andto encourage competition among

banks and filrancial institutions, Bank Indoresia (BI), the Indonesian cental banþ introduced
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newbankcertificates such as Bank Indonesia Certifìcatæ (Serlifikat Banklndon.esia tSB[)

and Bank Indonesia Money Market Secu:ities (Surat Berharga Pasar Uang [SBSU]).I The

paceof financial liberalisation increased after thethenFinatce Minister Sumælin introduced

a reform package in October 1988. This package, whidt was known as the " Sumatlin

Shod<" , or theOctober Package (Paka Octuber, [Palco]), was the first more serious effut

to opon up the Indonesian financial sectlr by removing the finarcial resrictiors appted to

domestic and foreign banks.2 From 1988 until 1996, the Ministry of Finance (MOÐ and

Bank Indonesia impbmented a varbty of financial reform packages, making the Indonesian

financial secbr more competitive and open internationally. For insûnce, the financial

authorities persuaded Indonesian banlc to adopt the capital adequacy ratb as suggesæd by

the Bank for International Setilemenm (BIS); they reduced the reserve requiremenß so that

morebanla could be est¿blished permiüed banla to engage in exchange rate risk exposure

activities;pri'øtisedthestod< exchange; allowed foreign investors to buyup to 49 perænt of

isstps of securities.of companies lisþd on the stod< exchange; and improved the cental

bank' s supervision and prudential roles.3

As a result of the " Sumarlin shod<" therc were over 200 domestic and foreign

ban}s and finarcial institutions operating in Indonesia. Supported by the improvement in

informationteclmologyandtheincrease in capitalisation, these banks were ableto prolide a

varbty of newfinancial products and services. Buttheexparsion of the Indonesian financial

I On the dynamics of the irnanciat liberalisation policies in Indonesia, see Mari Pangestu, "Financial
Markets and Policies" in Ma¡i Pangestu (ed.) Economic Reþrm, Deregulation and Privatization, The

IndonesianExperierce (Jakarta: Centre for Strategic and International Studies, 1996), pp.133-149; David
D. Cole and Betty F. Slade, Building a Modern Financial System, The In^donesínn Experience

(Canrbridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996); Miranda S. Goeltom, The Financial Liberalisation in
Indonesia (Singapore: Institute of Southeast Asian Studies, 1994); Ross H. Mcleod (ed.) Indonesia

Assessmenl 1994, Finance as a K.ey Sector in Indonesia's Development (Singapore and Canberra:

Institute of Southeast Asian Studies ard Resea¡ch School of Pacific Studies, Australian National

University, 1994).
2 Anwa¡ Nasution, "Banking Sector Reforms in Indonesia, 1983-93", in Ross H. Mcleod (e.d.) Irulonesia

Assessment 1994, Finance as a Key Sector in Indonesia's Development (Singapore and Canberra:

Institute of Southeast Asian Studies and Research School of Pacific and Asian Studies, ANU, 1994), pp.

130-157.3 Miranda S. Goeltom, "Perubahan Struktural Sektor Keuangan di Indonesia: Visi da¡ Tantangan"

[St¡uctural Changes in Indonesia's Financial Sector: Vision and Challenges] in Mari Pangestu ¿¡d Ira
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sector also increased liquidity and credit allocations in this secErr. This had already caused

over-heating of theeconomy in theearly 199ß. In response, the governmentimposed a tight

mondåry polby âimd at slowing economic activity and Bank Indonesia also incrcased

domestic interest rates and redtrced theexparsion of banklending.a

Finarcial liberalisation in Indonesia had its consequences. First, much of the monoy

cirqtlation and loans were aæurnulated in the governmentowned bank and the big prirate

bank.5 Among these were Bank Nasional Indonesia (BN!, Bank Dagang Negara (BDI.[),

and Bank Rakyat Indonesia (BRÐ, whiþ the main prirate banl$ were Bank Cental Asia

(BCA),Banklippo,BankDanamon, andBanklnternational Indonesia (BIf. These banl$

lent their money mainly to staþ-owned companies and to the politically connected big

congfomerabs, whidr had been enjoying proÞction from the government for decades.6

Second, many banls were faced with the problem of non-performing loars and bad loans.

This happened beoalse many of these loars had gone into property and non-productive

proþts such as buibing condominiums, shopping centes, ¡nalls, luxrny offices, and golf

coumes.t As a result, it was estimaæd thatbetr¡een 1993 and 1996 non-performing loars

accounted for betueen 10-14 perænt, while bad loans accornæd for betr',een 3 and 4 perænt

of the total loans whidr had been allocaæd by the governmentowned banl$ and private

bank.8 Third, the Ministry of Finance and Bank Indonesia had faibd to improve banking

supervision and pror,ide prudential regulations, leading to the collapse and closure of several

banla like Bank Duta in 1990 Bank Summa in 1992, and the governmentowned Bank

Pembangunan Indonesia (Bapindo) in 1994 and Bank Perniagaan and Bank Pacific in

tgg7.e

Setiawati (eds.) Mencari Paradigmn Baru Pembangunnn Indoneslø [Searching for a Paradigm of Indonesia's

Developmentl (Jakarta: Centre for Strategic and International Studies), pp. 51-91.
4 lbid., p. 68.
5 Interview Dr. Didik Rachbini Jakarta, 24 September 1997.
6 Nasution, op.cit, p. 152.
? Ross Mcleod, "Indonesia's Crisis and Future Prospects" in Karl D. Jackson (ed.) Asian Contagion, The

CausesandConsequencesof a Financial Crlsis (Singapore: Institute of Southeast Asian Studies, 1999),

pp.209-210
8 Goeltorn, "Perubahan Struktural Sektor Keuangan di Indonesia",pp.76-77 .

e Nasution, "Banking Sector Reforms in Indonesia", p. 149-150; on the collapse of Bapindo (governrnent-

owned the Indonesiau Development Bank) see Nasyith Majidi, Mega Skandal,, Drama Pemltolnhn don
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Despite all of this, the finalcial liberalisation polbies helped to suslain an economic

boom during the 1990s (see Tabb 6.1). It appears that a combination of the government's

ability to maintain macroeconomic polbies and political stability contibuted to this growth.

Indonesia is sucæss in this areawas recognisedin a1997 V/orh Bank pubhcation, in whidr

it was suggesæd that up to earþ 1997 the Indonesian economy was genaally performing

reasonably well ro

Table 6.1
I ndcnes ia's Econqnic Fundame ntals
(Annual percentage growth)

Source: Asia Pacific Ecom
Times, 1998), pp. 2142.15.

s Groups, Overuiew (Singapore: Financial

Noneheless, the report also pointed out that there were several issræs that needed

attention. First, it was observed that the financial libualisation carried out during the 199ß

had serbus implicatiors for economic polby-making in Indonesia. The capacity of the

Ministy of Finance and Bank Indonesia to manage the mondary polbies was questioned,

parlicularly in the area of exchange-rate managemenl From the 198ß Indonesia had

adopted a fixed exchange rate sysþm but the rapil increase in capital infbw had gradually

weakened the rupiah against the US dollar. To defsrd it, Bank Indonesia frequently

intervened in the marþt by using band intervention to widm the rupiah-US dollar band In

lgg6thebandwas widoed twiæ andagain in mid-June 199'7.t 
t However, this strategy was

under criticisrn because of its potential to dry up the international reserve. This put pressure

Kolusi Bapindo [Mega Scandal, the Drama of the Closure and Collusion of Bapindo] (Bandung: Mizan,

1994); Info Ban,t, Augustl99T; and Panji Masyarakat,30 June 1997.
l0 World Bank, Indonesia, Sustaining High Growlh with Equity (Washington D.C.: V/orld Bank, 1997).
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on BarÌk Indonesia to adopt a more flexible exchange raúe sysÞm.r2 The delay in making

this decision meant thatlater on, in 1997, Indonesia was more vulrprable to sudden external

shod< and,moreimportantly, it invifed attacks from currcncy speorlators.

A second issrc that was raised by the IVorb Bank was that as the capital inflow

increased,so didthecunentaccount defbit, from 1.8 perænt of GDP in 1992-93 to 3.5

perænt of GDP n 199G97 . This increase was brought about largely through the increase in

foreign direct invesûnent (FDl), whidr had rissr by about US$ 17 billion in the preüous few

years.t' Thehigh demand forfordgn capital and therapiJ grorrrttr of the pri'øate sectcr sinæ

theearþ 199ß contibuted to theflowof FDI in Indonesia. A third conærn was that at the

sametimeas thecunentaccountwidened,externaldebtalsoincreased fromUS$96.5 billion

in 1994to US$ 107.8 billion by theend of 1995; before peaking at US$ 139.9 billion at the

end of 1997 (Figure 6.1).14 Givsl the high interest rates offered by the domestic banls,

many companies in.Indonesia were eager to bormw from overseas, genoally in US dollars

and Japanese yen.tt As with Thailand's case, prirate debt made up abotú half of the total of

Indonesia' s external debt

tt lbid,.p.16.
l2 World Bank, Indonesia, Suslaining High GrowÍhwith Equity, p.19.
t3 lbid, p.74.
t4 Ib¡d, p. 9-13; ard for a critical assessment, see Econit, Kinerja Kabinet Pembangunan VII: Dibawah
Bayang-Bayang Keraguan ffhe Performance of the 7'h Development Cabinet: Under the Shadow of
Doubtl, a Public Policy Review,1991, (<http://www.indoexchange.com/econit/>).
rs Vy'orld B¿nk, Indonesia, Sustaining High Growlh wilh Equir.y, p. 14.
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Source: Bank lndonesia as quoted in Hadi Soesastro and M. Chatib Basd, "Suvey
Recents Devdopmenb', Bulletin of lndqesian Ecorcmic Sfudes, vol. 34, no. 1 (Apdl
19e8), p. 38.

Tabþ 6.2
Export Growth in
(Peaentage)

lndonesia, 1994-1996

Figure 6.1
Total External Debt,3l December 1997 (US$ billion)
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A fourth concern w¿¡s the sloudown in exports aftrr 1994, particularþ in oil and gas

products (Table 6.2). For decades the oil and gas sectlr was the backbone of Indonesia's

exports, buttheweaker priæs of commodities, and therelocation of regbnal indutries in the

199ß caused Indonesia's exptrts to losetheir international competitivaness. According to

thelnstitute for Management Development (IMD) and the Worh Economic Forum in their

repcrts published in 1995 and 1996 Indonesia's competitivoress rate was still behind

neighbouring counfries like Singapore, Thailand and the Phihppines.l6

Struggle over Ecornnú.c Polìcy and"Deregulatíon Fatþue"

Although rheorically the Indonesian government embraced the spirit of free trade and

participated in multilaæral agræments such as theAsean Free Trade Agreement (AFTA), the

Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) and the Worb Trade Organisation (WTO),

Indonesia experien-ced " dercgulatbn fatigue" during the 199ft.tt Consequently the speed

of the economic derqulation slo'¡ed and in some respects moved baclovard. Regulations

and restictions were being applied in the economy, causing priæ disortions and the

increasing thecostof doing business in lndonesia.

There are two common explanations for this. First, as explained in the preüous

chapter, theimpbmentation of derqulation polbies in the 198ß had been ovenhadowod by

constant rivalry betwen the technocratcamp and the æchnologist camp (the later led by B.J

Habibie).I8 The technocrat camp was reprcsenæd then by the Coordinating Minister for the

Economy Saleh Afff, Finance Minisær Mar'ie Muhammad and Bank Indonesia Governor

Soedradiat Djir¡andono who had tirelessly pushed for the impbmentation of the deregulation

'6 As quoted by Jasso Vy'inarto (d.) Pasar Modal Indon¿sia, Relrospeksi Limn Tahun Swastani.sasi BEJ

[Indonesia's Capital Market, Restrospection of Five Years' Privatization of Jakarta Stock Exchuge]
(Jakarta: Pustaka Sinar Härapan dan Jakarta Stock Exchan ge, 1997), pp.208-209.
t7 lbíd., p. 116.
r8 For more discussion on this issue, see John Bresnan, Managing Indonesia, The Modern Political
Economy (New York: Columbia University Press, 1993); Adam Schwarz, A Nation in Waiting,
Indonesia in the 1990s (Sydney: Allen ard Unwin, 1994); and Mari Panges|u, Econornic Reforrn,

Deregulation and Privalization, Tht Indonesian Experience (Jakarta: Centre for Strategic ¿uld Intern¿rtional

Studies,1996).
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policies. Thetecturocratcampdidnotalways getits way. It had to fight hard to getsupport

from President Suharto and to conünce him of the bendits of deregulation for Indonesia-te

By the 199ß, the infT:ence of the technocrat camp in the economic policy-making

proæss had gradually diminished and been replaced by the technologist camp. The then

Minisær of Research and Technology B. J. Habibie and his supporters initiated much polby

formulation This camp also received support from other leading polby makers such as

Ginandjar Karhsasmih, who was the Head of the Economic Planning Board (Badan

Permcanaan Pemfungundn Nasional [Bapennas]), and HarÞrto, who was then the

Coordinating Minister forlndr:süy. V/ith the personal support of Suhrto, Habbie and his

supporters gained more power in oveneeing economic polby and, more importantl¡ in

perzuading the govunment to finarce higbcost strategic indusnies such as airøaft"

shipbuilding and miJitary equþment2o Becanse of this, on many occæions, the technocrat

camp was invol'æd.in,as economist UmarJuoro put it, a " fug of war" with the æchnologist

camp.2t

The other comnron explanation for Indonesia's apparent " deregulatbn fatigue ' was

that the impbmentation of derqulation polbies was oftm resisted by the staþ-owned

enterprises such as the Indonesian Peûnleum Company (Pernmina) or the State Logistical

Agency (Badm Usaha Logistik [Bukrg]) and the politically-connæted conglomerabs, many

of them owned by the Indonesian ethnic Chinese and Suhæto's family. These were

important economic actors who had monopolised and contolled thelndonesian economy for

decdes. Their business interests encompassed sectrlrs ranging from food distibution, the

retail indutry, manufacturing, and food, to banking, infrastruct¡re and the

telecommunbatiors sector (Box 6. I and 6.2f2 Beca.rse of their prir,ileges, they resisted

1n Schwarz, ibid, pp. 84-85.
20 Takashi Shiraisi, "Rewiring the Indonesian State" in Daniel S. Lev md Ruth McVey (eds.) Making
Indonesia (Ithaca: Southeast Asia Program, Cornell University, 1996), p. 17 5 .

2r Interview with Umar Juoro, Jakarta, 2 September 7991 .

22 Import items on which Bulog had held a monopoly for ycars were, ¿ìtìtollg others, rice ¿rnd rice llottr,
whca[ ¿ind wheat flour, sugar, soybetrns, ottions, garlic, shallots.
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derqulatiur, because it threatened their business interests. The inability of the technocrat

carnp to dismantle thernonopolies of these conglomeraþs sent a negative signal to domestic

and foreign investors aboú the futue dirætion of derqulation in Indonesia, as it was clear

that the pace of deregulation had been stalled by the monopolistb structure of the Indonesian

economy. z3

Box 6.1
Monopol ie s of State-owned Ente rprises

M¡NISTRY NAME OF COMPAI\Y COMIrcDITY

Agrbulture Perun Perlebunan Kapæ lndmesia
JSPU

Cotton
na

Aneka Jasa na
Kantor Pernæaran Bersama
Kantor Admhistrad Hasl saneas abot¿
Kantor Pernæaran Bersama Jatin saneas abot¡

saneas
Usaha M¡na srneas abotß

s:rneas
Perkanan Samt¡dra saneas abow

saneas
anqHvam Ser¡ Riceseeds

For€stry lnhúani l-ll Wood products
Perhutani sameas abow

Pelri Wats senices

kasa TA

Gan¡da lndqresia Airsenices
saTleas

seruoes
one

lndæat lntsnational lin¡s

Finance Perui Prirf ¡ng

Jasa
Askindo lnst¡ance

PANN

PT
Semgr Gresik. Padarq, and others) Cerns¡t
Pupú Sri¡riiava. Ku ianq and ot hss| Ferfilise¡
Pe¡r¡n Garan Salt
lndus{ri Soda Soda

and
Coal

Anelo sameas
Pertamina Oiland Gas

23 Interview with Dr. Dennis de Tray, Jakarta, 24 September 1991
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Eledricity
PN Gas Gas

TradngTrade Niaqa9ttdtrItd

saneas aboteSatp Niaga
saneas abowDirqa Niaqa
saneas aboteNiaqard¡lE

sffieas abo\ßKe¡ta Niaga
Aduna Niaqa saneas abotæ

silneas abolßCipta Niaga
sarneas abote

Eltn
Eledr¡c¡tytoob

Pernhngunan Niaga sarneas abote

Pen¡sahaan Aspd Negaa AsptnltPublc Worls

PT PALReserch and Tectnoloqv Shiþuilding
Engheering equþmentPT Pindad

PT IPTN Airaaft
Mactine and MetdPT Bhanta

PT lnka Trah
Telecommuni:at ior¡sPT INTI
Turtineg enghesPT BomaBisrra lndra

PT Kralstau Sted Sted
PT LEN Eledron

AmmtmitionPT Dahana

Phannaceutbal p rod.tctsHeath Kimh Far¡rn
NÍnebasb comrmdities
(ríe, suga, flou,
keræng salt drid salt
fisl¡ coolng oil,corn, and
plah cloth)

Bulog

ufce , 23 Augtst 1997

Box 6.2
Monopol ies of P rivate lyowned Conglome rates

PT Kernbang Cengkih NasbnalTonmvSuhato) CloteHumn¡ss
¡M

@sstl,litarnala

Nusanba Bob Hasan) Rattan/WoodASMNDO
erstma

o

Cocdr
Timber

Salin PT
aAstrïr (sur

uarÉt
PT AC.TOEFFER Bird nest s

um

nited Tradors

Dhannala
elit

Astra

ss M¡tslbishHu
Cemgtt

Brale

Name of Comomeraþ Grotp Gommod
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Source , 23 Augu$ 1997

The "KKN" Factor

One of the important factors that contibuted to the crisis of confidence in the Indonesian

economy was the wealaress of the rule of law and the lack of trarsparency, (whbh mears that

all trarsactions must be published and be acco¡ntable for scrutiny). Unda the existent

political netvrcrks, whidr had nurû¡red a patonage sysþm, corruption, colhrsion and

nepotisticpractices,(known in Indonesia as " KKl.l' (lcorvqtsi, l<olwi, and nepotßme)) were

widespread. Under this corrupt patonage sysbm, it was those who had access to the political

eliþs thatwere given government proþts and contacts.2a Those who had this access were

rnairily the big business groups or conglomeraþs ownd by the ethnic Chinese and

Suharto'sfamily. Therewerearemanyexamples,butthemostblat¿ntmanifestaticrnof this

couh be found in the Chandra Asri and National Ca¡ cases.

24 Richard Robison, "Politics and Markets in Indonesia's Post-oil Era" in Garry Rodan, Kevin Hewison

¿urd Richa¡d Robison (eds.) The Political Economy of South-East Asia (Melbourne: Oxford Universit¡'

Press, 1997), pp. 29-63.

ssss
a Krí¡a Prinn Plaf ic bottles

KaoInPT Kaoln lndâ UtarmSalin

Pri¡raSalin
PT Stahless Sted lndo Stahless súedSalin

doBimantara
Beer

PT MCD

Airsenices
bfltra and subhn21

Cinsna netì¡/orks

PT lstara anB
PT SariArcdia Food forFood cateing

off$orebæed oil

lndmesia

off$orebæed
o

lndqresia
RCTIandSCTV Tele/isionBimantara and Subs¡tra

Citn Lamtoro PT Telivisi Penddikan

lndofood Sukæs
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In the former case, a decision was made by the government to give prefèrential

trealment to PT Chardra Asri a new peÍochemical company owned by Barnbzurg

Trihatmodjo(Suharto's second son) and three business parhers, Peter F. Gontha, Henry

Pribadi, and timber tycoon and Suhato famly friend Praþgo Pangestu.2s Chandra Asri was

established in 1991, and in 1994 asked for ta¡iff probction of up to 40 perænt against

imports on the grounds that as an infant indusüy it deserved this probction against

international competitors. As the Indonesian economy expanded rapilly in the 199ß, the

need for petruchemical products increased as well In the past this need had been rnet by

importing from oven eas.

The decision to give proÞction contadictod the commitment of the go\Mnment to

gradrally redtrce tariffs, whidr was in the spirit of free trade. Thus from the beginning there

was disagreement among the governmentminisærs on how to respond to Chandra Asrls

demand for proÞction. Minisær of Finance Ma¡l e was against it, whib others, such as the

Minister of Trade and Comnprce Tunky Aribowo and Minister of Investment Sanyoto, were

for it. Opposition to the idea of giving special treatrnent to Chandra Asri also came from

indrstry associations such theAssociation of thePlastic Indrstry of Indonesia, the Formalin

and Thermosetting Association and some public figures. As a response, in 1994 Suhæto

forrnr-d a committee knor¡,n as theTariff Teanu madeup of governmentminisærs and headed

by ttre Coordinating Minister for Industry a¡rd Comnerce HarÞrto, to revbw the existing

import târiff in varicrus manufacturing and trade sectlrs. Howetrcr, soon it becæne apparent

that the Tariff Team was not able to resist the political pressure from the owners of Chandra

Asri with their strong political connection to President Suharto. Consequently, in 7996,the

governmen! through theTariff Tearrl, gaw Chardra Asri târiff proÞction of up to 25 perænt

to irnport olefines.26

25 "Kontroversi Akhir Tahun: Polemik Proteksi" [Controversy at the End of the Year: Polemic on

Pro tecti onl, W arla Eko no mi, 7 9 Derember 199 4.

'u "Dibâlik Pernohonan Proteksi" [Behind the Demand tbr Protcctionf, Gal.ra,24 Desember 1994.
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The second case refers to President Suhæto's launch of the national car policy in

1996.27 This was intended to encorrage Indonesian carmakers to produce a " national car",

with 60 perænt domestic components. But insþad of allowing all car manrfacturers and

automobile companies to compete equally in an open and trarnparent tendering proæss,

President Suharto granæd thecontact to PT Timcr Putr¿ Nasional, a new car manufacturing

company owned by Hutomo " Tommy" Mandala Putra (Suharto's youngest son), despite

thefactthat this company had not yet produced any cars at all. Nondheless, PT Timu was

girrcn a three year tåx exemption by the government unûl it couh produce its own cars. In

order to compete in the domestic ma¡ket in Indonesia, whidr had been dominated by

Japarese cars for nvo decades, PT Timor Puua Nasional entered a joint ventlre with South

Korea's KIAMotors. Through this joint venûrre, PT Timor simply imporæd a sedan-type

car dirætly from South Korea, and renamed it " Timor" onceit arrived in Indonesia. Indæd,

the " national car" polby sho'¡ed thepower of the interest groups in intervening the polby-

making proæss indndonesia. Indria Samego, a pollical economist,said of this:

The " nalional car" case is an example of inconsisterrcy in the law. It
shor¡s that there is still stargth in the intetventionist elements of
cert¿in pow€rs. So we must not assume that deregulation in Indonesia
is a process that has resulted from mature thinking...duegulation has
also been carried out due to presure from the interests of cerhin
groups...Although on the macro level it is paraded as protecting the
national interest, on the micro level there are cerÞin intøests, certain
bu siness group s b enefiting.ã

This special treatment brought protests both domesticalþ and internationally. Other

domestic carmakers such as PT Bimartara (owned by Tommy's older brodrer, Bambang

Trihatmodjo) and PT Bakrie Motor (ov¿ned by the Bakrie family) were angry over the

decision. Meanwhile,Japar and theUS argæd that the Indonesian government had violated

the principle of nondiscrimination and they expre,ssed ttreir disappointnpnt to the World

Trade Organis ation (WTO).

2? See Anggito Abimanyu, "Recent Economic Events in Indonesia: From Rapid Economic Growth to
National Car Policy", in Gavin W. Jones ard Tererce H. Hull (eds.) In^donesia Assessment, Population
aruJ Human Resources (Singapore and Canberra: hstitute of Southeast Asian Studies and Research School
of Pacilrc and Asian Studies, Australian National University, 1997), pp. 51-53; turd Vy'orld Bank,
Indonesio, Suslaining High Growth wirh Equity, p. 1 16.
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Political Unræt

Polirical developmenls from the middle of 1996 until early 1997 had a significant impact on

the rise in the political temperature in Indonesia. The political legitimacy of Suhæto's New

Order governmentwas damaged when government offbials were involved in masÞrminding

a plan to depose Megawati Sukrnoputri from the leadership of the Indonesian Demæratic

Parq (Parni Demokrasi Indonesiø, PDI). This happened on 27 July 1996, when the

headquarten of the PDI, whidr was then occupied by Megawati supporters, was takeir over

by the government-backed faction led by Suryadi. As a result, the supporters of Megavati

launched mass protests, whidr led to rios in thebusiness disticts of Jakarta.2e

The government saw that the rise in popularity of Megavati could poúortially

challenge theruling party Golkar in the general eledion, whidr wouh be held in May 1997

andcouh alsothreaten there-dection of President Suharto in Marú 1998. By eliminating

her from the political race, the government felt more secure. Ironically, the government's act

was doomed to faihre. Megavati becane increasingþ popular beyond thebourdaries of her

own political party, attracting a wider community of followers from among the middle class,

s tudents, N GO s, and even ex-military officers. 30

Thesignificanæ of this event in Indonesianpolitics cannot be underestimated. First,

the rioß shook the economic and political stability in Indonesia, and contibuted to the

erosion of confidence among domestic and foreign inwstors.3l This was evidenced by the

fall of the rupiah from Rp 2338iUS$ to Rp 2357ruS$ and the indei< of the Jakarta Stock

Exchange, which dropped 20.57 points on 28 July 1996.32 Second, therioß shoved that the

ordinary people mistusæd the govanment and the Indonesian Chinese community,

28 Interview with Dr. Indria Samego, Jakarta,4 September 1997.
2e Priyambudi Sulistiyanto, "The Urban Riots that Rocked Jakarta", Current Affairs Bul.letin, vol. 73, no.

1 (June-JuIy,1996), pp. 26-28.
3o On the causes ard consequelìces of the the 27 July 1996 Uprising, see Lukas Luwarso (ed.) Jakøln
Crackrlown (Jakarta: Alliance of Independence Journalists, 1997).

'l William Liddle and Rizal Mallarangeng, "Indonesia tn 1996, Pressures liom Above uld Below", A.çrar

Survey, vol. xxxvii, no. 2 (February 1997), pp. 167-174.
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particularly those who bendited from ¿urd grew obviously wea-Lhier under Suhrto's New

Order govemmenl Evidence of this was in thefactthatthe mob attacks targeted government

offices and big banks (many of themowned by Chinese Indonesians)."

After therioß in Jakrta in July 1996, furtrrer rioß and unrest broke outin other parß

of Indonesia.'o In October 1996 rios erupæd in thecity of Situbondo in East Java pror.ince

and in Decernber rios occwred in Dili East Timor, and in the city of Tasikmalaya in West

Java prorince. This continued into January l99Z when ethnic conflict betr¡æen the local

Dayak and theimmigrant Madurans broke out in the Pontianak regbn of West Kalimantan

prorince. In April 7997,therc were more rioß in Jar"¿ in Rengasdengklok near Jakæta and

in Pekalongan, Cental Java

Most Indonesians belbved that the rioß and unrest occurred because the economic

devdopmentof pre'rious fewdecades hadwidened thegapbetr¡æentherichandthepoor, and

only benefited a relatively few people in the urban areas.tt The majority of people in the

prorinces did notshare in thenewwealth. Gi"tn the authoritarian polücal sysþm, whidr did

not allow for criticism of the government, and the unwllingnæs of the polfical institutions

and their leaders to be responsive to public dissatisfadion, it is understandable that some

people decided to takematþrs into their ownhands.

In these cirq.lmstanæs thegeneral eledion was held on 29 ll4.ay 1997. This was the

sixth eleCion under Suharto's New Order government and was conþsted by the three

permitæd parties, the Development Unity Parg (Parni Persafi.¿an Pemhngunan., PP), the

ruling party Golkff (Golongan Karla), and the Indonesian Democratic Parg (Partai

Demokrasi Indonesi.a,PDl). Golka¡ won theelecion, as was expected, however the elecion

was ovenhadowed by fraud committed by govonment offbials and political upheaval

32 Abimanyu, Recent Economic Events in Indonesia, pp. 55-56.
33 Kuntowijoyo, "Sebab-Musabab" [Causes], Gatra,S February 1997.
34 Liddle ard Malla¡angeng, op.cil, pp. 171-172; and also "Kerusuhau Sepaniang Tahun

[Riots throughout 1995-1996], Gatra, S February 1997..

1995-1996"
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throughout the country, whidr undermined the legitirnacy of Suhæto's New Order

govemmenl36

Indæd, the eveffs sunounding the May 1997 genaal election posed senous

questions about the ongoing ability of the political sysþm to maintain political stability in

Indonesia. It was also clear that the " thrce-party" sysÞm, whidr was creafed in the earþ

197ß, no longer embodied the political aspirations of the Indonesian people.37 It was

against this backdrop thattheeconomic crisis occurred in Indonesia.

Reslnnses to the Crisis

The Contøginn Effect andthe Floding of the Ruplth

he cont+gion effæt of the floæing of the baht on 2 July 1997 spread out to tho

PhiTppines and Malaysia befcre readring Indonesia. The fall of the rupiah took

the government by surprise, and creatred panic among domestic and foreign

in'vestors. Those who had praised Indonesia's economic growth orer the prerious few yean

struggled to undustand themagnitude of this conÞgion effect One of them was the WorH

BanK s representative in Jakrta who in SepÞmber 1997 said:

I have to be honet that the currency [crisis] situation has taken the
World Banh me permnally, a bit by surprise. It was notthat we did
not think there wouli be some qpill-over effects to Thailand and the
regional problems. But the degree of the spill-over effects^ has been
much greúer than I would [hare] predict [ed] ahead of time'"

From July until earþ Augrst 1991, the valtp of the rupiah depreciated by bet'*een 2-10

perænt under heary attæk from cunency speorlators. In response, Bank Indonesia (BI)

'5 Rizal Mallarangeng, "Teori dam Kerusuhan di Dua Kota fltreory and Riots in Two Citiesl, Gatra, S

February 1997.
36 Priyambudi Sulistiyanto, "The May 1997 General Election in Indonesia, Vy'hat went wrong?", Currenl

Affairs Bulletin, voI. 14, no. 2 (August-September 1991), pp. 13-19: and also see Muhammad Asfar,

"Kekerasan Politikdar Den-rokrasi di Seputar Pemilu 1991", Prisma, no. 1 (1998), 17-,31 .

37 Interview with Shobirin Nadj, Jakarta,l9 September 1997.
38 Interview with Dr. Dennis de Tray, J¿ka¡ta, 24 Septernber 1997.
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intervened in the rnarket by widening the rupiah-US dollar b¿nd lÌorn 8 perænt to 12 perænt

on 11 July 1997. Later on, Bank Indonesia also made a repurchase agræment with several

cental banks such as the Bank of Japan (US$l bil[on), the Mondary Authority of

Singapore (US$1 billion) and Austalia's Reser'*e Bank (US$ 500 mil[on).3e

According to the Bank Indmesia Gorærnor, Soedradjat Djiuandono, the decision to

widsr the rupiah-US dolla¡ band at ttris stage had its own ratbnale. a0 First, it was aimed at

defording the rupiah from further attæk from currency speotlators. This was not a new

strategy and, as mentioned earlier, Bank Indonesia had used it before. In prirrciple, by

widøring the band, the speanlators wouH not know the " conect'' le'rl of the rupiah

maintained by Bank Indonesia- Secord, with only about US$21 billion (equivalent of

imports expense forfiveand half monlhs) in its international reserve, Banklndonesia was not

interested in defending the rupiah for a longer time The number of foreign exchange

trarsactions in Indonesia had grovrn very quiddy over the prelious years. For example, in

1991 and 1992for fordgn exchange t¡ansactiors amoutted to less than US$2 billion per

day, in 1995 to about US$5 billion per day, and in 1996 and 1997 to somewhere betr¡een

US$9-10 billion perday.al Withthis magnitude,Bank Indonesia cerhinly was incryable of

defurding the rupiah any longer.

Noneheless, this initial response was short-lived On 21 July 1997 the rupiah and

other cunencies in ttre regbn depreciaæd further. In Indonesia, according to the market

analyst Theo F. Toemion, both domestic and fordgn speorlators played a crucial part in this

attack by selling the rupiah healily on the market.a2 Bank Indonesia responded by

impbmenting a tight monetary polby through increasing theinterest rates on Banklndonesia

3e "Meredam Gempuran Spekulan" [To ease the speculators attacks], Galra,26 Jluly 1997; and J. Thomas

Lindblad, "survey of Recent Developments", Bulletin of Indonesian Economic Studies, vol. 33, no. 3

(Decenrber 1997), pp. 4-5.
40 "Otoritas Moneter Harus Bersatu" [Monetary Authority nlust unite], an interview with Soedradiat

Djiwandono published in Gatra,26luly 1997 .

4t Ibid.
a2 "Thco F. Toer¡ion: 'Apapur Narnanya, Sudah Terjadi Devaluasi..."'[Whatever the ttame, tlevalu¿rtion

has already happerredl, Det.ekt.if dan Romanlika,23 August 1997.
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Certificates (Serrtfil<nt Bank Indon.¿sia [SBIs]) and stopping the flow of Bank Indonesia

Money Market Certificates (Surat Berharga Pasar Uang ISBSUI). Principally, this

decision was takfl beczuse Bank Indonesia wanted to make sure that the speanlators wouh

notbe ableto getmoreaccess to therupiah in order to buytheUs dollar.a3

Howe'ver, Ba¡rklndonesia's tight monerary polby caused a sideeffæt The intubank

interest rates increased, with the consequence that small banls faced liquidity problems and

this worsened with the fact that only 20 top banks contolled about 50 to 60 perænt of

monry cirqrlationao This also caused serious trouble in the capital market, where the

composiæ index at the Jakartå Stod( Exchange (JSþ dropped sharply to the recud low of

below the 700 point in 4 Augrst 1997.4s In the long-term, the tight mondary polby couH

bring abotr the slowing down of economic activity becarse many companies wouh have

trouble financing their busines s.a6

V/hen the market players and speorlators saw that the government was no longer

able to defend the rupiah, they laurrched another attack on the rupiah on the 12 and 13

August l99l andconsequentJy the mh¡e of the rupiah dropped to Rp 2.685:US$, or thræ

points abow Banklndonesia's preferred levd. This situation caused panb among the polby

makers and it ga'æ both Finance Minister Mar'ie Mohrnmad and Banklndonesia Governor

SoedradjatDjiwandono no other option but to float the rupiah on the 14 Augrst 1997.47 It

was acknowledged thatusing band intervention as an initial strategy to defsrd the rupiah was

cosily and unproductiw. It was reported widely in the media that betr¡een 21 July and 14

ot "Untuk Sementa¡a Masih Ketat" [Still tight for the time being], Cafta,l6 August 1997.
aa "Bank-Bank Kecil Bisa Kelabakan" lSmall banks will be in üouble], Gatra,16 August 1997.
45 Hadi Soesastro and M. Chatib Basri, "Sulvey of Recent Developments", Bulletin of Indonesian

Econontic Studies, vol. 34, no. I (April 1998),p.14.
46 "S¡ahrir: Ada Peluang Leba¡kan Spread" lSjahrir: There is a chance of widening spread], Bi,lnls

Indonesia, 11 August 1997; "Tight money hits stock, The Jaknrla Post, 12 August 1997; zutd "Uiutg

Ketaf' [Tight moneyl, Gatra,16 August 1997.
4? "Duet Mar'ie dan Soedradjat Pilih Fleksibel" [Mar'ie and Soedradjat duo choose flexibility], Prospek 25

August 1997; iurd "Rupiah Terpuruk atau Devaluasi Terselubung" [Falling Rupiah or covered

devaluationl, Detekl.if don Rotnanl.ika,23 August 1997.
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August 1997 Bank Indonesia had spent about US$2 billion from its international reserves in

propping up the cunency.o*

This announcement was followed by the fall of the rupiah to a new recud low of Rp

2.170:rJS dollar and the composite indor dropped to 643.01 points.ae The float of the

rupiah, however, was notwidely supported among the business leaders, most of whom were

conþnt with the pegged exchange rate sysþm. For most Indonesian companies and those

who were trading on the stod< exchange, the free floating exchange rate sysþm was a new

thing and it would take a whib for them to adapt to this sysÞm.so Many of these companies

had debtdenominated in US dollars and not hedged, whidr worsened the situation. But the

exporters and those who did not use many imported components in their businesses were

very pleæed with the new exchan1e ratl, sysþm becanse, in theory, it wouH make their

products more competitive intanationally. Nondheless, the shift to a free floating exchange

rate sysbm was r¡rclcomed by domestic and foreign investors. Stanley Fislrer, managing

dirætor of the International Moneary Fund, belierrcd that the floating of the rupiah wouH

m ake the implementalion o f macro economic p olbies mo re effective. 5 1

Unfortunatdy, the floating of the currency did not stop the depreciation proæss.

Whentherupiah readred thelercl of Rp 300:US$ in themiddle of August 1997,a sense of

ner\,ousness among government off,rcials and the business community emerged. This

devdoped into panic, which again generated healy selhng of therupiah in the markel On 16

August 7997,in his speech to celórate the 52nd anniversary of Indonesian indqendenæ,

President Suharto reminded the business community of the uncertainty and difficult tirnes

ahead. He said:

I appeal to our business community to seriously undøstand theæ new
realities. They shall all discover thatforeign loans are no longer easily

as "I¡donesia Floâts Rupiah", Jaknrla Post, 15 August lggJi "Pila Pembatas itu Akhirnya Dipangkæ"

[The band finally is uo longer needed], Prospek,25 Ausgust l99l; and for an observer's view, sce Judith

Bird, "I¡donesia il 1997,The Tinderbox Year,Asian Survey, vol. 38, no. 2 (February 1998), p.173.
oe The Economist Intelligence Unit, A Country Report, Indonesia,3rd quarter, 1997,p.20.
s0 "Mereka bicara putusnya Pita" [They talk about the end of the band], Prospek,25 August 1997.
5r "Nasib Rupitrtr Setel¿ìh Mengantbang" [Thefateof therupiah after float], Gatrct,23 August 1997.
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and cheryly obtained [as they were] before the stonn. All parties
concerned are reminded by the recent events to act pr-udently in
borrowing...and to seek safer and sûeadier ways of funding."

In an act of desperatior¡ Bank Indonesia raised the interest rates of Bank Indonesia

Certificates by 30 per cent and foræd govemment{wned enterprises (Badm Usaha Milik

Negara IBUMNI) to trarsfer their savings and deposits back to the cental bank. Finance

Minister Mar'ie Muhammad and Bank Indonesia Governor Soeùadiat Djiuandono also

urged the pubhc and the pri'øte secbr to reassess their business activities.s3

To avod a furlher economic downturn, President Suhart¡ set up a special crisis-

management committee knou,n as the Monefary Council, comprised of CoonCinating

Minjster for Economic, Financial and Indutrial Affairs and Development Supøvision, S aldl

Afiff, Minister of Finance Ma¡'ie Muhammad, Bank Indonesia Gorærnor Soe&adjat

Djiwandono, Staþ Secretary Moenliono and the special presidential advisers Professor

Widþjo Nitisastro and Ali Wardhana. Professor Widþjo was Suharto's fonrer and long-

tirneeconomic minisær and also an architect of the Indonesian economic strategy sinæ the

early days of the New Order governmenl He was knorryn both natbnally and internationally

and his inclusion in this courpil was inarded to reassure domestic and international

inr¿estors.sa

Both thePresidential address and the est¿blishment of the mondåry courrcil opered

the debæe aborÍ the sourdness of the Indonesian economy. The cunency crisis

demonstrated that the Indonesian economy in fact was not ¿rs strong as many people had

thought. Thetechnocratcampusedthecrisis æ an opportunity to reassert their infTrence in

economic poticy making and urged the govunmentto impbment deregulation polbies. The

medìa speanlated that the crisis had increased the leverage of the technocrat camp. ss

s2 
Quoted in Lindblad, "survey of Recent Developments" 1997, p. 6, from the Presidential address on 16

August 1991, as t¡anslated by Jakarta Post,18 August 1997.
5t "Yàr'rg Tak Perlu Nanti Dulu" [What is tìot urgelìt can wait], Gatra, 23 August 1997.
5o The Econornist Intelligence Uuit, A Country Report, Indonesia,4th quarter, 1997, p. 18.
5s "Teka-reki Politik di Balik Gejolak Rupiah" [The political speculation behind the collapsc of the

rupiahl, Adil,27 August-2 Septeniber 1997.
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Coordinating Minister Salú Afitr, who was part of the technocrat camp, calþd fbr the

abohtion of the monopolies that had distorted economic activities and were inefficient

becanse they bendited only a few rather than the whob population.su Afiff specifically

mentioned theneed to abolish themonopolies of the Stae LogisticalAgency (Bulog) and the

big conglomeraÞs, but he also urgod the government to revbw the funding of Habibie's

confol of stafegic industries and other government-funded infrastrucürre proþts.57

Afiff's staþ.ment fed the pubhc debæe on the merits of monopoly. Generally the

pubhc agræd wifh Afiff's ideaexcept, of counse, those who had enjoyed and benefited from

monopoly rights and other prilileges for decades. One of them was the then Minister of

Research and Technology B. J. Habibie, who strongly argwd that the funding for strategic

indutries w¿rs \Ery important for Indonesia and therefore he urged the government not to

resdreduledespiæ thefactthatthese induties were not profitable.s8 Indeed, the conflicting

vievs betr¡een Afiff and Habibie indbaæd that the move to abolish the monopolies and the

other pririleges that had dist¡rted the Indonesian economy couH be potmtially explosi'ne,

especially approaching the presidential elecion in 1998. The Jakøta Post described the

situation in thefolk¡wing way:

...N{arket disbrtions such as monopolistic pradices should be
abolished...There are obviously many vesÞd-interest groups wtto
prefer theretention of the monopolies as theæ exclusive tading rights,
funded by huge sums of subsidised credits from the cental banþ have
so far sened as cash cows for rent-seeking businesspeople and
officials. Truq the monopolies have so far heþd maintain priæ
stability butat a gred costto theeconomy. It is to be expecúed that
the commodities market will be jolted and become wildly volatile
temporarily after the removal of the monopolies...The quesion now is
wtredrer the govenmenthas the political will to swallow the bitÞr pill -
a temporary market jolt aftø the removal of monopolies- in view of
theupcoming presidential eledion in Mardr t19981."

tu"salehAfiff: Hapuskan Monopoli" [Saleh Afiff: Abolish Monopolyl, Kompas,21 August 1997; ¿ud

"PraktekMonopoli tidakMenyejahterakan Rakyat" [Monopoly practices do not create the welfare of the

peoplel, Kompas,23 August 1997.
57 "Govt's plan on Bulog hailed", Jaknrta Post,2l August 1997.
58 "BJ Habibie: Indust¡i Strategis takkan Dijadwal Ulang" IBJ Habibie: Strategic industries will not be

rescheduledl, Kotnpas, 21 August 1997.
5e "slirshiug Monopolies", editorial, .lakurta Post,22 ALrgust 1997.
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It seemed thattechnocratcamp faced a long and hard batile.

M ar'í.e M uhatnnmdt s " S hock"

The rupiah depreciated furlher, readring the levd of Rp 300:US dollar at ttre end of Augut

1997. This shoved thattheexisting go\rcrnmentmeasures to defsrd therupiah had faibd,

including Bank Indonesia's move on 31 Augtst 1997 to resfict forr¡ard trarnactions of

foreign exchange against the rupiah by domestic banla to fordgn or non-resident

in'vestors.60 This led to a more comprehensive response by the government. On 3

SepÞmber 1997, Finance Minister Mar'ie announced 10 measures intended to restrre the

confidence of the market. These werq reducing the interest rates step by step, syndrronising

economic activity, revising Budget targets, strorgthening export-driren activities,resdreduling

the government-funded infrastrucûrre proþcts, reorganising the finmcial sectcr through

mergers and liquidatiorn, urging the prirate sectlr to revbw its activities, abolishing the

ceiling of 49 percent for foreign investors in companies listed in the stod< exchange, and

mainøining the flow and disribution of basb comnndities and priæ stability .61

These measures, whidr becamekno!\,n as the " Maf ie shod<" , were welomed both

domestically and intunationally, and appeared to indbate that the government had made a

strong commitnentto undertake economic reform. At a special meeting with themembers of

the Peoples' Representalive Council (Dewan Perwakilan Ralqnt [DPR]) held on 16

Sepbrnber 1997, Finarce Minister Mar'ie took the opportunity to tell the public that the

rupiah wouh remain unsâble and urged everyone to be prepared for this.62 Mar'ie

acknowledged thatthedepreciatiur of the rupiah had already created economic crisis, but he

argæd thatthere was something good to come out of it. He explained:

6o The Economist Intelligetce Unit, A Country Report, Indonesia,4th quarter, 1997 , p. 19 .

6' John McBeth, "Action Faction", Far Eastern Economic Review,4 September 1997; "Sepuluh Langkah

Pulihkan Ekonomi" [Ten steps to rebuild the economy), Republika, 4 September 799]; ud "10 Kiat
Penyelamatan dari Biua Graha" [Ten rescue steps from Bina Graha], Prospek, 15 September 1997.
u2 Keterangan Pemerintah Mengenai Gejolak Rupiah dan Upaya untuk Mengatasinya [Government
Explanation about the Fluctuation of the Rupiah and Efforts to overcome with itl, Finance Minister
Mar'ie Muhamrnad's speech at the House of Representatives, Jakarta, 16 September 1997 .
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Although the negative impæt [fiom the crisis] had been felt heary
enough, but this momentum must be used as an opportunity to
conslidate the national economy by undøtaking various sftuctural
adjustments This st¡uctural adjusfnent [was] needed so that all
components of the national economy r¡¡culd be ready_^to face the
economic globalisation wtridr already became the reality.o'

Howerer, not everyone was satisfied with the " Mat' ie shod<" . There were some

who doubted whelher these measures woub achbve their targets. Ross Mc[-eod, an

Austalian observer, argwd thatthe measure of revising the budget had implicatiors such as

slowing down economic activity, whidr consequently wouh lessen economic grovvth.uo This

couh create fiscal contaction and other social and political problems beca¡se more people

coub lose their employmenl This woub worsen when combined with Bank Indonesia's

high interest rate polby. The economist Sjahrir stongly criticised this polby and urged Bank

Indonesia to immediately reduce the interest rates so that companies and traders in money

andcapital markets couh conlinue their activities.65

The decision to resdredule government-funded proþcts was also likdy to create

problems. Thecental point herewas whelher the government had the courage to impbment

some of themeasures in thefaceof strong resistancefromwithin. Manyproþts, such as the

National Car, the Jakæta Tower, the Malaka Strait Bridge, the Belitung Indatr Resort, and

other infiast¡ucûrre proþts, belonged to the Suhæto family members and other powerful

congfomeraÞs.uu As we willseelater, the inability of the government and President Suharto

to make a decision abotú this, contibuted to worsening economic crisis.

63 lbid.
ú This can be found in Ross H. Mcleod, "Postcript to the Survey of Recent Developments: Ou Causes

¿urd Cures for the Rupiah Crisis", Bulletin of Indonesian Econornic Studies, vol. 33, no. 3 Qecember
199't), pp. 4s-46.
ut Sjahrir, "stabilitàs Yang Bagaimana?" [What kind of stability?], WarIü Ekonomi,22 SepÍember 7991 .

óu "Untung Ada Krisis..." lThank Goodness, there is a crisis. ..f, Wart.a Ekonom| 15 September 1997.
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The measure of abolishing restictions for fordgn investors in stod< exchange

trading also raised conærns among observers and local investors.6T It is true that this

measure was announced in an atmosphere of panb among the polby makers and it was aken

hurriedly to slow capital ouflow from Indonesia.ut The go"ernment was criticised for not

consulting this decision whidr consequently couh led to the increase of domination of

foreign inr¡estors in stod< exchange trading in Indonesia and, thercfore, in the long-term this

had the potential to athact resenftnent and a nationalist backlash.6e

Noneheless, it appeared the " Mar'ie shod<" measures did not reassure the

domestic and international investors. At the end of Sepember 7991 the rupiah readred the

level of betu,een Rp3ffi0-350ûUS dollar and the indor priæ at the Jakarta Stod< Exchange

fluduated betr¡,een 500 and 550 points. The fall of currencies in other Soulheast Asian

counties made it impossible for the rupiah to recover. These currcncies conlinued to

depreciateafter Malaysian PriÍÞ Minister Mahathir Mohammad strongly criticised the fund

managers, particularþ George Soros (wift his company Quantum Funds), who contibuted

to thecollapse of these cunencies through their speanlation activities. The 'Mahathir-Soros'

issue or,ershadowed the WorH Bank meeting held in Hong Kong at the end of SepÞmber

1997 andcontibuted to a furlher weakening of therupiah.T0 MorÐver, any prospect of the

rupiah's recovery was damned by several domestic events whidr took plaæ in SepÞmber

67 Keputusan Menteri Keuangan Republik Indonesia Nomor 455/ KMK 0111997 tentang Pembelian

Saham oleh Pemodal Asing MeIaIui Pasar Modal [The Finance Ministerial Decree Number 455/KMK
0111997 about Purchasing Stock by Foreign Investors through Capital Marketl.
ó8 "Investor Asing, Belanjalah Sepuasnya...!" [Foreign investors, Shop till you drop...l), Kornpas,9
September 7997; "ObaL Generik dari Mar'ie Muhammad' lGeneric medicine from Mar'ie Muhammad],

Prospek, 22 September 7991; ard "Bursa Indonesia makin liberal" [Indonesian stock excharge

increasingly liberall, Bisnis Indonesia, 8 September 1991.
óe This sentiment was observed when I participated in a closed-door discussion organised by The

Republika daily involving prominent observers such as Dr. Mochta¡ Mas'oed, Dr. Indria Samego, Unar
Juoro, Zalim Saidi, ard Nasyith Madjidi. A summary of this discussion was published with headline

"Menakar Dimensi Politik Krisis Rupiah" [To predict the political dimension of the rupiah crisis],
Republika, S September 1997;and "Pencabutan ini Bukannya Tanpa Risiko" flhe float of the rupiah is

not without riskl, Prospek, 22 September 1991.
70 "Mâhathir, Soros dan Pertumbuhan Ekonomi" lMahathir, Soros aud economic growth], Republika, 29

September 1997; a¡d "D¿ui Elek Domino, Korporasi, Hingga Kritik PM Mahathir" [Fronl the dornino

and corporate effect to thc critics ol P M Mahathir's criticisrnl, Konrpas,3 Octobcr 1997.
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such as the forest fires, whose smoke coì/ered almost half of the region, the Ga¡uda aeroplane

crash in Medan, thebanhng crisis, and theissrp of political sucæssion in Indonesia.

Entq the IMF, the Clasure of 16 Banla, andthe 'Panic' Factor

With thegovernmenthaving faibd to stop the fall of the rupiah, on 8 October 1997 Finance

Minister Mar'ie announced a plan to look for external assistance from the International

Monetary Fund (IMF) andtheV/orh Bank7l Thegovernmentappointed Professor Widþjo

Nitisastro as the head of the Indonesian negotiating team V/idþjo was a respected figure

andknown widdy in international finarcial insünrtiorn. The aim of this appointnent was to

send a clem message to theinternational financial community thatthe Indonesian government

was serious in trying to end the crisis and to restore confidence in the economy.

To showthedetermination of the govtrnment to end the crisis, Mar'ie and other top

government offbials met with a wide range of representalives of the banking sector,

corporations, and also foreign fund managers. A few imputant issues emerged from this

meeling, such as exacly how much debt the pri'øte sectrr had in US dolla¡s and wouh the

govemment accept the conditions attached to the IMF loarn ?

On theprirate debtissr:e, until thenthegovernmentknewlitfle about ig though it was

estimaæd thatpriraûe debtstood somewhere betr¡æen US$55-80 billion.T2 This information

was needed to help the government to gauge the seriousness of the crisis and therefore to

know how much external assistance they had to ask of the IMF. On the issue of the

conditions attached to the IMF loan, not everyone belbved that the involvement of the IMF

would help Indonesia out of ttre crisis.73 Often the conditions attæhed to IMF programs

were too tough both economicalþ and politically and these were, for inst¿nce, budget cuts

7r The Economist Intelligence Unit, 4th quarter, 1997 , p. 23.
?2 Herrry Sender and John McBeth, "Default Options", Far Eastern Economic Review,23 OcLobet l99l .

?3 "syarat IMF, Apa Pemerintah Mau" IIMF corditionality, Does the govenìment want it?], Detektif drm

Romuntika,25 Oclober 7997 .
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and structural ref'orms by abolishing government and private monopolies.T4 Sjalrir argued

then that he was not sure that the government itself wouH have the capacity to impbment the

IMF programs, considering that pri'uate monopolies, for inshnce, were contolled by the

powerful polfically conrpcted eliÞs.7s Any attempt to disûrb these pracices would create

opposition from those business groups and therefore couH jeopardise the IMF prograrns.

It mustbe pointed out that at first the go'*,ernment sought technical assistance rather

than loans fromtheIMF. But once the Indonesian negotiating team realised the seriousness

of thecrisis, thegovernment quid<ly came to the condusion ttrat IMF loarn were needed.76

After a serþs of closed-door meetings betv,een the Indonesian negotiating team and IMF

offbials,held bothin Jakarta andWashingtonD.C., on 31 October 1997 the IMF agreed to

proüde a three-year resqte loan worlh US$23 bilton, comprising US$ 10 billion frorn the

IMF,US$4.5 billion from the Worh Banh US$3.5 billion from the Asian Development

Bank (ADB) and.US$5 billion from Indonesia's own external assefs.tt Indonesia also

receiwd a stard-by loanworlh US$ 15 billion, whid-r was prorided by Japar (US$5 bilhon),

Singapore (US$5 bilton), theUnied Saþs (US$3 billion), Malaysia (US$l bißon), and

Austalia (US$l billion).78 Brunei Darrusalam also prorided US$1.5 billion, as did as

China and Hong[<ong. The total of the IMF resqre package thus readred US$43 billion,

whidr was composed of US$38 billion from external sources and US$5 billion from

Indonesia's own funds.Te This became the second largest resqJe loan that the IMF had ever

made. Thelargest was theUS$50 bil[on Mexban rescue loanin 1995.

UnH<e other IMF resqJe packages, the package for Indonesia appeared ambitious

and outside the usual IMF styb. The package covered a wide range of economic reform

programs, with three irnportant isstres being higtrtighæd: tightening mondåry and fisc¿l

?a Soesastro and Basri, "survey of Recent Developmelts", pp.22-23.
7s See Sjahrir, "Bantuan IMF dan lmplikasinya" UMF rescue package and its implicationsl, DetektiÍ dûn

Romantika,25 October 1997 .

?6 Soesastro and Basri, op.cit, p. 10.
77 The Economist Intelligent Unit, 4ù quarter, 1997, pp.23-24.
7t "Akhimya Ada Kesepakatan" [Finally there is alì agreemerìt], Gntra, S November 1997.
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polbies, reslructurirg the finzurcial sectrr and irnpbmenting fïrther economic deregulation

and tracle reforms.*0 One might wonder whether the IMF itself drafted this package or

wheürer it camefromthe Indonesian governmenl The pubtc peræption was that it was the

Indonesian sidg particularþ thetechnocratcamp, whidr proposed that the IMF inch¡de more

than just the " usual" IMF prescriptions, with the rest¡lt that strwtural reform measures , such

as abolishing the monopolies of the gorcrnment{wned enterprises and the cong[omeraÞs,

were inchded.sr The logb behind this was that by widening the scope of the IMF refcrm

package, the confidence of the market might impro'æ and, more impcrtantly, the package

wouh winpublic supporl

There was also criticism of the IMF resq,re package. Some argtrcd that the package

couh creafe " moral hazæd" , in that it gave the impression to other countries, particularly

devdoping countries, that whaþver economic situation might occur as the result of

impbmenting bad polbies, the IMF woub be ready to resqle or bail oul82 But the most

vocal critique of theIMF reso.re package forlndonesia came from Professor Jeffrey Sach a

wellknown economist and Director of the Ha¡ra¡d Institute of International Development

(HIID).83 Sach belbved that the IMF had formulaæd wrong polby prescriptions, based on

the" standard" IMFprescriptions fortheconditions of the 197ß and the 198ß, rather than

those of the 199ß.80 At ttre cente of the economic crisis in Indonesia was high prirate,

rather than go'vcrnment,debt Therefore,he belbved that the IMF resq.le package woub not

leadto recovery butrather couh creafe financial panb. Sach's own expuiences in advising

theRussian governmentin impbmenting economic refums in the earþ 199ß was probably

influenced his decision to criticised theIMF involr¡rnent in Indonesia.

tn Soesastro and Basri, op.cit,p,ll.
80 lbid.
8r This view can be found in Faisal H. Basri, "Logika Kedatangan IMF' ll-ogíc of the arrival of the IMF],
DereVif dttn Rornantika, 25 October 1997; also see Soesastro and Basri, "Survey of Recent

Developments", p. 16.
t2 The Econonrist Intelligence Unit, 4th quarter, 1991 , pp. 24-25.
83 On Sach's central argument, see Soesastro and Basri, "Survey of Recent Developnrents", p. 17.
8a tbid, p. 18.
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As pzrt of the IMF reform package requiremenß, on I Novonber I99l Finance

Mfurisær Mar'ie announced the closure of 16 private banls, some of them owned by

prominentbusiness persons and others by President Suhæto's chihren and relatives (Box

6.3). According to an offrcial source, these bank were closed because they were categorised

as 'unlealthy' and had not openæd according to prudential rules such as the capital

adegracy ratb (CAR) and good management as required by the Banking Law No. 7 of

1992.8s This announcement justified rumours ttrat had been cirqrlating about Bank

Indonesia's plan to liquidate the financially üoubled banla. As menúoned ear[er, the

banking secbr was stricken with non-performing loans as a consequence of excæsive

lending in theproperty sectlr and other non-productive a¡eæ of theeconomy.

The closure of these banks received a mixed readion. Some point out that this

decision created panic in Jakarta and othu citbs.86 Despiæ the govønment promise to

guarantee the safe¡' of depositors by allowing them to withdraw up to Rp 20 million,

thowands of depositors rushed into these banks to withdraw their money. This gave a

strong impression thatthe decision was too fa¡-reaching and suggested that Jeffrey Sach and

others who were conærned about whether the govemment and the IMF had made a wrong

mor¡e towards ending the crisis, might har¡e been right tt

ts "Belasân Bank itu Akhirnya kena Gulung" [Finally more than a dozen batks forced to close down],

Forum Keadilan, 17 November 7991 .

tu John McBeth, "suharto's 'les|", Far Eastern Econornic Review,20 November 7991 .

t7 This view can be found in an interview with Thomas Suyatno, head of the Association of the National

Private Bank(Perhimpunan Bank-Bank Swasta Nutional lPerbanas]), "Likuidasi Tindakan Paling Akhir"

[Liquidation is the last. resort], Gatra,75 November 1997.
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Box 6.3
Profiles of I 6 Troubled Banks
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Source: Gatn,8 Novernber 1997

The political temperature increased when the media repmted that Suhæto's son,

Bambang Trihatmojo (who owned Bank Andromeda) and Suhrto's stepbrotheç
i..

Probosuædþ (who owned Bank Jakrta), had challenged the legalþ of the þuidation of

these banls in Jakæta's administralive courlst Th"y argwd that the Finance Minister's

decision to liquidate their respectirc banls was politically motivated, aimed at destoying the

imageof Suharto andhisfamily. Theylata withdrew thei legal suitaftø a "compromisd'

was readred in whidr Bambang was givor therights to anofter bank BankAlfase

Retreat fr om Reforms and the S uhøto F actor

The credibility of the government was further eroded by the decision takor by President

Suharto on 1 Noveinber 7997 to allow 15 government-funded proþcts to proæed after

having beenrescheduledsixweela earlier.eO Theseproþcts included eleoricitypower plants,

buihing a new airport, property and others (Box 6.4). This announcement sent a conflicting

tt "In Indonesia, Mar'ie Faces Intense Pressure", The Asian Wall Street Journal, 12 November 1997;

"Likuidasi, Rekayasa Politik?" [Liquidation, political engineering?], Detektif dnn Romantika, 15

Novenrber 199'l; and "setelah Likuidasi Berbagai Masalah Menanti", [After liquidation more problems

waitingl, Gatra,15 November 1997.
8e The Economist Intelligence Unit, A Country Report, Indonesia,4th quarter, 1997 , p. 27 .
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signal to the market abou the serk)usness of the governments' determination to abolish

collusion and cronyism in the Indonesian business sectcr. It also contadictod the

government's own commitment to the IMF reform package, which had been signed at the

end of October. This was seen by some as a reûeat from the economic refcrm agenda-er

Box 6.4
l5 ll/Þga Prcjects Allow b Proceed in November 1997

Source: Detd<tif dan

All of this contibuted to the conlinuing fall of the rupiah, whidr hit betveen Rp

400G5000:US $ at the end of Nor,unb er 1997 . But by this time the " Suharto factlr" was

contibuting as well In Deconber 799J, the rupiah depreciated furlher becarse of the news

andrumours concerning Suhæto's faifing health and the cancellation of his trip to Kua]a

Lumpur fortheASEA|{ meeting.e2 This happened the day after State Secretary Moerdiono

informed the media that Suhæto had declJed to take a tendays rest at the suggestion of the

presidential medbal team Thefact that this affected the stability of the rupiah was evidence

eo "Lima Belas Proyek Boleh Terus, Apa Kata IMF' lFiftteen projects can go ahead, S/hat will the IMF
say?l , Detektif dan Rornantikn, 15 November 1997 .

er An interview with Stanley Fisher, IMF Vice-Managing Director, "Tak Ada Orang Sehat. Mernanggil
Dokter" [No healthy persoll would call a doctor], DetektiÍdan Romanlika,15 Noveurber 1997.
e2 "Dihemptrs Kabar Angin" [Swept away by rumours], Gatra,2O December 1997.
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that the life and heafth of this aging president had begun to dirætly aff-ect the health of the

economy.

Manyinræstors and also the opposition leaders belþved that Suharto was too old to

handle fhe economic crisis and the pressure for him to resign increased.e3 There was a

peræptionthatSuhæto was becoming a problem rather than a solution and therefore a new

leader was required; one who couh act as a ciro.¡it breaker. A new leader couH help to

restore investor confidence in Indonesia- In this situation, speanlation on the political

sucæssiongrew. InDeccnber l99T,Gatra.aninfhentialweekly,ranaspecial report on the

sucæssion issue and suggesæd rephcemens for Suhmto, such as thethen vicepresident Try

Sutrisno, B.J. Habibie, Harmoko, Ginanjar Karhsasmia, General Harbno, and, on the

opposition sidg Megawati Sukrnoputri and Amisr Rajs.e4 Indeed, the issue of the political

sucæssion came into the cenþr of the crisis.

Why did this happen? Until the end of Decernber 1997 there was no sign of the

rupiah stabilising. Someobserrers suggestthatthe " panic" factcr caused a massirrc capital

outflow (particulady the exodus of the capital ownod by the ethnic Chinese and withdrawal

of fordgn capital) fromlndonesia.es According to this view, thepanb weakened Indonesia's

economic fundamentals and this caused therupiah to depreciate. As we will see, the issrcs

surrcunding the economic crisis do notend at this poinl

e3 The view of foreign investors as reported in in the editorial of lhe Economist, 77 January 1998.
ea Gatrc,20 December i997.
e5 See Ross Mcleod, "Postcript to the Survey ol Recent. Developments", pp. 51-52; ud also Steven

Radelet and Jeffrey Sachs, l"å¿ East Asian Financial Crisis: Diagnosis, Rernedies, Prospects, tì paper

presented to the Brookirtg Panel, Washington D.C., March 26-27 1998.
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Consequences of the Crisis

The IMF-Suharto Stand Oll

d readred the critical level of Rp 10,ffi0:US$,

get whidr contrined ¡n¡ealistic targets. The

rupiah. Panb broke out among members of

theJakmtan middle class, who immediately rushed into the shopping cenfes to stod< up on

daily goods in readion to rumours of rising priæs.e6 News and thetele'/ision footage of the

panb, whidr was broadcast worhwide, had the potential to creafe regbnal political insability.

This prompted the international community to put pressure on Suharto to revise the budget

and to renqotiatewith theIMF. Among those who ælqhoned Suharto directly were the US

Presiden! Bill Clinton, the Japanese Prinie Minister, Hashimoto, the German Charrcellor,

Helmut Kohl, and also the Austalian Prinp Minister, John Howrd. The US government

also sent a special envoy to conlince Suharto of the urgency of stidcing with the

impbmentation of the IMF reform package.eT

As a result" a second IMF agreement was signed in Jakæta on 15 January 1998. It

was signed by President Suharto in the presence of the IMF Managing Dirætor Michel

Camdessus.es This agreement conhined 50 points of economic reform, whidr were divided

into sevsr main programs: (1) to adjut and improve macrceconomic performance ttrrough

measures such as contolling theinflation rate at no higher than 20 perænt and bringing the

current account into surplus; (2) to revise the 1998-99 budget target by making a defbit of 1

perænt of GDP to be achbved by increasing petrol and electricity priæs, but not those of

kermene; (3) to increase fiscal transparency and make the activity of the governrient more

accor¡ntable, for inslance, by allocating the Reforestation and Investment Funds onto the

e6 Patrick Walters, "suharto's hghting rhetoric falls on deaf market earc",The Australían,8 January 1998;

and "suharto stands hrm as rumour mill chums", The Weekend Austral.ian, 10-11 January 1998.
nt Patrick Walters and Michael McGuire, "Clinton bid to calm Asia crisis", The Weekend Australia, 10-11

January 1998.
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1998-99 budget; (4) to canæl 12 government-funded infnutruchre proþcts whidr were

allowed to proæed in Novernber 1997, including scrapping thefunding and tax incqrtirrcs for

Habibie's aeroplanes proþt (IPTN) and the natbnal car proþct; (5) to storgthen the

indqendenæ of Bank Indonesia in man4ging mondâry polby, inchrding maintaining the

stability of the rupiah and redrrcing interest rates gradrally; (6) to prepare a serbs of

measurqs to resructure the banking sectlr; and (7) to set a timetable for impbmenting

structural reforms, inchrding abohshing all restictions that had been apphed in the economy,

including themonopolies of theStae LogisticalAgerrcy (Bulog) and others.ee

Suharto had no chobe but to agræ with the IMF although many of the measures

required the dismantling of prilileges granted to his own family members. To monitor the

impbmentation of the IMF reform package effectively, the government established the

Council for Economic and Financial S tabilis atbn (D ew an P emantap an Ketahanan Economi

danKeuangan),hea&À by President Suharto himself, withfornpr senbr economic minisær

Professor Widþjo Nitisastro as the Secretary General. To restcre confidencein the banking

seclor, the govønment fonned the Indonesian Bank Resfucturing Agency (IBRA) on 27

January 1998. This was accompanied by the merging of four government{wned banla --

Bank Bumi Duya Bank Ekspor Impor Indonesia, Bank Pembangunan Indonesia, and Bank

Dagang Negara-- and several priraûe banks.r00 In addition, the revised 1998-99 budget was

also announced on 23 January 1998.

The signing of the second IMF agræment did notstop the depreciation of the rupiah.

The rupiah fell to just abow Rp 15,00:US$ with the news abor¡t the nomination of

Suharto's proþge, B.J. Habfrie, as a futue vicepresident. Habibie's record of being a

strong advocate of high-cost and inefficientindrst¡ies madehim an unpopular figure in some

n* Patrick Walters, "suharto bites the bullet on reform", The Australian, 76 January 1998; Louise
'Willianrs, "suharto surrenders to IMF", The Age, 16 January 1998; and Greg Earl, "Soeharto yields to

Ili4F'' , The Australian Financial Review, 16 January 1998,
ee "Kesepakatan Reformasi Ekonomi Indonesia-IMF' [Indonesia-IMF Agreement on economic reform],

Repubtikn, 16 January 1998; and also Soesastro and Basri, "Survey of Recent Developmenf",pp.22-23.
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circles, and therefore themarket was in doubt as to whelher he had the abi[ty to end the crisis

shorfd Suharto be replaced or step downr0r

Atthis point, Suharto was conþmplating using a 'cunency board sysÞm' (CBS) to

replace the free floæ polby (whbh primarily was blanred for the collapse of the rupiah).

Suharto was attracted to theCBS after his daughter Tutut int¡oduced him to Professor Sterc

H. Hanke, an American economisll02 'Without conzulting the Governor of Bank Indonesia,

SoedradjatDjivandono,or theFinanceMinister, Mar'ie Muharnmad, Suharto proposed the

idea of " IMF Plus" , meaning the addition of the CBS to the exising IMF reform package.

Suharto belbved this couh stabilise therupiah.lO3

This move caused serious conærn among Suharûo's own economic advisers,

inrrestors, and of coulse, ttre IMF itself. In a show of defiance and proÞst against the

impbmentation of,.the CBS, Soedradjat resigned from his position as Gorsnor of Bank

Indonesia Governor and was replaced by Dr. Sjahril Sabirin.r0a Suharto's plan to adopt the

IMF-Plus idea was arguably a delaying taclic in the lead up to the Presidential election in

Mardr 1998. In attempting to delay theimpbmentation of the IMF reform package Suhrto

hoped to maintain the loyalty of his supporters, who wouh suffer the economic

consequences of theIMF reforms.

This stard-off readred its peak with the decision of the IMF on 6 March 1998 to

posþone its second US$3 billion tranche. The situation was exacerbated by the inability of

theIMF to revbw theprogram because some ministers were busy preparing for the meeting

'' Colin Johnson, "survey of Recent Developments", Bulletin of Indonesian Economíc Studies, vol 34,

no, 2 (August 1998), p.47; and also "Ramai-ramai Merger" [Everyone is merging], Gatra,31' January

1 998.
r0r It must be noted here that domestically the nomination of B.J. Habibie was not fully supported. Sotne

elellents within the ¿umed forces ard within the ruling party Golkar were not happy with this

nomination. However, since Habibie received the personal support of Suharto, the nominatiotì wen[

ahead.
r02 "Jurus Menghajar Spekulan" [Ways to punish speculators], Gatra, 74 February 1998.

'03 Johnson, "survey of Recent Developments", p. 28.
r* "Gubernur BI Sjahril Sabirin: Perlu Kurs Rupiah yang Ter.jangkau" IBI Governor Sj¿hril Sabirin: We

need an attainable exchange ratef, Kompas, 20 February 1998.
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of the People's Consultati',e fusernbly, whidr wouH vote in the Presidential elecion in

Mardr 1998. In this political uncertainty therupiah continued to fall

The Politicøl Reþrm Movement

Another significant impact of the cunency crisis was the erosion of the legitimacy of the

Suhmto government and this restilted in deepening political crisis in Indonesia. From

January untl earþ Mardr 1998 two political devdopmenß resrfted fromthecrisis.

First, the political reform movement (known in Indonesia as gerakan. reformasi

polirtþ gained momentum. Evidence of ttris was found in the emetgence of a broad-based

anti-Suha¡o coalition comprised of students, non-governn'ìent organisations (NGOs),

academics, joumalisfs, religious leaders, ex-governmmt officials, and leading oppmition

figures like Megavati, Amiqr Rais and a forner Suhato Minister Emil S alim. This coalition

regrded the deepening crisis as an opportunity to incrcase the pressure on the People's

Consultatire Assunbly not to re-elect Suhrto in Mardr 1998 and also to call upon the

government to imphment political refum alongs ide the economic refmms. I 05

Thepolitical reform movernent exposed thesocial and political problems which were

contibuting factors to the deepening of the economic crisis. Some of these problems have

already been diso¡ssed ear[er. With themomeltum prolided by the economic crisis, the

political reform movønent in Indonesia was able to trarnform them into a serbs of clear

political demands. These inchded the demand to hold a special session of the People's

Consultatire Assunbly to replace Suhanto, to draft newandmoredemocraticpolitical bills, to

restlre therights of free speech and assernbly and uphold human rights, to release political

'05 Josc Manuel Tcsoro, "Forging a Shaky Alliancc", Asiaweek,6 February 1998.
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prisoners, to hold fiee and fair genual elections, and to abolish corrupúon, collusion and

nepotism in busiress and government.r06

The economic crisis also triggered widespread unorganised proÞsts by ordirary

Indonesians, whidr turred into rios in Java and some other islands. The main issue here

was abolishing of the subsidies on basb comnrodiúes such as oil, ricg and sugar, knowr in

Indonesia as Semhl<o (an acronym of sembilan bahan pokok [nine basb commodities]). It

is hard to know whedler these rioß were spontåneous or orchestrated by groups airning to

desabilise the government.l0T But what was clear was that the ethnic Chire,se were the

victims of therioß.108

AntiChinese sentiment gained support among the elies at this time becanse some

ethnic Chinese business leaders had reftsed to support the so-called 'lo're the rupiÂh

mo\¡anent' ledby'Tutuf Suhrto' eldest daughter.lOe In order to mobilise support forthis

mo\ærnent fromthewider population, the supporters of Suharto and his chihren launched a

pub[c campaign, whidr utitsed nationalist symbols, antiAmerican sentiment, and also

oppositionto thelMFreform package.rto Ewn Suharto himself begar to stâþ thatsomeof

the IMF reform measures \4/ere not consistent with the constitution and therefore must not be

impbmentedrll All of this meant the government and Suha:to personally lost poprfar

support, whidr madeit difficult for the government to impbment the IMF reform package.

Indæd, many of the measures had thepotortial to increase political tension in Indonesia.

Itr For further discussion on the political reform movement prior to the downfall of Suharto see John

Sidel, "Macet Total: Logics of Circulation aud Accumulation in the Demise of Indonesia's New Order",
[ndonesia, no. 66 (October 1998), pp.159-194.
ro? John McBeth, "Playing with lre, The Puzzling Origins of anti-Chinese Riots in Java", Far Easlern
Eco nomic Review, 2 March 1998.

'08 Soesastro and Basri, "Survey of Recent Developmeuts", p. 36,
ræ Bob Catley ald Priyambudi Sulistiyauto, "The 1998 Indonesian Crisis ¿uld Australia's Strategic
Irìterests, Curreil Affairs Bullelin, vol. 75, no.1 (June-July 1998), pp. 16-17.
rl0 Socsast¡o and Basri, op. cil, p. 52.
rrr "Kita tak Menu ju Liberalisme" [We do not warìt liberalism], Republikct Hornepage,5 March 1998.
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The Downfall of Suhø'to

With thepotmtial of further political upheaval, Suharto deciJed to consolidate his power by

appointing several of his loyalists to top military positions. These were General Wirarto (as

theChid of thelndonesianArmed Foræs), General Subagio (as theChief of the Army), and

LietÍenantCeneral Prabowo Subianto (as the Chief of the powerful Strategic Command of

theArmy).l12 BothWirarto andSubagio hadbeenSuhrto's personal adjutants in thepast,

whib Prabowo was Suharto's son-in-law. This military reshuffle suggested that Suhrto

wanted to pre',ent the possibility of division among the miliøry leaders, whidr couH

jeopardise his re-election in Mardr 1998.

When Suhmto was indeed re-decæd as President,with B.J. Habbie as the new Vice

President,the market and the public reacted cauliously.rt' But pubhc disrypoinnnent was

cleæ when thenewcabinet was announced. It was described by many as a " crony cabinet''

because it inchrded less capable people, inchrding Suhrto's daughær Tutut, his golfing

partrer and business tycoon Bob Hasar and other Suhano loyalis¡5.114 This again eroded

the credibility of the gorv€rnmentin undertaking the IMF reform package, whidt had been put

on hold during the presidential elecion perbd. The international community lobbied the

IMF and doncr countries to find a more appropriaæ economic refmm program that would

suit the domestic situation in Indonesia-rrs The result was that in mid-March 1998, the

" ne\il' government renegotiated with the IMF and signed a ttri¡d agreement, whidr conained

small revisions of theprevious agreements. In this agreement, the IMF and the government

agræd to rehabilitae those priute companies who had debtproblem and to draft for the first

time a new banlcuptcy law in Indonesia. I I 6

r12 "Presiden Lantik Pangab dan KASAD" [President appoints the Chief of Staff ard the Chief of fu-y],
Kornpas Homepage, 17 February 1998.
rE Patrick Walters, "Suha¡to wins hve more yeârs", The Ausffalian, 17 March 1998; and Greg Earl,

"Soeharto set to lìame factional, smaller Cabinet", The Australian Financial Review, l1 March 1998.
I ra 'Ihe Economist Intelligence Unit, A Country Reporl, Indonesia,2nd quarter, 1998, p. 15.
r15 On the role of Aust¡aliar diplomacy, see Catley and Sulistiyalìto, "The 1998 Indonesian Crisis ¿ud

Aust.ralia's Strategic Interests", pp. 18-19.
rru For ruoro detail about thc IMF III can be found in Johnson, "Survey ol Rccent Developnrents", p. 32.
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Nondheless, there-election of Suharto did not ease the poliúcal tension. When the

priæs of basb commodities such as petrol, cooking oil and flour incrcased in earþ May

1998, the poor were angered and their feelings of desperation spilled over into unorganised

proÞsts. Atthesametimgstudents andother prodemocræy grorps urged thegovernment

to reverse the decision to abo[sh the subsidies and demarded the resignation of Suharto.

Mass demonstrations led by the students occrnred in the major citbs of Jakæta, Bandung,

Yogyakarta, S olo, Surabaya, Medar and Ujung Pandang. The death of five students from the

prestigious Trisakti Univenity on 12 May 1998, whib Suharto was on a staþ visit in Cairo,

triggered antiChinese mass demorstratbns and rioß in Jakrta and other big cities, whidt

lasted for three days and caused the death of about five hun&ed people.tlT 'When Suhrto

retuned to Jakæta, he disovered the capial city still smouldering, with some sections ruiræd,

and his political futu:e uncertain.

It appeared.thatthe conflict in theetþs, particularþ betr¡een those who waned to

replace Suhato by staging a military coup,led by LieuænantGeneral Prabowo Subianto, and

those who belb',red Suhrto couh be replaced constitutionally (the latÞr grotp reprÞsented

by Genøal Wiranto).t1t As thepressure on Suhæto grew, he lostsupporters in the military,

the ruling party Golkar, and also among his own cabinet ministers. Eventually this loss of

support foræd Suharto's resignation on 21 May 1998, with B.J. Habjbie replacing him as

President. The change in leadership marked the end of the Suhrto era, but not of the

economic and political crises.

l17 Patrick Vy'alters, Don Greenlees, and Robert Garran, "Rioters rule Jakarta streets", The Austral.ian, 15

May 1998.
rrt Sidel, "Macet Total: Logics of Circulatiou and Accumulation in the Dernise of Indoncsia's New
Ordcr", Indonesio, no.66 (October 1998), pp. 185-191.
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his chapter focused on the causes and the imp[catiorrs of Indonesia's economic

crisis of 1997 and 1998. It examined ttre abi[ty of Indonesian economic policy

makers to respond to the financial crisis and its impæt on domestic politics in

Indonesia. It argwd that the economic crisis was exaærbated by the " panic" facûor, whidt

led to the withdrawal of fordgn capital and a major crisis of confidence among domestic and

foreign investors. The finarcial liberalisation undertaken during the 198ß and 199ß

intryrated the Indonesian economy into the global economy. This increased capital inflow

into Indonesia,whidr helped to sushin economic growth.

The expansion in capital infkrw, however, also increased the current account deficit

and external debt, particularly prirate and short-term debs. In part this happened becarse

manyforeign loars wereinvested in theproperty sectlr or otha non-productive secbrs. The

other issue was the fact that there had been a decline in export grou,th in Indonesia in the

prer,ious yean. Indonesian exports had became less competitive in the international market,

as a result of the decline in commodity priæs globally and also of the relæation of

manufacturing companies to neighbouring counfries in the regbn. In addition, wealinesses

in banking supervision and regùlatory measures made Indonesia vulnerable to external

shod<.

The earþ sigrn of economic downturn in Indonesia were not sent a cler signal to

politicalleaders andpolbymakers. IntheUS economic grorvth hadincreased rapidly sinæ

the rnid-1990s, making the US dollar stronger than the Japanese yen and other cunencies,

including the rupiah. As the rupiah had been fixed to the US dollar sinæ the mid-1980s, its

valtp was inflating ¿urd therefore pressure was put on polby makers to adjust the exchange-

rate polby. The adjutment happened after the rupiah depreciated as a result of conlagion

from the float of the baht in Thalzurd on 2 July 1997. The experience of Thaiand

demonstratod to Indonesian policy rnakas that defording the rupiah in the globalised
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economy wouH be costly urd unproductire. Moreo'ær, domestic fact¡rs such as

" dercgulation fatigud' , internal rivalry betueen the technocrat and the Habibie camp, the

uncertainty of the political sucæssion, widespread cormption, colhrsion and nepotism and

mass proþsts and rioß allcontibuæd to thedeepening crisis. Thus, domestic politics played

an important rolein theeconomic crisis in Indonesia.

What, then, were the responses to the currency crisis in Indonesia? Like Thailand,

Indonesia had to call for external assistance, from the IMF and several donor countries.

The economic crisis caused the contraction of economic activity, but the introduction and

an implementation of IMF reform package did not end the crisis. Indeed, the

irnplementation of the IMF reform package, the closure of 16 banks in November 1997,

and the inconsistencies of the reform policies, created a situation in which panic led to an

increase in capital outflow. Meanwhile, the currency crisis also had political

consequences. In{ndonesia, the economic crisis opened up public debate about the need

to implement political reforms alongside economic reforms. The crisis also catalysed the

political opposition, which led to the downfall of President Suharto in May 1998. The

following two chapters will examine the political economy of contemporary Burma and

the effect of the economic crisis in this country in1997.
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Burma' s Economic Reforms
and Authoritarian Politics

urma,'like Indonesia, is a multi-ethnic country, with a population of 41.3

million in the 1990s. Burma is a country rich in natural resources and

historically was the focus of international rivalry. Burma was one of the most

prosperous countries in the region after it gained independence from British, but has

experienced economic stagnation and political crisis in the past three decades.r In 1988

the military govemment of the State Law and Order Restoration Council (SLORC)

announced economic reforms and opened Burma to foreign investors. However, not
,1,..

much was achieved during the 1990s. Burma is a case where the failure of economic

reform has been accompanied by increasingly authoritarian politics.

This chapter examines the history that shaped contemporary Burma's economic

and political situations. It then surveys the politics of the SLORC economic reforms and

the domestic and external factors which have contributed to the failure of the reform

process. This is followed by a discussion of the increasing political authoritarianism and

popular opposition in Burma during the 1990s.

Historical Setting

hree important factors shaped political and economic life in Burma in the

course of this century. First, befbre annexation by the British colonial

government at the end of the nineteenth century, strong central leaders such as

David Steinberg (ed.) In Search of Southeast Asia, A Modern History, revised edition (Sydney and

Wcllington: Allen and Unwin, 1987), p. 404.
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King Anurawtha of Pagan, King Bayyinaung of Taungoo, and King Alaungpaya of the

Konbaung monarchy ruled Burma.t The collapse of the Burmese monarchies caused

humiliation for the Burmese people.3 Under the colonial power, Burma became a

province of British India. The power of the British colonial government rested on the

bureaucracy and on using repressive means to maintain power.o The transition to colonial

power under the British was not a peaceful process and it was accompanied by resistance

and rebellions throughout Burma.

Second, as in Indonesia, the experience of colonisation gave rise to a strong sense

of nationalism. UnderBritish rule Burmese society was divided into three categories: the

British expatriates and the Burmese upper class, who occupied important positions in the

bureaucracy; the Indians and local üaders (many of the latter being Chinese) who

controlled economic activities; and the ordinary people.s The British divided the country

into two territorie$. Burma proper, which was occupied by the majority ethnic Burmans

and the frontier areas, where the ethnic minorities lived. Josef Silverstein has pointed out

that this division was particularly important in influencing political developments in Burma

in the post-colonial period.6

Third, the British colonial government also introduced a laissez-faire system,

which allowed the private sector to run the economy and, indeed, helped to increase

On the political history of Burma prior to the annexation of the British colonial government, see

Michael Aung-Thwin , Pagan: The Origins of Modern Burma (Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press,

1985); Victor Lieberman, Burmzse Administrative Cycles: Anarchy and Conquest, c.1580-1760

(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1984); and Wiltam J. Koenig, The Burmtse Polity, 1752-

I8l9: Politics, Administration and Social Organisation in the Early Kon-baung Period (Michigar:

Centre for South and Southeast Asian Studies, The University of Michigan, 1990); and Myo Myint'
Tht Politics of Survival Burma: Diplomacy and Statecrafi in the Reign of King Mindon, 1853-1878,

unpublished Ph.D thesis, Cornell University, i987.
On various interpretations on the last days of the Burmese monarchy, see Ernest C. T. Chew, "The

Fall of the Burmese Kingdom in 1885: Review a¡d Reconsideration", Jourrutl of Southeast Asian

Sndies, vol. x, no. 2 (September 7919), pp. 372-380.

See Michael Aung-Thwin, "The British "Pacification" of Bu¡ma: Order Without Meaning", Journal of
Soulheast Asian Studies, vol. xvi, no.2 (September 1985), pp.250-251.

John S. Furnivall, Colonial Policy and Practice: A Comparalive Study of Burrn and Nethzrland.s

I nd ia (New York: New York University Press, l9a7 ), pp. I 1 6- 1 I 8.

Josef Silverstein, Burrna, Military Rute and the Politics of Stagnation (lthaca: Cornell University

Prcss, 1977), p. 3.

5

6
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intemaúonal trading activities.T The expansion of internaúonal trading becarne an

irnportant source of revenue. As noted by Michael Adas, Bunna was then integrated into

the world economy and became a maior exporter of rice to the international market.s But

economic development early in the twentieth century also had its cost. lncreasing

numbers of Indian immigrants arrived in Burma to work there and forced the Burmese off

their land.e Those who benefited most from the economic growth were the Briúsh, a small

Burmese elite, the Indians, and the Chinese.l0 This social and economic gap contributed

to the emergence of the nationalist movement in Burma and it continued to affect political

and economic developments in Burma in the post-independence period.

Theideaof creating a modern state of Burma grew rapidly during the 1920s and

the 1930s.11 As in Indonesia, during the Japanese occupation period the Burmese

nationalist leaders were divided into ¡vo camps. In the first camp were those who wanted

to collaboraæ with.the Japanese, including some prominent nationalist leaders trained by

the Japanese Army to prepare for war against the British colonial government. In the

second were those who wanted to create a democratic political system along the lines of

the British tradition. This division created political division, especially at the time when the

Japanese occupation government was about to leave Burma in the 1940s.12 The future of

the ethnic minorities was uncertain. Some groups demanded their own states while others

were happy to be part of Burma. As a result, Aung San, a prominent nationalist leader,

signed a peace agreement with the ethnic leaders, which guaranteed the right of the ethnic

minorities to gain independence ten years after the independence of Bunna was declared.r3

7 Furnivall, op.cit., p.23.
t For further discussion on this can be found in Michael Adas, The Burma Delta: Economic

Developntent and Social Change in An Asian Rice Frontier, 1852-1941 (Madíson: University of

Wisconsin Press, 1974).
e Robert Taylor, The State of Burmn (Honolulu: The University of Hawaii Press, 1987), p,126.
r0 Furnivall, Colonial Policy and Practice, p. 157.
rr On the origins of the nationalist movement in Bu¡ma, see Khin Yi, The Dobama Movemenl in

Burrna, lg30-1938 (Ithaca: Southeast Asia Program, Cornell University, 1988X and also Furnivall,

op.cit, pp. 142-143.
l2 Silverstein, ßurma, Military Rule and llxe Pol¡tics of StagnaÍion,p.11 .

13 On the role of Aung San during the independence period, see Josef Silverstein, T-he Political Legaq of
Aung San, revised edition, (Ithaca: Southeast Asian Progran-r, Cornell University, 1993).
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The U Nu Períod

On 19 July 1947, Aung San, along with six members of the newly parliament were

assassinated and this was blow for the country. This simply, as Silverstein points out,

Aung San was seen by many as a leader who can unify the people of Burma.lo U Nu,

another prominent nationalist, took over the leadership of the Independence movetnent

and, in 1948, he proclaimed the independence of Burma and introduced parliamentary

democracy as the system of government. The immediate issues that U Nu and his

government had to unite and develop the country., Unfortunately, from the start U Nu had

to contend with a civil war situation in Burma.ls Several armed groups, including the

communists, several ethnic minorities, and the Kuomintang (KMT) armies on the Burma-

China border, joined together to undermine the U Nu governmenl16

Despiæ the fact that this pottical system was not successful in establishing

political stability, the U Nu government gave the Burmese people a taste of democracy'l7

Under the U Nu government, Burma held several general elections in the 1950s, all with a

very high level of public particþation. During the U Nu period, Burma also began to

implement industrialisation policies and invited foreign investors into ttre country. Burma

was experiencing economic growth at a level that was admired by other countries in the

region.lt The development of international trade was one of the main achievemenls of the

U Nu government.

r4 Silverstein, op.cit, pp. 20-21 .

ts tbid.,p.26,
ru On the origins of the armed insurgency in modern Burma, see Ma¡tin Smith, Burmn, Insurgency md

the Politics of Ethnicity (London and New Jersey: Zed Books, 1991), especially chapters six and

seven; Bertil Lintner, Burmn in Revoh, Opium and Insurgency Since 1948 (Botidu: Westview Press,

1994), especially chapters three and four; and also Robert H. Taylor, The State of Burma (Honolulu:

University of Hawaii Press, 1987), pp. 229-249.
17 O¡ the economic and political changes during the U Nu period, see John F. Cady, A History of

Modern Blnna (lthacâ: Corlell University Press, 1960), especially chnpter twelve.
l. Hal Hill, "Industrialization in Bu¡ma in Historical Perspective", Journal. ot' Sot.tlheast Asian Studies,

vol. xv, no. 1 (March 1984), pp. 134-149.
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However, a political crisis in the 1950s was seized upon by the Burmese military

as justification for it to enter the political arena. The Burmese military leaders felt that

they had a mandate to defend the country from disintegration and thus never concealed

their intention to replace the U Nu govemment.re In 1958, as Burma was in political

crisis, General Ne Vy'in, the Chief of the Army, was asked by U Nu to establish a caretaker

goverïìment, with the main tasks of ending the civil war, rebuilding the economy, and

preparing for general elections. General Ne Win used this opportunity to expand the

involvement of military officers (through the Defence Services Institute) in a wide range of

activities, including business.20

The caretaker role of the Burmese military ended in 1960, but by this they had

acquired a tåste for running the country. Although U Nu and his Union Party won the

1960 general elections, General Ne Win and other high ranking military officers werc

waiting for an opportunity to enter politics once again. When U Nu and his Union Party

government failed to reach a political settlement with the ethnic minorities ln1962, General

Ne Win launched a military coup and overthrew the government in March 1962.2r This

rnarked the end of a period of parliamentary democracy in Burma.

The Ne Wín Period

Soon after General Ne Win took power, he established a Revolutionary Council, headed

by himself, along with seventeen high-ranking military officers. He produced a political

manifesto known as the "Burmese W'ay to Socialism", which explained the reasons for

the rnilitary seizure of power and also contained explanations of the economic and political

re Smith, op.cit., pP. 179-180.
2o Within eighteen months in power as the caretaker government, the Burmese military's involvement in

various business activities such as banking, trading, transportation and hotels had increæed

dranratically. See Silverstein, Burma, Mititary Rule andthe Politics of Stagnation,p. T9i and also

Taylor, The State of Burnm, pp.257 -258.
t' On the fall of the U Nu government, sec Smith, ßør¡na: Insurgency and the Politics of Ethnicih', pp-

l 95-1 96.
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programs through which the creation of a socialist society in Burma would be achieved.22

General Ne Win strengthened the role of the state to aid the irnplementation of radical

socialist economic policies. Over the next three decades, General Ne V/in ruled as a

dictator and the military became Burma's major national decision-making institution.z3

In the 1960s Ne Win's socialist state nationalised all private companies and held a

monopoly on the managelnent of econornic activity throughout the country. The Burmese

economy became highly centralised and regulated.'o By 1963 about 15,000 companies in

various sectors and24 foreign and domestic banks were nationalised in Burma.2t As a

side effect of this nationalisation policy, many middle class Burmese and local traders,

especially those of Indian and Pakistani origin, left Burma.26

The nationalisation program also forced a few of foreign-based institutions such

as the Ford Foundation, the Asia Foundation, the British Council to leave the country.2i

The inflow of foreign aid declined (see Table 7.1) and Burma depended very much on

domestic resources for financing its economic and development programs. However, a

few Western countries continued to grant special loans for particular development projects

and between 1962 and 1972, in that period Burma received about US$ 28 million per year

in foreign aid.28

22 David I. Steinberg, Bunnn's RoadToward Developmznl, Growth and ldeology under Military Rule

(Boulder:Westview,1981),pp.28-29;Silverstein,op.cit.,pp.80-81;andSmith,ibid,pp.199-200.
23 For a critical view on the rise of General Ne V/in, see Chao-Tzang Yawnghwe, Ne Win's Talntadaw

Dictatorshíp, MA thesis, The University of British Columbia, 1990; and also see Lintner, Bunna in

Revolt, especiallY chaPter six.
24 See Josef Silverstein, "First Steps on the Bu¡mese Way to Socialism", Asian Survey, vol. iv, no.2

(February 1964), pp. 716-722.
2s Steinberg, Burma's Road Toward Development, p. 35.
26 Taylor, The State of Burma,P.341.
2'7 Steinberg, op.cit, p.39.
2a Taylor, o¡t.cit, p.347.
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Table 7.1
Foreign Capital Assistance, 1978
(million)

Source: Da Toward and Military

Rule (Boulder: Westview Press, 1981), p. 60.

ln the first two decades of socialist rule, there was no real progress in the Burmese

economy. According to Steinberg, although the Ne Win government increased the

financial allocation to the industrial sector from about 3.6 percent in 1961 to 37 percent in

1971, its overall share of Burma's gross domestic product (GDP) was only 10 percent.2e

The agricultural sector showed a simila¡ outlook, particularty with respect to the level of

rice production. Rice had always been a significant source of revenue for Burma.

Although many incentive programs were provided for farmers soon after the socialist

govomment was in place, rice production increased only slowly, from 6126 million tons

in the 1960s to 7.261million tons in the 1970s.30 This was not enough to supply the

needs of the Burmese population, which in fact had increased by about 25 percent over

these same two decades.3l

Under the socialist economic structure, state-owned enterprises (SOEs) dominated

economic activity, white the private sector was not allowed to operate in the market.32 But

2s David Stei¡berg,Bunna: A Socialist Nation of Soulheast Asj¿ (Boulder: Vy'estview Press, 1982)' p.

78.
30 lbid,p. 78; and also Steinberg, Burmn's RoadToward Developmenl, pp. 109.
3r This was ironic since rice was the most important Burma's exports. One would suggested that the

failure of the Ne Vy'in government in supplying rice to domestic market indicated that the rice policy

was not worked very well under his rule. See Steinberg, ibid, p. 110.
32 Hill, "Industrialization in Burma in Historical Perspective", pp.145-146.
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due to the inefficiency and lack of managerial skill of the SOEs, in combination with

widespread corruption, the black ma¡ket economy increased in size. This caused the

economy to deteriorate and the government failed to provide goods and services to the

Burmese people.33 Official figures show that the growth of the Burmese economy from

the 1960s until the end of the 1980s was not impressive (see Table 7.2).

General Ne Win also instituted a single party system, with the Burmese Socialist

programme Party (BSPP) becoming the only legal party in Burma. To achieve mass

support, the BSPP formed mass organisations throughout Burma, with assistance from

the miliøry apparatus.3a This type of political system was intended to create the political

stability that could help in the creation of a socialist society in Burma. Instead, from the

1960s until the 1980s, General Ne Win and his government faced increasing opposition

both in Burma proper and in the ethnic minority areas. Students, civilian politicians,

Buddhist monks, and armed groups such as the communists and ethnic minorities were

the main opposition groups which challenged the leadership of General Ne Win.3s

Table 7.2
Growth, lnvestment, and Savings in Burma, 1962-1988
(percent of GDP)

urce Tun Wai, ' nmar Economy at sroads, Options on ,ln
and

e

Mya Than and Joseph L. H. Tan (eds.) Ihe MYanm ar Economy at The Crossroads: Options
Constrain fs (Singapore: lnstitute of Southeast Asian Studies, 1990), p. 24.

By the end of the 1980s, signs that Burma was entering economic and political

crisis were acknowledged by Gener¿rl Ne Win and other rnilitary leaders during the BSPP

33 Mya Maung, The Bunna Road lo Poverly ( New York: Praeger, 1991).
34 Silverstein, Burma, Military Rule and the Politícs of Stagnation, pp. 100-101.
3s Snrith, Burrna,Insurgency and the Politics of Ethnicily, especially chapter sixteen

-t.913.5 15.44.91962-1965
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0.771.2 10.51.31970-1973
0.9104.7 10.919',14-t917
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Congress held in August 1987.36 In response, the government announced the

demonetisation of several denominations of Burmese currency, the kyat.3i This was

intended to eliminate the black markets and smuggling activity along the border areas. The

government also lifted restrictions on private companies trading in rice and other basic

commodities. However, these changes did not improve the economic situation. It was

ordinary people who suffered most from the demonetisation.

In Decemb er 1987 the United Nations conferred Least Developed Country (LDC)

status on Burma, ranking it among the ten poorest countries in the world.38 This

humiliated and angered the Burmese people. Their frustration culminated in what became

known as the 1988 Uprising. This occurred between March and September that year, with

a series of nationwide popular protests against General Ne Win and his rnilitary

government" and their failure to foster economic progress. The single pafy system was

ijenounced and demands were made for it to be replaced by a multi-party political system.

The SLORC and the Politics of Economic Reform

he 1988 Uprising forced the resignation of General Ne Win and other military

leaders from various government positions, but it did not oust the military from

power.'n After Ne Win's resignation, two caretaker governments were formed

.6 John Haseman, "Burma in 1987", Asian Survey, vol. xxviii, no.2 (February 1988), pp.223-228.
37 Bertil Lintner, Oufrage, Burma's Struggle for Demacracy, revised edition (London ard Bangkok:

whire Lorus, 1990), p. 68.
3E Bertil Lintner , Outrage, Burma's Struggle for Deflncracy (London and Bangkok: White Lotus, 1990),

p. 68.
3e The political events during the 1988 uprising in Burma have become a subject for analysis iìlnollg

scholars and observers of contemporary Burmese politics. Some of their works can be found in Bertil

Lintner, Outrage: Burnw's S¡uggle for Democracy, revised edition (London and Bangkok: White

Lotus, 1990), especially chapters hve; Mya Maung, Burmn Road to Poverty (New York: Praeger,

1991), especially chapter ten; David I. Steinberg, The Fulure of Burna: Crisis and Choice in

Myanmar (Lanham: The University Press of America, 1990); Ma¡tin Smith, Bunna: Insurgency arl
th.e Politics of Ethnicity, especially chapter ssventeen; James J. Guyot, "Burma in 1988: Pereslroika

with à Military Face", Southeast Asian Affairs,l989 (Singapore: Institute of Southeast Asian Studies,

1989), pp. 101-133; Roberr H. Taylor,"Burma's Ambigious Breakthrough", Journal of Democra<:\', 1 ,

1 (Wiritèr, 1990), pp. 62-72: Iosef Silverstein, "Civil rùy'ar and Rebelliott in Burma", Jounal of
Southea,çÍ Asian Studi¿s, xxi, 10 (October, 1990), pp. 1007-1019; artd ¿rlso Mya Martttg,
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by proteges of Ne Win, General Sein Lwin and a civilian Maung Maung, but each lasted

only a short time. On 18 September 1988, General Saw Maung, Minister of Defence,

launched a military coup. He immediately announced the establishment of a military junta

known as the State Law and Order Restoration Council (SLORC), comprised of senior

military generals.ao On the same day, he also imposed a state of emergency, which banned

all political activity and abolished important insútutions such as the parliament and the

judiciary.at

The military coup was opposed by opposition figures such as retired General Tin

Oo, Aung San Suu Kyi, and the former Prime Minister U Nu, who believed that the coup

was a setback for the return to democracy in Burma.42 The military junta reacted to the

protests by sending anti-riot troops into the streets, where clashes between protesters and

the government troops occurred. It is believed about three thousand protesters were killed

during these clashes.a3 Thousands of the protesters fled Burma proper to look for

sanctuary in the ethnic minority-controlled areas along the borders with the neighbouring

countries of Thailand, India, and China.aa The sudden exodus of refugees from Burma

attracted the attention of the international media and this put pressure on the miliAry

leaders to seek a political solution to the crisis.as

The SLORC made a political concession and announced multi-party general

elections to be held in May 1990. The SLORC was confident of the success of the

TotalitarianisminBurma: Prospectsfor Economic Development (New York: Paragon House, 1992),

especially chapter two.
40 The best accoulìt of the reasons and circumstances of the military coup in 1998, see Lintner, Oulrage:

Burma's Struggle for Deftncracy, especially chapter six.
4t lbid, p. 131,
a2 Aung San Suu Ky| Freedom From Fear and Other Writings (London: Penguin Books, 1991)' pp.

214-216; Bertil Lintner, Aung San Suu Kyi and Burnta's IJnfinished Renaissance (Bangkok: Peacock

press, 1990), pp.22-23; and also Silverstein, "Civil War and Rebellion in Burma", pp. 126-127 .

43 "Ten Years Ott", Asiaweeft (28 August i998).
44 It estimated that about 3,000 people were killed and between 7,000 to 10,000 Burmese students left

cities for the border areas. On the situation o[ the Burmese students refugee, see C. Robinson, I/¿c

War is Growing Worse and Worse: Refugees and Displaced Persons on the Thai-Burmese ßot'cler

(Washington D.C.: United States Collniittee lor Rehrgces, 1990).
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miliøry-backed National Unity Party (NUP), formerly the BSPP. However, it quickly

became clear that the National l-eague for Democracy (NLD), led by former Minister of

Defence, Tin Oo, and Aung San Suu Kyi (daughter of the assassinated nationalist leader

Aung San), was the most popular political party in Burma. The NLD won more than 80

percent of the votes, gaining 392 of 485 seats in the national parliament (Pyithu Hlvtttaw).

The remaining seats were dist¡ibuted among thirty other political parties including the

NUP, which received only about 2.1 percent, or 10 seats (TableT -3).a6

Table 7.3
The Results of the 27 May 1990 General Elections
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Sources: James Myanmar in 1 nconsummated urvey, w] no. 2
(Manerplaw: The(February '1991), p. 210', and Mark We ller (ed.) Democracy and Politics in Burma

National Coalition Government of the Uni on of Burma, 1993), PP. '187-188.

4s See Therese Caouette, "Burmese Refugees in Thailand", â paper presented at Burm'a (M)'antmr)'

Challenges and Opportunities for the 1990,s, organised by FCO/Asian Studies Centre Contbrence,

Oxford, England, 1 3-15 December 1991.
46 For the offici¿rl results from the May 1990 general elections in Bunna, see As¡la Year Book 199 I

(Hongkong: Far Eastern Econonic Review Ptrblishcr, 1991)' p. 86.

n
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The rnilitary leaders were not happy with the results of the election, although in the

lead-up to the election day, some of them had promised to transfer power to whoever won.

But when they discovered that the NLD had won, the military leaders refused to accept

defeat and delayed making ¿uïangements for the transfer of power.aT This created a

situation in which the SLORC and the NLD were caught in a political deadlock over who

had the right to run the country.

In sum, the power of the Burmese military had increased with the abolition of the

parliament or the People's Assembly (Pyithu Hluttaw) as a legislative branch in 1988.

Although in the May 1990 general elections, the NLD won a clear majority of the votes,

the military refused to allow the newly elected politicians to assemble and therefore the

military retained control over legislation. [n addition, the military martial law was imposed,

creating a situation in which due and fair legal process was eliminated.

One of the reasons for the collapse of the Ne Win government was the failure of

the "Burmese Way to Socialism" to bring prosperity and economic progress to Burma'

Afær the coup in September 1988, the miliøry began to implement economic reforms,

aiming to change the nature of the Burmese economy away from a socialist economy to be

more like a free-market economy.as

Between late 1988 and 1995, the SLORC introduced a wide-range of economic

reforms, such as new foreign investment laws, trade regulations, financial regulations and

privatisation programs. The reforms were implemented in a gradual way. This response to

the economic stagnation left by the Ne Win government was seen by some as sirnply a

survival strategy.ae But later on, the reform policies broadened into measures such as

47 See James Guyot, "Myanmar in 1990, The Unconsummated Election", Asian Survey, vol.xxxi, no.2

(February 1991), pp. 209-211.
a8 For ân assessmelìt of the transition from the socialist to the free-market economies, see Mya Than ald

Joseph L.H. Tan (eds.) The Myannnr Economy at the Crossroods: Options and Con,strainls

(Singapore: Institute of Southeast Asian Studies, 1990).
4n This argument can bc found in Paul Cook and Martin Mittogue, "Ecollottlic Reform ald Political

clrarrge in Myanmar (Burna), World Developnxen4 vol.21, no.7 (1993), pp. 1151-1161.
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refonning the Central Bank of Myanmar, permitting private banks to operate, and allowing

dornestic and foreign investors to invest in Bunna, among others (Box 7.1).

Box 7.1
Economic Reform Policies in Burma, 1988-1995

Source: and Mya Than, Economy yanmar: Performance, and

Problems" in Seiji F. Naya and Josep h L.H. Tan (eds.) Asian Transitional EconomÌes, Challenges and

Prospects for Reform and Transformation (Singapore: lnstitute of Southeast Asian Studies, 1995), P

217: and U Myat Thein, "An Assessment of the Measures taken for the Proper Evolution of the
m" in Office of Strateg ic Studies, Symposium on Socio-Economic

Consoli dation (Rangoon Office of Strategic Studies, Ministry of

Nonetheless, the economic reform policies brought immediate response from

neighbouring countries. For instance, Thailand responded by sending a military and trade

delegation led by the then Chief of the Army, General Chaovalit Yongchaiyuth, just two

months after the military coup. This visit resulted in the signing of many trade

agreements. Overall there was a dramatic increase in foreign invesûnent, from just about

US$ l0 million in September 1988 to US$ 28 million in March 1989 and US$ 150

rnillion in June 1989.s0

Market-oriented Economic SYste
Factors Contributing to National
Defence, 1997), PP. 3-14.

1 990

1 995

1 987

1 988

1 989

1 991

1992

1 993

I 994

-Removal of restrictions on private sector involvement in domestic and fore¡gn
trade
-lntroduction of new Foreign lnvestment Law
-Restitution of small and medium-sized business establishments
-Decontrol of prices
-Revoking of the 1985 Law of Establishment of Socialist Economic System
-Legalisation of border trade
-Privatising State-owned Enterprises (SOEs)
-Abolishing the restrictions on private investment
-Enacting the Central Bank of Myanmar Law
-lntroduction of Myanmar Tourism Law
-lntroduction of hundred percent retention of export earnings law
-Enacting of the Financial lnstitutions of Myanmar-Law.
-Enacting of the Myanmar Agricultural and Rural Development Law
-Enacting of the Commercial Tax Law
-Announóement of the Central Bank of Myanmar Rules and Regulations
-Reestablishment of Myanmar Chamber of Commerce and lndustry
-Leasing the inefficient state-owned factories
-Denationalisation of nationalised sawmills
-Selling the government-owned palm oil firms
-Establishment of four private banks
-lntroduction of foreign exchange certificate (FEC)
-Establishment of another four private banks
-Enacting of the domestic investment law
-Establishment of th
-Licensing of repres
-Amendment of the

ree more private
entatives offìces
Central Bank of

banks
of eleven foreign banks
Mvanmar Law

Years Policies

s0 Lintner, Outrage: Burnta's St.rugglefor Dernocracy,p, 166
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Cornpanies frorn China, Japan, South Korea, Singapore, Malaysia, and Australia

also entered Bunna. However, the level of fbreign investnent in Burma was still low

compared with other countries in the region. This was a result of the high competition for

capital in those years particularly with the industrial relocation in the new markets in

Vieûram, Bangladesh, and Southern China. According to an official source, in the first

three years after the economic reforms were implemented, foreign investment coming to

Burma reached about US$ 3 billion with much of this being invested in oil and gas, hotels

and tourism, fisheries, mining, property and manufacturing.sr

Despiæ the fact that the SLORC kept the economy open to foreign investors the

overall economic situation in Burma did not change greatly and the ideal of a free-ma¡ket

economy being established in Burma was still far from reality. David Dapice points out

that the slow economic progress in Burma happened because the govemment implemented

reform in "a half;hearted wâ!", rather than in a comprehensive fashion.sz It can be

argued that the inability of the military govemment to implement economic reform

comprehensively was caused by both domesúc and external constraints.t' These were, for

instance, the lack of credible economic policy-making institutions, lack of domestic

business groups who could generate economic activity, and limited external support.

sr Nation,3 December 1994 and Bangkok Post,2 December 1994'
s2 David Dapice, "Development Prospects for Burma, Cycles and Trends" in Robert I. Rotberg (ed.)

Bunrn, Prospectsfor Dernocratic Future (Washington D.C.: Brookings Institution Press, 1998), pp.

1 59-160.
s, Mary Callahan, "Myanmar in 1994,New Dragon or Still Dragging", Asian Survey, vol. xxxv, no. 2

(February 1995), pp. 201-208; and also Khin Maung Kyi, "Will Forever Flow the Ayeyarwady?",

Southeait Asian AJJairs 1994 (Singapore: Institute of Southeast Asian Studies, 1994), pp.2O9-230.
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Lack of Credible Policy-Making Institutions

y-making institutions was part of the legacy

er, there were ministries such as the Prime

National Planning, the Ministry of Finance,

the Ministry of Trade, and the Ministry of Industry. The most prominent minister

involved in formulating economic policies was the Minister of National Planning, Major

General David O. Abel.

It is still not clear whether there were technocrats or prominent economists who

worked on and advised Abel on economic matters. But it is quiæ clea¡ that the SLORC's

human resources lacked the expertise which was needed to establish sound and credible

policy-making institutions. There were not many professional and academic research

institutions that could encourage policy debates and the dissemination of economic,

political and strategic ideas.55 Many prominent academics and scholars had left the

country in the early 1960s, after General Ne Win took power. These people are now still

living abroad and some of them are well known in their fields. Indeed, their expertise

could be of great benefit to Burma if and when they decide to return.s6

This all led to a situation where important institutions such as the Ministry of

Finance and Revenue and the Central Bank of Myanmar lacked expertise and

independence in formulating economic policy. Often these institutions suffered from

political intervention particularly in the context of the need to implement a balanced budget

s4 U Tun Wai, "The Myanmar Economy at the Crossroads, Options and Constraints", in Mya Than and

Joseph L. H. Tan (eds.) The Myanm.ar Economy af the Crossroads: Options wtd Constraints

(Singapore: Institute of Southeast Asian Studies' 1990)' pp.
5s Only rãcentty did the SLORC set up two importart think tanks: the Office of Strategic Studies (OSS)

headed by Lt. Gen. Khin Nyunt and the Myanmar Ilìstitute of Strategic and International Studies utder

the auspices of Ministry of Foreign Affairs. These institutions have hosted international seminars

held in Rangoon. Anonymous interview, Rangoon (4 December 1997)'
s6 One of them are, for instance, Prolessor Khin Maung Kyi, an economist who lives in Singapore and

professor Mya Maung of Boston College and Professor Ronald Findley in Columbia University in the

US. For Khin Maung Kyi's views on Burma, see Professor Khin Maung Kyi, "In His Own Words",

Burma Debate, vol. iv, no. 2 (March/June 1997).
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policy and to implement comprehensive economic policies in Bunna. Without credible

policy-making institutions, the military govemment was not able to come up with a

strategic vision and long-teûn economic policies for Burma.

State-owned Enterprises and (rRent Seekers"

altering the fact that the Burmese economy

ernment through the state-owned enterprises.

my were not easily abolished. As mentioned

earlier, the military govemment was unwilling to comprehensively reform the state-owned

enterprise economy because this had the potential to erode their economic interests and

their grip on power. The magnitude of the government domination of the economy can be

found in the monopoly rights given to the state-owned enterprises (Table 7.4).

In addition, this economic reform did not foster the establishment of domestic

business groups that could increase the level of economic activity, which was also needed

in Burma. Instead, it only created "rent seekers", because the economic reforms

generally only benefîted those who were involved in business with the miliury

government. One of these groups was the military-owned holding company, the Union of

Myanmar Economic Holdings (UMEH). This was the biggest company in Burma,

established in 1990 and owned by the Directorate of Procurement of the Defence

Department (about 40 percent) and the rest by retired military officer shareholders.sT The

UMEH became the main domestic partner for foreign investors who wanted to establish

joint venture agreements for business activities in Burma.

s7 David Steinberg, "Democracy, Power ald the Economy in Myanmar, Donor Dilemmas", Asian

Survey, vol. xxxi, no.8 (August, 1990), pp.734-735.
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Table 7.4
State-owned Enterprises and their Business Activities
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Source: Myanmar, Policies Economic Reform D.C.: World

Bank, 1995), pP. 91-92.

There was also the Myan Goen Myint Company, a private comparìy owned by the

government-backed Union Solidarity and Development Association (USDA), which

controlled the property investment and transport sector in Rangoon.st In addition, a small

number of private business groups also benefîæd from the economic reforms' One of

them was the Asian World Group, a new conglomerate owned by Steven I¿w, who had a

huge investment in hotel and tourism and property and who in 1996 also made a ioint

venture agreement with the prominent Malaysian business figure Robert Kuok'se

Limited External SuPPort

he lack of external support was also a factor in the slow the pace of reform in

Burma. Members of the international community responded in various ways

to the military coup in 1988. The western count¡ies advocated tough pressure

through economic and miliøry sanctions. The members of the Association of South-East

Asian Nations (ASEAN) pursued diplomatic pressure through a "constructive

engagement" approach. This difference affected Burma's relationship with the

international community in the years that fo11owed.60

As a result, foreign investors (particularly those from the Western countries)

hesitated in investing in large-scale and long-term investment projects because of their

58 The East Asia Analytical lJnit, The New Aseans, Vietnam, Burm.a, Cambodia and Laos (Canbena:

Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade, 1997)'p.102.
se SteìenLawist¡esoì of drugtycoonHloHsin Han, and in fact is suspected of using so-called'drug

money' in legal business activities. Gordon Fairclough, "Good Connections", Far Eastern Economic

Review,15 August 1996.
uo See Josef Silverstein, "Burma in An Intentatioltal Perspcctive", Asian Survey, vol. xxxii, llo, 10

(October 1992),pp.951-963; and also John Bray, "Burma: Resisting the International Conmuttity",

7-1rc Pacifir: Review, vol. 5, no. 3 (1992), pp.291-296.
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belief that the future of the SLORC remained uncertain.6r Other considerations such as

the poor infrastructure, bad exchange rate policy, and the continuing economic sanctions

imposed by the US, contributed to the hesitancy to invest heavily in Burma.6t The

SLORC was not accepted in the inærnational community and this caused difficulties for

Burma in gaining access to inærnational financial institutions.u3 Consequently, it was

impossible for the SLORC to attract a consortium of donor countries which could help

Burma to rebuild its economY.

Potitical Authoritarianism and the opposition Groups

rs that influenced the failure of the economic

will examine the potitical developments in

clear that the implementation of economic

reforms in Burma \ryas not followed by political liberalisation. Instead, there was a strong

tendency for the military government to maintain authoritarian politics in Burma.64 At the

same time, however, there is clear evidence that political resistance against the military

government could not be entirely suppressed, even with harsh political restrictions in

place.

61 For further discussion on this issue, see Mark Mason, "Foreign Direct Investment in Burma, Trends,

Determinants, and Prospects" in Robert l. Rotberg (eÀ.) Burma, Prospects for a Democralic Future

(Washington D.C.: Brookings Institution Press, 1998)' pp. 220-222'
ó2 David Sieinberg, "Democracy, Power and the Economy in Myanmar, Donor Dilemmas", pp. 738-739.
63 For instance, the US government reviewed US$ 7 million worth of development aid, US$ 5 million

for anti-narcotic assisiance, and US$ 260,000 for military training; Former'West Germany stopped aid

wortb about DM 68 mitlion; the Japanese government suspended about US$ 300 million for

development assistance in Burma; the British government suspended its overseas aid worth about US$

1.76 rnillion; and the Australian government also reduced its development aid from US$ 8 million in

lggg to us$ 4.7 million in 1989. See Lintner, oulrage: Bunna's struggle for Democracy,p.l44.
64 A reccnt assessment of this issue can be found in Jalal Alamgir, "Agâitts[ the Current: The Survival

of Authoritarianism in Burtna", Pcrcifit: Affuirs, vol.70, no.3 (Fall 1997)' pp' 333-350.
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M aintainitt g Auth o ritar ían P o litíc s

How did the Burmese military maintain its authoriørian political style despite the fact that

criticism towards it was so widespread? It can be argued that authoritarianism in Burma

was ths result of the excessive involvement of the Burmese military in social and political

affairs.65

As mentioned earlier, the experiences of the Burmese military during the War of

Independence in the 1940s, the civil war in the 1950s and in government since the 1960s,

had led to a perception of themselves as the true protectors of the nation. The Burmese

military also claims to be the only institution that has uniæd Burma and that therefore it is

in the national interest that the Burmese military should maintain its role in social and

political affairs.66 Historically, the Burmese military and its leaders were always

suspicious of ths integrity of civilian politicians. This anitude was based on their

assessment of the failure of the civilian politicians to maintain political st¿bility in the

1950s.67 The Burmese military had no experience in running the country democratically

either and this became an obstacle to them accepting the fact that authoritarianism in

Burma was no longer acceptable to the Burmese people or the inærnational community.68

Therefore, it was difficult for the military leaders to contemplate a future in which the

civilian NLD leaders would be in power and running the country. Instead, the Burmese

military continued their authoriørian rule based on their control of important national

institutions and of poliúcal process in Burma.

65 This has been discussed widely in Chao-Tzang Yawnghwe, "Burma, The Depoliticization of the

political" in Muthiah Alagappa (ed.) Political Legitimacy in Southeast Asla (Stanford: Stanford

University Press, 1995), pp. 189-192.
66 In today's language, the Burmese military claims to have a strolìg commitment to preserving three

national goals: non-disintegration of Bu¡ma, non-disintegration of national solidarity, and

consolidation of national sovéreignty. SeeTin Maung Maung Than, "Burma's National Security and

Defence Posture", Contemporary SoutheastAsi¿, Vol. 11, no. 1 (June, 1989)' pp. 40-59'
ó? Further discussion of this can be found in Tin Maung Maung Thal, "Neither Inheritance nor l-egacy:

LeadingtheMyanmarStatesincelndependence",Contemporary Soulheast Asia, voL 15, no. 1 (June

1993), pp.24-63.
ó8 David Steinberg, "The Road to Political Recovery, The Salience of Politics in Economics" in Robert

I. Rotberg (ed.) Burrna, Prospects for a Democralic Future (Washington D.C.: Brookings Institutiott

Press, 1998), pp. 27 1-272.
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Government and Milifary Intelligence Networks

As mentioned earlier, a new military regime took power in Burma through a military coup

in 1988. The miliøry government was run by active and retired high-ranking military

officers. From 1988 until 1992, General Saw Maung was the Head of Staæ (as Prime

Minister) as well as the Chief of the Armed Forces or the Tatmadaw, and this conúnued

with General Than Shwe, who held both these positions from 1992. Many members of

the SLORC also held positions in the cabinet. Similar institutional arrarìgements applied

throughout Burmese society. For instance, Burma was divided into 7 divisions (Yangon,

Bago, Ayeyarwady, Mandalay, Magway, Tanintharyi, and Sagaing) and 7 states (Chin

State, Kachin State, Kayin State, Kayah State, Mon Staæ, Rakhine State, and Shan StâtÐ.

Local military officers governed all of these places.

The mititary government used its own military and intelligence apparatus for

surveillance and also for repression of the population. Through the 1990s it has expanded

in size and technological capacity. The acquisition of military equipment from China and

other countries has increased the combat capability of the Burmese military.6e It is

believed that in the 1990s the Burmese military numbered almost 500,000 personnel,

making it one of the largest military forces in the region.7O However, it is difficult to

explain this expansion, given that Burma was not in a civil war situation and had no

extemal enemies or threats. Logically the aim of this expansion was to be ready to

respond to opposition activities inside Burma that might threaten military power.

óe On the role of China in Burma, see Bertil Lintner, "Burma and its Neighbours", China Report,

vol.28, no.3 (1992), pp. 254-255; David Steinberg, "Myanmar as Nexus: Sino-Indian Rivalries on

the Frontier" ,Terrorism, vol. 16 (1993),pp. 1-8; J. Mohan Malik, "Sino-Indian Rivalry in Myanmar:

Inrplications for Regional Security", Contemporary Southeasl Asia, vol.76, no.2 (September 1994)'

pp'. 142-143; Andrew Selth, "The Myanmar Army Since 1988: Acquisitions and Adjustments",
'Contemporary 

Southeast Asia, vol. 17, no. 3 (December 1995), pp. 250-251; Chi-shad Liang,
,,Burma's Relations with the People's Republic of China: From Delicate Friendship to Genuine Co-

operatiorr" in peter Carey (ed.) Burmn, The Challenge of Chnnge in a Divided Society (London:

Macmillan, 1997), pp. 84-86.
?o For a recent study of the Burmese military, see Andrew Selth, Transþnning the Tatmadaw: llxe

Burmese Armed Forces Since 1988 (Canberra: Strategic and Defence Studies, Research School of

Paciflc and Asian Studies, Australian National University, 1996).
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O¡ top of this, the Burmese military had one of the best intelligence networks and

officers in the region. The naúonal intelligence network was under the control of the

National Intelligence Bureau (NIB) headed by Lieutenant General Khin Nyunt, who was

also the First Secretary of SLORC.TI Other intelligence organisations existed also, such

as the Directorate of the Defence Service Intelligence (DDSI) and the Office of Straægic

Studies (OSS). Lieutenant General Khin Nyunt was able to establish himself as a

powerful figure in Burma mainly through his capacity to expand the DDSI intelligence

operations. After the1988 Uprising, the DDSI intelligence officers operated extensively,

spying on the activities of opposition leaders, student activists, and also military officers.T2

The intelligence apparatus could be found anywhere in Burma, from cities to villages,

creating a "culture of fear" where everyone was suspicious of one another. V/ith ttte

support of strong military personnel and intelligence networks, the military government

was able to divide and rule and to intimidaæ the population'73

C onstítutio nal Arrang eme nts

In 1993 the Burmese military established a National Convention to oversee the drafting of

a new constitution. The National Convention failed to win popular support and became

the subject of criticism from domestic opposition groups and the international community.

However, a new constitution was drafted.?a

The proposed new constitution upheld the supremacy of the military in national

politics. Under the new constitution ttre military would pursue a political system of its

'tt For fu¡ther discussion on this issue, see Andrew Selth, "Burma's Intelligence Apparatus", Bunna

Debale, vol. iv, no.4 (September/October, 1997)' pp.4-18.
'12 

Bertil Lintner, "Burmâ, Struggle for Power", Jane's Intelligence Review, vol.5, tto. 10 (October

1993), pp. 466-411.
13 Selth, op.cit, p. 16-17.
't4 

See Janelle M. Ditler, "Constitutional Reform in a Repressive State: The Case of Bu¡rna", Asian

Suntey, vol. xxxiii, no. 4 (April 1993), pp. 393-401; and on the cürent developments, see Janelle M.

Diller, "The National Cotvention: An Impediment to the Restoration of Democracy" in Peter Carey

(ed.) Burnu,The Clullenge of Change inaDivided Society (London:Macmillan, 199'l),pp-21-54.
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own, which it narned "<lisciplined democracy".tt In this potiúcal system power would be

cent¡ed on the President (who had to be a military person) and made the parliament a less

powerful.?6 The Burmese military also established a mass organisation of functional

groups called the Union Solidarity and Development Association (USDA) in 1993. The

membership of USDA was comprised of farmers, workers, public servants, professionals,

artists and social organisations. According to some observers, the USDA was modelled

on the political system in Indonesia at that time, where the Indonesian military used the

ruling Golkar (functional groups) party to contest general elections.TT Although the

USDA appeared to be a non-political organisation, it was believed that the Burmese

military intended to use it as a political vehicle in future general elections.

Having put in place constitutional and institutional arrangements that guaranæed

the place of the Burmese military in national politics, the military leaders continued to

destroy the opposition groups, notably the NLD, and the ethnic minorities who were still

fighting against the military government.Ts After refusing to transfer power to the NLD,

who had a landslide victory in the May 1990 general elertions, the Burmese military

continually refused the demands of the opposition and the inærnational community to

transfer power to the NLD. Although the NLD leaders, including Aung San Suu Kyi,

were officially released from house arrest in 1995, their personal and political freedoms

continued to be curtailed, and the prospect of a political settlement with the military

remained remote.Te

1s The East Asia Analytical Unit, 'l'he New Aseans, Vietnam, Burma, Cambodia and Laos (Caubena:

Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade, 1997), p. 100'
76 lbid, pp. 101-102
11 Utf SunOnaussen, "lndonesia's New Order: A Model for Myanmar?", Asian Survey, vol. xxxvi, no. 8

(1995), pp. 768-780; and see David I. Steinberg, "The Union Solidarity Development Associatiou,

Mobilization and Orthodoxy", Burma Debate, vol. iv, no' 1 (January/February 1.997),pp.4-1I'
'ts 

Josef Silverstein, "The Civit V/ar, the Mirorities and Burma's New Politics" in Peter Carey (ed.)

Burrna, Thz Chaltenge of Change in a Divided Society (London: Mamillan, 1997), pp. 149-151 .

1e On the prospects for a political settlement in Burma, see Priyambudi Sutistiyatto, ßurmn: Tlrc

politicsà¡UicertainTransition, 1988-Igg4, MA thesis (Adelaide: The Flinders University of South

Australia, 1995), especially chapter six.
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The Media

The military also controlled the media by not allowing freedom of the press in Burma.

The government media such as Myanmar Television, Radio Myanmar, and the New Light

of Myanmar daily newspaper (formerly the Working People's Daily) was used to

advance and to disseminate the government's version of news and events, and to portray

the military as upholding the national good. The media were often used by military

leaders to attack the opposition groups and their leaders and to respond to criticism from

the inærnational community. Burma observer David Sæinberg points out that:

Because cont¡ols the
media. utside world
sift and Present, and
colours ruon'--

Nonetheless, the arrival of advanced information technology in the 1990s (in the

forms of intemet änd satellite anûennae) provided a means for the spread of altemative

news in Burma, including news from opposition groups inside and abroad'8l This

presented a serious threat to the miüøry government. In response, in 1996, the rnilitary

govemment imposed two regulations, the Television and Video Law and the Computer

Science Development [¿w, aiming to restrict the flow of information to the public in

Burma.82

The Opposítíon Groups

The opposition in Burma has over the decades, and particularly since 1988, presented a

challenge to the military rulers.t3 Throughout the 1990s the opposition groups remained

80 Steinberg, "The Road to Political Recovery", p.273'
s' For instauce, Radio Free Asia, the British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC), Voice of America (VOA)'

and various Burma-related homepages available ir internet. See "Return Press Freedom to Bu¡ma",

The lrrawaddy, vol.7, no.4 (May 1999).
t2 Tin Maung Maung Than ard Mya Than, "Myauntar, Economic Growth in the Shâdow of Political

Constraints", Southeast. Asian AJfairs 1997 (Singapore: Llstitute of Southeast Asian Studies, 1997)'

p.207
83 Ynwnghwe, "Burn1a, The Depoliticization ol the Political", p 191
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strong and visible despite the rneuty risks attached to their work. In tenns of geographical

location, there were two main types of opposition group: those that operated inside Burma,

and those that operated along the borders and abroad. The following section explains

more about this.

The NatíonøI League for Dentocracy (NLD)

The NLD was the most vocal opposition group in Burma.so The supporters of the NLD

mainly came from inside Burma, with a few drawn from the ethnic controlled areas along

the border. The leaders of the NLD held that the results of the May 1990 general

elections showed that the vast ma'iority of the Burmese people had given them a mandate

to govem the country. The NLD did not relax its demand that the military honour the

1990 election results.

In response to the refusal by the Burmese military to do this, as well as to the

ongoing political repression of the NLD MPs and its members throughout the country,

the leaders of the NLD continued to bring political pressure to bear against the military.

They did it by sending protest letters to the military leaders demanding the transfer of

power to the NLD. This was intended to show the public and the international community

that the NLD was a legitimate political entity. After Aung San Suu Kyi was released from

house arïest in 1995, she held weekend meetings in order to talk with her supporters and

to improve the political education of the general public, although the military later

restricted her public activities.ss The NLD also attempæd to take a more active role in

bringing about political change in Burma by inviting the elected MPs frorn the 1990

elections to reconvene the parliament. The NLD also drafted its owtl version of a new

constitution, difÏering from that drafted by the military government.

a4 On the origins of the NLD, see Lintner, Aung San Suu Kyi and Bunna's Unfinished Rernissance, pp.

4-5; and also Smith, Burnn, Inxrrgency an^d tlrc Politics of Ethnicity, pp. 403-4O1.
8s See Aung San Suu Kyi, "Toward a True Refìge", a speech delivered by Dr. Michael Aris at the

EighthJoyce Pearce MentorialLet:ture, thc Univcrsity of Oxford, England, 19 May 1993on l9 May
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Students

Students played â central role in the 1988 Uprising.s6 After the military closed all

universities in 1990, student politics still continued their political activities. However,

many students left for the border areas or abroad. This left only a few student activists

still working in Burma, without an umbrella organisation. However, this did not mean that

those who remained inside Burma did not engage in political activity. A few continued to

coordinate underground activities that linked Burmese students within the country with

those in the border areâs or abroad. Others were also secretly in alliance with the NLD

and Aung San Suu Kyi.

Evidence of student activism was to be found in the demonstrations in Rangoon rn

early December 1996.tt During the protests, the students demanded the re-establishment

of the All-Burma..Students Union (ABSU), which had been banned by the mititary

govemment. But the military did not give in to student demands. Instead, many of them

were arrested and a plan to re-open universities throughout the country suspended. The

universities were reopened briefly in 1996. The students demonst¡ated again between

August and September 1998, protesting against the restrictions applied to them at major

universities, such as Rangoon University and the Rangoon Institute of Technology by the

military govemment.ss Students were forced underground again because they were not

able to meet, or to organise political activities openly on their campuses. The DDSI's

intelligence officers also arrested many underground student activists.se

1993; and also Mary P. Callahau, "Burma in 1995, Looking Beyond the Release of Aung San Suu

Kyi", Asian Survey, vol.xxxvi, no.2 (Februaty 1996), pp' 158-159'
tu Lintner, Outrage, Bynna's Struggle for Democracy, especially chapter one; and also Smith, Burunn,

Insurgency and the Politics of Erhnicity, pp. 406-408.
8't peter Carey, Fron Burnu to M¡tonmsv: Military RuIe and the Struggle for Demacracy (London:

Research Institute tbr the Study of Conflict a¡d Terrorism, 1998), p. 2l; and also Jose Marluel

Tesoro, "The Young and the Restless", Asiaweek (13 February 1998)'
88 Bertil Lintner, "Protest and Run", Far Easlern Economic Review,17 September 1998.
8e Ibid; ¿nd also Sclth, "Burt't-ta's Intclligence Apparatus", p. 17'
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Pronúnent Politicians and Buddhist Monks

There were a number of politicians who were still critical of the Burmese military and

these came from a variety of backgrounds. Some of them belonged to the old generation

from the independence period such as U Nu (who died recently), Mahn Win Maung, and

Thakin Bo Khin Maung, others were from the 1960s, and or the 1970s generations.eo A

few of them were also former military officers who had once served under the Ne Win

government such as Aung Shwe and Saw Myint. Their motivation in criticising the

military govemment was a desire to end the political stalemate in Burma. In August 1997,

a group of Burmese politicians known as the Thirty Comrades, led by Bohmu Aung, a

veteran independence hero, urged the military leaders to enter into political dialogue with

the NLD.et

Similar aq[ions were taken by a number of Buddhist monks in Burma. Acts of

moral opposition by the Buddhist monks drew the attention of Burmese society, which

respected and regarded them as a source of wisdom.e' Altltough the institution of

Buddhism was mainly dedicated to religious affairs, a growing number of Buddhist

monks were becoming politicised.e3 In Mandalay in 1990, as a symbol of civil

disobedience against the miliøry, the Buddhist monks openly refused to perform religious

ceremonies for the military personnel and their families for months.ea This event led to

the establishment of the All Burma Young Monks Union, who consistently advocated of

non-violent resistance in Burma.e 5

e0 Smith, Burmn, Insurgency and the Politics of Elhnicity, p. 403'
e' Carey, From Burma to Myanmar., p'22,
n, On the role of Buddhism in Burma, see E. Sarkisyanz, Buddhisl Backgrounds of the Bunnese

Revolution (The Hague: Martinus Nijhoff, 1965); Michael Mendelson, Sangha and State in Burma

(Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1973); Michael Aung-Thwin, "The Role of Sasana Reform in

Burnrese History: Economic Dimensions of a Religious Pu¡ifltcation", Journnl of Asian Studies, vol.

xxxviii, no. 4 (August 1979), pp. 671-688; an also Melford Spiro, Buddhism and Society: A Greul

Tradition and lts Burmese Vicissitudes (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1982).
e3 Smith, op.cit, p. 418.
e4 Bertil Liutner, Burrnn in Revolt, Opiwn and Insurgency Since 1948, p.311; Bruce Matthews,

',Bucldhism Under a Military Regiure, The Iron Hell in Burma", Asian Survey, vol' xxxiii, no. 4

(April, 1993), pp. 408-423.
e5 M¿rtthews, ibid,p.42l .
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The Ethnic Minorílies

Anned conflict between the central govemment and the ethnic minorities had in the

independence period and remained a critical political issue in Burma. Between 1989 and

the mid-1990s, the military government claimed to have persuaded more than half of the

armed ethnic groups to sign ceasefire agreemsnts.nu Well-known alnong these were the

Kachin Independent Army (KIA), the United Wa State Army, and the Shan State Anny.

However, a few ethnic minority groups continued to fight against the Burmese rnilitary.

prominent among these was the Karen National Union (KNU), which had been fighting

against the central govemment since 1948.e7 This armed group operated along the Thai-

Burma border. Other smaller groups were the Arakan Liberation Army (ALA), the

Rohingya Solidarity Organisation, the Chin National Army, and the National Socialist

Council of Nagaland, which operated on the western border.e*

The continuing opposition of a few armed ethnic groups was due mainly to their

resistance to the domination of the majority ethnic Burmans. They disappoinæd over the

contents of ceasefire agreements that had already been signed by other ethnic groups,

which did not address the real needs of the ethnic minorities.ee A peace settlement with

these groups would only be possible when the military could accommodate the ethnic

minorities' right to autonomy or self-determination. The aspirations of the ethnic

minorities were strong, as was the continuing anti-Burrnese miJitary feeling among those

minority people who live along the Thai-Burmese borders. It was apparent that even

change came about in their poliúcal relationship with Burma proper, the depth of their

mistrust and sense of injustice suffered at the hands of the Burmese military would take

s6 Silverstein, "The Civil Vy'ar, the Minorities and Burma's New Politics",pp. 134-135; and also Carey,

Frorn Burma to Myanmar, PP. 8-9.
s1 On the origins of the KNU rebellion, see Smith, Burmn, Insurgency and the Politics of Ehnicity'

especially chapter eight.
e8 For more information about the resistance groups on the Western frolttier of Burma can be found in

Lintner, Burma in Revolt, especially Appendix 3, pp. 421-431 .

ee Robert Taylor, "Myanmar, New, but Different?", Soulheast Asian Affairs ;,995 (Singapore: Ilìstitute

of Southeast Asian Studies, 1995), pp.251-252.
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another generation to overcome.too A long-time Burma observer Josef Silverstein wrote of

the Burmese rnilitary and its relationship with the minority areas:

The record of the civil war until 1992 indicated that the Burma army

The Coatitíon of Oppositíon Groups in Border Areas

There were political groups which opposed the Burmese military operating along the Thai-

Burma border.l02 Among them were the Democratic Alliance of Burma (DAB), a

coalition of several ethnic minority groups and Burman opposition groups (established

during the 1988 Uprising), the National Coalition Government of the Union of Burma

INCGUBI (a political group set up by NLD MPs who left for the border areas after the

1990 general elections), and also the All Burma Students' Democratic Front IABSDF] (a

student organisation formed by Burmese students who left Burma afær the 1988

Uprising).103

The ability of these groups to continue to challenge the dominance of the military

in national politics was remarkable considering they were themselves from diverse

backgrounds. Despite the fact that their bases along the border were targeted for

continuous military attack, these coalition groups were able to survive and, more

rm Based on my observation in the Ka¡en National Union base ar Manerplaw and on the Thai-tsurmese

border in January and February i994. Many of my findings were included in my MA thesis, Burmn'

The pol.itics of tJncertainTransition, 1988-1994,pp. 174-178; and also see Martin Smith, "Burnta's

Ethnic Minorities: A Central or Peripheral Problem in the Regional Context?" in Peter Carey (ed.)

Burrna, The Ctnllenge of Change in a Divided Socie6, (London: Macmillan, 1997), pp. 119-120.
r0r Silversteirt, The Civit War, the Minorilies and Bunna's New Politics, p.131 .

'0, O¡ the origins of the political grouping in the border areas, see Lintner, Outrage, Burrna's Struggle

for Derrncracy, especially chapter seveu; and also Silverstein, "Civil Vy'ar ard Rebellion in Bu¡ma",

pp.121-132.
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irnporturtly, to attract international attention to Burma. For instance, the role that has been

played by the NCGUB in bringing Burma's case to intemational forums, particularly the

United Nations, has been crucial.l04 Furthermore, the achievement of unity between

members of both Burman and ethnic minority backgrounds has posed a serious threat to

the military government, especially as these resistance groups have been able to link up

with the NLD and other opposition groups inside Burma.

Conclusion

This chapter examined the potitical economy of Burma's economic reform. As was

explained, since gaining independence from the British, Burma has never experienced

durable political stability. The transition from one power to another has not been through

peaceful means and often was brought about through war and military coups. The

economic developihent and democratic politicat system that Burma enjoyed during the

1950s and early 1960s. In l962,the Burmese military, led by General Ne Win, launched

a coup, which greatly changed the direction of Burmese politics in the following decades.

Since then militarism and authoritarianism have been central features of Burmese politics.

The Burmese military emerged as the most powerful force in modern Burma and still

dominates Burmese societY.

During the Ne 'Win period, Burma embarked on economic socialism and

isolationism. The government controlled the economy and did not ¿rllow the private sector

to engage in economic activity. The result was that Burma experienced economic

stagnation and did not share the economic growth that its neighbouring countries enjoyed

during the 1980s. The economic stagnation led to a political crisis in 1988, which brought

various political groups to <lemand the establishment of a democratic political systern in

Bunna.

r03 Srnith, Burnta, Insurgency and the Politics of Ethniciry, pp.418-419; and ott the recent dcvelopt.nents,

scc Carey, From Bunna to Myanurur, pp. 9-10.
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However, the 1988 Uprising ended with a military coup, through which the power

of the mititary was reasserted. As the economy worsened, the "new" military govemment

(SLORC) opened up the economy to foreign investors and implemented economic

reforms. From 1988 until the mid-1990s the Burmese economy began to change, but the

rnilitary govemment remained against the implementâtion of far reaching economic

refonns that could change the nature of the economy away from state-owned and

controlled enterprises. The reforms failed to dismantle the interests of the govemment

which in fact still dominated economic activity in Burma. With little external support, and

a lack of capable economic institutions and sound policies, the reforms also failed to foster

the establishment of domestic business groups which could revitalise economic activity in

Burma.

Although the opposition groups were involved in an ongoing challenge of military

power, at great pgrsonal risk, the military remained in control of power and other

institutions in Burma. The refusal of the military government to honour the results of the

May 1990 general elections and the unwillingness of the miliøry to hand over power to

the National League for Democracy (NLD) became a stumbling block to political reform

in Burma.

Despite changes in military leadership in September 1988 and later in April 1992

(from General Saw Maung to General Than Shwe) the military failed to accommodate the

democratic aspirations of the Burmese people. The proposed a new constitution, drafted

by the military-backed National Convention, did not receive much support. The NLD

refused to accept the constitution on the grounds that it guaranteed the dominance of the

military in national politics and was therefore against democratic principles. This kind of

constitutional arrangement was not well received by the NLD and the public' As a result,

the political stalemate continued as the military government refused to enter into political

lß Silvcrstci n, o¡t.cil, p. 144-145
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dialogue with the NLD leader Aung San Suu Kyi, although they released her from house

arrest in mid 1995.

In this authoritarian political climate, political opposiúon inside Burma and on the

border areas has survived. V/ith a variety of views and strategies, these resistance groups

continue to bring pressure to bear on the military government to find a political settlement

that could open a way to the establishment of a democratic political system in Burma. It is

in this context that the economic crisis of 1997 and 1998 occurred and in Burma and this

will be explored in the following chapter.
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Photograph 23:
Business area ¡n downtown Rangoon



Photograph 24:
Headquarter of USDA in Rangoon

Photograph 25:
The Chinese advertisement in Mandalay market





Photograph 28
Burmese Kyaf

Photograph 29:
State Peace and Development Council (SPDC) Rangoon November 1997

Senior Than Shwe (left). Senior General Maung Aye (centre), and Lt. General Khin Nyunt (right)
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Economic Crisis in Burma

uffna, like Indonesia, also suffered from ttre contagion effect of the economic

crisis in Thailand. At the time of the crisis Burma was gradually dismantling

its socialist policies and trying to move towards a free-market economy. Its

economy was not as open those of its neighbours, however this did not mean that Burma

was immune to the economic changes which occurred in the region. This chapter

examines the responses of the government and its leaders to the economic crisis and to the

deepening political crisis caused by the crisis. It begins with an overview of recent efforts

to reform the Burmese economy. A brief discussion of the problems accompanying the
,i,

implementaúott of'economic reform will be presented. Also examined will be the

domestic political factors that contributed to the crisis. The chapter will conclude with a

discussion of the consequences of the crisis for Burma's economy and politics'

Causes of the Crisis

Ithough there a¡e different interpretations of the results of the economic

reforms in Burma, it is argued here ttrat the economic reforms have been far

from successful and in terms of growth and size, the Burmese economy is

still far behind those of its neighbouring countries.l A number of domestic economic and

politicat factors played a part in Burma's economic crisis.2 These were related to the poor

See Myat Thein and Mya Than, "Transitional Economy of Myanmar: Performance, Issues and

problems" in Naya, S.F and J.L.H. Tan (eds.) Ásiøn Transitionnl Economies (Singapore: Institute of

Southeast Asian Studies, 1995), pp. 210-261; Mya Maung, "The Burmese Approach to

DevelopmenL", Journal of Asian Economics, vol. 7, no. 1, (1996), pp. 91-729; and John Vy'ong,

"Why Has Myanmar not DevelopedLike East Asia", ASEAN Econoutic Bulletin, vol. 13, no. 3

(March 1997), pp. 344-358.
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O"rro.ro-"e of Burma's funclamenhl economy which featured macroeconomic instability,

over-valued exchange rates, lack of progress in the reform of the state-owned enterprises

(SOEs), slow inflow of foreign investment, extensive black market economy and drug

money, little progress in financial reform, and the political stalemate.

M a cr o e c o n o mic I ns tøb iIítY

Recent independent reports point out that although the Burmese military government

implemented economic reform policies, it failed nonetheless to create macroeconomic

stability, an important pillar in the reform process.' Indeed, the economic reforms carried

out from 1988 did not improve the health of the Burmese economy. The average annual

growth in gross domestic product (GDP) was not impressive and even this did not even

reflect the real picture of the Burmese economy because the government used the official

exchange rate (which is very overvalued) rather than the market exchange rate to detennine

the level of GDP.a

The poor performance of the Burmese economy can be seen in other indicators

such as the high rate of inflation, the high level of current account deficit, the trade

imbalance (more imports than exports), a sharp decline in international reserves, and a

high debt service ratio (Table 8.1).

The failure of the miJitary government to improve the performance of Burma's

macroeconomy was caused by the persistence of government in pursuing a budget deficit

strategy during this period (Figure 8.1). The deficit was caused by an increase in funding

See Bertil Lintner, "Deeper into the Mire", Far Eastern Economic Review (13 November 1997); and

also Tin Maung Maung Than a¡d Mya Than, "Myanmat, Economic Growth in the Shadow of
political Constraints", Southeast Asian Affairs 1997 (Singapore: Institute of Southeast Asian

Studies), 1997, pp. 205 -230.

See World Bank, Myanmar: Policies for Sustaining Economic Reþrm (Washington D.C.: Woild

Bank, 1995); International Monetary Fund, Myanm.ar, Recent Economic Developrnents (V/ashington

D.C.: International Monetary Fund, 1995); and also The East Asia Analytical Unil, The New Aseans'

Vietnatn, Burnn, Cntttboriia and ktos (Canberra: Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade' 1997).

2
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for public i¡fiastructure and social projects and by buying urd upgrading military

equipment, which accounted for between 2-3 percent of GDP.5 According to an official

source, the budget deficit for the fiscal year 1996197 amounted to currency K54.5 billion,

equivalent to US$8.72 billion at the official exchange rate of þat 6.25:US dollar or about

US$191 million at the market exchange rate of kyat 285:US dollar.6

Table 8.1
Burma's Economic Fundamentals

Source: conomist Unit, quarter,

To finance the deficit, the authorities had to use monetary meàsures such as selling

Treasury bills to the Central Bank of Myanmar and printing more money (Figure 8'1).

Burma's macroeconomy was further hindered by the reluctance of multilateral agencies

like the V/orld Bank, the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the Asian Development

Bank (ADB) and potential donor countries in the West to give financial assistance to

Burma.T

4 Tin Maung Maung Than and Mya Than, op.cit.,p.215'
5 It is hard to hnd the reliable information about military spending. This ltgure based on lwo sources'

see The East Asia A¡alytical lJnit, The New Aseans, Vietnam, Burmn, Cambodia utd Laos, p. I24;

and US Embassy, Counrry Commtrcial Guide, Burmn (Rangoon: U.S. Embassy, 1996), p. 1'4'

6 The Economist Intelligence Unit, A Country Report, Myanmar,4th quarter, 1997, p.22'
7 An interesting discussion of this can be found in David Steinberg, "Priorities for Burmâ's

Development: the Role of International Aid" in Peter Carey (ed.) Bunnn, The Challenge of Chnnge in

a Divided Sor:iety (London: Macmillan, 1997), pp. 159-181.
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Figure 8.1
The Budget, 1992-93 to 1996-97 (percent of GDP)
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¡ Total revenue
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o Balance

o Domestic loan financing

Year

Source: The East Asia Analytical Unit, The New Aseans, Vietnam, Burma' Cambodia and

Laos (Canbena: Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade, 1997)' p' 125'

The exchange rate policy adopted by the military government also worsened the

perfonnance of Burma's macroeconomy. During this period three different exchange

rares applied in Bùrma. First, an official exchange rate (kyat 5-6:US dollar), which was

used for every financial transaction related to government and militåry expenditure,

although, it is estimated that about 75 percent of the Burmese economy operated under the

market exchange rate, which was ten times higher than the official one.8 Second, in 1993,

the government introduced Foreign Exchange Certificates (FECs), papers that are

equivalent to money and pegged to the US dollar. A similar system was used for some

time in China unril ir was abandoned in 1994. In 1995 the military government legalised

the market trading of FECs and as the FECs became popular their rate gradually drew

parallel with the market exchange rate. The decision to legalise the trading of FECs also

meant that the government had accepted a de facto devaluation. Third, from June 1996, the

government used another exchange rate for import purposes, with the slightly higher rate

of kyat 100 to the US dollar.

Ibid, p. 121
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The refusal of the military government to institute a single exchange rate system

did not engender investor confidence in the economy. These different exchange rates also

created losers as well as winners.e Those who lost were exporters, since they used the

official exchange rate for their business activities and this reduced their earnings from

exports. Exporters were also discouraged from expanding their business. Meanwhile, the

winners were the importers and the state-owned enterprises (SOEs) who benefited by

purchasing imported goods at the official exchange rate. Moreover, the different exchange

rates also encouraged comrption and rent-seeking activity among the businesspeople, and

with no unihed exchange rate system, the general public lost confidence in the þat.to

Infficíency of the State-owned' Enterprises (SOEs)

For decades the SOEs in Burma had been highly subsidised and unprofitable. During

this period there .were more than 50 SOEs operating under different ministries and

engaged in different economic activities.rl In 1989 the government announced policies to

improve the efficiency and performance of the SOEs in Burma. This was to be done by

inviting foreign investors to enter into joint ventures with the SOEs, and also by

restructuring and privatising the SOEs. In 1995 the authorities promised to privatise

about 69 SOEs, but a year later only a few of them had been sold.r2

e World Bank, Myanmar: Policies for Sustaíning Economic Reþrm,pp. 27-30; Paul Cook and Martin

Minogue, "Economic Reform and Political Conditionality in Myanma¡" in Peter Carey (ed.) Burmn,

fhz õnallenge of Change in aDivided Sociery (London: Macmillan, 1997),p.204; Wong, "Why Hæ

Myanmar not Developed Like East Asia?", p. 355; and also Myat Thein and Mya 'lhan, "Transitional

Economy of Myanmar" , P. 249 .

r0 MarkMäson, "Foreign Direct Investmeut in Burma, Trends, Determinants, and Prospects" in Robert

I. Rotherg 9ed.) Burrna, Prospectsfor a Dem.ocratic Future (V/ashingtol D.C.: Brookings Institution

Press,1998), p.221.
rr Their economic activities included exûaction and sale of pearls, iade and precious stones, ltsheries,

postal and telecommuuication services, air a¡d rail transport services, banking uld insuratlce,

broadcasting, exploration and sale of metals, electricity generation ard distributiotl services, alld

military indust¡ies, World Bank, Myanmar, Pol.icies for Sustaining Economic Reþrm,p.93.
tz Ibid., p.144.
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The effort to improve the financial autonomy and the management skills of SOE

managers also failed. However, according to prominent Burmese economists Myat Thein

and Mya Than the reform of the SOEs could go further and they suggested:

...what is needed is not simply legal or regulatory liberalization or

than plan fulfilment or
the overriding objective of

Similarly, a the V/orld Bank report also suggested that there was ambivalence

among the political leaders themselves (especially ttre military eliæs) about ttre benefit of

reforming the SOEs.ia There was also strong resistance from influential groups such as

government employees, military officers, and those who were engaged in business

ventures with SOEs who believed that the reforming of SOEs could threaten their

interests.

SIow Progress in the Inflow of Foreígn Investment

After the military govemment enacted the Foreign Investment [¿w in 1988, there

was an increase in the number of foreign investors entering Burma.ls They invested in

various Sectors, ranging from tourism, property developmen! logging, and mining, to oil

and gas exploration. According to an official source, by March 1997 about US$6.05

billion worth of foreign investment had been approved by the Myanmar Investment

Commission (Tabte 8.2). British and Singaporeans were at the top of the list of foreign

r3 Myat Thein and Mya Than, "Transitional Economy of Myanmar", pp' 224'
ra World Bank, Myanrnar: Policies for Sustaining Economic Reþrm, p' 145'
15 The East Asian Analytical lJnit, Tlrc New Aseans, Vietnam, Burrna, Cantbodia and Lao,ç (Canbena:

Department of Foreign Aflairs and Trade, 1991), p. 136'
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investors. By country of origin, Asian investors represented more than half of the toürl

foreign investrnent in Burma.ru

Table 8.2
Foreign Direct Investment Approvals, by Selected Countries
(at 3l March 1997)

ncluding nvestors come from the Caribean S.

Source: Myanmar
Aseans, Vietnam,
1ee7), p. 137.

lnvestment Commission (1997) as quoted in the East Asia Analytical Unit, The New

Burma, Cambodia and Laos (Canberra: D epartment of Foreign Atfairs and Trade,

Not all foreign investors who had received approval actually invested their money.

Some of them decided not to go ahead of investing in the country. There were a number

of reasons for this. First, many of them were concerned about the worsening economic

situation and Burma's poliúcal uncertainty. Second, many of them were under pressure

from company shareholders, governments, and human rights organisations who were

concerned with the human rights violations committed by the military govemment, and

decidednotto proceed with investing in Burma (see Box 8.1). Most of these companies

came from the US, Canada, and Europe.17 Some of them were Heiniken, I-evi Strauss,

r6 Certral Statistical Organization , Selected Monthly Economic Indicalors (Yangon: Ministry of rlatiottal

Plirnning and Economic Developrnent, July-August 1997), pp' 46-50'
17 Mason, "Foreign Direct. Investnctlt ilì Burma", p. 224.

21.61.30427UK*
20.11.21555Sinqapore
17.01,02739Thailand
9.665216USA
7.84703France
7.646219Malaysia
3.92385Holland
3.52114lnd o nesia
3.219213Japan
1.2732Austria
1.2012South Korea
1.16417Honq Kong
0.74011Australia

54.33.283172Total Asian countries
4s.72,46975Total Western

countries
100.06,052247Total

Amount (US$
million)

Percentage of TotalCountries
ls

Number of
rovals
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Eddie Bauer, Motorola, Hewlett-Packard, Peregrine, and Eastman Kodak. Even those who

went ahead in Burma invested only in low-risk business activiúes, adopting a wait-and-see

approach to the economic and political uncertainty.ls

Even so, the economic crisis in the Southeast Asian region had a direct impact on

the Burmese economy. The flow of foreign direct investment (FDI) n 1997198 feLl

dramatically by 79.1 percent compared to the previous year, which meant a drop of

$US585 million worth of investment.le

Box 8.1
Trade Restrictions lmposed by Western Countriesæ

U nffuß he d Fínancíal Reþrms

Contrast to Thailand and Indonesia, the financial sector in Burma was still highly

regulated and restricted from foreign competition. From 1990 the government gradually

deregulated this sector through new financial regulations such as the Central Bank [¿w

and the Financial Institutions Law.21 These reforms eased restrictions and opened the way

for more private banks to be established in Burma. From 1992, about 15 private banks

were established and some of them were granted the right to undertake foreign exchurge

rs Interview with Chris Poole-Johnson, Rangoon, 2December 1997 '
re The Economist Intelligence Unit, A Country Report, Myanmnr,3rd quarter, 1998' p. 19.
20 TheEconomist Intelligence Unit, A Country Reporl, Myanmar, lst quarter, 1998, p. 21; also The

Economist Intelligence unit, A Country Report, Myarunar,4b quarter, 1998, p. 19..
2r Vy'orld Bank, Myunnrur, Policies for Sustaining Economic Reþrm' p.3.

Country

US

EU

Canada
permit
Australia
Global

- Selective pu
-Consumer bo

Type of Action

- Economic sanction by banning all new investment in Burma by US

companies
- us selective purchasing laws: supported by five states and 17 cities
- Wthdrawal oi generaliéed system of preferences benefìts on agricultural
goods
I Requiring Canadian companies wanting to export to Burma to get a

rchasing law passed by Marrickville Council in Sydney
advocated human hts anisations
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transactions.z2 In mid-1996, Japan's Daiwa Institute of Research signed a joint venture

agreement with the govemment-owned Myanma Economic Bank (MEB) to establish the

fi.rst stock exchange company, the Myanmar Securities Exchange Centre Co. Ltd. in

Rangoon.23

By 1997, the number had increased to 21 private banks and 44 foreign banks

(mostly from Southeast Asia) that had received licences to open branches in Burma.2o In

the same year, five joint ventures between local private banks and foreign banks werc

allowed to begin operation in Burma. These were the Mayflower Bank (with the Siam

City Bank of Thailand), the Tun Foundation Bank (with the May Bank of Malaysia), the

Asia Wealth Bank (with the Thai Farmers Bank), the Yoma Bank (with the Japanese Fuii

Bank), and the Myanmar Livestock and Fisheries Development Bank with (the Global

Commercial Bank of SingaPore).2s

Nonetheless, the government still controlted the financial sector in Burma, with

four government-owned banks holding about 90 percent of kyat deposits and foreign

exchange deposits.26 These banks were the Myanma Economic Bank, the Myanma

Investrnent and Commercial Bank (MICB), ttre Myanma Foreign Trade Bank (MFTB)

and the Myanma Agricultural and Rural Development Bank (MARDB). The MEB was

the largest of these, but it was believed to be unprofitable, despite the fact that it had

branches throughout the country and it was financing all government transactions.2T

However, there was a consensus that the results of the reform in the financial

sector were not impressive.2s Myat Thein, a prominent Burmese economist, argued that a

22 MyalThein and Mya Than, "Transitional Economy of Myanmar", p' 228'
23 Ttre East Asia Analytical Unit, The New Aseans, Vielnam, Burma, Cambodia and Laos, p. I29.
24 lbid.
2s Tin Maung Maung Than and Mya Than, "Myanmar, Economic Growth in the Shadow of Political

Constraints", P.224.26 The East Asia Analytical Unit, op'cit,p.130.
2'7 Interttational Monetary Futtd, Myanrnar, Recenl Econorttic Developntenls, pp. 12-13.
28 Interview U Myat Kyaw, Rangoon, 7 August 1997.
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few problems such as negative real interest rates, credit restrictions, lack of "banking

habits" and human resources in the country, and macroeconomic instability meant the

financial sector in Burma was not expanding as it should be.2e

The Blnck Market Econonty

The extensive black market economy also played an important role in the failure of

economic reform in Burma. Some reports suggest that the size of the black market

economy was the same as the legal economy.'o The most important factor influencing the

size of the black market economy was the wide gap between the official exchange rate and

the market exchange rate, which created price distortions. Another factor was the flow of

smuggled goods from neighbouring countries such as China, India, Bangladesh and

Thailand. According to an IMF report, the value of border t¡ade reached about US$ 1,091

million in 1995, but according to an unofficial source, the real figure was three times

higher than this.3l In Burma there are a few border towns such as Lashio on the Chinese-

Burmese border, and Mae Sai and Myawaddy on the Thai-Burmese border where

smuggling has been going on for decades. Even in Mandalay, the second largest city in

Burma, many goods smuggled from China are traded openly in markets and shops.32

tn Mya Thein, "Some Aspects of Economic Reforms of Economic Reforms in Myanmar", a paper

pråsented to Roundtable on Interaction between Myanmar and ASEAN-ISIS organised by Myanmar

Institute of Strategic And International Studies, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Rangoon, 27-30 October

1997; and also interview with choo sin Hua, Rangoon, (3 December 1997).
30 See US Embassy, Country Commercial Guide, Burma, p. 7; and The East Asia Analytical Uttit, The

New Aseans, Vietnarn, Burrna, Cambodia and Laos,p. 146.
3r The East Asia Analytical Unil, ibid, p. 134.
32 After the authorities legalised the border trade with China in 1992, more altd more Chinese goods and

investors entered into Burma. This is also increased the size of Chinese investment in the country.

The growth of the Mandalay economy in past few years has been fuelled by Chinese investment. This

was also conhrmed by my own observation when I visited Mandalay in December 1997. Also see

Mya Maung, "On the Road to Mandalay, A Case Study of the Sinonization of Upper Burmt', Asian

Sttrvey, vol. xxxiv, rro. 5 (May 1994)' pp. 455-456'
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I¡ addition, money laundering from the heroin trade also hampered the Burmese

economy. This kind of money could not easily be t¡aced to its origins.33 In 1996 the US

State Departrnent wrote:

comnterce.'

Consequently, the government lost a great deal in revenue collection. According to a US

Embassy reporl the size of heroin-related business activities almost equalled Burma's

total legal goods and services exports.35 This was due mainly to an increase in opium

production in Burma. In 1989 the government successfully signed peace agreements with

several ethnic rebel groupq such as the Wa, the Kokang and others who controlled the

opium-growing ar'eas along the China-Burma border, which had long been part of the

territory of the Communist Party of Burma (CPB). After this, opium production

increased rapidly.36 Despite government rhetoric about suppressing the opium trade,

Burma remained one of the biggest opium exporters in the world.

The magnitude of this issue is illustrated through examining money laundering

activities in Burma's capital, Rangoon. One source has suggested that heroin money was

the main source of f-unds for economic activity in Rangoon over the past few years.'7 It is

believed that well-known heroin producers like Khun Sa and Lo Hsing-Han are among

33 For an interesting account on the politics of heroin trade in Burma, see Andre and Louis Boucaud,

Burmn's GoldenTriangle, OntheTraitof the OpiumWarlords,revised edition (Bangkok: Asia Books,

1992).
34 U.S Department of State, International Narcotics Conlrol Strategy Report, Southeast Asia and The

Pacific (March 1996), P.3
3s US Enrbassy, Country Corwnercial Guide, Burma,p.9.
,u For fu¡ther discussion on the causes of the downfall of the Communist Party of Burma, see, Bertil

Lintner, The Rise ancl FaIt of the Comrnunist Party of Burrna (CPB) (Ithaca: Southeast Asia Program,

Cornell University, 1990); and for the role of the ethnic groups in opium business, see Bertil Lintner,
,,The politics of Drug Trade in Burma", a paper presented at Thc State, Order and Prospecls for Clmnge

in Burma, Grilith Univcrsity, Brisbane, 3-4 December 1992.
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those who invested in infiastructure projects, retail, and property.3s For inst¿nce, the Asia

World Group, one of Lo Hsing-han's business groups (headed by Lo Hsing-han's son,

Steven Law) has a total investment fund of about US$200 million, and this Group

invested in several top hotels including the Traders Hotel, the Shangri-La Hotel and the

Equatorial Hotel in Rangoon and the Sedoan Hotel in Mandalay.3e Also, it is believed that

heroin money was laundered in joint-venture business activiúes involving the military-

owned business group the Union of Myanmar Economic Holdings Ltd. (UMEH), which

also owns the Myawaddy Bank.ao

Polifical Stalenute

The political stalemate in Burma also played an important role in eroding confidence in the

Burmese economy and politics. As I argued in the previous chapter, the political stalemate

was caused by the. failure of the Burmese military to reach a political settlement with the

National League for Democracy. Afær NLD leader Aung San Suu Kyi was released from

house affest in 1995, the military government failed to enter into dialogue with her in order

to end the political impasse. A few of military leaders have held talks with other leaders of

the NLD, but not with Aung San Suu Kyi. In July and August 1997 a new stand-off

between the military government and Aung San Suu Kyi reinforced the difficulty of

reaching a political settlement in Burma. This was followed by meetings between miliøry

leaders and NLD leaders, but again without with the presence of Aung San Suu Kyi.ot

Another aspect of the political stalemate was the deadlock over the constitution-

making process. As mentioned in the previous chapter, in 1993 the military government

31 Inþrview with Lyndall Mclean, Rangoon, 5 December 1997.
3s The East Asia Analytical lJnit, The New Aseans, Vietnam, Burma, Cambodia and Laos,p.146.
3e Bertil Lintner, "Drugs ard Economic Growth, Ethnicity and Exports" in Robert I. Rotberg (ed.)

Burma, Prospectsfor a Democratic Fulure (Washington D.C.: Brookings Institution Press, 1998)' pp.

179,
oo lbid.
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f'ormed a National Convention to oversee the drafting of the new constitution. The central

issue around which the deadlock developed was the insistence of the military that its

dominant role in politics be enshrined in the constitution. However, the National

Convention had to be adjourned several times, before eventually collapsing when the NLD

walked out in 1995. Between 1996 md 1997 the National Convention failed to reconvene

and to ratify the new constitution. Meanwhile, the NLD drafted their own proposed new

constitution, emphasised the importance of upholding the principle of the separation of

powers 42

A further factor in the ongoing political uncertainty was the failure to establish a

clear timetable for transition to a more stable and democratic government. The military

continued to refuse to accept the results of the 1990 general elections. But it did not give

any clear indication that general elections would be held again in the near future. The only

signal that might be interpreted as preparation for further elections was the mobilisation of

the government-sponsored Union Solidarity and Development Association (USDA).

According to an official source, in 1997 the USDA gained membership of around six

million people and it is believed that the USDA willbe used as political vehicle for the

mititary in contesting future general elections.a3

The on-going armed conflict between the military government and several ethnic

rninorities remained another major political issue in Burma. Despite the fact that the

military govemment was able to enter into ceasefire agreements with most of the anned

ethnic groups, the prospects for a lasting peace settlement with the ethnic minorities

ar One of the meetings was held by Lt. Gen. Khin Nyunt and U Aung Shwe. See David Steinberg,
,,Myanmar, Regional Relationship and Internal Concerns", Southeast Asian Affairs 1998 (Singapore:

Institute of Southeast Asian Studies, 1998), p' 190.
42 This happened in September 1998 when the NLD set up a "People's Parliament" comprised of ten

menbers who were elected in tbe 1990 general election. TheEconomist Intelligence Unit, A Country

ReporÍ, Myanrnar,4u' quarter, 1998, p. 4.
43 For firrther discussion on this, see David I. Steinberg, "Thc Uttion Solidarity and Development

Association, Mobilizatiou and Orthodoxy", Burma Debale, vol. 4, no. 1 (January-February, 1997)'

pp.4-11.
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remained uncertain. It was in these circumstances that the economic crisis occurred in

Burma.

Responses to the Crisis

Crackdown on Foreígrt Exchange Dealers

conomic crisis in Burma can be found in the

he US dollar and FECs from June and July

ad depreciaæd by 45 percent (Figure 8.2).

The fall of the cuffency coincided with the acceptance of Burma as a new member of

ASEAN in July 1997. In addition, the collapse of the Thai baht caused the value of the

kyat to continue to fall because many t¡aders along the Burmese-Thai border used both

currencies in their business activities.as The depreciation of the kyat, as some suggesÛed,

was also caused by **ours about government plans to devalue the þat and by the

inability of the policy makers to come up with sound economic policies.a6

Nonetheless, rhe depreciation of the kyat caused difficulty for the mititary

government. As people lost confidence in the þat, rumours spread of a government plan

to abolish 200 and 500 þat notes.aT This was compounded by the fact that the level of

foreign reserves continued to fall. This increased fear among the military leaders that they

could lose control of this situation, as occurred in 1987 and 1988, when the Bunnese

people protested against the military government's decision to abolish several kyat notes'

44 RogerMitton, "HardTimes in Yangon", Asíaweek,3 April 1998.
4s Interview with U Myat Kyaw, Rangoott, 4 December 1997 '
o6 The Economist Intelligence Unit, A Country Report, Myanm.ar,4th quarter, 1997, p.32 ard Bertil

Lintner, "Pàper Tiger", Far Dastern Economic Review, T August 1997.
47 Iuterview with Gautosari, Rangoon,5 December 1997; ard The lrrawaddy, vol. 5, no. 8 (Jaruary

1 998).
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Figure 8.2
Average Exchange Rates on Free Market (1997-1998)
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Source: The Economist lntelligence Unit, A Country Repoft, Myanmar, 4th quarter,

1997 and 3rd quarter, 1998.

At this time, the militåry government monitored closely the trading of kyat and

FECs in the market and at the same time, authorities detained cuffency traders in

Rangoon. Uncertain about how to proceed, it seemed the military Sovernment decided to

make scapegoats of the currency dealers. From August 1997 until early January 1998

authorities carried out widespread affest of foreign exchange dealers operating in

Rangoon.as

Import Restrictions

In an attempt to avoid further economic deterioration the authorities implemented irnport

restrictions. In the middle of 1997 they imposed restrictions by converting US$ 50,000

worth of FECs that were to be used for imports or transfers abroad.ae Consequently,

while those who earned FECs were not affected, this restriction made it difficult for private

importers to earn and to obtain foreign culrency in US dollars.s0 In March 1998, the

4s The Economist Intelligence Unit, A Country ReporÍ, Myanrnar,2nd quarter, 1998, p. 27; and also

Shawn W. Crispin, "Heading for a Fall", Far Eastern Economic Review,27 August 1998.
4e Roger Mitton, nHard Times in Yangon' , Asiaweek (3 April 1998).
50 The Econonist Intelligence Unit, A Counlry reporl, Myanmar,4th quarter, 1991 , p.32.
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Mi¡istry of Commerce issued a decree irnposing two categories of irnport restrictions.5r

The fìrst one was the "first priority" category (known as category "4") and contained

restrictions on machinery, fertiliser, transport equipment, fuel, raw materials and

pharmaceuúcals, while the second was the "low priority" category (known as category

"8") and included radios, television, videos, rice cookers and other electrical goods'

According to this decree, the import companies were allowed only to buy items from

category "4" without permission frorn the authorities. These restrictions caused

shortages of category B items, and the prices of these items rose dramatically- These

restrictions made it difficult for many companies in Burma, and in Rangoon particularly,

to run their businesses.tt

The Crackdowtt orx Border Trade

The government also responded to the deæriorating economic situation in Burma by

cracking down on,trading in the border areas. Without warning in November 1997 the

authorities closed down the three important checkpoints of Tachilek, Myawaddy and

Kawthaung along the Burma-Thailand border. According to an official source, this action

was taken in order to stop smuggling but another account suggested that a shortage of

foreign exchange was the main reason behind this crackdown.tt However, by closing

border trading, the government would be better able to monitor the amount of foreign

cuffency used for imports.sa These checkpoints were still closed at the end of January

1998.

Deregulatíng the Ríce Sector

In Novemb er 7997 the government deregulated rice trading by abolishing ttre monopoly

rights of Myanmar Agricultural Products Trading (MAPT), an agency under the Ministry

5' The Economist Intelligence Unit, A Country Report, Myanmar,2ú quarter, 1998, p. l8-i9
52 Interview with Chris Poole-Johnson, Rangoon, ZDecember 1997.
t' The Economist Intelligence Unit, A Country Report, Myanm.ar,lst quarter, 1998, p. 30.
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of Comrnerce, to buy rice directly from farmers and sell it on the market.ss Under the

existing rule, the farmers were forced to sell their rice to the government at between 10 and

20 percent below the market price.56 This decision aimed to stimulate rice production,

which had been in decline over the previous few years. At ttris time rice production was

slowed by a flood which affected the Irrawady Delta in 1997 , destroying rice fields and

consequently reducing farmers' income and their ability to increase rice exports.

The Privatisation Push

In order to encourage foreign investment in Burma, at the end of December 1997 the

government announced the privatisation of 42 state-owned enterprises (SOEs), two farms

and72 cinemas around the country.sT As mentioned earlier, previous efforts to privatise

SOEs had been unsuccessful because so many powerful ministries resisted the plan. This

time, the powerful military leader General Khin Nyunt appointed himself as the head of

the Myanmar Privatisation Commission and pushed for the continuation of the

privatisation policy in Burma.

Revoking Permíts for Foreign Exchange Trading

The government took another dramatic decision in response to the fall of the kyat. On 9

March 1998, the Central Bank of Myanmar revoked the licences to conduct foreign

exchange trading of nine banks. These banks were the Myawaddy Bank, the Inwa Bank,

the Myodaw Bank, the Myanmar Citizens Bank, the Cooperatives Bank, the Fisheries

Bank, the Myanmar Industrial Development Bank, the Sibin Tharyar Yay Bank and the

Myanmar May Flower Bank.s8 This intervention left only two government-owned banks,

54 Roger Mitton, "Hard Times in Yatlgon", Asiaweek (3 April 1998)'
st tbid., p.23.
tu Steinberg, ,,Myanmar, Regional Relationship and Internal Concerns", p.192.
s'\ The Economist Intelligence Unit, A Country Report, Myanrnar, 1" quarter, p. 18

s8 Ibid.,p.21-28.
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the Myanrna Foreign Trade Bank and the Myanma Investrnent and Comrnercial B¿urk, in

the area of foreign exchange transactions.se

Seven foreign exchange dealers were also forced to close down their offices. This

measure, to some extent helped strengthening the þat and Foreign Exchange Certificates

(FECs), at least from Ma¡ch until May 1998.60 However, this decision was regarded by

economist Mya Thein as "a reversal of market-oriented reforms" and therefore ran the

risk of lessening the public and business community confidence in the þat and in

Burma' s financial institutions. 6 I

Consequences of the Crisis

Inflation rro 
^"ro::'tíns 

Príces

e economic crisis for the people in Burma

The fall of the þat and FECs saw the

d this was followed by an increase in the

prices of basic commodities.u' Sources estimated that between June and November 1997

the prices of basic commodities increased by betrveen 10-40 percent (Table 8.3). This

information was confirmed by others, who pointed out that the trend to price increases

continued until 1998.63 All indicated that the economic situation did not improve at all

despite the government's implementation of measures to respond to the economic crisis.

se Shwan W. Crispin, "Heading for a Fall", Far Eastern Economic Review (27 August 1998).
60 TheEconomistlntelligenceUnit,A Country Reporl, Myanmar, lst quarter, 1998' p.26; zurdDavid

Steinberg, ,,Myanmar, Regional Retationship and Internal concerns", p. 191.
6r Myat Thãin, improving Domestic Resource Mobitization in Myanmar, unpublished paper, 1999, p.

35. Tnant you for Or. Mya Than of Institute of Southeast Asian Studies in Singapore for providing

Myat Thein's paper and for his opinion on the economic situation in Burma in 1998.
62 Crispin, op. cit.
63 TheEconomistlntelligenceUnit, A Country Report, Myanmar,3rd quarter, 1998, p. 21; a¡d Roger

Mitton, "Country in Limbo", Asiaweek (13 February 1998).
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e7)

Slowdown ín Economíc ActivífY

The tourist industry also went into a decline, particularly with respect to visitors from

neighbouring Asian countries. According to Senior Minister David Abel 46 percent of

Burma's trade is with ASEAN countries and therefore the economic crisis in the region

had a serious impact on the Burmese economy.ua The economic downturn throughout the

region forced tourists to stay at home. The lack of international standa¡d accommodation,

the poor infrastructure in the tourism industry, as well as the political uncertainty in Burma

also resulted in tourists hesitating to go to Burma.65 Other sectors, such as the energy,

were also in trouble. A decision was made in July 1997 by the US-based oil company,

Unocal, to delay exploration activity in the Yadana project, a pipeline gas project to supply

gas to Thailand and the region.66

There were also signs that the agricultural sector was in trouble. This sector

accounted for about 50 percent of GDP in Burma. Meanwhile, the inflow of foreign

64 ,'Dorì't Be So Impatient", an interview with David AbeI, Asiawe¿k (3 April 1998)
6s Interview with Chris Poole-Johnson, Rangoon, 2 December 1997'
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investment was slower, with the approval of foreign direct investment in the first eleven

months of the I997t98 financial year dropping by 79.1 percent (or US$585 million)

compared with the same period in 1996197 .67 Not a single new application for a foreign-

funded project in hotel, tourism, trade and industry sector had been made. Thi.s made it

more difficult for the government to reach its official target for GDP growth of 6.4 percent

inl997l98.ut With the government facing both economic and political problems, a more

realistic assessment from an independent source predicæd that the GDP growth for

1991198 would be about 1.1 percent.

Searching for New Economic Polícies

The government held two economic conferences in early 1998.6e These conferences gave

pessimistic assessments of the economic situation in Burma. It seemed that the

govemment had difficulty in formulating economic policy to deal with the economic

crisis.to It was in the context of searching for a new economic policy direction that in

September 1997, NLD had distributed a policy document explaining the party's economic

platform. The NLD document advocated several courses of action: abolishing the three

exchange rates currently in place and replacing these with a single, unified exchange rate

which would reflect the market rate (this could be achieved by placing Burma under the

supervisionof theintemationalfinancial agencies); privatising or selling SOEs; removing

the finance of SOEs from the government budget and establishing a balanced budget

system; liberalising the trade and investnent climate; rescheduling external debt and

inviting overseas aid; and giving the Central Bank of Myanmar more autonomy in

formulating monetary policy.T 1

66 The Economist Intelligence Unit, 3'd quarter, op.cit., p.23.
6't The Economist Intelligence Unit, A Country Report, Myanrnar,3'd quarter, 1998, p. 19.
68 lbid, p.18.
6e The Economist Intelligence Unit, A Country Reporl, M¡'anmnr,2nd quarter, 1998, p. 18.
'to "Don'I Be So Impatient", an interview with David Abel, Asiawe¿k (3 April 1998).
'tt TheEconomistlntelligenceUnit, ibid,p.20; zurd also see The East Asia Analytical Unit, Tlrc New

A,seans, Vielnarn, Burmn, Cambodia and Laos, p. 148.
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The publication of the NLD document showed up the failure of the miliaty

government in coming up with economic policies that could avert further economic crisis.

The measures implemented by the govemment had been unsuccessful in turning the

economy around. However, it remained to be seen whether the government would agree to

work with the NLD in formulating economic policy.

Clearly, the difficulty of finding a solution for Burma's economic situation had

been the subject of discussions between top military leaders. But there was no clear view

on what form this action should take. It is believed that the ha¡dline faction, led by

General Maung Aye, Vice-Chairman of SLORC, preferred to use t¡ade restrictions, while

the moderate faction,led by Lt Gen. Khin Nyun! the First Secretary of the SLORC, and

the pro-reform figures, advocaæd further economic liberalisation.T2 General Than Shwe,

Prime Minister and Chairman of ttre SLORC, acknowledged the seriousness of the

economic situation..in a public speech given to USDA members in Ma¡ch 1998. During

his speech he acknowledged that the regional economic downturn had worsened the

Burmese economy and he urged the Burmese people to prepare to face a difficult time

ahead.T'

There was a consensus that the military government needed to undertake

comprehensive economic reform beyond the measures which had already been

implemented.to There was also recognition that the government could not do it on its own.

It required fina¡rcial and technical assistance from outside agencies such as from the

International Monetary Fund, the World Bank, the Asia¡r Development Bank and

individual donor countries

?2 The Economist Intclligonce lJnit, op.cit., 1998, pp. 12-13; 'ud also Shawn W. Crispil, "Interllal

Matter", Far Eastern Economic Review ( 1 3 August 1 998).
7't Thc Economist Iutelligcnce Unit, iDid.
14 This point was madc in a length articlc writtr:n by Roger lvlittolt, "Coutttry in Limbo", Asiutve ek (13

Fcbru¿uy 1998):
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The Reginte Renanrcd

On 15 November 1997 the military government" SLORC, renamed itself the State Peace

and Development Council (SPDC) (see Box 8.2). According to an official source, this

new nâme was intended to reflect the emergence of "disciplined democracy" and " a

peaceful and prosperous modern state".75 Observers suggested that this change was

brxically cosmetic, an attempt to improve the bad image of the military govemment in the

eyes of the intemational community, particularly as Burma had formally become a

member of Asean in July 1997 .16

Box 8.2
The SPDC and the Cabinet Reshuffle
(15 November 1997)

Source: The nomist lntelligence A Country qu 1 997

However, there were some other factors at work in the renaming of the regime. First, the

decision was taken because of pressure from among the military leaders to implement

gradual potitical change, within the parameters of maintaining the dominant role of the

Burmese military. The decision to include new persons from both military and civilian

backgrounds in the new cabinet was intended to "civilise" the military govemment's

irnage both domestically and abroad. Second, the change also could be seen as the result

of power struggles between the factions of General Khin Nyunt and General Maung

?'5 
Quoted tronT-he lrrawady, vol. 5' no. 8, (January 1998)'

'16 
BcrLil Lin[rer, "Jttst as Ugly", Far Eastern Economic Review,27 Novenbcr 1997

o The top four generals retained their posts on the SPDC
o younger militãry commanders fìlled the 14 remaining SPDC posts
. Formãr SLORO'members were moved aside into a 14-member advisory body

The Gabinet
o Two new ministries were formed (military affairs and electric power), expanding the

size of the cabinet to 40
o 22 new ministers were aPPointed
o Cabinet members no tonþ'er had military duties (although 60% of them had military

backgrounds and retained their military titlgs) ---. Seniõr General Than Shwe, Chairman of the SPDC, retained the post of Prime

The State Peace and Development Council (SPDC)

Minister and Minister of Defence
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Ay"." It appeared that each side had fbught for control in appointing its supporters to

the new cabinet. But looking at the appointment of new ministers, it can be suggested that

it was the Khin Nyunt faction that gained most. In order to avoid further internal tension, a

few senior ministers, who were replaced as a result of the cabinet reshuffle, were given

"honorary" positions in the new advisory council, which in fact did not have the power to

influence the day-to-day running of the country or the formulation of government policy.

Third, it was also suggested that the name change occurred as a result of an

intervention by Ne Win, a former military leader who still retained influence among senior

military leaders.?s This view was based on Ne Win's stated disappointment over the

failure of the Burmese military to win the "hearts and minds" of the Burmese people and

to restore economic and political stability in Burma. Ne Win intervened after he visited

Indonesia in Septemb er 199'7,when he was confronted with many stories about comrption

among senior mintsters who had business dealings with Indonesian investors in Burma.Te

Lt. Gen. Khin Nyunt received similar complaints when he met Singaporean business

leaders in Singapore in October 1997. The replacement of senior military officers such as

the Trade Minister Lt. Gen. Tun Kyi and the Tourism Minister Lt. Gen. Kya Ba, both

notoriously corrupt ministers, could be seen as the result of intervention by Ne Win.80

The Cabínet Reshuffle

At the end of November 1997, the three former senior ministers who had lost their

positions in the cabinet reshuffle, tourism minister Lt. Gen Kya Ba, trade minister LL Gen.

Tun Kyi and agriculture minister Myint Aung, were placed under house àrrest. They

along with their stafï and personal advisers, wsre under investigation on conuption

?7 Roger Mitton, "Country in Limbo", Asiaweek (13 Februa¡y 1998).
7s Interview with Chris Poole-Johnson, Rangoon, 2De*ember 199'l;
1s "A Man of Some Influence", Asiaweek (13 February 1998).
80 hþrview with Lyndall Mclean, Rangoon, 5 December 1 997; and also "A Man of S ome Iltfluence",

Asiaweek (13 Febru¿rY 1998).
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charges.sr This action was taken after military leaders fbund evidence that these

ministers were corrupt to a point that could altogether erode the credibility of the rnilitary

govemment. Following this, in early December 1997, the military leaders dissolved the

advisory council to which the former ministers had been appointed. As a result, the whole

membership of the advisory council was removed from their positions.s2

Then followed another cabinet reshuffle on 20 December 1997. The main winner

was Brigadier General David Abel, Minister of National Planning and Development who

was given a new position as minister of the Office of the Chairman of the SPDC.83 David

Abel was believed to be in a right position to advise Senior General Than Shwe on

economic issues. Other winners were Finance Minister Brigadier General Win Tin, who

took up a new position as Communications Minister, while former Energy Minister

Brigadier General Khin Maung Thein was transferred into a new position as Finance

Minister. The lafier was known as the only "technocrat" in the govemment and was

better educated than other ministers. He was known for his work in encouraging foreign

investors to come into Burma.sa

Politícal Uncertainty in 1998

In terms of Burma's broader political situation, the economic crisis made the possibilities

of finding a political settlement more difficult. At least two important political

developments in Burma during 1998 will be described. First, the government's plan to

hold the National Convention and, second, the continuing political deadlock between the

government and the NLD.

sr The Economist Intelligence Unit, A Country Report, Myanmar, 1st quarter, 1998' p. 11.

82 Shawn V/. Crispin, "Posing a Problem", Far Eastern Economic Review (27 August 1998)
83 The Economist Intelligence Unit, 1" quarter, 1998, op.cít, p. 12.
84 Ibid.
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Soon after the second cabinet reshuffle at the end of 1997, the military government

decided to replace three senior rnilitary officers who had been members of the National

Convention Convening Committee (NCCC), the committee overseeing the constitution

drafting process.tt These were Lieutenant General Myo Nyunt, Chairman of the NCCC,

and his two vice-chairmen, Lieutenant General Maung Thint and Brigadier General Myo

Thant. These replacements could be seen as a sign that the military leaders were intending

to reconvene the National Convention, which had been adjourned since 1996. By

resuming the Naúonal Convention the military government might have hoped that the

ratificaúon of the proposed new constitution could take place and could be followed by

calling a general election.s6

It was recognised that by promising to agree to hold a general election in the

future, the military govemment could satisfy demands from domestic opposition groups

and the international community. This demand was reiterated by Kofi Annan, the

Secretary-General of United Nations (UN), in mid-December 1997, when he met General

Than Shwe at the ASEAN meeting in Malaysia, and, at this meeting, General Than Shwe

promised to undertake a democratisation process in Burma.87 This commiftnent was also

reiterated by Deputy Prime Minister, Vice-Admiral Maung Maung Khin who said in an

interview w ith A s iaw e e k that

However, this kind of democratisation process did not happen in the course of

1998, or was there much progress in ratifying the new constitution. It seemed that the

rnilitary leaders were preoccupied with economic rather than political issues, although the

s5 The Economist Intelligence Unit, A Counlry Reporî, Myanmar, 1'( quarter, 1998, p. 12.
8ó Roger Mitton, "Country in Limbo", Asiaweek (13 February 1998)'
a1 Ibid., p.13.
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two were related. The relationship between the military govemment and the National

League for Democracy did not improve either, although the government allowed NLD

organisers to hold meetings in 1997 and 1998.8e Conflict between the military and the

NLD occurred on several occasions throughout 1998. On one of these occasions (in May

1998) the NLD called on the government to open dialogue with them as a prerequisite for

finding a political settlement in Burma. The military leaders refused to accept this demand

and arrested supporters of the NLD throughout the country.

On another occasion the govemment did not allow Aung San Suu Kyi to travel to

meet her supporters in small towns outside Rangoon in July and August 1998.e0 The

deadlock continued when on 21 August 1998 Aung San Suu Kyi called for NLD MPs to

meet in Rangon.er The military leaders cracked down on NLD meetings and continued

to restrict the freedom to travel of Aung San Suu Kyi." At the end 1998 there was still no

sign that the differences between the two sides could be resolved.e3

Conclusion

nomic and political consequences of the

9l and 1998. It examined the military

rioration of the Burmese economy and the

political uncertainty caused by the economic crisis. It argued that the failure of the

rnilitary government to bring about economic and political stability in Burma made this

country more vulnerable to changes in the neighbouring countries. However, several other

dornestic factors also contributed to deepening the economic crisis.

88 "'We Know We Have to Go", an interview with Asiaweek (17 July 1998).
8e Steinberg, ,,Myanmâr, Regional Relationships and Internal Concerns", p. 190.
e0 Shawn W. Crispin, "Lrternal Mat[er", Far Eastern Economic Review (13 August 1998).
el The Economist ¡ttelligence Unit, A Counlry Report, Myanmnr,3'd quarter, 1998, p. 11; and also

"Ten Years On", Asinweek (28 August 1998).
e2 Roger Mitton, "A Chance for Dialogue" , Asiaweek (4 September 1998).
e3 Donald M. Seekins, "Burrnà in 1998, Little to Celebrate", Asian Survey, vol. xxxix, no. 1 (January-

February 1999), pp. 12-19.
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The economic reforms that were implemented by the military government after

1988 did not achieve their objectives. The government failed to establish macroeconomic

stability, to create a single currency exchange system, to improve the efficiency of the

state-owned enterprises (SOEs), to reform the financial sector, to attract foreign investors,

and to control the black market and drug trade. Political uncertainty manifested itself in

various forms such as the on-going political stalemate be¡ween the military and the

National League for Democracy, the slow progress in ratifying the new constitution, the

failure to establish a time table for a democratic transition, and the ending of ethnic

minority conflicts. The lack of expertise and independence of the economic policy-

making institutions undermined efforts to improve the policy-making process.

The contagion effect of the economic crisis in the region upon the Burmese

economy was clearly seen in the depreciation of the þat which felt (by more than 40

percent from mid-tr997 and into 1998). Contrast to Thailand and Indonesia, the military

government in Burma relied very much on domestic-based resources and ad hoc measures

in addressing the problems arising from the economic crisis. Responses made by the

mititary government included arresting foreign exchange and money dealers, restricting

imports, closing down check points along the border with Thailand and China,

deregulating rice trading, privatising SOEs, and revoking the foreign exchange licences

held by several banks. None of these measures improved Burma's economic situation. It

was in this context that the NLD's views on policies to solve the economic and political

crises were very significant.

Above all, the economic crisis also had political implications. The military

government renamed itself in November 1997 and reshuffled the cabinet several times.

After that this was done because the government needed to improve its image in the

intemational community and to ease intenìal rivalry among f-¿rctions in top military elite.

The economic crisis in Burma forced the rnilitary govemment to readjust its economic and

political policies, but always within the parameters of rnaintaining its dominant role in
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Burma. Seemingly, the continuity of the political stalemate and stalling in the constitution-

making process during 1998 hindered any attempts to formulate sound economic policies

that could properly address the economic situation. Having explained this, it is then

necessary to compare the economic and political changes in Burma with those of Thailand

and Indonesia. The following chapter will draw together politics of the economic reforms,

booms, and crises in Thailand, Indonesia, and Burma and make a sense of them in the

context of the comparative economy approach which this thesis is suggesting'
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Conclusion:
Thailand, Indonesia, and Burma Compared

he primary focus of this study has been to analyse the rapid economic and

political changes occurred in contemporary Thailand, Indonesia and Burma.

The preceding chapters have provided a great deal of empirical evidence for

study. This chapær compare the similarities and differences of these countries. It is

divided into three sections. The first part looks at a comparison of the politics of

economic reform and boom in these countries. Then follows a comparison of the causes

of, responses to, and consequences of the economic crisis in these countries. Finally, it

draws together thó'ârguments and empirical findings presented in this thesis.

Before proceeding further, it is necessary to discuss briefly the points that were

made in the Chapter Two. It was noted there that the growing number of studies of the

Southeast Asian political economy have been influenced by the political economy

approaches applied to the East Asian region.r Both the neo-classical and the East Asia

developmentalist political economy models are commonly applied in understanding the

economic success of the East Asian region. The former suggests that economic growth

can be achieved when the country implements market-based policies, limiting the role of

government as the provider of public goods and allowing market forces to operate freely

t Compared research on theEast Asian political econorny, studies on the comparative political ecoltomy
of the Southeast Asian couutries still limited in numbers. A few scholars are just beginning to explore
this kind of resea¡ch. A few of them, for instance, Richa¡d Doner, "Approaches to the Politics of
Economic Growth in Southeast Asia, Jourrutlof Asian Studies, vol. 50, no.4 (November 1991), pp.
818-849; Andrew Maclntyre, "Indonesia, Thailand and the Northeast Asian Connection" in Richard
Higgot, Richard I-naver and Johl Ravenhill (eds.) Pacirtc Econornic Relalions in the 1990s (Sydney:
Allen and Unwin, 1993), pp. 250-210; and also Arief Budiman, Negara dan Pentbangunan, Studi tent.ang

Irulonesia dan Korea Selatan [State aud Development, A Study on Iudonesia a¡d South Korea] (Jakarta:

Yayaszrn Padi dan Kapas, 1991).
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in the economy, while the latter argues that strong and effective state intervention

cornbined with insulated and credible policy-making institutions contribute to this

success

Both approaches were criticised on different grounds. The neo-classical political

economy sees economic development in a linear way and fails to acknowledge the impact

of the different social and political settings of countries on their economies. This

approach, argues that the irnplementation of market-based economic policies would bring

about the emergence of a democratic political system. This is not always the case and it

does not adequately explain why the economic success of the East Asian countries was

accompanied by the presence of authoritarian political systems. Such an approach is also

inadequate to explain why although Thailand, Indonesia and, to a lesser extent, Burma,

embarked upon economic reform in the 1980s and the 1990s, these countries operated

under different pofltical systems. Democratic political systems did not necessarily emerge

in these countries following the implementation of economic reforms. The East Asia

developmentalist political economy, which features the presence of a strong state and

insulated policy-making institutions in the economy, also falls short in recognising, and

taking account of, the reality of states in the Southeast Asian region. Generally the states

in this region are weak, and they do not have effective institutions of the calibre of those in

the East Asian countries of Japan, Korea and Taiwan.2

The rapid economic changes in the Southeast Asian region in the 1980s led to the

emergence of the state and society-based political economy approaches to economic

development. Both approaches recognise the role of the state and society-based actors in

the economy and according to these approaches the economic success of the Southeast

Asian countries resulted fiom the work of both state and non-state actors. Because the

2 Maclntyre, ibid, ¡t.260.
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Southeast Asian states are generally weak, the role of non-s[ate actors is important in

overcoming state failures in the economic arena. The economic boom that took place in

the Southeast Asian countries during 1990s was seen by many as the "Asian tniracle".

This "miracle" was achieved because the countries in the region (with the exception of

Burma) implemented "market-friendly" policies; policies that bridged the gap between

the role of the market and the state in the economy. Although this "miracle" created

rapid economic growth, it raises a serious question as to whether such growth could be

sustained in these countries' economies in the long-term.

The rapid economic changes in the 1990s embedded the Southeast Asian region

more deeply into the world economy. These changes resulted from not only the ways in

which the world economy operated, but also from changes in the global political

environment and the development of new information technology. This became known as

globalisation, and,..inevitably it changed the economic outlook of the region, but" at the

same time, made the region more vulnerable economically. The devastating impact of the

recent economic crisis upon the economies of the region was evidence of this new

vulnerability.

As noted in Chapter Two, globalisation and its impact on the region must be

thoroughly understood. This thesis proposed an eclectic comparative political economy

perspective in furthering this area of study. It takes into account the insights of relevant

approaches and it uses a comparative historical and political economy analysis. It

incorporates historical factors, the role of political institutions, domestic politics, economic

policies, capital mobility, good governance, civil society, and external environment in

understanding the political economy of contemporary Thailand, Indonesia, and Bunna.
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The Politics of the Economic Reforms and Booms

Hístorfual Legacies

t is the significance of this historical legacy when studying the

economic reform and boom period of the 1980s and 1990s? In contrast

to Indonesia and Burma, Thailand was never colonised by a foreign

country. The colonisation of Indonesia and Burma strongly influenced their respective

post-independence periods. There was, for instance, both widespread nationalist and

populist sentiment and support for free market policies in these countries in the post-

independent period. These differing sentiments influenced the process of formulating

economic or other policies that suited Indonesia and Burma. In Indonesia, there was

constant rivalry between the nationalist or populist camp and the pro-market camp over the

direction of economic policies after Independence. In Burma the obsession with

establishing a socialist state under Ne V/in must be understood in the context of the

colonial experience of the imposition of free market policies which excluded the majority

of population from the economy.3

Nationalist-populist sentiment also gained supporters in Thailand under the

Phibun regime in the 1930s and 1940s, despite the fact that Thailand had no foreign

masters. However, the nationalist sentiment did not last long after the Phibun regime was

overthrown. Also because Thailand not colonised and because Bangkok was one of most

irnportant trading centres in the region, nationalist sentiment did not develop as strongly as

it did in Indonesia and Buma. In Indonesia and in Thailand the nationalist-populist camp

did not greatly influence the direction of economic policy during the 1980s. In these

countries, the pro-market camp was able to lead the reform process, making the economies

of these countries more open and competitive internationally. In contrast, anti-market

3 See Robert Taylor, Tlrc State oJ'Burnn (Honolulu: The University of Hawaii Press, 1987), p. 297
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sentiments dorninated the thinking of the Burmese military leaders and the reform process

in that country failed.

The Ethnicíly Factor

The politics of ethnicity in Thailand, Indonesia and Burma also varied. At

independence lndonesia and Burma were multi-ethnic societies. This was a dimension of

these societies which created both opportunities and problems in the nation-building

process. However, the most important issue in this respect is that of the economic role of

the ethnic Chinese in each country. In Indonesia and Burma a situation developed during

colonisation where the ethnic Chinese minority occupied a stronger economic position

than the local people. This created not only inter-ethnic tension in these countries but also

meant that the ethnic Chinese became politically vulnerable, easy scapegoats in times of

economic and poli,lical crisis.

In contrast, despite strong anti-Chinese sentiment during the 1930s and 1940s in

Thailand, the role of the ethnic Chinese in the Thai economy did not create inter-ethnic

tension. Thailand has seen the successful integration of the ethnic Chinese into Thai

society and culture over the past five decades. This maybe due in part to the religious

factor. The ethnic Chinese in Thailand are mostly Buddhist and consequently the

government did not discriminate against the ethnic Chinese in all aspects of life, while in

predominantly Muslim Indonesia they were a minority group (in terms of both religion

and ethnicity) and thus became the subject of discriminative government policy which

allowed them only to be active in the economic sector.a

4 The importance of this issue was mentioned in a recent" study conducted by Alasdair Bowie and Danrty
Unger, Ttrc Politic,ç of Open Econonties, Indonesia, Malaysia, tlrc Philippines, and Thailand (Canbridge:
Canbridge Univcrsity Press, 1997), pp. 185-186.
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But despite their political and social vulnerability, the ethnic Chinese played a

crucial role during the economic reform and boom period of the 1980s and 1990s. In

Indonesia and Thailand, and to a lesser degree in Burma, the ethnic Chinese were major

players in stimulating economic growth. Their success was based not only on sound

business skills, which were recognised widely, but also on their ability to create political

patronage to enhance and protect their economic interests. Evidence of this is found in the

success of a small number of ethnic Chinese families in dominating the banking sector in

Thailand, and of a number of ethnic Chinese controlling the private sector in Indonesia.

In this way the domination of the economies of Thailand and Indonesia by the ethnic

Chinese was significant, as they became the engine which drove the economic boom in

Thailand and Indonesia. This finding is confirmed by the conclusion reached by Jamie

Mackie in a study which also suggests that the success of the ethnic Chinese in the

economic arena of these countries is also evidenced in other Southeast Asian countries.s

Milír øry - C iv ilían Re latio n s

It is useful, too, to compare the poliúcal history of the civilian-military

relationships in Thailand, Indonesia and Burma. The Thai military was from the early

twentieth century more politicised and more adventurous than those of Indonesia and

Burma. The way in which the military groups have been involved in civilian affairs in

each country has varied, of course. The Thai military made frequent use of the military

coup. They launched a coup for the first time tn 1932, abolishing the absolute monarchy

in Thailand. After that, military coups became virtually commonplace Thai politics and

this considerably influenced the dynamics of the civilian-military relationship. In

Indonesia, the rnilitary institutionalised a concept known as the dwi fun.gsi. (dual function)

role, allowing the military to be involved in both military and political affairs. In Bunna,

s For a¡r interesting comparison of the role of the ethnic Chiuese in Southeast Asia, see Jamie Mackie's,
"Busiuess Success Ar-nong Southeast Asian Chinese, The Role of Cul[ure, Values, and Social Structure",
in Robert W. Hefner (ed.) Mcu'ket Cultures, Sociely and Morality in lhe Nevv Asian Capilali.çrn (Boulcler:

Westview, 1998), pp. 129-146.
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the military used the military coup and was also involved directly in running the day-to-

day :rffäirs of state and this certainly meant the involvement of the Burmese military in

non-military affairs was from the outset much deeper than that of Thailand and Indonesia.

However, military institutions and their leaders influenced the course of political change in

all these countries.

The primacy of the military over civil society in these countries influenced the way

in which the govemments carried out economic development" and to some extent shaped

their successes and failures in this. The military leaders (Generals Sarit and Prem of

Thailand, General Suharto of Indonesia, and Generals Ne Win, Saw Maung and Than

Shwe in Burma) and their supporters took the leading roles in this process. There was

popular resentment against the military in these countries, but among military leaders there

was a common belief that in recent history they had inærvened in national politics at a

point where the ci:yìlian leaders had failed, and that therefore they were the ones who were

responsible for the direction of development.6

Regimes Types and StaÍe CapøbíIífies

Based on empirical evidence, this study has aimed to demonstrate that economic

reform and boom in Thailand, Indonesia, and Burma resulæd from a wide variety of

factors, and was not just the result of market forces or state intervenúon. In the case of

Burma, it was the state that was responsible for the failure of the reform process. In this

comparison of the similarities and differences between these countries, it is necessary to

look olosely at the influence of the various states and their regime types during the reform

and boom period. The developmentalist approach holds that a strong state is an irnportant

factor in ensuring that economic policies can be implemented without being captured by

u Fu¡ther discussion on this issue can be fouud in Eric A. Nodlinger, Soldier in Politics: Militan, Çs11p

unrl Governnlsí1,ç (New Jersey: Prentice Hall, 1971).
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the interests of rent seekers and other politically connected business groups.t In

Thailand, the state was relatively strong during the Sa¡it period in the early 1960s. During

this period, General Sarit created the so-called "bureaucratic polity", through which he

concentrated the decision-making process in his own hands, and those of his economic

advisers, the military leaders and the bureaucracy. In this way, the policy-making process

was insulated from political pressure from other groups. This was good for the economy,

but it certainly was not good for Thai politics.

The state in Thailand started to weaken after the democratic period began in the

mid-1970s and it weakened even further during the Prem period in the 1980s. This

occurred because in the democratic climate civilian politicians and non-state groups

emerged in national politics and challenged the domination of the state. General Prem

initiated a gradual process of refonn of the authorita¡ian of Thai poliúcal system. In this

study it is suggested that the economic reform process in Thailand was accompanied by

political liberalisation, which allowed the parliament, medi4 and other non-state actors to

play a greater role in national politics. This democratic transition also drew the decision-

making process away from the technocrats to elecæd politicians and therefore it

diminished the power of the policy-making institutions which had played an important

role until the Prem period.

Interestingly, it was when the state began to weaken in the 1980s and 1990s that

the Thai economy grew rapidly. It may be the case that this was due to the fact that during

the Prem period the state relied on the cooperation of non-state actors, in this case big

business groups, to stimulate economic acúvity in Thailand. The establishment of the Joint

Public and Private Sector Consultative Cornmittees (JPPCCs) as a forum where the

government and business representatives could exchange views on economic policies u-rd

business opportunities played an important role in this process.

7 For further discussion on t-he comparison of state capacity, see Stephan Haggard, "Business, Politics and

Policy in Northeast ¿urd Southcast Asia" in Andrew Maclntyre (ed.) Business and Govertutrcnl in
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In this respoct, the implementation of economic reforms was based on the

principles of neo-classical economics advocated by the Thai technocrats, but ultimately it

was not market forces alone that stimulaæd economic growth in Thailand. The

government still controlled the major part of the economic sector during this period and

there is no evidence that the state deliberately inærvened in the ma¡ket, as was the case in

East Asia. While it is true that the Prem regime's policy-making process was insulated,

there is evidence that business groups were nonetheless able to influence economic policy

in Thailand. As Anek Laothamatas suggests, the close cooperation between the st¿te and

business groups is what matters most here and this became possible as Thailand gradually

became more democratic and pluralist during the 1980s.8

Indonesia is an interesting example of what appeared to be a 'strong' state, but

was actually weak in the sense that it had always been captured by interest groups, rent

seekers, and politiç..atly connected business groups.' Similar to Thailand during the Sarit

period, the policy-making process in Indonesia was controlled by President Suharto, his

advisers, the military, and the bureaucracy, but all of this did not guarantee that the

economic policies were insulated from non-state âctors. This was particularly true during

the deregulation period in the 1980s when politically connecûed conglomerate groups,

including the Suharto family-owned business groups, influenced economic policy for

their own benefit. In Indonesia, the state was also weak internally due to the constant

rivalry between the technocrat and the nationalist-populist camps over the formulation and

implementation of economic policies.l0 This explains why, in some cases, the

implementation of economic policies which were based on the neo-classical economics

advocated by the technocrat camp often did not achieve their goals, either they did not get

Industrialising Asla (Sydney: Allen and Unwin, 1994), pp. 268-301.
8 Anek Laothamatas, "From Clientelism to Partnership: Business-Government Relatiors in Thaili¡lld" in
Andrew Maclntyre (ed.) Business and Governntent in Industrialising Asla (Sydney: Allen ard Unwin,
1994), pp. 195-21s.
e Maclntyre, "Indonesia, Thailand and the Northeast Asian Connection", p. 258.
r0 See Andrew Maclntyre, "Politics and the Reorieutation of Economic Policy in Indonesia" in Andrew
Maclntyre and Kanishka Jayasuriya (eds.) Tlrc Dynarnics of Economic Policy Reþrm in Sout.h-easl Asian
und the South-west Pacific (Singapore: Oxford University Press, 1992), p. 142; Richard Robison,
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support frorn within, or there was strong resistance from the anti-technocrat camp. The

rise of the technologist camp in the 1980s also weakened the role of the technocrats in the

policy-making process.

How did Indonesia achieve economic reform and boom? The main answer is that

during the deregulation period of the 1980s and the 1990s, the state was forced to readjust

its role, allowing the private sector to play a greater role in the economy. As the state

desperately needed to diversify its revenue base which was drying up after the collapse of

the oil price, it gradually reduced its leading role in the economy. But the readjustment

process, or in Andrew Maclntyre's words the "strategic retreat" by the state, was not

easy; it involved power struggles and bargaining between policy makers, political elites,

and the interests of conglomerates.lr Consequently, the implementation of deregulation

policies was carried out in a gradual way and involved "trade-offs" between competing

groups, and, in so{ße cases, relatively modest state interventions to ensure the policies were

coffect and on track.

However, the deregulation period did not actually reduce the state role in the

economy because of constitutional constraints on the creation of a free-market economy

such as those of the Western countries. As was the case with Thailand, it was during this

state readjustment process that non-state actors such as business representatives in the

Indonesian Charnber of Commerce and Industry began to play a pafi in influencing the

policy-making process in Indonesia. It was through this readjustment of the role of the

state and the emergence of business groups in the 1980s that the reform process occurred

in Indonesia.

"Politics and Markets in Indonesia's Post-oil Era" in Garry Rodan, Kevin Hewison and Richard Robisolt
(eds.) TIrc Politicol Dconomy of South-Eas¡ Asi¿ (Melbourne: Oxford University Press, 1997), p. 33.

" Andrew Maclntyre, "Power, Prosperity and Pat¡imolialism: Business and Government in Indonesia" in
A¡drew Maclntyre (ed.) Business and Government in Industrialising Asic (Sydney: Allen ard Unwin,
1994), 1t¡t. 244-267 ,
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In contrast to Thailand, the period of economic reform and boom in Indonesia was

not accompanied by political liberalisation. This was due to the authoritarian political

system created by President Suharto, in which he was powerful above all others and the

rnilitary and bureaucracy were in a dominant position in national politics. Despite the fact

that deregulation had forced the state to readjust its role, this did not reduce the power of

President Suharto. This was possible because national decision-making was centralised

in his hands. This made him a stumbling block in the path to a more democratic political

system in Indonesia. Nonetheless, as has been shown in this study, the emergence of

non-state actors in Indonesia's national politics in the 1980s and 1990s meant Suharto's

domination of Indonesian politics was subject to increasing domestic challenge.

In contrast to the cases of Thailand and Indonesia, the state failed to bring about

economic development in Burma. This was the case during the rule of General Ne Win

and under the subsequent military govemments. The state capacity to create economic

growth in Burma was handicapped by a lack of credible policy institutions and sound

economic policies, such as those that existed in Thailand and Indonesia. The

implementation of extreme socialist-based economic policies created a situation where the

state played a dominant role in the economy and the private sector disappeared altogether.

This led to economic stagnation, which eventually forced the military leaders to abandon

socialist economic strategies in 1988 and to replace them with more market-based

economic policies.l2

The implementation of economic reform in Burma in the 1980s and 1990s was

not a simple process and did not lead to economic boom as it did in Thailand and

Indonesia. Although the reforms opened Burma to foreign investors, the legacies of the

socialist period remained in that the state continued to monopolise the Burmese econorny.

'2 This has been examined extersively in, Myat Thein ¿nd Mya Than, "Transitional Economy of
Myanmar: Pertbrmance, Issues, and Problems" in Seiii F. Naya and Joseph L.H. Tan (eds.) Asian
Trunsitional Econornies, Challenges and Prospecls for Reþrru and Transþrntation (Singapore: Institute
of Southeast Asian Studics, 1995), pp.210-261.
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Overall, the economic refonns failed to force the state to readjust its role (as in Indonesia)

or to allow partnership with the private sector (as in Thailand). The inability of the state to

carry out far-reaching economic reforms was due to the fact that reform could threaten the

interests of the Bunnese military and political eliæs. Indeed, in contrast to Thailand and

Indonesia, Burma is a case of the failure of a weak state (in terrns of its capacity) to fbster

economic development.

As with Indonesia, economic reform in Burma was not accompanied by political

liberalisation, although pressure from non-state actors increased, especially when it

appeared that the dominant role of the Burmese military was unsustainable. It is true that

in Indonesia economic development was achieved under Suharto's authoritarian political

system, while a similar type of regime failed to create economic growth in Burma. The

point to be made here is that both democratic and authoritarian political regimes can

succeed or fail inþringing about economic development but the fact of Burma's three

decades of economic isolation may be significant in understanding this difference The

experiences of Thailand, however, suggest that the economic development process is most

effective when carried out within a democratic political system because it can gain the

support of the population.

E c o no mic - P olícy I ns titutínns ønd P olicy M akers

The East Asian developmentâlist approach holds that cohesiveness within

economic policy-making institutions and credible policy makers are important during the

reform process. The evidence from this study points to a parallel between Thailand and

Indonesia. In both these countries it was the precepts of neo-classical economics or the

free-ma¡ket that influenced policy-mzking. In Thailand, especially during the Sarit and

Prern periods, the neo-classical economic policies were formulated by a group of

technocrats from irnportalt institutions such as the National Fronornic and Sooial

DeveloprnentBoald (NESDB), the Prirne Minister's Office's Bureau of Budget (BOB),
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the Ministry of Finance (MOF) and the Bank of Thailand (BOT). In Indonesia, the

technocrats played an important role in the formulation of neo-classical economic policies

and many of them controlled institutions like the National Development Planning Board

(Bappenas), the Ministry of Finance, and the Bank of Indonesia (BI). Both in Thailand

and Indonesia, many of these technocrats were educated in American universities and

maintained strong connections with them. Some were working at the International

Monetary Fund, the World Bank and the Asian Development Bank.

It is also true that the transmission of a set of policies that John V/illiamson called

the "Washington Consensus" (from international institutions to technocrats) arose in

Thailand and Indonesia in the 1990s.13 This influenced the reform policies in Thailand

and the deregulation policies in Indonesia, which centred on the importance of making the

Thai and Indonesian economies more export-oriented and competitive intemationally.

The two countries..differed in that in Thailand a few technocrats t¡ansformed themselves

into what V/illiamson called "technopols", occupying political positions and acting as

politicians, either by joining existing political parties or creadng new ones, whereas in

Indonesia, President Suharto appointed technocrats to ministerial positions. As a

consequence of this, the influence of Indonesia's technocrats was limiæd. Indeed, from

the beginning the Indonesian technocrats were a non-political group, many of whom came

from academia and held no political ambitions.

Moreover, in contrast to the case of the Thai technocrats, whose role began to

diminish because of the emerging power of the elected politicians, in Indonesia the

technocrats found themselves under challenge fiom within the state. This challenge came

from what was known as the technologist camp, led by B.J. Habibie, who argued that the

state should intervene in or play a major role in the economy by financing strategic

'' John Vy'illiamsou, "hl Sca¡ch of a Manual fbr Technopols" in John Williarnson Gn.) The Polil.ical
Dcononq' rf Policy Reþrru (V/ashington D.C.: Institute for International Econotnics, 1994), pp.26-28.
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industlies which coulcl accelerate the industrialisation process in Indonesia.ra This camp

had its own institutions which played an increasingly significant role in the economy

during the latter years of the Suharto era.

Overall, these institutions were relatively insulated from political pressure fiom

social groups. But this did not mean that they did not receive input or ideas from outside.

In fact, as mentioned earlier, as Thai politics gradually became more pluralistic during the

1980s and 1990s, non-state actors started to gain more influence over the policy-making

process. The strengthening of civil society also meant the policy-making process was no

longer centralised among the technocrats, but was spread among a number of political

groups and institutions. To some extent, in Indonesia non-state actors and institutions

also began to participaæ in the policy-making process. But the centralisation of the

decision-making process in the hands of President Suharto and the authoritarian political

system that operatpd during the New Order period greatly limiæd this participation.

In Burma, the situation was very different. Compared to Thailand and Indonesia,

this country had no cohesive policy institutions or credible policy makers. This study has

described how the military government relied on its own resources in the policy-rnaking

process, especially on those who were att¿ched to the Minisüy of National Planning and

the Office of the Prime Minister. Indeed, the lack of human resources and expertise (as

many talented people left Burma in the 1960s and 1970s) made it even more difficult for

the military governlnent to establish policy-making institutions like those in Thailand and

Indonesia. This partly explains the failure of the reform process in Burma.

ra For instalìcc, see "Pengeurbangan Tehnologi Canggih" [The Dcvelopment of High-Tech] in B.J.
Habibie, Il.rtm Pengetahuan, Tehnologi and Penrbangunan ßangsa [Science, Technology ¿urd Nation
Buildirrgl (Jakarta: Center lbr Lrforniation and Develo¡rment Studies, 1995), pp. 89-125.
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Domestic Coalitiotts

The success or failure of economic reform may also depend on the ability of a

government a¡rd its leadership to create domestic coalitions or to gain broad-based support

from domestic groups or, in Jamie Mackie's words, a "growth coalition".rs Richard

Doner in his study on the automobile industry in Southeast Asian countries also stressed

the importance of this type of coalition.l6 This study shows that the governments of

Thailand and Indonesia created dornestic coalitions and there are sirnilarities with respect

to those who initiated and were involved in this. In Thailand during ths Sarit period in the

1960s, the military, the bureaucÍacy, and the ethnic Chinese business leaders formed a

domestic coalition, with the aim of creating common strategies for economic development

in Thailand. During the Prem period of the 1980s, this coalition was broadened to include

politicians and it was also institutionalised through the creation of a consultative forum

through which goyernment and business representatives could work together in shaping

the reform process.

Surin Maisrikrod pointed out that this domestic coalition created economic and

political problems in Thailand.tT Excluded from the coalition were the Thai workers and

farmers. As we can see in the st¿tistical data presented in Chapter Three, the share of the

agricultural sector in Thailand's gross domestic product (GDP) has decreased over the

past three decades, while the manufacturing and financial sectors grew rapidly. This is

evidence that the economic boom in Thailand mainly benefited the urban middle class,

especially those in Bangkok. The emergence of the civil society and non-state actors who

15 Jamie Mackie, "Ecouon.ric Growth in the Asean Region: The Political Underpinnings" in Helen

Hughes (ed,) Achieving [ndustrialization in Easî Asia (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, i988), p.

293.

'6 Richard Doner, Driving a Bargain, Autornobile Industrialization and Japanese Firms in Southeast Asia
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1991), pp.242.
r7 Surin Maisrikrod, "The Making of Thai Democracy, A Study of Political Alliances amoug the State,
the Capitalists, and the Middle Class" in Anek Laothamatas (vJ.) Dernocralizolion in Soulheasl and EosI

,t1.ria (Singaporc: Institul-e of Southeast Asian Studies, 1997), pp. 15-5-156.
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were critical of this economic developrnent process in the 1980s and 1990s indicated that

the existing domestic coaliúon was no longer sustainable.

In Indonesia, a similar domestic coalition was formed afær Suharto gained power

in the mid 1960s. This involved the military, the bureaucracy, the political elites, and the

ethnic Chinese business leaders. Through the coalition, Suharto was able to extend

political patronage to political contenders and the ethnic Chinese business leaders, who

depended on Suharto for political survival and also protection. This domestic coalition

expanded during the deregulation period in the 1980s, when new economic actors

emerged and began to demand a share in the national economy. Many of them were

native Indonesians Qtengusahø pribumi) and Suharto family members. This expansion

not only brought its own internal business conflicts, but also increased the resentment

against the ethnic Chinese-owned conglomerates, which, according to those new economic

actors, had long dominated economic activity in the private sector in Indonesia. Anti-

ethnic Chinese sentiment in Indonesia was so pronounced that it weakened the

foundations of this domestic coalition

As in Thailand, the Indonesian workers, and to a great degree farmers too, were

not included in this domestic coalition. In a recent study of the politics of unionism in

Indonesia, Vedi Hadiz points out that Suharto's New Order government deliberately

excluded and dernobilised union organisations from the economic development process

and did so intentionally from the beginning.r8 This weakened the bargaining position of

union groups in Indonesia, but still did not beat them. This heightened the radicalism of

the urban workers, and led to the establishment of several new independent union

organisations in the early 1990s, which began to challenge government restrictiolts on

workers' right to organise and to strike.

'* Vcdi R. Hadiz, Workers utd the State in New Order Indonesia (London ¿uld New York: Routledge,
1997), cs¡rocially chaptor l'our,
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In Bunna, the story is different again. These kinds of domestic coalition have

never existed there. As mentioned earlier, the governrnent has dorninated all economic

activity in Burma through the operation of the state-owned enterprises (SOEs). There

were a handful of srnall business groups, which operated mostly through protection and

facilities provided by the military govemment. However, this study suggests that the

resistance of the military government to the creation of a broad coalition involving

different groups also became an important factor in the failure of the economic reform

process in Burma.

External Support

The role of extemal support is significant, and especially in the areas of ideas,

technical capacity, and finance. As mentioned earlier, in both Thailand and Indonesia the

role of the IMF, thp V/orld Bank, and donor countries (mainly the Western countries) was

crucial in the economic development process. In Thailand, extemal financial support

began during the Sarit period, while in Indonesia it was initiated after Suharto took power

in the mid 1960s. This external support continued during the implementation of reform

policies in both countries in the 1980s. This study shows that the involvement of these

institutions was facilitaæd by their representatives, who often worked as advisers in policy

institutions in Thailand and Indonesia. Economic policies based on the neo-classical

economics approach were transmined through those foreign advisers to policy makers in

these countries. Besides this, the increase in Japanese and US investment in the 1980s

also contributed to the economic growth that occurred in Thailand and Indonesia. The

manufacturing sector grew rapidly, especially where the Japanese automotive and

electronic industries dominated the domestic markets in these countries.

Bunna received very little exterral support. The Western countries irnposed

economic sanctions against the military govemment in 1988, rnaking it impossible for

Bunna to receive external support fiom the IMF, the World Bank and most donor
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countries. Although a few countries (mainly the neighboring countries) did invest in

various sectors, this did not greatly assist in the creation of economic growth in Burma.

This country needed not just short-term investment but the same long-term and

comprehensive external financial support that was given to Thailand and Indonesia.

The main points of similarity and difference in the politics of the economic

reforms and booms in Thailand, Indonesia, and Burma can be seen in the following table.

Table 9.1
The Politics of the Economic Reforms and Booms in Thailand, lndonesia and Burma
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The Politics of the Economic Crises

F ínancínl Lib e r alís atio n

s has been argued, the globalisation that occuned in the Asian region during

the 1990s brought rapid economic and political change to Thailand,

Indonesia, and Bunna. The roots of the economic crisis in these countries

can be traced to the impact of the financial liberalisation that took place in these countries

during the 1980s and 1990s as a result of globalisation of their financial sectors. It is true

that this liberalisation modernised these financial sectors. This process was accelerated

through the introduction of new information technology, which made the movement of

global capital into and out ol Thailand and Indonesia easier than ever befbre. The increase

in capital inflow into these countries also helped to stimulate economic activity in the
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under the New
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. ethnicity issue
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policy makers

. former British
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political
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privaûe sector and to improve the economic fundamentals of both countries. At the same

time, the rapid increase in capital inflow also had negative impacts in Thailand and

Indonesia; it increased each country's external debt (especially the US dollar denominated

short-term debt) and increased the current account deficit to a dangerous level.

The rapid increase in capital inflow in Thailand and Indonesia, and a less extent

Burma, cannot be separated from the larger process of the transfer of global capital from

the industrial countries into the developing countries that took place in the course of the

1990s. The movement of global capital was made possible by the expansion of the

activities of new market players such as fund managers, or hedge fund managers who

traded in the capital market (bonds, stocks or portfolios) and in foreign exchange

trading.re These new ma¡ket players trade vast amounts of money; in some cases moro

than the annual trade figures of many developing countries. Their access to global capital

gives them powerfirl influence over the economic policies of individual countries. The

magnitude of the impact of the sudden withdrawal of global capital during concerted

attacks on a number of Asian currencies was clearly felt during the economic crisis in

1997.

Currency Specul.øtors

In Thailand and Indonesia, both domestic and international currency speculators

played an important role in bringing about the collapse of the baht and the rupiah in 1997 .

In Thailand currency speculators had already started to attack the baht in 1996 when they

discovered that Thailand's economic fundamentals were not as sound as many believed.

Repeated attacks finally forced the Thai government to float the baht in July 1997.

'n For an interesting discussion on this issuc carì be found in Mary Ann Haley, "En-rerging M¡r¡kot
Makers: The Power ol Institutional Investors" in Leslie Elliot Armiio (ed.) Financial Globnlizution rrul

Dernor:rac¡, in Enrerging Markels (London: Macmilltt, 19c)9), pp.74-90.
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Events in Indonesia were similar. The currency speculators launched their attack

on the rupiah in July and August 1991 and Indonesian policy makers used band

intervention in response, before finalty giving up in mid-August 1997, and floating the

rupiah. In both Thailand and Indonesia, the new market players participaæd in public

debates on economic policy, particularly influencing policy makers in moving to

implement the free floating exchange rate system.

By contrast, currency speculators did not attack the kyat in Burma, but the

contagion effect from neighboring countries had a significant impact on the depreciation

of the kyat in 1997 . This happened simply because Burma did a great deal of trading

along the Thai-Burma border, making the value of the kyat dependent on the value of the

baht in Thailand. When the baht dropped, so too did the kyat..

E co no núc F undatnentals

The decline in Indonesia's exports in 1994 and in Thailand's in 1996 made the

export products of these countries less competitive internationally and this slowed down

the growth of both economies. Most incoming foreign capital was invested in the

property sector and activities such as foreign exchange or stock exchange trading made

this situation worse. It can be argued that the excessive capital inflow into Thailand and

Indonesia, and the inability of those who borrowed the foreign capital to use it

productively was one of the causes of the economic crisis in these countries. The failure

of policy makers in both Thailand and Indonesia to improve supervision and regulatory

measures in their financial sectors also played a part in this crisis.

Although the Bunnese economy was not as internationalised as those of Thailand

and Indonesia, Burma was still affected by the economic crisis. The causes were

domestic, however, rooted in the failure of the military government to implernent far

reaching economic relbnns that could make the Burmese economy more open and
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cornpetitive intemationally. The military govemment failed above all in the a¡ea of

irnproving Burma's macroeconomic performance and in a¡eas such as reducing the

budget deficit, reforming the exchange rate policy and the financial sector, improving the

productivity of the state-owned enterprises, and eliminating the black market economy and

money laundering. Evidence presented in this study shows that even a country like

Burma, which had not yet fully opened its economy to foreign capital, was still affected by

contagion from the economic crisis in its neighboring countries.

Polity Responses

Policy formulations and responses to the economic crisis in these countries

became the responsibility of those technocrats in Thailand and Indonesia. The failure of

technocrats and policy makers to come up with sound economic policies responses

contributed to therrisis. In Thailand, the focus was on the failure to replace the fixed

exchange rate system, which had been used by the Bank of Thailand (BOT) since the

mid-1980s. With the increase in capital inflow in the 1990s, the BOT had control over the

domestic money supply and this meant the baht became overvalued against the US dollar.

Instead of instituting a more flexible exchange rate system, the BOT refused to acf even

when the baht was under attack from currency speculators in 1996. The independence

and credibility of the BOT deteriorated with the indecisiveness of its policy makers in

formulating the exchange rate policy, and this deepened the crisis of confidence among

domestic and foreign investors.

In Indonesia, the story was rather different. Although the rapid increase in capital

inflow also put pressure on the rupiah, the Bank of Indonesia (BI) adjusted its exchange

rate policy by using band intervention (by widening the rupiah-US dolla¡ band as the

rupiah becarne overvalued or undervalued). However, this approach could not be

sustained after the rupiah came under attack from currency speculators, as a result of

contagion from Thailand's economic crisis. The BI had no choice except to institute the
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flexible exchange rate system in August 1997. The crisis in Indonesia was also affected

by rivalry between the technocrat and the technologist/nationalist camps over economic

policy, making the smooth implementation of deregulation policies difficult. This sent

negative signals to domestic and foreign investors and led to a crisis of confidence in the

Indonesian economy.

In Burma, the military govemment also failed to come up with sound economic

policies in response to the crisis. This was due to the absence of policy institutions and

policy makers to formulate economic policy. The failure to replace the overvalued

exchange rate made the cost of business operations in Burma more expensive and also

discouraged domestic and foreign investors from investing in the country over long-term

periods.

Governance Føctor and Bad Politícs

Good governance and non-economic factors contributed to each country's

economic profile. In Thailand, comrption and credibility issues were major factors in the

crisis of confidence among domestic and foreign investors in the Thai economy. This

began when the Banharn coalition govemment was in power from 1995 to 1996. But the

situation did not change after the Banharn coalition government was replaced by the

Chaovalit coalition, which governed until November 1997. The indecisiveness of

Chaovalit's leadership, combined with internal disunity among the parties in his coalition,

created confusion over the direction of economic policies, and this became an important

factor in the intensifying attack by currency speculators on the baht.

In Indonesia, the so-called "KKN" (korups'i, kolus'i and nepotisme [corruption,

collusion, and nepotisrnl) fäctor also influenced the crisis of confidence in the Indonesian

economy. Manifestations of the "KKN" factor can be found in special treatment given

to companies owned by the Suharto fämily business groups. Besides that, the uncertainty
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of the political succession and the widespread political unrest across Indonesia during

1996 and l99l were also significant contributing factors to the economic crisis. In

Burma, the failure of the Burmese military to reach a political settlement with the National

League for Democracy (NLD) also contributed to the economic crisis. As with Thaíland

and Indonesia, widespread comrption in Burma also weakened the ability of the

govemment to implement economic policies and, more importantly, increased the cost of

business operations.

Ext ernøl I nterv entío tt

Interaction between the process of globalisation and domestic economic and

political changes can be found in the way in which the affecæd countries responded to the

economic crisis. In Thailand and Indonesia there are similarities in respect to the initial

responses to the eeonomic crisis. The initial response was to readjust economic policies

along the lines of neo-classical economics theory, aiming to restore confidence among

market actors. Measures were implemented, such as the free floating exchange rate, the

imposition of tight monetarJ policies, rescheduling government spending, restructuring

private debt, closing down troubled financial institutions and widening tax revenue bases.

However, when it appeared that those measures were not adequate, and also that the extent

of the problems was actually much greater than the policy makers had first thought, both

Thailand and Indonesia decided to call for extemal assistance from the IMF and other

countries.2o

It is in the context of the involvement of the IMF in both countries that the

interaction of external ¿nd domestic factors helped to shape their political dynamics. In

20 For a critical examinatiou of the role of the IMF in the altected countries in the regiott, see Nicola
Bullard etal.,"TamingtheTigers: thelMFandtheAsianCrisis",ThirdWorld Quarterly,vol. 19, no. 3

(1998), pp. 505-555.
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Thailand, this process was a relatively smooth one because there was a strong consensus

among political leaders and policy makers in support of the IMF reform package. In

contrast, in Indonesia, despite early support for the intervention of the IMF, it later created

tensions among political elites and economic actors in Indonesia. The economic policies

advocated by the IMF and the Indonesian technocrats were primarily aimed at disrnantling

the monopoly rights given to those who owned the conglomerate groups (many of these

including the children of President Suharto) as well as similar ones given to the state-

owned enterprises. In Indonesia, the domestic power struggles over the involvement of

the IMF deepened the economic and political crises and meant that the IMF economic

programs and policies were revised several times.2l

In Burma, the situation was rather different. There were no extemal âctors

involved in responding to the economic crisis. The response of the military government

was not to readjust economic policies. lnstead, they imposed tough measures aimed at

stopping the depreciation of the kyat and foreign exchange certificates (FECs). These

measures included launching crackdowns on foreign exchange dealers, restricting imports,

closing down border check points, and revoking permits for foreign exchange trading.

The main points of similarity and difference in the politics of the economic crises

in Thailand,Indonesia and Burma can be found in the following table.

2' Ross Mcleod, "Indonesia" in Ross Mcleod and Ross Garnaut (eds.) Eas¡ Asia in Crisis, From Being

a Miracle to Needing One'/ (London and New York: Routledge, 1998), pp. 4041.
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Table 9.2
The Politics of the Economic Crises in Thailand, lndonesia and Burma

Domestic Politics, Globalisation and Political Change
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comparative political economy study conducted by Rueschemeyer et al. which argues that

there is a strong relationship between capitalism and democracy, but this cannot be

explained in a simple argument that economic growth necessarily leads to political

democracy.22 Instead, the authors of the study suggest that a democratic political system

is a product of the complex economic, social and political changes that are associated with

capitalist development, including changes in the balance of power between political

groups, the relationship between the state and civil society, and changes in the extenìal or

international environment. 2 3

I have argued that the economic reform and boom periods in Thailand, Indonesia,

and to a lesser extent, Burma in the 1980s and 1990s had profound political

consequences. This study provides evidence that Thailand and Indonesia experienced

different degrees of political change as a consequence of the economic changes put into

place. When Gencral Prem implemented economic reforms in the 1980s, he also opened

up the Thai political arena which eventually led to democratic elections in 1988, bringing

Prime Minister Chatichai Choonhavan to power. The arrival of the Chatichai coalition

government also brought with it an economic boom period that lasted until 1997. It was

during this period that Thai politics changed enormously, with political pluralism

becoming a feature of contemporary Thai politics.

The situation of Thailand deserves further attention. The 1990s saw the

emergence of 'coalition politics', in which political groups often changed and shifted

alliances, causing the rise and fall of coalition governments. Thai politics in the 1990s

also saw power no longer in the hands of the military, the bureaucracy or political parties,

but distributed and shared between many political actors. Although this country

experienced a military coup in 1991, parliamentary democracy continued to be upheld as

the dominant form in politics in Thailand. This strengthened the influence of elected

2' D. Rucschemeyer, E. H. Stephens, and J. D. Stephens, Capil.alist Developrnent and Deuocracy
(Cambridge: Polity Press, 1992).
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politicians, and, at the same time, eroded the Thai military and bureaucrats' domination of

the decision-making process in Thailand.

The most remarkable transformation in Thai politics in the 1990s was arguably the

way the consolidation of parliamentary democracy created fertile ground for the birth of

the civil society. Autonomous organisations outside the formal political institutions (with

memberships of these organisations drawn from among businesspeople, journalists, and

academics) as well as NGOs, unions and think tanks were formed, and they exerted

considerable influence over national politics. On this issue, it appropriaæ to reinforce the

point made by Rueschemeyer et al.,that the role of civil society is crucial in the progress

of democracy. The Thai scholar Anek Laothamatas also points out that economic

progress cânnot itself determine the progress of democracy in the Southeast Asian and

East Asian region, but that it arises as " a di¡ect result of the strength of civil society".2a

Therefore, I would.argue that the civil society has already played an important role in not

only blocking the return of authoritarianism (through the military coup in 1991), but also

in creating a wider coalition through which to strengthen the democratic institutions in

Thailand.

By comparison, the political changes which occurred in Indonesia in the 1980s

and the 1990s were not as 'liberal' as those in Thailand. During the reform and boom

period, Suharto's New Order government maintained an authoritarian political system,

although it came under increasing pressure into the latter stages. The uncertainty of the

political succession, the future role of the Indonesian military, and the weak parliament

were stumbling blocks on the path to the establishment of a more representative political

system in Indonesia. The evidence in this study shows that pressuro for political change

grew rapidly in the early 1990s, with the emergence of non-state actors at elite, rniddle

class and grassroots levels. These actors continuously challenged the domination of the

" Ib¡d., pp. 6-8
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New Order govemment in naúonal politics and called for the establishrnent of a

democratic political system in lndonesia.

In Burma, the failure of economic reform was accompanied by continuity in

political authoritarianism. The main reason for this is that the Burmese miliøry continued

to resist pressure to relinquish power, even after they lost the 1990 general election. The

rnilitary insistence on maintaining its authoritarian political rule was enforced using

rnilitary and bureaucratic structures to repress the opposition and resistance groups both

inside Burma and along its borders and the country remained relatively isolated within the

region.

Based on this evidence, I would argue that the recent economic crisis brought

about different types of political change in these countries. Peter Gourevitch argues that

the economic crisis creates "political debate and political controversy" which force the

government and its leader to respond to iL25 However, every country's response is

different. Gourevitch writes:

Economic crises shape countries, but crises also express what is
happening within those countries. Both crises and countries
change over time, so that relationships change as well. And every
country faces each crisis differently.""

In Thailand, the economic crisis tn 1991 created political tension both within and

outside the government, generating growth in the movement for political reform and in the

support for a new constitution. As parliamentary democracy and civil society in Thailand

had already been strengthened during the 1990s, public debate on strategies to encl the

economic crisis was very broad. The involvement of the Thai public in this relatively

peaceful political process was remarkable in the sense that both state and non-state àctors

2a Anek Laothamatas, "Development ard Democratization, A Theoretical Introduction with Reference to
theSoutheast Asian ardEast Asian Cases" in Derrncralizalion in Southeasl andEast Asra (Singapore:

Institute of Southeast Asian Studies, 1991), p. 11.

" Peler Gourevitch, Politics in HardTimes, Contparalive Responses to International Economic Crises
(lthaca: Cornell University, 1986), p. 19.
26 Ibid., p. 221,
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were involved in influencing the decision-making process. It was in this context that the

political elite and the public came to a broad consensus in favor of removing Chaovalit's

government as a precondition to restoring domestic and intemational confidence in the

Thai economy. In November 1997 the Chuan coalition government took over and

embarked upon the task of ending the economic crisis in Thailand.

In Indonesia, there is evidence that the economic crisis opened up public debate on

the need for further economic and political reform. As a result of this debate, there arose a

broad-based coalition of former government officers, political elites, academics, religious

leaders, NGOs and students; all of whom called for political change. In contrast to

Thailand, the events that led to the downfall of President Suharto were marked by political

struggles which deepened the economic and political crises in Indonesia. This was due to

the fact that at the beginning there was no clea¡ consensus between political leaders and

the Indonesian public on strategies to end the economic crisis. The opposition groups

were weak and failed to come up with alærnative strategies for rebuilding the Indonesian

economy. Therefore, the main factor forcing President Suharto to resign was the loss of

support from the political and military elites surrounding him. In May 1998, Suharto's

proté,gé, B. J. Habibie, was appointed the new President and faced the task of restoring the

economy and addressing the political crisis in Indonesia.zT

In Burma, the economic crisis created furttrer economic downturn as the economy

had already been in trouble and the country was in the grip of political crisis. The

deterioration of the economy widened the political gap between the military government

and the NLD, as the former contemplated disassociating the Burmese economy frorn the

regional and international economies, while the latter advocated far-reaching economic

" There has been an upsurge of analyses following the downfall of Suharto in may i998. For instance,
see Edward Aspinal, Herb Feith, and Geny van Klinken (e.ds.) The Last Days of President Suharto
(Clayton: Monash Asia Institute, Monash University, 1999); fuief Budiman, Barba¡a Hatley and Damien
Kingsbury (e.ds.), Reþnnasi, Crisís and Chnnge in Indonesia (Clayton: Monash Asia Institute, Monash
University, 1999); ànd also Musa Kashim (ed.) Menuju Indonesia Baru: Menggagas Reþrmasi Total

[Towards a New Indonesia: Arguing for Total Reformation] (Bandung: Pustakan Hidayah, 1998).
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ref'orm as a precondition for improving the economy. Although the economic crisis did

not force the downfall of General Than Shwe, it caused the military government to rename

itself and to reshuffle the cabinet several times. More importantly, the economic crisis

also meant that political uncertainty continued to overshadow Burmese politics throughout

1998.

If we return to Reuchemeyer's argumenÍ changes in the internaúonal arena are

important factors in the process of the establishment of democÍacy, and it is relevant then

to draw on the evidence of this presenúed in this study. Dani Rodrik, in his book entitled

Has Globalization Gone Too Far, argues that globalisation has not occurred in " a

vacuum" and that globalisation has implications for any country, in economic and social

policy debates, and even in politics. 28

It is clea¡..that the economic crises which occurred in Thailand, Indonesia, and

Burma in 1997 and 1998 were a result of globalisation in the region. However, I would

argue that differences in the domestic political economies of the three countries meant

each country responded to the process of globalisation in a different way. In addition, I

would suggest that for Thailand, Indonesia, and Burma, globalisation has created a

'window of opportunity' in the sense that they have been pushed to engage with

economic and political change.2e As this study shows, Thailand proved able to take up

this opportunity, while Indonesia and Burma a¡e still coming to grips with it. The

experiences of reforming the economy in the 1980s, and managing the economic boom of

the 1990s, together with the relative maturity of parliamentary democracy and political

leaders in dealing with the crisis (and also the strengthening of the civil society), put

Thailand in a better position to handle the impact of globalisation.

28 Dani Rodrik, Has Globalization Gone Too Fcu'/ (V/ashington D.C.: Institute for International
Economics, 1997), pp. 69-85.
2e This point made by Jeffrey Garten, ":Lessons for the Next Financial Crisis", Foreign Affairs, vol. uo.
(March-April 1999), pp. 7 6-92.
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The progress that Thailand achieved in its domestic political economy in the 1980s

meant this country could use the experience of the economic crisis as a learning process

in many areas. Despite the fact that the economic crisis caused not only economic

difficulties but also human misery, the Thai economic crisis had also given this country a

new opportunity to reform its economic and political sectors.30 The change of political

leaders, and the arrival of a new economic team led by the Finance Minister Dr. Tarrin

Nimmanhaeminda and Dr. Supachai Panitchpakdee, had successfully restored confidence

in the Thai economy. The crisis also convinced the Thai public of the need to continue the

efforts to reform Thai politics, institutions of govemance, and overall economic policies.

Although the success of the Chuan coalition govemment in ending the economic crisis

was still not cer[ain in late 1998, it was widely accepted that the Thai economy was in

much better shape than in the previous year.'

Although Indonesia reformed its economy in the 1980s and enjoyed an economic

boom in the early 1990s, the failure of Suharto to reform his authoritarian political system,

combined with the weakness of civil society and the inability of non-state actors to create

political change, resulted in Indonesia experiencing much more difficulty in dealing with

the impact of globalisation. Slow progress in reforming the domestic political economy

during the 1980s and 1990s meant this count¡y suffered more than Thailand during the

economic crisis periodin1997 and 1998.

In contrast to the Thai case, the change in political leadership from Suharto to B.J.

Habibie eased the political tension in Indonesia, but did not end the economic and political

crises. In 1998 the economy was in contraction, while the pressure for political reform

continued to have broad support from the Indonesian public. There were indications that

the Indonesian economy had begun to recover in the last quarter of 1998, with the rupiah

to Walden Bello, Shea Cunningham, and Li Kheng Poh, A Siamese Tragedy, Develo¡tnrcnl curd

Di.sintegration in ModernThailand (London and New York:Znd Books, 1998).
3r Suchitra Punyaratabandhu, "Thailand in 1998, A False Sense ofRecovery", Asian Surve), vol. xxxix,
no. I (January-February 1999), pp. 80-88.
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more stable and the real economy growing in a modest way.32 However, political

uncertainty was the main obstacle to the recovery of the Indonesian economy." Political

reform had become the key factor in restoring the confidence of domestic and

international economic actors.

The failure of Burma to undertake adequate reforms in both the economic and

political arenas in the 1980s and 1990s, arguably put this country in the worst position to

deal with the economic crisis. The continuing economic deterioration and political

stalemate in Burma made it very difficult for the military government and the opposition to

reach a political settlement that could place Burma in a stronger position to deal with the

economic and political crises which assailed it.

How can we make sense of these findings in the broader context of the

intenelationship between economic development and political change? A comparison with

the experiences of other countries is needed. Stephan Haggard and Robert Kaufman in

their study suggest that there are three models which are worth comparing.3a First, the

"economic progress first" model. This was the approach adopted by "bureaucratic

authoritarian" (BA) regimes in Argentina, Brazil, Chile and Uruguay during the 1960s

and the 1970s, and also in Turkey in the early 1980s. In East Asia this model was

adopted in South Korea under the Park Chung Hee government in the 1970s. This model

underlines the argument that once the economic growth has been achieved, then these BA

regimes gradually make an opening for political participation which !ù/as repressed during

the early stages of economic development. However, the process of political opening up

is not solely an initiative from the "top", or from "within" the regimes, but also a

response to pressure frorn various interest groups and the wider groups within society.

32 Badan Pusat Statistik, Ringknsan Statistik Ekonomi Makro [A Summary of Macro Economic
Statisticl, no., 8 (31 December 1998); and also Bank Indonesia, Monetary Policy Review, Econotnic
Research and Monetzuy Policy Department (November 1998).
tt Judith Bird, "Iudonesi¿r in 1998, The Pot Bolis Over", Asian Surve.y, vol. xxxix, no. 1 (Jiuruäry-

Februiuy 1999), pp. 21-31.
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The second model suggested is one in which economic progress and political

liberalisation occur simultaneously. This model has been observed at work in situations

where authoritarian regimes face an economic crisis that is a potential threat to their power,

but they are still able to control the pace of political change. In other words, political

liberalisation is used by these regimes as a political maneuver; to gain support from a

wider range of political and interest groups in the pursuit of economic refbrm or

adjustment policies. The support of these groups is crucial as a form of symbolic

compensation for the losers at the time of economic crisis and during the implement¿tion

of the economic reform policies. This approach was used, to varying degrees and in

various forms, in Nigeria under the Ibrahim Babangida government, in Mexico under

President Miguel de la Madrid and Carlos Salinas, and in Poland under President

Jaruzelski in the 1980s.

The third model is the "democracy first" model. This approach emerges where

authoritarian regimes are losing political support and experiencing internal disintegration.

It is often the case that circumstances force the dismantling of the authoritarian political

systems first, followed by the implementation of economic reforms. Cases which

illustrate this model would be Ghana in the early 1980s and the collapse of the Marcos

regime in 1986.35

Anek Laothamatas suggests a fourth model, in which economic underdevelopment

triggers pressure for political liberalisation or democratisation. This model is "a typical

Third World case in which economic failure causes frequent regirne change".36 In this

respect the pressure for political iiberalisation come from both domestic and extemal

factors and it is a result of the inability of the regime to improve the economic condition in

the country.

3a Stephan Haggard and Robert Kaufman, "Economic Adjustment and the Prospects for Democracy" iu
The Politics of Economi Adjustnxent (princeton: Princeton Uriversity Press, 1992), pp. 319-350.
tt For an interesting discussion on this can be found in Benedict Anderson, "Cacique Democracy iu the
Philippines" itt Tlrc Spectre of Conrparisons, Nationalism, Soutlrcast Asia and the World (London altd

New York: Verso, 1998), pp. 192-226.
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How do the findings of this thesis fit into the context of these models? On the

issue of political liberalisation itself, Thailand is certainly ahead of the others. In Thailand,

the economic progress came together with a gradual move toward the establishment of a

democratic political system. Thailand thus fits the second model, where economic

progress goes hand-and-hand with political liberalisation. With some qualifications,

Indonesia fits between the first and second models. In Indonesia economic progress was

not followed by political liberalisation, but the evidence from this thesis demonstrates ttrat

domestic pressures to reform the political system were strong, and this forced the New

Order govemment to accommodate these pressures. The limited political openness of the

1990s arose from this political accommodation. Meanwhile, Burma fits in part the fourth

model. In this country, serious economic decline under Ne V/in led to the political

uprising of 1988 during which calls for immediate regime change and political

liberalisation were made. The regime survived, however, with some superficial changes

and although e¡onomic reforms were implemented during the 1990s they have had limited

success and have been accompanied by increasingly authoritarian politics.

Conclusion

This study has compared the similarities and differences in the political economy

of contemporary Thailand, Indonesia and Burma. In comparing these countries, this study

suggests that the use of an eclectic comparative political economy approach is useful in

analysing the interrelationship between globalisation and domestic political change in

these countries. It is argued in this study that Thailand, which had progressed further in

the reform of its economy and political system, adjusted to the economic crisis better than

Indonesia and Burma. Through a comparative examination, we can find that there a¡e

vnrying degrees of similarity and difference in the economic and political changes that

occurred in these countries. Thailand implemented economic reforms and experienced

economic boom along with gradual political liberalisation in the 1980s. This political

36 Anck, "Dcvclopmcnt ¿rnrj Denrocratization", pp. 16-17
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change was not brought about by the economic boom only, bul was the product of a

complex process of change in Thailand's domestic and external environment. Indonesia

deregulated its economy as a response to the deterioration of its economy caused by the

collapse of the worldwide oil and commodity prices in the early 1980s. The economic

deregulation transformed the Indonesian economy and created pressure for political

change in Indonesia. However, this did not lead to political liberalisation as was the case

in Thailand, again due to the interplay of domestic and external factors. Burma

implemented economic reforms in response to the collapse of the Ne V/in regime in the

late 1980s, but the reforms were not sufficiently far-reaching and did not improve the

Burmese economy. At the same time, Burma's political uncertainty and authorita¡ian

political system continued despite significant and ongoing domestic and external criticisrn.

Against this backdrop, it is clear that the strengthening of democratic institutions

and civil society had helped Thailand to be more responsive and adaptable to the economic

crisis of 1,997/98. Indonesia's efforts to deal with it were hampered by the unworkable

and undemocratic nature of Suharto's New Order political system and the weak civil

society. Burma also faced serious economic and political crisis simultaneously. The

effect of decades of isolation from the global economy and community were clearly seen

in the lack of any civil society structures and ttre ability of the regime to increase its level

of authoritarianism rather than be forced to respond to the calls for change.

The rapid economic and political change that occurred in these countries must be

seen in the context of the result of the globalisation that took place in the Asian region

during the 1990s. The integration of Thailand and Indonesia, and, by association, Burma,

into the world economy made them more vulnerable to external change and, at the same

tirne, it changed the course of dornestic politics in these countries. Globalisation has

brought both crisis and opportunity to these countries. The manner in which they have

been able to take up the challenges presented by globalisation is detennined by the unique

oornbination of domestic and extemal fãctors affecting each country. Perhaps the most
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promising outcome of the economic and poliúcal experiences of these countries at what is

still just the beginning of the era of globalisation, is the manner in which the societies

affected have taken hold of the momentum of change and begun to establish (or, in

Burma's case, continued to hold out for) a stronger civil society and more democratic

politics. The recent economic crisis was an example of how globalisation can bring

serious economic and political consequences in these countries. After all, globalisation

has created both "good times" and "hard times" in Thailand, Indonesia and Burma and

this study has provided some evidence of this.
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When this study was completed in mid 1999, there had already been significant

further economic and political changes in Thailand and Indonesia, though not in Burma.

With the assistance of the IMF, Thailand has embarked upon economic reforms aiming to

stabilise the economy and to restore the confidence of foreign investors. The Chuan

government has done this by stabilising the exchange rate and the tight monetary policy

has been gradually lifted sending a clear message to economic actors in the country to

sta¡t their activities again. The govemment has continued to restructure troubled financial

institutions and the big corporaúons with debt problems, allowing only the most efficient

to continue operaúng. Although it is still early days for the Chuan government, the results

of its economic reforms have been positive. There are signs of recovery with the baht

stabilising and the Thai economy moving forward with foreign investors beginning to

reinvest in Thailar\d. On the political front, the Chuan govemment has strengthened itself

by integrating the Chart Patana Party into government, leaving fewer opposition parties in

the parliament. This has given the Chuan government the political stability which is

needed in order to implement the reform agenda. The consolidation of democracy

remains in process with the Thai people maintaining pressure on the government to make

the parliament and its members more accountable to the public. This was evidenced in the

strong support for abolishing the appointment system currently used to select the

members of Senate (Upper House).

The Indonesian economy has not yot recovered, although there are indications of a

strengthening in the rupiah and the tight monetary policy has lifted. Even with the

assistance of the IMF, the Habibie government, which in seen by some as a transitional

government, still has not been able restore the confidence of foreign investors, rnaking it

difficult for domestic economic actors to restart their business activities. In the political

aren4 Indonesia has experienced a major political transformation with the winds of

democratisation sweeping across the country. Indonesia, successfully held a free and fair

general election on 7 June 1999, the first in nearly five decades, positioning the counüy as

the third largest democratic nation after India and the US.

The Bunneso economy is still showing no sign of growth. In fact" fbreign

investors fÌorn the neighbouring countries are leaving Bunna. There are no indications that
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the military govemment will implement far-reaching economic reforms. There has been

discussion of the resumption of the ÏVorld Bank loans, but to date this has not occurred.

The political stalemate remains the main feature of Burmese politics and there is no sign

of a settlement being reached between the military leaders and the National læague for

Democracy.

P.5.27t8199
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Brief Chronology

The early 1900s

Thailand opened its economy to foreign investors and reformed the bureaucracy.
Indonesia was a Dutch colony and Burma a British colony and in both countries the
internationalisation of the economies began while their societies were divided.

The 1920s and 1930s

Nationalist movements and ideas of independence flourished in Thailand, Indonesia and
Burma. In Thailand the military and nationalist leaders overthrew the absolute monarchy
in Thailand.

The 1940s

With the help of the Japanese, the Indonesians and Burmese were able to force the Dutch
and British colonial governments out of their respective countries.

The 1950s r"

Indonesia and Burma experienced brief democratic periods, while, at the same time,
Thailand embraced an authoritarian political system under General Sarit Thanarat.

The 1960s

The US assisted Thailand in developing its economy and in building infrastructure
throughout the country. The "bureaucratic polity" emerged in Thailand. Indonesia
experienced political turmoil under the Guided Democracy of Sukarno. In 1966 Major
General Suharto took power from the civilian President Sukarno and he reopened the
country to W'estern investors. In Burma, General Ne Win took power from the civilian
Prime Minister U Nu and isolated the country from the international community. The
Cold War shaped the political dynamics in the region.

The 1970s

Thailand ontered a brief democratic period and the Thai military was gradually pushed
aside frorn its dominant position in Thai politics. Coup after coup occuffed during this
period. Indonesia enjoyed the oil boom period with economic nationalism dominating the
policy-rnaking process. Anti-Japanese protest turned into political unrest in 197 4. Burma
continued to adopt policies of isolationism and neutralism in economic and foreign policy
areas. Ethnic minorities and opposition groups demanded that the Ne Win govemment
end the authoritarian political system.

The 1980s

Thailand enjoyed political stability and with the assistance of the Thai technocrals, Prime
Minister Prem emb¿rked upon economic refonns creating major changes in the Thai
economy. Japanese investors became major players in the country and General Prem
Tinsulanonda graduzilly liberalised Thai politics, while at the same tirne, the Thai middle
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class and civilian politicians began to assert their influence both in provincial and national
politics. In 1988 Chatichai Choonhavan was elected as the first civilian Prime Minister in
Thailand and brought with him more civilian politicians to control the policy-making
process.
In Indonesia, the decline of the oil price forced President Suharto and his technocrats to
deregulate the economy, making the Indonesian economy more open to the world
economy. More than two hundred privaûe banks operated during the deregulation period.
Domestic demands for political openness grew alongside the growing uncertainty about
political succession in Indonesia.
In Burma, political opposition against General Ne Win and his govemment increased as

the economy deteriorated. The 1988 Uprising brought this country into the centre of
international attention. General Saw Maung took power in September 1988 and his
rnititary govemment began to embark upon economic reforms aiming to open up Burma
to foreign investors.

The 1990s

The economic boom period saw a rapid increase in foreign capital entering Thailand,
transforming this country into one of the main economic and financial centers in the
region. As Thailand enjoyed the economic boom, the Thai military overthrew the
Chatichai government in 1991 bringing a sense of political instability to Thailand. The
}r4ay 1992 Uprising led to the downfall of General Suchinda Kaprayoon and the Thai
people demanded the Anand provincial government hold general elections in September
1992.Up to l99l Thailand had several elections and different coalition governments. Civil
society had strengthened and it contributed to consolidating the Thai democracy. In 1997
Thailand's boom became a bust causing domestic economic and political changes and
unleashing a contagion effect across the region. Prime Minister Chaovalit resigned in
November 1991. '

Indonesia's economic boom increased the flow of foreign capital into the country.
Deregulation policies increased the economic power of the politically powerful
conglomerate groups, creating domestic economic and political tensions. Political
succession, unrest, and comrption dominated Indonesian politics during this period. B.J.
Habibie's technologist camp increased its influence over the policy-making process. In
1997 Indonesia experienced domestic economic and political crises that brought down
President Suharto in May 1998.
Burma's economic reforms failed to improve country's economic fundamentals.
International sanctions and on-going political stalemate rnade difficult for this country to
develop its economy. The refusal of the rnilitary government to honor the results of the
1990 general elections derailed the prospect for a political transition in this country. In
1997 Burma experienced an economic crisis that worsened the stagnant economy. The
military leaders responded by making superficial changes, such as renaming the regime, in
November 1997.
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